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Introduction

Though linguists have long realized that particular languages exhibit problematic
instances of verbal constituents in series, these phenomena were for the most part treated as
matters for the specialists in the languages in question - as peripheral phenomena within these
languages, indeed as peripheral phenomena across the languages of the world, and consequently of
little interest to the theorist. In the past thirty years there has been a dramatic shift in
attitude, set off by three largely independent events in the history of linguistics.

First, along with the growth of socioringuistics came a renewed interest in the linguistic
(as well as social) characteristics of pidgins and creoles, leading to lhe rediscovery ci

Schuchardl's observation that serial verbs (as we now speak of them) are striking, prominent
featuros of (at least many of) these languages, and thus not in any sense peripheral. Thereupon,
other linguists began to see that similar phenomena were to be found in various noncreolo
languages of West Africa, in some languages of East and Southeast Asia, in particular Chinese,
and in a number of the languages of the Indian subcontinent

Second, along with the development ol formal syntax in the Chomskyan style came the
realization that serial verbs did nol have an obvious good analysis within the theoretical
frameworks then available, so that the phenomena became a focus of interest to those who would
test particular frameworks or argue for changes in them.

Third, along with the rise in systematic studies of language typology and linguist c
universals came the need to fit Serial verbs into typological schemes and to relate them to other
elements of those schemes, in particular coordination and subordination.

The confluence of those different streams flows strongly today, as evidenced by the papers
in this volume. The volume is a partial record of a 'mini-conference on serial verbs he'd al
Ohio State over the 1990 Memorial Day weekend; the program for that Conference is reproduced
at the end of this introduction,

The conference originated in discussions between the two editors. after we discoverPd
first, that the Iwo of us were separately engaged in wondering whether phenomena vie v.Tre

investigating for other reasons (in Modern Greek and English, respectively, reported on in
Joseph's and Pu Ilum's papers, respectively, in (his volume) were in fact instances of serial
verbs, and, second, that a number of our colleagues and students al Onb State had become
interested in serial verbs, in a variety of languages, for a variety of reasons of their own. Al the
same lime, the publication of Mark Sebba's dissertation and of Mark Baker's major article On
!serial verbs had made the topic of serialization one that linguists in general were excited about.
Consequently, it seemed an ideal time to assemble the Ohio State hnguistics community arid
explore this topic of mutual interest.

Our intent was to elicit exploratory papers rather than defiriilive statements, to enonne fl
a joint discussion of possibly releval data arid their theoretical significance. We saw no reascira
however, to limit the participants to Ohio Stale; invitations to submit brief abstrnts were srmt



out .) linguistics programs and to a few scholars we knew to bo working on relevant questions.
The response was enthusiastic, as can be seen from the program below.

The mini-conference was achieved on a mini-budget, and we would like to acknowledge the
support of the College of Humanities as the source of funds for this effort, including the travel
money for James D. Mc Cawley, who acted as a 'designated discussant for all the papers.

Participants were pressed to supply their manuscripts with dispatch, so that the lag time
to dissetlination in this volume could be reduced as much as possible; we intend to stimulate
discussion on current research, not to archive the research of years gone by. To help achieve
this end, we have not edited the papers; they appear here as submitted in camera-ready copy by
their authors. The papers appear in their order of presentation at the conference. Not all
papers actually read at the conference were written up for publication in this volume; those not
appearing here are marked with at, asterisk on the program below, and note that the Hes of
some have changed inthe written versions.

These are preliminary working-papers verskms. Their authors are free to publish them
elsewhere as they stand, or to publish new versions of them. This means both that readers might
want to provide comments and criticisms of the current versions to their authors, and that
although the current versions are citable and quotable, those who wish to cite or quote a paper
should check with its author to find out if a more definitive version has appeared or is in press.

Brian D. Joseph
Arnold M. Zwicky
Columbus, Ohio
December 1990



THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY MINI-CONFERENCE
ON SERIAL VERBS

The University Ramada Inn, 3110 Olentangy River Road, Columbus, Ohio

Saturday, May 26:

8:45 9:00: Welcome

9:00 - 10:00: "What are we talking about when we talk about serial verbs?",
Arnold M. Zwicky, The Ohio State University & Stanford University

10:00 - 10:30: "The Definition of Serial Verbs",
Pieter Seuren, Nijmegen University

BREM

10:50 - 11:20: "On the Definition and Distribution of Serial Verb
Constructions",
Eric Schiller, Wayne State University & The University of Chicago

11 :20 11:50: "Parataxis in White Hmong",
Elizabeth Riddle, Ball State University

11 50 - 12:15: "On Arguing for Serial Verbs (with Special Reference to Greek)",
Brian D. Joseph, The Ohio State University

t UNcH

2:00 2:30: "Serialization and Subordination in Gullah: Toward a Definition
of Seriahzation",
Salikoko Mufwene, University of Georgia

2:30 - 3:00: "Serial Verbs and Motion Events in New World Creoles",
Don Winford, The Ohio Slate University

3:00 3:30: 'Tense Scope and Spreading in Serial Verb Constructions",
Frank Byrne, Shawnee State University

BREAK

4:00 - 4:30: "Serializability and the Structure of Eventhood in Gungbe",
Marshall Lewis, Indiana University

4:30 5:00: "The Semantic and Pragmatic Properties of Serial Verb
Construction in Marathi",
Rajeshwari Pandharipande, The University of Illinois



5:00 - 5:30: "Against 'Object Sharing' in Serial Verb Constructions",
MithHesh K. Mishra, University of Illinois

5:30 - 6:00: "Serial Verbs in Tamil",
Sabita Nagarajan, University of Delawarn

DINNER

PARTY (Details to be announced)

Sunday, May 27:

9:00 - 10:00: "Serial Verbs in Colloquial English",
Geoffrey K. Pullurn, University of California al Santa Cruz

10:00 - 10:30: "Walapai Serial and Phrasal Verbs",
James E. Redden, Southern Illinois University

BRFAK

11:00 11:30: "Verb Concatenation in Classical Japanese",
Charles Quinn, The Ohio State University

.11:30 - 12:00: "Light Verbs and Predicate Demotion in Japanese",
Stanley Dubinsky, The University of Wisconsin

12:00 12:30: "Serial Verbs in Korean",
In-Hee Jo, Ball Stale University

LUNC, 4

2:15 - 2:45: "On Serial Verbs in Mandarin Chinese: VV Compounds and
Co-Verbial Phrases",
Claire Chang, University of Hawaii at Manoa

2:45 - 3:15: "Reclassification of Serial Verb Expressions in Mandarin
Chinese",
John Xiang-ling Dai, The Ohio State University

3:15 - 3:45: "Serial Verbs in Arabic",
Lutli Hussein, The Ohio State University

3:45 4:15: "A Categorial Grammar Analysis of Serial Verbs",
Kate Welker, The Ohio Stale University

`,4
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What are we talking about when we talk about serial verbs?

Arnold M. Zwicky
Ohio State University and Stanford University

1. On technical terminology

A major task in theorizing about latigt,age (or anything else) is deciding which
concepts are significant, and as a result deciding which ones we need terms for.
This task is not a matter of discoverMg what existing terms subject, preposition,
topic, passive, case, head, and so on, to choose exampls from linguistics - really
mean, though sometimes linguists talk as if it were.

There are at least three sorts of wrinioology in a scientific enterprise: (a)
pretheeretical unihrella terms; (b) historcally faithful terms; and (c) genuinely
theoretical terms.

Consider the term clitk., defirwd as r:: ii.em 'with some word-like
charart&i:;rc uid some affixal enaracte.riste.-s` by Nevis (1986: 2). Here clitic is

pretheoretica! umbrella term, picking out r! class of phenomerra that are in some
way problematic in theorizing. Tio. term defincs a problem rather than providing a
solution. Indeed, there is no guarantee that these ph( nomena will share any
theoretically important properties.

Then consider what the OEDI provides in its entry for enclitic.

ad% That 'leans its accent on the preceding word' (Liddell and Scott).
in Greek grammar the distinctive epithet of those words which have
no accent, and which (when phonetic laws permit) cause a secondary
accent to be laid on the last syllable of tiw word which they follow.
Hence applied to the analogous Latin particles -qtw, -ve, -ne, etc., and
in nmd, HSU (with extension of sense) to those unemphatic words in
othe,- langs. that are treated in pronunciation as if forming part of the
preceding word.

llt,re we have the historical original for the term along with some
description of the way in which its apphcatMn has been (modestly) extended from
particular exemplars in Greek.

inaIly, coir.ider the fate of the term (-hoc in recent theorizing about the
organization of granunar. Almost all students of (Aldus (in the prethe)rmical-
umbrella sense) find it necessary to distinguish three or more different types of
phenomena, which share nothing beyond presenting mune problem in deciding
whether they are independent words or inflectionol affixes. Nevis, in fact,
distinguishes four: prosodically dependent material (a leaner, as in I saw'em); an
independent syntactic word that together with adjacent syntactic word(s)
iestantiates a morphological unit, a type of (super)lexeme (a bounl word, as in
Pat 's my frien0; an independent syntactic word that is located with respect to
some syntactic constituent (a quasi-clitic, like igitur 'therefore and other second-
position adverbs in Latin); and a phorwlogical operation realizing a set of
grammatical categories associated with a syntactic phrase (a phrasal affix, as in
anyone you meet's reaction).

1
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These snapshots of the use of the term clitic could be matched by similar
sets for many nther terms, among them compound, noun im:orporation, and
portmanteau. Developrog a theory involves extending historically faithful terms,
splitting umbrella terrn:r, and discovering unexpected dimensions uniting subtype,
that fall under different umbrella terms.

I most also point out thra the role of a technical term can't be accurately
predicted from the ordinary (nontechnical) meanings of its parts. Technical terms
can be well or badly chosen, but in principle they are entirely arbitrary labels.
This is a fact that all of us have trouble bearing in mind, however. An anecdote:
My partner, an avid crossword puzzle solver, once came across a five-letter word
defined as 'carnivore' in such a puzzle, and was stumped despite having firmly
determined its first and last letters: P...A. Ile was not happy to be told that the
answer was PANDA, for pandas are animals Loted for their exciusively vegetarian,
indeed exclusively bamboo, diet, and he was not mollified by being told that
carnivore was being used here In its technical sense, 'member of the order
Carn:vora'. Now the name of the order is a good one, since most of the species
in the order are primarily meat-eaters. But the label for the order could have
been an arbitrary number, without any loss to zoology, and with some gain in
avoiding confusion, since there would then he no suggestion that other species of
meat-eating animals, like human beings and raptor birds, might belong to the order.

We need to attend to this simple lessrm here. Serial verbs are so called
because they, or at least the primary examples of them, involve verbs in series.
But the technical term might well be applied to constructions that are not
evidently serial ('panda' instances) or withheld from constructions that seem clearly
serial ('raptor' instances).

For the most part the term serial verb has berm used in the literature either
as an umbrella term or as a historically faithful term. In the first case a serial is
any combination of two or more verbal constituents which is problematic because it
exhibits some properties of subordimition and some of coordination (thus cutting
across apparently well-established types), possibly f 9thib itiog as well both the
independence of parts characteristic of syntactic phrases and the 'intimate
combination' characteristic of syntactic words (thus cutting across other apparently
well-established types). In the SCC011d case a serial is an intimate multi-V
conthination much like the constructions to which tlw label was applied by Stewart
(1963), namely those exhibiting 'object sharing': a single NP serving as direct object
of mu verb and as subject OUT DOGS DIE 'ha dogs so that they die, kill (logs by
tinting') or as direct object (In DOGS KII.I., with the same range of meanings) of
the other verb.

The latter usage appears in two influential recent works on seriak, Seltha
(1987) and Baker (1989), and was adopted by Seuren In his paper at this conference.
linguists are, of conis:,, entitled to IISP terminology In any way they find
comfortable, so long as they are clear about what they are doing. Hut there is no
question here of deciding which examples are really_ serial verbs and which are just
SOMP other problematic type of V + V rowhinat ion. The pretheoretical-umbrella
usage, which takes in a much wider range of phemmena while still excluding
instimces of ordinary VP complements to V. (try to leave, make them go),
coordinated Vs or Vi's (sing and dance), adverbial nmdifiers of Vs (go away),
adpositional complements or modifiers of Vs (rebel against the governnwnt, strike
them with a sword), and so on, Is just as valid a choice of terminology.

3
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A few writers, notably Noonan (1985) and Fole, & Van Valin (1984: chs. 5, 6)
have attempted to sort out a variety of types of 'serial verbs', in the broad sense,
though for some reason their work has been disregarded in the theoretically
directed literature on serials.

My intention in the body of this paper is to contribute further to this small
tradition. In section 2 I survey possibly relevartt properties of valency-increasing
constructions (subordination or hypotaxis, verbal complementation in particular), in
tz,!ct ion 3 possibly relevant properties of valency-maintaining constructions
(coordination or parataxis, verbal coordination in particular), in sections 4 and 5
possibly relevant properties of 'intimate combinations' in syntax, and in section 6
several further possibli relevant parameters of syntactic constructions. The point
of these exercims in inventory-taking :s to see how the various properties can be
combined so as to yield different sorts of problematic constructions; section 7
touches on a sampling of these problematic combinations. Ideally, we should devise
technical terms for each of these sorts of constructions, though this is a task I will
not attempt here.

2. Valency-increasing constructions

Subordination/hypotaxis is the adding of (hTendents to a head, either as
arguments/complements or as modifiers/adjuncts.

2.I. Verbal complementation

For the special case of verbal complementation, there at least four properties
that are possibly relevant to the analysis of serial verbs.

First, verbal complementation constructions combine a VW head, that is, a
head of category V and of word (W) rank (a 'lexical' or '0-bar' category), with a
VP argument, that is, an argument of category V and of phrase (P) rank (and
possibly with other arguments as well). From thls general characterization of
verbal complementation constructions the remaining three properties follow.

Second, since the head In any particular construction is of rank W, there is a
special subcategory of lexernes eligible to occur as the head in that construction.

"third, since tlw argument is of rank I', there is a fully open set of eligible
complements, subject only to constraints following from the semantics of the
construction and the participating constituents.

Fourth, since this is a Imad-argument construction, there is government by the
head of a granunatical category on the argument rime specifically, government
by the head VW of sonw nonfinite granimatical category on the argument VP, with
this category realized in Inflectional morphology or a marker lexeme within the VP.

Note that a language can have many different constructions of this type.

2.2. Verbal modifk:ation

%lethal constituents can also combine as heads with modifier's rather than
argunwrits. Modifiers normally are optional ((nyvyr) Ivavy tw) and can be strung
together (nevrt- yvt,t) rnention it), and it is the modifier position that can be
restricted to a specific subcategory of lexemes, while the head position Is fully

1 4



open, again subject only to constraints following from the semantics of the
construction and the participating constituents.

3. Valency-maintaining constructions

In coordination/parataxis (verbal coordination, in particular) constituents with
the same external syntax the same possibilities fer further syntactic combination
- together form a constituent with the very same external syntax. There are at
least six properties that are possibly relevant to the analysis of serial verbs.

First, a coordination construction has multiple heads. Second, these heads
have the same category and rank. And third, they are structurally parallel with
(that Is, sisters of) one another. For verbal coordination, then, we have either
VWs or VPs In sequence.

Fourth, given that a coordination construction has multiple heads, it exhibits
sharing of the grammatical relation they bear to an external argument (as in Chris
sang and danced) or head (as in Chris and Robin sang).

Fifth, given the sharing of an external grammatical relation, a coordination
construction also exhibits sharing of (that is, parallelism in) the grammatical
categories that rnark this gnunmatical relation. The g ammatical categories in
question might mark agreement (as in Chris sang and danced) or government (as in
Pat was apphiuded and congratulated).

Sixth, extraction of or from onv member of Ow construction is prohibited;
Ross's (1967) Coordinate Structure Constraint is in full force.

Note again that a language can have many different constructions of this
type.

4. .te coralnat ion

serial verbs are clearly syntactic phenonwna, they routinely exhibit a
closk ,f combination that more r(sembles the way syntactic words join with
another form compounds) than the way syntactic phrases do (to form brger
phrases); note F'oley & Van Valin's (1984) discussion of 'mielear and core junctures'
and Noonan's (1985: 55, 76-8) treatment of properties uniting and distinguishing
'serialization' and 'parataxis There are at least six properties of intimate
combinations that are possibly relevant to the analysis of serial verbs.

First, the participants In an intimate combination are of rank W rather than
P. In verbal constructions, these are VWs,

Second, an intimate conthination lacks any marker of the synt actic relation:.hip
between the participant Ws. There is simple juxt a posit ion, wit hout marker of
subordination or coordination.

Iiiird, there is a close semantic t le bet ween the participant Ws. In verbal
constructions, the VWs together describe a single event.

Fourth, given this close semantic tir, tIlPr I.s Et single mood, evidential status,
aspect, tense, and/or polarity for the whole combination.



Fifth, the participant Ws, and possihly their internal arguments and/or
modifiers as well, are joined into a word-like unit.

Sixth, in addition to the external sharing of grammatical relations
characteristic of coordination, there Is an internal sharing of grammatical relations,
with a single internal argument standing in some grarnmatical relation to each of
the participant Ws. For verbal constructions this is the 'object sharing' mentioned
above.

5. Word-like units

It Is not enough to say that an Intimate combination Is a 'word-like unit', for
as I have emphasized in other works (Zwicky I990a, b; cf. Sadock 1985, Di Sciullo
& Williams 1987), there are at least three different types of word-like units that
must be distinguished.

First, there are Ws, syntactic words, subexpressions of lowest rank (below the
phrase and clause ranks). Second, there are lexemes (also known as rnoremes,
morphological words, and vocabulary words), the expression-types that morphology
describes regularities in. And third, there are chunks of stuff with partially
unpredictable smnantics. We might say that Ws are the small units of syntax,
lxemes the large units of morphology. Chunks of stuff with partially unpredictable
semantics come in all sizes (e.g been to X 'visited X', give credence to X, get
X's goat), though the default seems to be that lexemes are such chunks and that
syntactic constituents larger than Ws are not; In any case, I do not view
idiornaticity (or 'lexicalization', as it is soruetirnes confusingly called) as a
particularly reliable concomitant of either rank W or lexeme status.

When two or more Ws together constitute a W (as In certain types of
compounds), the participant Ws will be inseparable from one another, since neither
participant (each being a W rather than a P) will be able to occur with a
dependent. That is, there will be an 'intervention constraint' prohibiting a
syntactic constituent from separating the Ws. The participants will also not be
extractable, since extraction affects only Ps.

When a sequence of two or more Ws comprises a unit instantiating some
lexerne (as in certain types of compounds and in clitic groups of the 'bound word'
type), intervention and extraction are again prohibited. In addition, there is the
possibility of constraints on the phonological makeup of the participants, like those
operative In ordinary compounds (where specific sterns of the source lexemes are
required) and clitic groups (where specific shapes of the clitic forms are required),
and indeed in derivational and inflectional morphology.

6. Further distinctions

Some unclaritles and indeterrninacies remain in the preceding discussion.
Further distinctions are called for.

6.1. Constructions versus idioms

To begin with, there are two ways in which constituents, verbal constituents
irwiuded, can be said to combine with one another and invoke an associated
semantics and pragmatics (Zwicky 1989). On the one hand there are constructions,
which are syntactically fully general (except possibly for Idiosyncrasies In the list

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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of lexemes eligible to serve !n certain designated - head or 'foot' W positions).
On the other hand, there are idioms, with idiosyncrasies possible In any position;
these are 'parasitic on' - constitute instances of - various constructions in their
language.

Some instances of verbs in series are clearly Idioms, since all the
participating verbs are fixed: let go (ol) in Jean let go (of the crocodile); go to
show in It goes to show that you shouldn't mess with penguins; and hear tell in I
hear tell that Pegasus will win the race. (Some such idioms involve lexernes that
are not even obviously verbs any more, like pray in pray tell: What Is your name,
pray tell?)

6.2, Heads versus bases

There are also two ways in which a constituent can be said to be the head of
its construct. On the one hand, there is the morphosyntactic locus, the head A la
GPSG and also the trigger for government and the constituent from which the
construct inherits its category. On the other hand, there is the semantically
characterizing constituent, what I will call the base, which is also the syntactically
obligatory constituent, in a special sense of obilgatory: Without this base
constituent, the construct is elliptical - (They haven't seen penguins, but) I have,
with the base VP missing, or (1 ate chicken, and) Kim fish, with the base V missing

but without the (non-base) companion or this constituent, the construct is simply
of a different type a nonauxiliary VP in / noticed versus an auxiliary VP in I
have noticed, an intransitive VP in Kim ate versus a transitive VP in Kim ate fish.

There are then three somewhat different senses In which subordinate
constructions can be said to have a single central constituent while coordinate
constructions have two or more: single versus multiple heads, single versus multiple
bases, or a single head/base versus a head plus a base. For instance, given that
English modal auxiliaries serve as head Vs in combination with VP bases, the
'double modal' combinations of some dialects (Terry might could fix this; see Di
Paolo 1988, 1989) seem to be multi-headed rather than multi-based combinations.

6.3. Locations

Nothing I have said about the head In a serial verb construction picks out the
first verbal constituent as the head, though in most familiar examples (from verb--
medial languages) this is the case. However, we should expect that in a verb-final
language serial verb constructions would be head-final, and also that a language
might have some serials with heads located finally and some %kith heads located
initially.

Indeed, verbs in series that represent head plus modifier, rather than head
plus argument, constructions should be able to reproduce any order available to
verb modifiers in their language. Even English might then be said to have some
head--final serials, in particular combinations irwolving the marker of suggestions
let's (Let's (you and m) ree what's happenmg) and the imperative markers do and
don't (Do be quiet! Don't (you) be so noisy!), if these markers are to be analyzed
as VW modifiers of verbal (in fact, clausal) head constituents.

1 7
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6.4. Ranks

Note that the constituents involved In serials can be of any rank - word,
phrase (V1 or V2, in frameworks that make at least two levels of phrases available),
or clause - and that a language could have different serial constructions involving
different ranks.

6.5. Categories other than V

In syntactic combinations involving some restricted class of lexemes plus some
open companion constituent, the category membership of the items In the restricted
slot is often unclear. Certainly the restricted class is not always to be analyzed
as some subcategory of V, even if the lexemes in question had their historical
origins as Vs.

In particular, the restricted class might be subcategory of P, comprising
adpositions (Durie 1988), or a subcategory of Mv, comprising for instance
directional adverhials (Crapo 1970). In English, the politeness marker please (Please
don't cat the daisies!) is presumably to be analyzed as a sentence adverbial, despite
its verbal origins, hi other languages, for instance Yoruba, there has been some
controversy as to the verbal or adverbial nature of items in the restricted class;
see the early exchange between Schachter (1974a, b) and Stahlke (1974), for
instance. (1 should nott! the possibility that items of one syntactic category, like
V, might be serving in the syntactic function characteristic of some other category,
for insuince Adverbial. Not all syntactic differences are matters of the assignment
of syntactic categories to constituents.)

Despite this caveat, it seems to me that many more things turn out to be Vs
than one might have thought - witness, for example, Pu Ilum's (1982) arguntents that
itifinitival to is a V - so that the world of Vs in series might be surprisingly
populous.

7. Combinations of parameters

I have now enumerated a rather large number of grammatical paramaters,
There are significant connections between some of these, but to a large extent
they can vary independently, yielding a huge variety of types of combinations,
several of which can co-occur in a single language. That is, the short answer to
the question posed in the title of this article is, 'Lots of things' - certainly many
more than we have e.stablished names for.

In what follows 1 will provide a few examples of how properties run across
serials and non-serials and show that some serials have certain of the charam-eristic
properties while others lack them.

7.1. Unmarked coordination

Though lack of explicit marking is characteristic of the int imate combination
seen In serials, asyndetic, or unmarked, coordination is amply attested in the
world's languages.

Here Is Payne (1985; 25) on the 'zero strategy in comdination': 'The conjuncts
are simply juxtaposed, with no additional markers of conjunction. Such a strategy
is probably available to all languages, though it may be stylistically marked, as In
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English, In many languages, however, it is a normal alternative, existing side by
side with other strategies at various levels.' Turkish, Tatar, Nogai, Latin, and
Sanskrit are cited as languages with asyndetic coordination as a normal alternative.

Payne (1985: 26) adds, 'More significantly, the zero strategy appears to be the
only strategy permitted at certain levels in some languages', for instance, Pacoh
and Vietnamese.

7.2. Singly marked coordination

According to Payne (1985: 27), 'In languages wh ,h use the zero strategy for
VP conjunction and possess inflected verb forms, it is sometimes the case that only
one of the conjoined verbs Is given the full inflections, though the remainder, in
some kind of dependent paradigm, are interpreted as if they were inflected in the
same manner,' Yagnobi and Turkish are cited as examples.

Singly marked coordination is not foreign to Indo-European, Kiparsky (1968)
discusses the strategy, common in tne earlier Indo-European languages, of marking
mood and/or tense - in phrasal coordination, indeed in discourse sequencing - only
in the first VP, with later VPs appearing In some (relatively) unmarked form.
Examples like these suggest discourse reasons for having the marked VP first in a
sequence of VPs, regardless of the word-order type of a language.

The morphology of singly marked coordination makes such a construction look
subordinate, since there is one verbal constituent that is e.vidently the
morphosyntactic locus, plus one or more others that appear to be in some non-
finite governed category also used in subordination.

7.3. Special coordinative categories

In one variant of singly marked coordination, some languages provide a special
grammatical category for the 'non-head' Vs. This category might he labeled
consecutive, conjunctive, or conjunct, and it is often classified as a mood. In any
evert, such a category functions specifically to convey the semantics (joint action,
concurrent events, consecutive events, result) of coordination. The 'conjunctive' or
'adverbial' participle in Dravidian (Steever 1988: ch. I) is a case In point; note that
Steever speaks of singly marked coordination in Dravidian languages as 'serial verb
formation'.

7.4. Distributed categories

Ilumgh many of the stock examples of languages with serial verbs lack the
verbal morphology that would allow us to classify the serial constructions us
uhordinate or coordinate on the basis of the way finim and non-finit e grammatical

les are distributed, it is generally assumed that serials look morphologically
suboro.,;ate. But there are 'serial verbs' with tense or other grammatical
categories distributed across the companion VWs.

This point was made hy Stahlke (1970); see also Lefebvre (1986) on Ahey and
Bickerton (1989) on Seselwa. There are illustrations even from English: double
modals like might could In non-standard varieties; up and V, as in They upped and
left; and, as Pullum and I claim (see his paper In this volume), the go V
construction, as In You've come put water on my plants far too many times.
(English also has 'ordinary' serials, in which only the head - typically, the first -
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VW is tensed: for instance, the idiom hear tell, as in I've heard tell that a pound
of lead is as heavy as a pound of gold.) Mc Cawley (1988: 282) provides an Swedish
example of distributed serialization, as in Ilan gkk )ch badade 'He went swimming'
(literally, 'He went and swam'); 'both conjuncts must bear the same inflection but
the verb of the first conjunct behaves like the main verb of the whole sentence
even with regard to inversion and Negative placement.'

7.5. Syntactic, but not morphological, words

Many languages have V + V sequences that are intimately combined from the
point of view of syntax - they make syntactic Ws - but not from the point of view
of morphology, since the sequerwes do not seem to be Instances of any sort of
lexeme, Such sequences are like compounds in one way but not in another.

Under this heading fall the causative 'clause union' (as they are termed in
Relational Grammar) constructions of several of the Romance languages, for
instance Spanish (Aissen & Perlmutter 1983), as in Los hice caminar (them 1-made
to-walk) 'I made them walk', Under this heading also fall non-causative clause
unions, for instance the English contracted infinitivals wamia, gonna, hafta, etc. on
the analysis due to Frantz (1979) and suggested also by Postal & Pullum (1982) and
Pullum & Zwicky (1988).

7,6. Morphological, but not syntactic, words

Some languages have V + V sequences that are intimately combined from the
point of view of morphology such sequences are occurrences of lexemes but not
from the point of view of syntax, since the sequences do not seem to make
syntactic Ws. Again, we have sequences that are like compounds in one way but
not in another.

This is the sort of analysis I would suggest (and have, in Zwicky 1990a, 1990b)
for the English go V construction, as in Go see who's at the door. The syntax of
this construction is that of subordination, with a head VW chosen from a small
subcategory of lexemes (comprising only go and cotne for some speakers) and an
argument VP that is em irely open, subject only to the semantic requirements of
the construction (that the VP describe an activRy). However, from a morphological
point of view the verbs in sequence behave like compounds, as is evidenced by
their complete resistance to having syntactic constituents intervene between their
participants *Go away see who's at the door and Go quickly see who's at the
door (Perlmutter 1971: 95-7) and by the requirement (for some speakers; see
Panes dIscussim in this volume) that all the participants appear In their base, or
unmarked-Infinitive, form: Ron conw see Jerusalem!, *I ran came saw Jerusalem,
even *I've run come seen Jerusalem. A requirement that all the lexemes
participating in sonw construction must be in some specific form, especially the
base form, is commonplace in compounding.

7,7. Idioms parasitic on serial constructions

Some serialization examples are idioms rather than construction.s, This is
clearly the case for the 1.:nglish dismissive serializations go jump in the lake arid go
fly a kite, which are parasitic on the go V construction.
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7.9. Censtructions marked as coordinate or subordinate

While garden-variety serlak are unmarked, as is the go V construction in
English, there are both coordinatively -narked serials (in English, try and V, as in
I'll try and see what's wrong; up and V, as in They'll up and bite you; and go and
V, as in They'll go and bite you) and subordinatively marked serials (English go to
V, as in I'll go to see what's wrong).

This division of marked types thus parallels Sebba's (1997) division of
unmarked serials, into coordinate and subordinate types. Indeed, as Sebba notes for
the unmarked serials, constructions of both types typically co-occur in a single
language.

9. Theoretical matters

This article has bee.n explicitly pretheoretical. My aim has not been to
discuss serial verbs within some existing theoretical framework, but rather to
provide a conceptual analysis that must find a realization in any fully adequate
framework for syntax and morphology - a framework of a sort that, it is clear to
me, does not now exist.

F'or instance, I have cared little here about ontological par5imony; for
instance, I have been willing to treat constituency and grammatical relations as of
equal significance, without trying to predict one from the other. But I have cared
a lot about generative power, in the sense that I ta.ve tried not to make
assumptions that presuppose very powerful descriptive mechanisms (like multiple
syntactic descriptions assigned to a single expression); consequently I have been
reluctant to posit empty categories, though these are rife in the GB-based
literature on serial verbs.

In general, I have downplayed formalism, preferring to see the issues not as a
matter of placing conditions on representations, but rather as a matter of placing
conditions on the expressions of a language. As a result, I have not concerned
myself with the question of what configurations to assign to (some or all) serial
verb constructions, though the literature on serial verbs is preoccupied with exactly
this question. Nor have I assumed some fixed formalism for syntactic ranks (like
the arithmetic bar-level formalism that is virtually standard in frameworks deriving
from Transformational Grammar), or for syntactic features, or for
subcategorization.

There is one theoretical issue that deserves further comment. What makes
serial verbs interesting is the fact that they cut across established categories,
exhibiting properties of both subordination and coordination, and/or of both
syntactic and morphological constructions. Mixed, and apparently incompatible,
properties occur with some frequency in other syntactic settings; the terms
reanalysis, restructuring, and readjustment have been used to embrace such
phenomena under a single heading. The phenomena include divergences between
syntactic and phonological constitr ncy (as in sentences like I know that pigs can't

where that pigs is a phonolo; al constituent), divergence,s betwen syntactic and
morphological constituency (amply illustrated above), and contradictory evidence
about the syntactic constituency of expressions (as when for-to complements like
for Whitney to sing appear to have simultaneously the constituency for plus
infinitival clause and the constituency PP (= for plus subject NP) plus infinitival
VP).
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Different theoretical frameworks provide different means for describing such
divergences. In frameworks that admit multiple syntactic descriptions for a single
description, restructuring Is straightforwardly a matter of mapping one such
description into another, as in the treatment of Japanese purpose expressions (which
behave In some ways like a disentential construction, In some ways like a
unisentential construction) by Miyagaws (1987). The early literature on serial
verbs, for instance Awobuluyi (1973) and Pamgbose (1974), posited multiple levels of
representation without question.

In non-derivational frameworks, there is still the possibility of coanalysis, at
least for divergences that seem to involve two different components of grammar. I

have appealed to coanalysis several times in my discussion of certain types of
serial verbs.

For other divergences, a non-derivational framework can provide two sorts of
analyses. First, it can posit a syntactic ambiguity where there is no semantic
difference; for instance, it can claim that for Whitney to sing has two distinct, but
semantically equivalent, syntactic descriptions. Or second, It can posit overlapping
simultaneous syntactic analyses, these analyses involving either distinct syntactic
properties (syntactic constituency and grammatical relations, for Instance, as when
it is claimed that verbs in series are parallel in their constituent structure, but
with one of them serving as head with respect to the others as arguments) or
different distributions of the same properties (as when it is claimed that for in for
Whitney to sing is simultaneously in construction with the NP Whitney and with the
non-finite clause Whitney to sing, or when it is claimed that serial verbs
simultaneously share their external grammatical relations and have one verb as head
with the others as its arguments).

My own metatheoretical preferences are for non-derivational frameworks and
(ceteris paribus) against the positing of syntactic ambiguities without accompanying
semantic differences. As a result, in my discussion above I have stressed the
possibility of coanalysis between different components of grammar (syntax and
morphology, in particular) and of simultaneous syntactic analyses.
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0. Introduction

It is a curious {act in linguistics that terms SCIMOUMCS gain even wide currency without there being

available anything more than a vague and intuitive idea of the phenomena they are meant to cover. A

typical case in point is the teim serial verb conAtructian (SVC), which has been around at least since

Stewart (1963), preceded by Voochoeve's (1957) coinage verbal chain. Welmers (1973:366-380) devotes

14 large pages to SVCs without providing anything like a definition, as he himself explicitly admits

(p.W):

Serialization has attracted the attention of a number of graduate students in

linguistics in recent years, and several unpublished papers have been written on the
\

,ubject from the viewpoint of transformational-generative grammar. All of the

writers agme that an adequate treatment is perhaps impossible within the framewott
of current grammatical models. Nor.e of the writers has been entirely satisfied widi

his own treatment of the subject. I will not presume to suggest a competing

treatment, but will outlin be the data from some languages in as clear' and systematic

a way as possible.

Since 1973, the situation has rux essentially changed, though several attempts have been made at getting

closer to a proper definition of SVCs, the most notable being Sebba (1987). In fact, the situation with

SVCs is not all that different from what is found with ideophones, the sound-symbolic forms frequently

found in African and other languages. Wellness, again, writes (1973:459-60):

Unfortunately, when it comes to talking about ideophones. for almost every student
of African languages including conspicuously the present author die "Peter
Principle" begins to apply: we are rapidly reaching the level of our own
incompetence. Everyone seems to recognize that some words are ideophones, but no

onc finds it easy in define an ideophone with any precision.

It is the purpose of the present papa, widi all due respect, to show Welmers wrong on the issue of how

to define SVCs. I believe that SVCc are readily definable once a couple of universal and one or Iwo

language-sp:cifie cla.sses of phenomena have been recognized and combined. The SVCs then simply "fall

out" of the analysis, as is sometime.s said nowadays. All they have in the way of universal idiosyncrasy

will consist in possible restrictions that may appear to hold for the co-occurring of the, otherwise

universal, factors involved. SVCs will dius appear to be a syndrome, rather than die sort of half-

mysterious (and possibly "primitive") phenomenon they seem to have beta thought to be in many

works.

The main difficulty lies in the fact that one of the universal classes of phenomena needed to

define SVCs, the phenomena of what I have chosen to term pleudocomplemenuition, has so far, to my

knowledge, not been discussed at all in the literature. Part of my effort will, therefore, consist in the

This paper is the third in a series of pipets on the subject of defming serial sob constructions. It wu
preceded by Sewn (to appear a) and (to appear b). lii each successive version I try to take knurl' account or

the facts while, at the same time, refining the theoretical notions involved, in particular the notion of
pretiih.oniplernentation. I ant indebted to the puticipsnu of the Ohio State University Minkonfeience on
Serial Verbs, held in May 19941 for their valuable input in the way of data and thoughts. In this respect I

may single out Eric Schiller. whose knowledge o' and ideu about SVCa have stimulated me considerably.

1 4
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description and elucidation of the facts of pseudocompkmentation. Other than that, the analysis of SVCs

as proposed here is reL-aively independent of the particular syntactic theory ow: prefers to adopt, as long

as the theory in question recognizes, or leaves room for the recognition of, the phenomena at hand.

As regards S VCs, another principle than the Peter Principle has been at work there as well. This

is the, let us say, Mc Too Principle. No sooner had the term been introduced than serial verb

constructions -.vCre spoued left right and center, even in well-known Europcan languages that had never be

thought to possess such an exotic feature. Inevitably, therefore, on pain of not being able to do anything

at all, a det [mon had to be taken as to where to draw the line for the phenomena to be recognized as

SV(' One guiding principle, in drawing that line, WAS to stay as close as possible to the original

phenintiena that attracted the descriptive linguists' attention and made them set apart, though for the time

h.,ing only on impressionistic grounds, the category of serial verb constructions. On the other hand,

.tOwe ef, it ix.o; necessary to let oneself be guided by the analysis itself. If the clarity and distinctness of

the an.11),Is oas enhanLed hy the exclusion or inclusion of certain doubtful or marginal cases, they were,

a, the tam: was, excluded or included. Specifically excluded were cases of lexicslized compound verbs like

the English go get, or of the go.anel-V type, or the (antiquated) French saisir rat endigutr, sainr gager

ihith "impound"). suer fawner ("turn (a ship)".1 or the Mauritian Creole verbal compounds (calqued on

the I rem h (ottem, no doubt) nuire Irwar ("eat and drink"), inarse ale ("go on foot"), maze dormi ("eat and

pi is, he.1"). ale yin: (-come and go"), galupe vini ("come running"), bale r(ide ("beat up mutually",

litera.ls "beat and give back"). These are not to be reckoned to bc cases of SVC, or else this paper must

he deemed to have failed to achieve uks purpose.

The centrally relevant phenomena foe SVCs are typically found in certain groups of languages in

certain restricted geographical areas. notably the Vwa languages spoken in parts of West Africa,2 most of

the Caribbean (Trwle languages,3 many East and South-East Asian languages, in puticular Chinese and

the Khmer group, and, it seems, in some languages of Papua New Guinea, including the Creole language

Tok ('oin. Other languages and language groups have been mentioned as possessing SVCs, but the

taco.° sit tinily and clarity of the analysis to be presented stamps most of the instances quoted front

those as unconvincing or at least unhelpful. The more so since, as will be shown, the decision, given

sonic ram ular example, of whether or not 011t has to do with a SVC will have to demid in pan On

mate general features of the language in question.4

l A few modern Frenrli verbs car..e into being through this process of verbal compounding, such as
b,us-slre (-knock over") from bower ruler, or galvauder ("botch". "compromise"), front ;der wader. I sin
uulvlur.1 to Guy lived Massieux for the information on the French verbal compounds.
2 kl,.)kholter (1990) discu.ises eleven Kwe languages and concludes (p.7): "I have found that the Kwa
lani.(uagr r demonstrate a remarkable uniformity in their SVC systems."

1,1.),Cluuter (1990.12) nientioni Haitian, Krio Gullah, Jamaicat and Guyanese as Caribbean Owlet with
ranee 0r SVf's lie might have added Scant^ end Suam&ccan As Cuibbean Creoles with II limited

tauie ,1 SVCs. i c mthout a TAKE SVC. he mentions Negethollanda and Papiamentu. Trinidadien should
also he mentioned here (t.ise Winer. p.c.). Outside the Caribbean limited SVCI are found in the Gulf of
.1U1111"4 Lit...4,1 and Tok Piro, (McWhorter, ib.). No SVCs are (Mod in Philippine Creole Spanish, Hawaiian

Crwle English, Seuegal Creole English, and ale Indian (kean French-oiled Credo of Reuniuon, Mauritius
and the Seychelles

4 II:Action (t9149) moor that Seychellota hat SVCs, but see my reply (to appeu b), where I argue that
litckerlorCa analysis looks tenable only if the notion of SVC stretched to the point that it will allow
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I. Some representative data

Thc following are typical cases of SVC (the onial verbs are italicized), as they have been observed in the

liteniture:

(1)a. nws muab ri$111 Wit gaij
3sg. take-in-hand knife slice meat
"He cut Ilse meal with a knife" White Hmong (Schiller 1990a)

b. mi teki a nefi koti a teede
I take the knife cut the bread
"I cut the blend with *knife" Ronan (Sebba 1987:25)

c. K.ku pie klub ak nil mak
Koku bring crab go in marker
"Koko brought a crab to the master Haitian Creole (Lefebvre 1986:290)

d. 13kt1 hi mi.
Koku bring crab go rnarket in
"Koku brought a crab to the market" Fon (Lefebvre 1986:290)

e. mi hari mi bruku go te na mi kindi
I pull my trour go till LOC my knee
"I pullod my trousers up to my knees" Sranan (Voarhoeve 1975)

f. Sisk 7aw may Iftall Man
Sook take wood come house
"Sook brought the wood home" Thai (Schiller 1990a)

g. Kolinyandi ganya ltobd
Kofi eat the chicken finish
"Koh has eaten the chicken already" Saramaccan (Byrne 1987:219)

h. a bigi pasd di mii
3sg.tall surpass the child
"He is taller than the child" Saramaccan (Byrne 1987:225)

I. Koll bay soni da di mujee
Koli buy something give the woman
"Koh bought something for the woman" Saramaccan (Byrne (1987:180)

j. w6 gti nt zu6 chlo fan
I give you make fried rict
"I'll make fried rice for you" Chinese (Li & Thompson 1914:271)

k. Kofi fringi a liki fadon naki Amba
Kofi fling the stick fall knock Arita
"Kai threw the stick at Amba" Sranan (Sebba 1987:129)

I. mi bribi tab yu fufuru en
I believe say you steal 3sg.
"I believe that you stole it" Sranan

In none of these clues does there Wm to be any sign of a tense or aspect marker. In fact, the null

marking in these cases is sometimes to be interpreted as a present, ss in (1h). and sometimes as a simple

past, as is seen from the glosses. When there is an overt VAX and/or aspect marking, different patterns

are observed. The construction most commonly found in serializing languages is a marking of the

commanding main verb (V1) for tense and/or aspect while the serial verb (VA) is left bare, as in (2a),

where the PAST morpheme bi is to be interpmed as a pluperfect. or (2b), with the combination of PAST

and DURA11VE:

one to kkinify SVCs in languages that have never (and for good Scums) struck linguists as being of the
kind. Itickettc ftils, moreover, to offer toy kind of structural analysis of SVCs.
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(2)a. a bi Ma di meliki go na di konde
he PAST carry the milk go LOC the village
"He had taken the milk to the village" Saramaccan (Byrne 1987:209)

b. dowwatra ben e dmpr fadon
dcwdmps PAST OUR drip fall down
"Dewdrops were dripping down" Swam (Semen 1981:1072)

One does, however, also find languages where do tense/aspect marking of the main verb Vi is, or may

be. copied for V,. This form of tense/aspect spreading demonstrated in (3a-c):

(3)3. a bi ftfi di wosu bi kaM
he PAST paint the house PAST finish
"He had painted the house already" Saramaccan (Byrne 199(a)

b. mf a kplo e a yi afe
we FUT take him FUT go home
"We shall take him home" Ewe (McWbotter 1990:11)

c. un a fa sekan e twa
I PERI' take knife PERF cut

"I have cut with a knife" Akan (Byrne 1990a)

d. wd nS an po na gli a

they take HAN stick beat HAB wall the

"They usually strike the wall with a stick" Gengbe (Lewis 1990)

Occasionally one comes across languages that allow the tens/P peel marking to be attached to Vs. while

Vi remains bare. 'This phenomenon of 'overshooting' is demonstrated in the sentences of (4);

(4)a. a fell di wosu bi kabf
he paint the house PAST fmish
"lie had painted the house &heady" Saramacran (Byrne 199(a)

b. a 16i di gdni bi stiti di ping6
he take the gun PAST shoot the pig
"lie had shot the pig with the gun" Saramaccan (Byrne 199(ta)

c. DiIc adare not lika neho

he take machete the cut-PAST himself
"lie cut himself with the machete" Akan (Schiller 199(a)5

It is clear anyhow, and accepted by all authors on the subject, that the semantics of SVCs does

not provide them with a separate tenseJaspect marking. Whatever may appear in surface sentences as

tense/aspect marking on V, is copied from VI, whereby V1 may even lose its original markings.

In SOIlle languages one also finds, usually optionally, subject spreading. i.e. a pronominal take-

tip of the main subject with V1. sometimes combined with the copying of tense/aspect markings:6

(5)a. mi he noko mi h Iv

I buy something 1 give her

"I bought something for ha" G (McWhorter 1990:11)

b. Inc guarek me btil mpoaan6
I swim-PAST I come-PAST share
"I swam to the shore" Akan (McWhorter 1990:11)

c. me yek adwuma me mak Amma
I droPAST work 1 give-PAST Anima

"I worked for Anima" Akan (Schachter 1974:260)

5 In Akin the PAST tense is signalled by a lowhigh aesuence of tones on the verb.
6 Sebba (1987.8k 7) proposes that the defining criteria for SVCs should include the condition that "they
have only WIC ovettly expressed (syntactic) subject". It is clear that this is too testrictive.
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d. a bi tei pent (a) (bi) aikifi di lete
he PAST take pen (he) (PAST) write the kUer
"He had written the kiln' with a pen" Saranisocan (Byrne 1990b)

That this is mechanical and thus semantically irrelevant spreading, and not a reflex of an element in the

semantic structure underlying the surface sentence appears clearly fmm the remarkable Akan sentence (the

Akuapcm dialect) quoted by Schachter (1974:258):

(6) me de aburow mi gu msu m
I take corn 1 flow water in

"I pour corn into the water"

What makes this sentence remarkable is the fact that the copied subject mi is clearly not the semantic

subject of the V, gu. The semantic subject of gu can only be aburow (which is the grammatical object of

de) since it is the corn that is said to end up in the water, not the speaker. Moreover. Schachter observes .

the verb gu requires a mass or plural subject, much like the English verb disperse, so that mi gu mru-rn

is ungmnanatical as a sentence on its own. 'There can be no doubt that the copied subject is semantically

spurious, and must thus be the result of a mechanical syntactic process of copying.

Moreover, as Schachter observes (1974:266), serial constructions in Akan require a copying of

the negation when the main verb is negated, negation being marked by a hornorganie nasal prefix. This

negation copying is again semantically irrelevant, arid clearly the result of some purely syntactic process:

(7) Kofi n-ye adwunia m-ma Anima
Koli not do work not give Amma
"Kofi does not work fce Allifna"

Apparently, therefore, SVCs are semantically bare. They do not have their own ir..,se Of aspect,

nor can they have a negation of their own. Their subjects are, moreover, controlled by, i.e. display

(constant or variable) coreferentiality with, either the subject or the direct object of V 1. The fact that

senal verbs occasionally occur with tense/aspect markers, with an oven pronominal subject, or with a

negation is to le attributed to purely syntactic. and thus semantically irrelevant. spreading (copying). It is

realired, of course, that spreading phenomena are extremely frequent in all kinds of languages, regardless

of uhether they have SVCs. (Thus, for example, negation copying is rampant in certain dialects of

English, such as Cockney or New York Black English. Subject copying is found in most Flemish

dialects of Dutch.) SVCs, moreover, genetally lack any kind of overt complementuer.

In general terms one can say that the semantic function of SVCs consists in indicating

concomitant cucunts lance result or. purpose. It has been frequently observed, however, that within these

general semantic categories there are certain typical WS (Of SVCS. Thus there is the TA K F.

functioning mainly as an inuumental, exemplified in (lab), (3c,e), (4b,d) and (5d). Then there is the

GIVE-class, fulfilling the role of either a dative oir a benefactive, as in (lij), (5a,c), oir (7). There is a

t)pical .s PASS.clasS, a.; in (I h), fulfilling the role of a coniparative. Often SVCs serve to signal an

*aktioncait' of the main verb, as in (I g), (la) or(4a), where a verb meaning "finish" is used to indicate

that the action denoted by Vi is over, Another common category of INCs is the SAY-class, as in (II).

%herr V, does Lhe uork dont by the subordinating conjunction that in English. Very widespread is the

tiotroMF.class, as in (I c-8, (21), (3b) of (5b), where the SVCs fulfil the role of directional adjuncts.

More generally, this class occurs with some V, of motion or placement, as in (1k), (2b), or (6).
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How these different types of SVC are distributed over the serializing languages of the world is

sull largely unknown, due mainly to the great practical difficulties involved in obtaining correct and

systematic data on languages that are often hardly accessible to Western linguists, We will, therefore.

have to make do, for the moment, with global impressions. There is, however, at least one striking fact.

in that the Kwa language Akan as well as the Surinam Creole language Sanimaccan seem to have a

special predilection for both optional and obligatory forms of copying of tense/aspect markers, including

'overshooting as in (4), and syntactic main subjects. (Akan also copies the negation, (or which no

evidence has hern found in Saraiaaccan.) If this correspondence is statistically relevant, as it seems to be,

a provides a forceful argument in favor of a Kwa substrate for this construction in Saramaccan. This is

hurtle ollt further by Pnce (1976), who concludes, on the basis of both detailed historical-demographical

data and cultural and linguistic indications (pp.33-5). that the bulk of the Surinamese Saramaka tribe,

consisting of runaway slaves (Maroons), originated from the coastal region between the river Volta in the

West and present.day I agos in the East, i.e. KWa territory. Such a conclusion would contradictBicker-

ton's universalist thesis (1981:117-32) that SVCs in Creole languages arc not derived Imo substratesbut

from an innate language faculty ('bioprogram'). Cp.also note 8 below.

S are (nun; mostly in SVO (=NP.VP) languages. They do, however, also occur in

language.s to other basic word order types, such as VS0 and SOV. An SOV example from the Kwa

language Ijo is (8):

(8) eti edein bi aky bo mi
be ktnfe die take conic PAST
"Ile brought the knife" Ijo (McWhorter 1990:/1)

Schiller (1990h) provides more exaniples from SOV languages. (9a) is fmm Yi. a Tibejlturruan

language related to ('hinese and of predominantly SOV order. (9b) is from I shu, a related SO' langsge.

(9c) is from liaral (Papua New (luinea).

(9)a. tla je b'e sia kui
my mother clothes put uunk inside-be at
"My mother put the ; in the trunk" Yi (Schiller 1990b:8)

tr. rja b.e v37-qa tha7 taro b4ts ka La e yb
my mother clothes Ohl box inside put FT PT PT
"My mother put the clothes in the trunk" Lahu (Schiller 1990b:8)

fu bureda ije since abe ufu
lsg bread the knife take cut
"He cuts the bread with a knife" Barat (Schiller 1990h:7)

SV('s scent to occur only rarely inVSO languages. Ravtla, a Mon-Klia,er language of the Wa group, is

ooe:

(10)a. ti crc ho raw uk nie pin kb-en
Life you go send Wes you accompany to-here
"Go. take tbe letter and come hack" Ravua (Schiller 19901:0)

b. t: tile h pin kb-en
take you it acconipany to-here
"Ming it heir" Rastia (Drage 1907:('1)

The precise strut.-tural analysis of SVCs in SOV and VS0 languages will be discussed below.

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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2. Pseudocomplementiation.

In order to understand verb serialization it is necessary to devote some attention to the phenomenon of

what will be called here pseudocomplementation, a phenomenon found in many if not all languages of

the world in different guises. We speak of pseudocomplementation when we have to do with a clausal or

sentential structure, an embedded S. which is treated syntactically as if it were a normal S-complement

(subject-S or object-Si whereas its semantic role is not that of an S-complement but, rather, one of

concomitant, resultative or purposive circumstance or event. A pseudocomplement is a suppositious

sentential complement foisted oa the syntax of a verb which either does not require such a complement

semanucally, or, if it does, does not allow for it on grounds of lexim-grammatical restrictions.

English allows for pseudocomplementalion with the verb go as V1, as in:

(I I) John went fishing

The gerund fishing is treated syntactically in such a sentence as though it were the result of anembedded

object clause, as in

(..4 John likes fishing

but semantically it can hardly be an object clause to the intransitive vett go. Pseudocomplementation,

with object-controlled subject deletion, is found frequently in English (and many other languages) with

adjectives as V2, as is shown in the following SCAIWC4S:

(13)a, John hammered the nail flat
b. I laughed myself silly

If the adjectivesflar and silly ate treated as prolicairs labeled "V" in semanticall) analytic representations,

and if we mark the relation of coreferentiality between the controlling higher NP and the deleted lower

subject by means of a subscript s, then (13a,b) have an underlying predicate-argument structure g1 IV1

Subject - Object', s2IV2 Nplall, where the embedded S2 occupies the position of art object-controlled

object clause, precisely as in, for example:

(14) I helped the man walk

llowever, iii (14) the embedded s2lailwalk1 Nplx11 is a proper semantic argument to the vetb help, since

one cannot help a person unless it is with somtihing that person is uying to achieve. This is different

with (I I) and (13a,b), since one can go, hammer a nail or laugh without it having to be the case that,

respectively, one gots with a purpose, the nail undergoes a change of forni or position, or the person

laughing gets in some mental state other than the one associated with the laughing. It is, of course,

possible that one gots with a purpose, etc., and that possibility has been grammaticalized in Eisglich in

the form of embesIded Ss that are treated syntactically according to the nonnal rules of clausal

complementation.

Pseudocomplenientation is tormnon in Dutch with the intransitive main verbs gaan ("go").

swan ("stand"), viten ("sit"). lopen ("walk") and liggen ("lie"), which treat their pseudoconiplements

exactly like other verbs treai their gal complements, i.e. by application of the rule of Predicate Raising,

%Inch incorporates the lower V2 with the main V( into a verbal cluster that takes the argument terms of

both the main clause St and the subordinate clause S2 as its argument terms, in the order in which they

31
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occur. Dutch thus has sentences Like (150), where (15a) is a case of semantically genuine compkrnen.

tation and (15b) of pseudocomplementation:

(I5)a. KaTel heeft Hans nen vertu:al willen vertellen
Karel has Hans a story want tell
"Karel has wanted to tell Hans a story"

b. Karel haft Hans een verhaal lopen verIellen
Karel has Hans a sten/ walk telt
"Karel has told Hans a story while walking"

Roth sentences have the underlying ptedicate-argument structure silVI NPIKare151- sivIvertellenl

Nphliansi Nplcen verhaa1111, with willen ("want") as Vi in (I5a) and !open ("walk") as Vi in

(15h).

It must be realized that argument structure can be a dicy thing. Roughly one might say that a

genuine argument term to a predicate fills a word-specific relation place without which the corresponding

notion is not fully defined. This excludes parameters of place, space, direction, time, etc., which are

category-specific, not word-specific. It includes object parameters for e.g. eat, drink, throw, activate,

but ld. It rue, send. full of, title of, etc. etc., regardless of whether such predicates take an obligatory or an

optional overt object tcnn. Given a certain margin of choice, it may include the precise minimal sleeping

place with sleep inlon, in so far as sleep denotes the typical daily recurring human activity of lying down

and curling up, normally for the night, but it excludes larger locations, which are category-specific.

Hence the possibility of a passive in (I6a) but not in (I6b):

((6)a. This hed has been slept in.
h This town has been slept in.

It includes the nonliteral object of a verb like go over, but excludes its literal ob)ect, as appears, again,

from the passive:

It lla. The matter was gone over in five minutes.
h. ! The bridge was gone over in five minutes.

This criterion is admittedly riot watertight. Yet it provides some guidance in what is, on the

h.tle, a difficult arca. It should be noticed that this criterion, as given here, does not imply that a

pit di; are musr have an argument place for relation places without which the corresponding notion is not

fully ikqineil It is, in fact, quite common for predicates not to be allowed grammatically to take an

argument terni for a position that is required semanucally. In English, for example, as in many other

languages, must expressing obligation and may expressing permission require semantically, or

nominally. an obliging or enabling source, no matter how vague or general. Yet the grammar of English

does run pros de the MUM for expressing that !elation place. If one wants to Lay that Flury must leave

early hecause his wife obliges hirn IL), there is no argument place available for the wife. This is not so in

all lanyu.igcs Dutch and Low (terman, for example, put that argument term in the grammatical mould of

preix)sition phrasc with the preposition vaniven ("of"), as in the Dutch sentence:7

lk rnag van de haas meg weggaan
I may of the boss early away-go
"The boss has allowed me to leave early"

See Krask (1968) for a discussion of that point.

I s
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In a way one might say that the argument structure of deontic must and may in English is

'defective', since it does not allow for an argument term that is required semantically. Analogously,

languages sometimes do riot or not whokheartedly allow for the grammatically standardized expression of

datives or bencfacti yes by moans of a nominal argument place, or, typically also, for the grammatically

standardized expression of an embedded object proposition by means of a subordinate clause with or

without a complententizer. Such languages tend to allow for a simple nominal expression of a dative or

benefacuve only with one or two prototypical verbs, such as a verb meaning "give" for datives and

benefactives, and a verb meaning "say" for object clauses. In such cases the speakers of the language in

question, in their quest for ways of circumventing the syntactic limitations imposed by it, will tend to

develop standardized circumlocutions. Serializing languages do so. in general, by means of

pseudocomplementation, resulting in SVes.

A case in point is Saramaccan, which does have a grammatically defined posiuon for dative with

many verbs but not all. Verbs of giving, paying and the like ti.he normal datives, expressed as hare hil's

before the direct object. Verbs of saying and telling, however, do not, or preferably not, take datives and

take SVCs instead, constructed with the verb da ("give"). Benefactives, on the other hand, are a/ways

expressed ny means of a serial construction with da The following examples, taken from Ilyrne

(1987:186-9), will illustrate this:

(19)a a da/paka di womi di morn

he give/pay the man the money
"He gave/paid the man the money"

b. a dapaka di moni da di worni
he give/pay the money give the man
"He gave/paid the money for the benefitIon behalf of the man"

(211)a. Magda konda di oto da di basi
Magda tell the story to the boss
"Magda told the story to the boss"

A similar situation occurs when a language either lacks specific prepositions or has them but in

free variation with SVes (due, perhaps, to different historical sources for the language). Stanan, for

example, lacks an instrumental preposition and uses TAKE %chats. Saramaccan, however, does have an

instrumental preposition Au (with"), which also serves as the connuative "with", but still uses TAKE

serials for instrumentals in what appears to be free variation (McWhorter 1990:17). One thus finds both

of the following:

(21)5. a koti di gbainha ku fakli
he cut the meat with knife
"He cut the meat with a knife"

b. a ten di faka koti di ghannha
he lake the knife cut the meat
"He cut the meat with the knife"8

It wink toe that Surainiec in examples with 41 tend to occur in the literature with art indefinite pteposi-
tional obiect. at in alai, whereas with a definite object the TAKE serial seems to be preferred, at in (21h).
1101 would, sgato, parallel Akan (up. Lord 1982-253), whey'. GIVE Iff11111 are obligatory with definite, and
optional with indefinite. objecu. the latter allowing alto for a "normal" dative.
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Sometimes one finds that a language has a general preposition, for example for locative relations, which

is then further specified by means of a SVC. The Sranan sentence (22) illustrates this. 'The general

locative preposition na is further specified by both in/ ("inside" and the serial verb paru ("pull"), which

signals separation:

(22) a man hari a non punt na ini a olo
the man dtag the stone pull LOC in the hole
"The man pulled the stone from inside the hole" cp. Sebba (1987:122)

A lack of grammaticalized comparative constructions is likewise regularly compensated for by

means of S1'Cs. Many languages lack a separate grammatical construction for the expression of compara.

toe inequality (Stassen 1985). Typically then, when they have or allow for SVCs, a serial construction

is used iii espft's the comparative notion, as was demonstrated above in (lh).

In such SVC.cases the pseudocompkment 'stands in' for what may be regarded as a missing

term in the semantically defective argsfment structure of some predicate (verb), or it has the function

FulIiticd hy a preposition ir some grammatical category in other languages. Thc prototypical predicates of

gi mg. takrog, surpassing or saying are then typically thrown in as Vs, and thus quickly acquire sonic

conventionalited or grammaticalized status for precisely those cases where they perform their 'standin'

fumLion For example, equivalents of give as Vs in a pseudocomplement tend to be re-analyscd after

some tinie ;Ls prep3sitions introducing indirect objects (McWhorter 1989). Equivalents of say as Vs tend

to become subordmaung compternenuiers (Lord 1976), and TAKE verbs (as VI) mstromentals or objects

(lord i9)2). SuBle serializing languages (cp. Welmers 1973:376 for Yoniba and Nupe) have special

forms for cerum verhs that are standardly, i.e. with some degree of gramrnaticalization, used in SVCs.

SYcs are considered to be, syntactically at least, cases of S.camplementation, treated according

to the syntactic rules for S.complernentation that the language in question has at its disposalanyway. It

illu.st lie stnsed that they are 'loose' or supernumerary adj1111C15, even in cases where they fulfill a 'stand.

in' function. Thus, for example, although the semantics of bribi ("believe") obviously does allow for an

embeddcd object-S. the pseudocomplement in (II) is not that object-S, since what I, in that sentence, say

I believe is not that I say that you stale it but, simply, that you stole it. Not until the Vs taki ("say") is

re-analysed as a complemenurer can the Sranan verb bribi be described lexically as an object.S taking

verb. Analogously f Of datives, benefactives, comparatives. instrunienals and the like.

At this point thc question naturally presents itself of whether other types of pseudocamplanent

arc to he found in natural languages than just the bare tenseles.s, negationless S.embeddings encountered

so far en the global and historical vastness of language, any answer to this question has by necessity

to be in.-omplete and provisional. Tht best provisional answer that can be given here is that only bare S.

ciimplenients have been attested as sentential (clausal) pseudocomplements. That is, no cases have COMC

it liht so far 01 tensed clausal pseudocompkements, let alone of finite subordinate clauses functioning as

pscuilikomplenicsts. One might thus feel encouraged to venture positing a langua4e universal to the

effect that /taloa/ preidocontplernenis mum he bare

Whether therc ate non-clausal but purely nominal pscudoconiplements is another matter. Many

languages has c uses for their accusative cases that suggest a phenomenon of pseudo-object-1'0. Classical
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Greek, for example (Kiihner & (ierth 1955:303) has 640 city icctprolip, (lit: I am suffering pain with

regard to my head: "I've got a headache"). Later Latin has the same, derived from Greek (Kiihner &

Stegmann 1955:287): doleo copal (same meaning). Not unlike thc Greek and Latin examples one finds in

Swahili9 eases like ni-me-vunjika mguu (lit.: I am broken with regard to my leg: "I've got a broken

leg"), or bu.stani ime haribika maua (lit.: garden is destroyed with regard to flowers: "the flowers in the

garden arc destroyed"). Whether such cases ought to be described as forms of nominal

pseudocomplementation is a question I shall leave unanswered here.

3. Getting closer to a definition

SVC's arc thus, it seems, instances of pseudocomplementation. But, as has already been made clear, that

property is, though a necessary, far from a sufficient condition for SVC status. Lei us therefore continue

and try to add further criteria, on the basis of the kind of data discussed, in the hope that we end up

esentually with a nett:sr.:try and sufficient sc.: of conditions,

Some further criteria readily suggest themselves. First. SVCs must contain real suiface verbs,

not adjectives, adverbial particles or what not. as VI. Whcn, as (according to We briers just quoted) in

Yoruba and Nupc, certain verbs are, so to speak, reserved for SVCs, they must be shown to possess

genuine sethal status on independent ground.s. Without surface verbal status there are no SVCs, or at

one does not get the kind of phenomena that struck earlier descriptive linguists as particularly

Then, as has frequently been observed, SVCs lack any overt complementizer. Sebba, for

example, writes (1987:86): 'To summarise the accepted criteria then, serial verb constructions have at

least the following properties: ... They contain two or more verbs without overt ntarkers of coordination

or subordination." The material selected above as being representative for the intuitive notion of SVCs

clearly brings out this criterion.

It should be noted Mai, in the present analysis, a marker of coordination should not be expected.

since all SVCs arc considered to be (pseudo)complentents, and therefore by definition subonlinair to the

main verb, even though SVCs expressing concomitant circumstance are sometimes best transbte4 as a

coordinated structure. The distinction drawn by Sebba (1987:109.133) between coordinate and subordinate

SVCs seems to be argued for more abundantly than stringently. Our counterargument is simple. We do

not need that distinction, sl tICC an analysis in terms of subordinate pieudocomplement structure seems

sufficient for all cases. Therefore, we will do without coordinated serial vett) constructions.

Furthermore, as has already been implied, the subject of the putative V, must have been deleted

under conditions of (constant or variable) coreference with the commanding higher subject or object. We

speak of controlled subject deletion. (The higher subject, but not the object, may, in rare cases, be copied

subsequently for the Vs, as was shown in (6) above.) This is confirmed by cases with more than one

SVC: each successive V, has its deleted subject controlled by the subject or object of its immediately

9 I am grateful to Cato! Myers Section and Stephen Adtwoli for thus information
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preceding verb. Jumping across to an argument term of a higher V is impossible. Sebba (1987:115)

gives the example:

(23) Koll fringi a tiki fadon naki Amba
Koll throw the stone fall hit Amba
"Kofi threw the stick down al Anibal"

Sebba's, no doubt,correct,comMent is: "Koli is necessarily the subject of fringi; a tiki is necessarily to

be interpreted as the subject offodon since it is the stick which falls rather than Kofi; and native speakers

confirm that it is likewise the stick which hits Ambit, so that a tiki is the esub>ject of naki.

One often also finds a null object term with VI. In Sranan, for example, SVCs occur both with

and without an anaphorically pronominal object tam:

(24)a. yu e tcki den krosi kilxi
you PRES take the clothes hide
"You hide the clothes"

b. Kofi tutu AMba kin cn
Koh hii Anitia kill him
"Koli struck Amha dead"

c. Kofi naki Amba kM
Koh hit Amba kill
"Koh struck Arnim dead"

Sebba (1987:60)

Scbba (1987:92)

Sebba (1987.104)

Sebba (1987.109) wishes to analyse (24b) as a coordinated SVC, consisting of two paralkl VI's under

one head YP. because informants agree that 1(24c)) describes a single action, viz. Koh striking Ainha a

lethal blow. whereas 1(24h)) describe.s a series of events: Koll struck Amba, possibly several times.

killing her." I low ever, if this observation were correct, it would be ungrammaucal to say in Sranaw

(25) Kofi hen e naki Aruba kiri
Kof i PAST Cohn hit Ambit kill
"Koh was heaung Amba to death"

since The past corihnuative rules out a single Kum (cp. (2b) above, attested in the story "Owrukuku ben

kali" by the Sranan author Trefossal. (25), however, is fully grammatical. (Note that the same sentence

but with kba ("finish", de. "already") instead of kini is indeed ungrammatical, for aspectual reasons.)

NiTiteMer, asyndetic coordinate structures are unidiomatic in Sranan I take it, therefore, that with

semen-, eintcrnal anaphora the object term of the SVC need not be null, so that no criterion is to be

distilled from mill object anaphora in SVCs.10

A useful further criterion is that the erobeilded pscudocomplernent is not affected by any other

tic rule ilian just thy of controlled subject deletion. However, postcyclic copying rules, as is

abundantly tkinonstraterl by the data provided above, and also, a.s will be shown below, extraposition for

it:tern:ills embedded Ss, must bc alkwsed for. This criterion is obviously theory-dependent, but Perhaps

less so than might appear at first sight. Mining copying rules, which are, on the whole, easily

retognitable, this cliterion means that an embedded pseudocomplemenbS, if it is to qualify as a serial

It1 A p,,,b,lity to be lOnsidered is that kiri in (24c) and (25) is a pus', e sett( "be killed- (Srinan ha, a
limited range of passives, which ate, as tn alt Crecle languages that hive passive, morphologically
unmarked) The SVC L., would then hive object-controlled subject deleuon Sebba quotes (1987.103).

(0 Den ben e tyasi luau gwe matt
the) PAST CONT carry slaves goaway be tamed
"They mok slaves away to be broken in"

where math is clearly passive.
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construction, must occupy the position normally reserved for objects, Of CISC, if that position is internal,

, .
for extraposed object-Ss. The pseudocomplement-S must, moreover, appear intact in surface structure,

apart front a deleted or copied subject. This ruks out, for example, the Dutch sentence (I5b) as a case of

serializstion, since there, as hai been said, the verb of the pseudocomplement has been clustered with the

main verb b) the rule of Predicate Raising, so that the embedded pseudixomplement-S does not survive

intact in surfare.structure. It also, and for the same reason,rules out Sebba's example:

(26) Kofi naki kiri Amba
Kofi hit kill Amba
"Koll snuck Amba dead" Sebba (1987:93)

Lastly, SVCs must be bare S-cootplentents. That is, the embedded S-stnicture contains just a

lexical verb and its argument terms (the subject tenn deletable and controlled by a higher subject or object

(erm), without any higher operators such as negation, tense, quantifiers, modalities and the like.

The criteria that have bun provided so far seem to get u.s preuy close to a proper delimitauon ol

S VC phenomenJ. They c!arly wee4 out a number of cases that have ken taken for SVCs but where the

embedded S is simply an ordinary object.S and no pseudocomplement. For example, Bickerton

(1989:165-6) presents the following Seychellon Creole sentences ascases of serialitation:

(27)a. Mi dir per vim
I tell priest come
"I told the priest to come"

b. I ti dir mw yin ed Ii netway (akar
he PAST tell me come help him clean house
"lie told me to come and help him clean the house"

It will bc clear, however, that (27a) is a case of normal object-complemenution: Seychelleis di., like

English tell, takes a semantically genuine object-S. The same applies to sip{ yin ed and vpfnerwa)

Uwe]: both represent clearly genuine objeet-clauses to, respectisely, dir ("tell") and td<e ("help"). Only

thy verb ed ("help") represents a piseudocompkrnent. It is, however, clustered with vin into one V-node,

bY the rule of Predicate Raising, as appears from the dropping of the Final vowel -e,11 and can therefore

not be a serial verb.12

Sebba (1987:55-6) discusses:

(2)( Koir mcki a / en go na wowoyo
Koll make he /him go LOc market
"Kofi made hun go to the market"

and correctly identities go as the verb of a genuine object-5,13 and thus not of a serial construction, lie

suggests (1987:80-1) that, at least for some speakers, frith is not a serial verb in other constructions,

such at (29a,b), hut has ken re-analysecl as a conjunction meaning "so that", criticizing Voorhoeve

(1975), who takes them to be instances of serialization:

(29)a. alen radon rneki den prani gro
rain fall make the plants grow
"Rain falls so that the crops grow" Sebba (1987:56)

11 See Seinen (1990) for a detailed analysis of Predicate Raising and Subject Raising constructions in

Mluntian Creole, which is virtually identical with Seychellois Creole
12 see also Seinen (in appear b) for a discuation of that cues.
I:1 Interestingly, the semantic subject of go occurs Loth as an uninflected, i.e nominative pronoun (a), and

as an inflected accusative pronoun (en).

3 7
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b. Kofi dray a plat meki yu yen
Kith turn the recond make you hear
"Kull played the record for you to hear" Sebba (1987:79)

His argument is based on the sentences (3(a,b), which he constructed for the purpose:

(30)a. Kwaku no c naki Mary meki a siki
Kwaku not PRES hit Mary make her sick

b. Kwaku'no e naki Mary meki a bteyti
Kwaku not PRES hit Mary make her happy

It. he says, meki is a serial verb, the sentences must mean, respectively, "Kwaku is not (hitting Mary

and making her .sick/happyr. But if mrki is a conjunction the scope of the negation can be altered so that

the sentences can then me.an "Kwaku is not hitting Mary, so that she is sick/happy". In either case

one ol the readings will he pragmatically implausible, and he then asked his two informants whether the

sentence si ith sat or the (ine witj breyti was more plausible. Not surprisingly, he failed to get a coherent

result It is a matter of experience that shooting artificial sentences at informants in a situation where

they have to reflect and report on their own language (activities not favored by most informants) more

often than not yields txxir results or no results at all. In this cast subtle distinctions of logical scopc arc

invol)ed, in connecwm, most probably, with intonational distinctions, making the enterprise even more

ha/al-dons than it normally is. Although one cannot rule out the possibility that meki has been re

anal) sed, for some speakers, as a conjunction, better methods are required to establish whether this is so.

In any ease. mek, is in no way unique, in this respect, since re-analysis has been reported widely for other

common serial verbs, as has been noted above. We shall, therefore, treat meki on a pas with the other

cases of possible rc.analysis, and proceed on the assumption that nub in (29a,b) is indeed used as a serial

sill,. as long as no evidence to the contrary comes to light

We are. however, not quite there yet We have no cnterion yet to exclude, in particular, verbal

(meant, lions with a verb meaning "go" as VI, followed by an embedded bare S-complement with

stihiect deletion and no other cyclic rule, as in (I I) above. Such constructions are rife in a vast number of

languages that arc otherwise under no suspicion of allowing (or serial verbs. English has, besides

s,ntent es like ( I I ). also imperatives of the (orm go get your book. French has, roc example, elle est tiller

hive ("she has gone dunking"), and Italian likewise: andata here. Further examples can be given at

ss ill Sikh cases 1111Ist be ruled out, or else, it is felt, we inks out on what SVCs really are and all sorts

of languages that are clearly not of the serializing type must then be thought to have SVCs.

ni.iy.if course. he liberal and say that English, French, Italian and all those other languages

ha's Just the GC) class of SVC but not the many other typical SVC classes found in what we call the

net.:111/ing 1.1fIgliags and which inake us call them that Maybe so, yet there is a further point that

11 (..er s es :mention anyw ay and which we do not want to miss out on. The point is that where we hit upon

%slim sic v. ish to consider SVCs these SVCs are not le.xicolly governed by (he higlser VI. 'Mat is, the

higher V us not sukategori/ed for taking pseudocornplements. SVCs occur to a large extent freely as

"loose" adjullas to hither Ss, reshicted by general considerations of semantic and/or magmatic

arrow idttiless, and perhaps also hy other factors, but not hy lexical argument saw' -it. This is not so

lot Ills GO constructions just mentioned. The kind of S-coniplementation fotind with go is not allowed

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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with most other verbs of going: 'hi walked fishing is clearly ungrammatical. Analogously for the

pseudocomplementation phenomena with other verbs in Dutch, as illustrated in (15b), for example. Here

it is the highe: V that enables pseudocompkmentation. In genuine serializing languages SVCs are never

governed that way by their higher V. There, more often titan not, the class of verbs that can occur as V,

is restricted, not the class of verbs that can occar as Vi. It is, therefore, necessary to have a wider look at

the subcategorization facts of the language in question before one can decide for some isolated example

whether it is a SVC or not.

Even so, however, a.s has been observed by virtually all concerned, SVCs tend In gravitate

towards certain stereotypes: there is, as has been shown, the typical DATIVE and/or BENEFACI1VE class,

the CAUSATIVE class, the MOVE clam. the PURPOSIVE clam, the COMPARAilVE class, the THAT-clam,

and a few others, where the serial verb expresses the notions involved. Very typical is also the TAKE

class as exemplified in ( I ah), (3c), (4b.c), (5d) and (21b). This differs. at least in the examples quoted,

(tom the others just mentioned in that here the vat:expressing the notion of taking is Vi, not Vs. Here,

hes, the SVC is a "loose" adjunct, but the fa.:t that it occurs with a higher V meani»g "take" is, though

somehow stereotypical, clearly not a ,tsult of the lexical argument structure of the "take" verb. Whether

the TAKE verb is also VI and thus not V1, in cases like (8) and (9c), which have the basic SOV order,

will be discussed in section 4.

In general. our tentative conclusion is that SVCs are typically characterized by the fact that they

arc forms of ungoverned pseudocomplementation of bare Ss, without any completnentizer. with their

subject deleted under conditions of higher subject or higher object control without any further cyclic rule

being operative, and manifesting the.nselves as VPs with a real V in surface structure. They, moreover,

comc in typical categortes of use (whose distribution over the various serializing languages Of language

families is, however, still relatively unclear). The phenomenon of serialization is thus seen to be a

syndrome of features and phenomena found in many if 001 all languages of the world and whose typical

combination gives rise to the typicality that mule earlier linguists distinguist, a separate category of

SVCs. If this analysis is correct, it takes the bottom out of any theory, such as Bickerton's (1981)

"Fliaprogram theory", that interprets SVCs as an element in its own right in "Universal Grammar"

underlying the grammars of all natural languages. Under the analysis presented here there is no separate

universal category of "serial verb construction", just a syndrome of a number of other factors that are

likely to be, one way or another, language.universal. This syndrome has certain stereotypical features

which, being features of a syndrome, cannot themselves be elements in "Universal Grammar". What

might explain these stereotypical features is still largely unclear, a state of rs to be expected given

the low level of our knowledge of questions regarding the functionality versus the modularity of putative

linguistic universals. In any case, whichever way the balance goes between functionality and modularity,

the stereotypical features of SVCs in the languages of the world will in all likelihood be explained as by-

products ("epiphenomena") of whatever their functional Of modular basis will turn out to be.
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4. SVt's in VSO and SOV languages

As has been said, the vast majority of serializing languages have basic SVO order, i.e. the basic sUucture

of their sentences is NP-VP Here the derivation of SVCs is simple. If one take.s the NPVP structure to

be also the syntactically underlying structure, SVCs originate froman embedded pseadocomplement-S, as

is demonstrated in (31), where S2 is the pseudocomplement.

(31) St

NPI V P

V (NP2) S2

The subject of S2 undergoes deletion under control by the higher subject NP1 or, if it's there, the higher

object NP2. MI that has to be assumed is that an S that loses its subject is demoted to VP-status, so that

S2 becomes VP after the deletion of its subject. Different theories may account for such facts differently,

but the net result will be the saint. In my theory of Semantic Syntax, for example, the underlying

cunstituent order for NPVP languages is not NP-VP but VSO (essentially as proposed in McCawLy

wri(l1). A separate routine, induced by the finite tenseoperator, changes this into NP-VP (see, e.g.

Seuren 1985:12R-30). However, whether one prefers this or the underlying NP-VP theory (in whatever

variety), the pseudocomplement-S is always auzzhed to the far right, after any genuine object arguments

of the main verb,

llow does this work for languages with different basic word order patterns, in particular SOV and

VS0 languages?" The examples (8) and (9a-c) provided above, taken from Schiller (1990b) and

McWhorter (1990) give an idea of what putative SVCI look like in SOV languages. We shall repeat
them here, with another example from Ijo added:

(8) erf cdcin bf iku bd mi
hc knife the take come PAST

"Ile bmught the knife" lip (McWhorter 199as)
(32) eri optiru-mo Aki who') pirimi

he crayfish take boy give PAST
"Ile gave a crayfish to the boy" Ijo (McWhorter 1990:8)

(9)c. fu bureda ije sime abe ufu
3sg bread the knife take cut
"lie cuts the bread with a knife" Banti (Schiller 1990b:1)

In attempting to analyse these sentences we must realize, to begin with, that we are trivially

hampered by an elementary lzk of knowlndge of the languages concerned. All we can do in cases of the
sort is look carefully at the sentences in question and propose an analysis that seems reasonable in the

light of both the available facts and the available theory. With this enormous proviso wc may perhaps
venture the following.

The first thing to be noticed is that the Barai sentence (9c) differs structurally from the two ljo
sentences. The Barar sentence seems to show fairly unequivocally that the sequence conrsponding to
(ink Likel is embedded in the matrix structure (he bread4he (knife take) cut). This means that,
other than in typtcal TAKE serials, the TAKE verb is the VI, and not the main verb V 1. 11 does not seem

14 psta on the relstisely few !impanel with other buic word order patterns ate so scarce and, often,unreliable, that their is little point in discussing them in this control. See also Schiller (1990b).

,1 /
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possible, or at any rate highly contrived, to analyse the sentence in such a way ttut the TAKE verb is the

main verb and ufu (cui") the serial verb (iu in most of the cases quoted above), since then the SVC

would have been cut up into two discontinuous puts, which strikes one as improbable. The simpkst

analysis is now to let (9c) correspond to an underlying structure as in (33), where S2 is the

pseudocomplenient acting as a SVC, (Any tense operator is assumed to take scope over Sj and thus to

command Sj.)

(33)

NPx NP S2 V

fu boreda-ije / I \., ufu
NP NP V

SilTIC

The deletion of the lower subject Nplx1 under control by the higher subject now turns S2 into an

embedded VP, and. barring any tense pioceming (whith does not seem to have any overt effect in this

case), senwnce (9c; rcsulis.

Thc semantics of the Ijo sentence (32) makes it clear that the main verb must be al. ("take").

We thus have hcrc a GIVE serial construction. It follows that pi/1,-mi ("gave") is the Vs, even though it

CAITICs the PAST tense (a ca.se of 'overshooting.). In the litroGICC of further data it is hard to say whether

the posttion occupied by the SVC corresponding to (boy give-PAST) in the surface structure 01(32) is

thc ocigin.il syntactic position normally assigned to embedded objczt clauses or the result of

extraposition from an 'original intental pothion before of after optiru-mn ("croyfith"). In any case, with

or without extraposition, the analysis of SVCs as given above seems to apply without too many

compheations.

By analogy we say that in the other Ijo sentence (8) dku ("take") is the main verb and bb-mi

(canie") the serial verb, carrying the tense marker as a msult 'overshooting'. If this is correct, (8) is

not an instance of the class of TAKE serials but of the class of GO (COME) saials. This again would

suggest, given observed regular patterns in GO saials, that subject deletion in the SVC of (8) is object-

contIolled so that the knife is said to come hither. Ckarly, such conclusions must be tested against

further material, So far, however, nothing indicates that the overall analysis provided here of SVCs

should not effortlessly apply to these eases.

Interestingly, the Yi sentence (9a) and the Lahti sentence (9b), both repeated here, differ in their

treatment of their SVCs in that the former extraposes the pseudocompkmentS, whereas the latter does

not. In both caSCS the subject of the SVC is deleted under highu object control!

(9)a. oa jc b'c tY sia tr. kus

my mother clothes put trunk inside-be at
"My mother put the clothes in the trunk" Yi (Schiller 1990b:8)

b. na vS7.qa thi? ka ta ve yo
lily mother cknhes 0111 box inside pu. PT PT PT
"My mother put the clothes in the trunk" Uhu (Schiller 1990b:8)

let us considtr the sentences (10ab) (repeated hem for convenience), from Ravaa, tne

only VSO language spotted so far that may qualify its a serializing language.

41
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(10)a. ii me ho taw hk me pin ke-en
Like sou go send letter you accompany tohere

take the letter and come back"

b ti me b pin ke-en
Like yt ua ii accompany to-bere
"lit mg it here"

Ravtla (Schiller 1990:5)

Ravtla (Drage 1907:61)

If ti h assumeddhat Ravtia is indeed a serialiting language, which clearly is the more interesting and

challenging a.sumption, then, at first sight, sentence (10b) poses no problems. lt looks as if it can be

derived %imply front art underlying VSO structure, with the SVC added as a supernumerary objectS:

t 34)

NP S2
ti me b

V NP NP Adv
pin a 0 ke-en

Alter dolomni of the lower subject Nplal. controlled by the higher subject me, and with a zero anaphoric

losx;rollott, die sentence is there.

hossever, IS less simple. It looks, in terms of the present analysis, as if it contains two

Vt, one clgresponding to Igo - send), containing "send" again as an embedded serial verb under

.1 ot.e ,iirresronding to [accompany to-hered Whereas in (10b) the higher object ("it") precedes

the ,nds S t there is. here the higher object ("letter") follows the first SVC Ego send) and precedes the

se,ond to-here). Given our total lack of knowledge of the ways constituents may he shifted

about t- , presumably late, rules in Ravua. it is difficult to put forward a reasonable explanation of these

But let us make the simplest possible assumption, given the few facts at our disposal, and say that

in the es eut of more than one SVC a genuine nominal object.NP will stand between the two. Under this

assumption. the underlying structure of (Wa) will be something like (35), with S2 and S4 as the two

pudic] embedded psendocomplenwsuSs:

(151
S\

Nt'it ,S2 NI'
it me Z I N-N lik

V NP S3 V NP oP
ho a 11:\ pin a 0 kne-e

V NP
taw a 0

lf the same procedures as were acsumed for (10b) are applied here, sentence (1(a) msults hut without the

second occutrence of me ("you"). Clearly, if that second OCCIttftlICC of the mam subject is to be recounted

for VIttle [latet copyIng rule must be assumed that will repeat the main subject before the second SVC.

1 his rule 111.ri perhaps be thought to be reinforced by the fact that the subject dektion in S4 is controlled

by the higher ,mhyst me, and not by the higher object Iik. Without the copying of me there might be a

risk of hi controlling the subject deletion in S4.

This tOileithieS our dotenslOn of the status and definition of serial verb constructions. Iiseems that, on

the basis of the limited evidence available, certain general principles are beginning to delineate
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themselves. Thc central notion is that of surface verbs without an overt complementizer in bare

pseudocomplementation, often 'standing in' defective lexical argument structure or fulfilling certain

standard semantic functions for which the grammar of the language has not so far developed standardijed

categories, combmed with ihe cfiterion that no cyclic rules of Complementation have been applied other

than controlled cubject deletion. On top of this, certain stereotypical categories of use have been

recognized by most authors on the subject. All this together makes for a typical syndronie in natural

language, hich nas received the name of serial verb constructions.
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On the Definition and Distribution of Serial Verb Constructions

Eric Schiller
Wayne State University & The University of Chicago

1 . Introductionl

The term 'Serial Verb Construction' has been applied to a wide range of phenomena,
in the literature and even (or perhaps especially) at this conference. In this paper I hope to
clarify some definitional points concerning serial verb constructions and in addition provide
some explanation of the distribution of serial verb constructions in the languages of the
world. To go into the depth necessary to fully explicate the points I wish to make is not
possible in a brief paper, and interested readers may wish to consult my dissertation
(Schiller 1990d) and related papers (Schiller 1989c, 1990a, 1990b). I have made a few
changes in my analysis since the conference, thanks to insightful presentations by Geoff
Pullurn and Pieter Seuren (this volume), who deserve more than mere footnoted
acknowledgement.

The first part of the paper will be concerned with the definition of serial verb
constructions, or, properly, serial verb phrase constructions. This will include an overview
of more than 20 years of work on the question, which might profitably be presented In a
volume of papers devoted to serial verbs. The presentation and discussion of these proposals
will necessarily be brief. I will conclude by adding my own definition to the heap. Next, I will
turn to the distribution of serial verb constructions in the languages of the world, presenting
the factors which glve rise to such constructions. The paper employs the framework of
Autolexical Syntax as developed by Jerrold M. Sadock (1985, 1988 to appear), with a few
amendments (Schiller 1989d, 1990b),

2 . Defining Serial Verb Constructions

Coordinate serial verb constructions which lack a surface conjunction are largely
excluded from consideration here. Deictic serials, unjustly neglected to date, despite a few
papers cited In Pullum (1990), are those which comblne a deictic verb, usually meaning
'come' or 'go', with a verb phrase. These are, in fact, the most frequently encountered serial
structure, being present in many languages which otherwise lack serials (see Schiller 1990d:
Chapter 3.). Sebba (1987) convincingly distinguishes Subordinating Serial Verb Constructions
from Coorciinating Serial Verb Constructions, the former showing the following characteristics.

1)

2)

I. "Although two or more verbs are present, the sentence is interpreted as
referring to a single action rather than a series of related actions. Although
the action may involve several different motions there Is no possibilfiy of a
temporal break between these and they cannot be performed, for example,
with different purposes In mind..."
II. "There is a strict ordering relationship between the verbs...'
111 'Furthermore, the first verb in a series may subcategorize for a particular
verb or class of verbs."
lv, "In some, cases, each transitive verb In the series has its own object.,"

Fllbeck (1975) was a little more specific in his definition of serial verb constructions:

"The Initial verb, or VI, of a series is propositional, i.e. this is the vat) that
carries the true predicate meaning of the proposition; any subsequent verb,
or V,,n, states a functional meaning which Is related to the predicate or
propositional meaning of the Initial verb."

- 34 -
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Jansen, Koopman & Muysken (1977) suggested the following "Rough working definition".

3) "Serial verb constructions are constructions which:
(a) contain only one overt subject, and more than one verb;
(b) contain no overt conjunctions or complementlzers;
A further characteristic of serial constructions Is that:
(c) if one of the verbs in the construction serves as an auxiliary or a modal

auxiliary to another verb, it is not a serial verb construction;
(d) Lf one verb serves as an infinitive complement to another verb, It is not

a case of serialization;
(e) often there is In the construction one "lexical verb", selected from a

large class, and one or more "grammatical" verbs, selected from a very
limited, closed class....

(f) the conflguation V NP V NP is Indicative of serialization;'
(g) In the configuration V, V2 ... V,. Vn, only VI can be the lexical" verb

in serial constructions, and only vn in infinitival complements or constructions
with modal auxiliaries."

Of these criteria some are appropriate (b,c,e,f), some requre a clear definition of a
finite/non-finite distinction whIch has not been clearly proven for Isolating languages (d,g),
and one (a) requires a definition of what it means to be a subject which is not supplied in the
work cited.

Bradshaw (198'2) provided a definition which involves semantic, intonational, syntactic
and morphological criteria:

4) (1) All verbs in the serial contruction refer to subparts of a single overall event.
(II) There is no Intonational or grammatical marking of clause boundaries
between the verbs.
(iil) There are tight restrictions on the nominal arguments associated witheach verb.
(iv) There is no contrast in the basic inflectional categories of serialised verbs.

There is nothing wrong (in principle) wilh a multi-modular definition of verb serialintion,
but thts definition is lacking both In formality and accuracy. The first two points are
uncontroversial and accurate. The third point does not hold for all serial constructions, andit is not clear what types of restictions could be developed to account for all of the data
found In the variety of languages examined In the present work. It is certainly true that some
serial constructions have restrictions on nominal arguments, this Is less clear in, for example,
directional and instrumental constructions'.

The fourth consideration Is whether a concise definition should include both inflectional
marking and the "Satne Subject Constraint" which will be di: cussed below, There is onepiece of data from Sakao (discussed below) which even contradicts the demand that
inflectional categories of seriall4ed verbs must not he different. so : will propose that only
tense 'aspect marking be so constrained. I find grounds for rejecting the latter constraint ona number of grounds, presented below.

The most recent definition of serial verbs is that proposed in Semen (1990):

"In summarizing, we can say that verb serialisation is the result of ungoverned
pseu(1 o(: omplementatIon with the following other conditions:
a) lite pseudocomplemeit Is lexically bare In the sense that It cannot be
within the exclusive scepe of a tense or negation operator.
b) The complement-predicate is a surface verb.
c) No syntactic processing takes place other than simple SSD3, with the
result that a serial verb construction manifests itself as a VP with (subject. or
object-) governed deletion of the subject.

k.1 t)
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d) It is added to a sentence which would be well-formed without the serial
verb construction."

Seuren defines pseudocomplementation as follows: "A pseutiocomplement Is a
suppositious sentential complement, foisted on a verb whose meaning requires no such
complementation, and expressing concomitant circumstance, purpose, or result.". ln a
governed pseudocomplement, l'he possibility of taking a pseudocomplement is lexically
defined, In the language In question, for each verb that can take a pseudocomplement. The
pseudocomplement then represents a possible extyra argument term for the verb in
question."4

Seuren's (a-d) seem to be acceptable components of a definition of subordinating serial
construction, bu '. his definition of 13seudocomplement" is not easily applied and tested.

We now turn to the question of which of the many criteria cited above should be
rejected, and which should be retained.

2.1. Some Tests that Fall

Many authors in the past two decades, including Foley and Olsen (1985) continue to
assume a 'Same Subject Constraint" whereby the subject of each of the serial verbs in the
sentence must be the same. Thls constraint should not be applied. First of all, often an
explicit subject of the lower clause is also ungrammatical If the intonation contour of a single
sentence is maintained, as in (5a and 5b), and second, an indefinite non-coreferent subject is
also possible, as In the Khmer example (6a). In that example, there is an understood
indefinite subject of the verb 'to hear', but one cannot insert the indefinite pronoun as in
(6b), unless one makes an exaggerated pause after Thou/ and creates a topicallzed sentence.

a.

b.

a.

b.

*silk ?aw ray Mims
Sook take wood Titima

?aw mAy stlk
Sook take wood Sook
tutk crelth hou luau
water fall flow hear
'The waterfall flows making a very
*ttuk crah hou kee
water fall flow prn.
'The waterfall flows making a very

maa
Come
Inaa
come
sou khlan nab
noise strong very

loud noise.'
luau sou khlan nab
hear noise strong Very

loud noise.'

(Thal)

Amer)

The examples above may be classified as Ambient Serialization, a term borrowed from
Crowley (1987), who gives the following example:

Munn ato kali hems.]
(1d-huill-nV atoo kaile he-malu)
2sg-dis-count-comm/obj chicken pl 3sg-dis-be correct
'Count the chickens correctly.'

Crowley notes that:
"In this example, it Is neither the subject of the first verb, i.e. the second

person singular pronoun, nor the object of the first verb, I.e. goo kalle 'the
chickens' that is marked on the second verb. Rather, the second verb refers
simply to the general act of counting, with no particular participants in
mind."

(Paamese)

In (8) we see that the shared NP can be either subject or object, depending on the
presence of the infix -r(I)- which codes what DuHe (1988) calls 'moving-Undergoer-sharIng's.

a. me-ke r-lam
3sg-take ri-conte
He handed it hither. (He took it and It came.)

(Sakao)
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b. me-ke-lam
3s,- take-come
He irought it. (He took it and he came.)

Next, there is the curious case of Yankuntjatjara (Goodard 1988), an Australian language
which has a pair of serial constructions, which differ in interpretation with regard to the
subject, where the different subject reading is (literally) unmarked while the same subject
interpretation requires an explicit marker;

9) a. Ngayulupatangara-ngu waru-ku yanku-nytja-la
IsgNOM fall-PAST firewood-PURP go-NOML-LOC
I fell while someone else was going for firewood.
" I fell while I was going for firewood.

b. Ngayulupatangara-ngu ngayulu waru-ku ya n ku-nytj
IsgNOM fall-PAST IsgNOM firewood-PURP go-NOMI,LOC
I fell while going for firewood

c. Ngayuluwaru-ku yan ku-la patangara-ngu
lsgNOM firewood-PURP go-SER1AL fall-PAST
I fell while 1 was going for firewood.

Goddard (1988) suggests that (9a), known as the circumstantial construction, arose
and grammaticalized the different-subject condition because it was able to exploit an opposition
with the serial verb construction (9c.) H The relevance of this example lies in the problems
posed for definitions of Serial Verb Constructions.11 in some languages, some serial constructions
are explicitly marked, and others are unmarked, and there is a significant property which is
not shared, (same/different subject marking in the present case), then it will be hard to
generalize about properties of serial verb constructions as a whole. In the present case we
are not dealing with constructions which meet definitions of serialization applied here, as
from a syntactic standpoint we are dealing with nominal rather than verbal material In the
lower clauses of (9a) and (9b). Only (9c) fits the pattern of serialization, yet it is precisely
this construction which violates the same-subject condition.

There is a clear exception to the same-subject constraint in serialized directional
complements:

10) Kofi hard a ston go na ini a olo (Sranan)
KO pull the stone go LOC in the hole
'Kofi pull the stone into the hole'

Here the subject of the verb pull is not the subject of the verb go on anyone's
account. One might therefore conclude that serial verb constructions involve either a shared
subject or a shared object, as suggested by Seuren. But even here there is a problem.
Consider the following example from Yoruba.

11) Ulu IA mno tiáa wá tie (Yoruba)
Olu drove child the [come) home

'Ohl drove the child home.'
'Olu drove the child and they came home.'

How does one account for the two different interpretations of this sentence? Assume
that despite the conjunction in the second gloss, that the sentences are the same syntactically.
The fact remains that the subject of the lower clause can be either the object of the higher
clause or both the subject and the object of the higher clause. Furthermore, a question
arises as to the interpretation of the deictic term home. Does It refer to the home of the
child or the home. of Olu? From the English glosses one might well conclude that that in the
first case the action was directed to the home of the child, but In the latter, that the action
was directed to the home of Olu, though, if they were related, the referent might be the
same.
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Awoyale (1987:22) proposed two principles which also run into difficulty with emirical
facts:

12) Avoid Tautology prindple: No verb can serialize itself or its synonyms.

The point he is trying to make is that one does not find identical lexical items in the
serial string, but Khmer offers clear counterexamples:

13)a. yam) kurt thaa tau psaa tau
we think say go market go
'We think we'll just go to the market.'

b. kat ?aoy khflom kcay luy ?aoy ?awpuk
prn. give me borrow money give father
'He let me borrow money for my father.'

There are a number of possible treatments for the prolific final tau which will not be
discussed here. It doesn't really matter whether it is a subordinating or coordinating serial
verb - it still violates the Avoid Tautology principle. The examples with ?aoy are just as
prolific.

Awoyale (1987:24) also proposes another condition:

14) Collocation Condition: Every verb in a series must satisfy its local collocational
requirements at all syntactic levels.

He points out that this is not the same as the Projection Principle (Chomsky 1981). He
claims that"one verb in a serial construction does not contain another verb in Its lexical
entry, so the lexicon cannot account for collocation restrictions." It is true that the Projection
Principle slys nothing about collocations directly, but if collocational information is not
contained in the lexicon, then where is it to be located? In any event, it seems that what he
terms coliocational material is simply a semantic feature of a lexical item, thrt , for example,
a certain verb allows a resultative complement (Awoyaie's preferred example 1987:22) is not
peculiar to serializing languages. The same restriction holds In English, where many rcsultativcs
are appropriate only when combined with an appropriate matrix verb:

15) Maggie wiped the counter dry. (English)
*Maggie wiped the counter dirty.

2.2. Coordinating Serial Verb Constructions

It has already been noted that serial structures of a coordinate type differ from those
of a ubordinatye type. Syntactically, Coordin 'Ing Serial Verb Constructions can be described
as coordinate structures with null conjunctions. This analysis Is supported by the fact that
explicit conjunctions can often be Inserted, as In (16).

16) a tku smiga n wag nemda (Moore; Peterson 1971)
h e took knife CM cut meat
'He cut the meat with a knife.'

Here CM is a marker of conjunction.

Semantically, all that needs to be explained 13 how the main verb of the lower clause
Identifies the subject of the higher clause as its own subject. Thk, however, Is garden-varlety
conjunction and the explanation will be the same as that employed I3 any other case, such
as "He drank the martini and ate the olive".

There are differences between simple coordination and coordinate serial constructions.
From a semantic viewpoint, one difference was pointed out In Sebba (1987:150 ). in sentence
coordination, the interpretation given to the whole sentence Is the same as that which

4 )
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would be given to the two conjuncts each taken separately." From a syntactic viewpoint, the
most important difference is the availability of conjunctions, as mentioned above. These
differences can be shown in the following examples, where (17.a) and (18.b) are straightforward
coordination and the primed examples are serialized constructions.

17)a. Osinaa doroba no na opamm tam no (Akan)
he-thread-PAST needle the and he-sew-PAST cloth the

a'. Osinaa doroba no pamm tam no
'S/he threaded the needle and sewed the cloth'

b. Osina doroba no na ampamm tam no
he-thread-PAST needle the and he-NEG-sew cloth the

b'. *Osina doroba no mpamm tam no
'He threaded the needle and didn't sew the cloth'

In the positive examples (17.a) the conjunction can be eRher present or absent, but in
the negative examples (17.b) the conjunction is obligatory, and the purely serialized form
with negation in the lower clause Is ruled out. Sebba gives further evidence Involving
adverbs, and argues that the serialized forms are examples of V coordination rather than
sentential coordination. This analysis seems to be correct.

Strong additional support for the difference between coordinating and subordinating
serial verb phrase constructions is provided by extraction phenol...ma. Sebba (1987:10011)
shows that the coordinate structures (e.g. 18.a) do not allow the sort of extraction prohibited
by the Coordinate Construction Constraint (Ross 1967), while subordinate structures (18.b)
do.

18)a. Mary go na wowoyo bay krosi
Mary go LOC market buy clothes
'Mary went to market and bought clothes.'

a. *Soortukrosi Mary go na wowoyo bay 0?
What (sort of) clothes did Mary go to market and buy?

b. Koft teki a nell koti a brede
Koff take the knife cut the bread
'Kofl took the knife and cut the bread = Kofi cut the bread with a knife.'

b'. San Kofi teki a nett koti
What Kofl take the knife cut 0?
'What did Kofi cut with the knife?'

Though Auto lexical accounts of coordination have not yet been developed, it seems
reasonable to follow Sebba's line and treat Coordinating Serial Verb Constructions as
coordinated V's In the syntax. In the semantics it remains an open question whether the
coordination applies to r or F, i.e. to one-place predicates or full propositions, but this
question lies outside the scope of the present work. One might represent the coordinating
serial construction (18.a) as in (19):
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19)

Mary

e/N
I I

na wowoyo bay krosi

I

Z5 1.1

Syntax

Semantics

2.3. Deictic Serialization

This type of serial constructions involves a deictic verb followed by a verb phrase. It
exists even in English, and can be found In many languages which do not otherwise show
evidence of serial verb constructions, such as Arabic (Husseln: this volume). I will leave
discussion of these to Geoff Pullum (this volume) and Dal (this volume), but add a few more
examples 1,11(20).

20)a. tau y331( kasact m33k (Khmer)
go take newspaper come
'Go get the newspaper.'

b. Di kabudu go pe foh de kill uman dehn, *In dehn (Krio)
The gang go pay for they kill woman DEM-pi children DEM-pl
'Thls gang pays for the killing of women and children.'

c. Anda ola kantu akel OW ten taju. (Malayo-Portugese Cr.)
go see if that gentleman is home
'Go and see if that gentleman Is at home.'

d. Viens prendre ta lettre (French)
Come take your letter
'Come take your letter.'

r.)
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2.4 5..rialization, Concatenation, and Complementation

In the literature the term serial has been applied to many types of structures, only
some of which meet the defining criteria proposed above. Here some of the other constructions
which have been, or might be called serial verb constructions will be briefly considered.

1. V,- V structures in work on Tibeto-Burman languages (Matisoff, 1973).

21) rA-hi iia q3? chi 6? 1 ve (Uhl°
we had-to again lift out For Punlv(aifIrmatIon)

Vv V, Vh Vv Vv
'We had to lift (It) out again for (them).'

In the example, chi is the head verb, according to Mattson analysis, with two "versatile
verbs" on either side of it. I will refer to these structures, which involve the concatenation of
simple verbs, as Verb Concatenation Structures, represented by V*.1 will assume a structural
representation of the syntax, in which the verbs are conjoined under a V-node. These
structures can be analyzed either as coordinate structures or incorporation structures. The
latter seems more appropriate, since in the case of those languages which have inflectional
devices, inflection is marked only on the heads of compound verbs, e.g.

22) Tas onak lah pli Taamese)
(toose ona-ku lahl pilu)
torch poss-lsg 3sg-real-carry stick together
'My torch shines with a narroW beam.'

IL V.V structures in work on Dravidian languages (Steever1988, Fedson, 1981, Nagarajan
1990), and sometimes In work on Vietnamese and Khmer (Mikami, 1981).

23) en Jox m a n-d-an ci?-cl-an (Kurux)
I-notn servant be-pres-ls do-temporarliy-pres-1sg
'I am becoming a servant temporarily.'

From a purely syntactic point of view, the structure of this type of sentence is that of
auxiliary verb + V complement. I will accordingly adopt the term Auxiliary Structure to
describe this form of serial structure, sometimes employing the abbreviation [V+V*].

III. V.V subordinating serial verb structures In work on Creole and Mainland Southeast
Asian languages (Li 1973, Filbeck 1975, Bamgbose 1986, Sebba 1987, Baker, 1989,
Seuren 1990).

24) Koft nakl Annba kiri (Sum an)
Koff hit Amba kfll
'Kofi struck Amba dead.'

This is the typical serial verb construction which is the subject of inverstigation in the
present study. These will be designated Serial V Constructions and will be abbreviated [V*).
he phrase structure of these constructions will be discussed below.

iv. Finite V+ Finite V structures in work on Saramaccan Creole (Byrne, 1987,1990).

25) a. a hi fèfi di %yr:6u kabA (Saramaccan)
he INS paint the house finish
lie had painted the house already.'

b. a fC.fi di wC,Isu bi kabi
c. a bi fell di wosu bi kabA

42,
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This Is a very rare type col serial structure, found only in Saramaccan, Cape Verde
Kriolu and Guinea Bissau Creole'. Here It seems that not lust a verb phrase Is serialized,
but a larger constituent consisting of a verb phrase plus tense/aspect and negation markers.
Both the data and analysis remain controversial, but accepting the analysis in Byrne (1987),
we will indicate these as Finite V', using the term Finite Serial V Structure to describe
them.

lt will later prove convenient to distinguish concatenation from the other types of
structures. The term Phrasal Serialization will be used for all serial forms which involve V
constituents.

2.5. Structural Properties of Subordinating Serial V Constructions

We have already examined some definitional criteria and tests which have failed to
properly characterize or distinguish subordinating serial verb constructions. Now let us
turn to two conditions which do seem to be helpful tn this regard.

2.5.1. The Tense-Aspect Simultaneity Condition (TASC)

In Schiller (1989c) the Tense-Aspect Simultaneity Condition:, which merely recapitulates
an observation made by many scholars, was proposed as a condition on Serial Verb
Constructions. Acting upon Inspiration from Marshall Lewis (1990), I have changed the
wording, but not the meaning, of the condition.

26) Tense-Aspect Simultaneity Condition: The serialized constituents involved may
only bear a single value for tense or aspect operators.

In a language which has morphological Inflections for tense or aspect, this will have
the following consequences. In a subordinating serial verb construction, the multiple verbs
may cacti be marked for tense or aspect, but there must be only a single tense or aspect
Involved'. Alternatively, the marking may be born by only one verb, in which case it has

scope over the entire construction.

Baker (1989) points out that this is consistent with his GB analysis, since features
present under INFL are copied onto the heads of VP's. Thus, for him, the syntactic headship
of each of the verbs Is demonstrated. Autolexical theory provides the possibility of the
tri-modtdar representation of (27) as shown In (28):

27) Kollye yr-e adwuma ma-a Am ma (Akan)

Koll do-PAST work give-PAST Amma
'Kofi worked for Arnma.'
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P(BEN]

F[BEN]

FIBEN)

MFIBEN]

Ko fl

Kof I

V Af

do-PAST

V

mfIBEN]

do work for Amma

work

V Af

Nri
give-PAST Amma

V

V

Morphology

This tree shows that in the semantics, represented by the upper half of the tree, a
single aspect marker is present, instantiated twice in the morphology, represented by the
lower half of the tree. This "spreading", as Byrne (this volume) terms it, Is common in those
V-serlalizing languages which have Inflectional morphology to indicate tense or aspect. The
only significant difference between Byrnes analysis and the Autolexical approach to spreading
is that in the approach adopted here the category of tense would not appear in the
syntactic representation at all, as it is only a semantic entity in Akan, which is instantiated
directly in the morphology without being mediated by any syntax at all.

2.5.2. The Unsunderability Condition

In order to distinguish Subordinating Serial Verb Constructions from Coordinating
Serial Verb Constrt,ctions, Schiller (1989c, revised slightly here) suggested that for the
former type, the following test applies:

29) Unsunderability Condition: No conjunctive particle can appear in, or be Inserted
between, the serialized constituents without altering the meaning of the sentence.

This can be illustrated in (30 and 31), where the sentences take on different meanings
depending on the presence of absence of a conjunclion. In (30), the Implication is that the
food also arrived at the house, but (31) carries with it no such implication.
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30) kdIxt yk nThoup m33k phtelh
prn. take food come house
'He brought the food home.'

31) kMt y331( mhoup hazy-mut) rrippk phtnh
prn. take food and come house
'He took the food and then came home,'

(Khmer)

2.5.3 Thu Phrase Structure of Serial Verb Constructions
A number of surface structure representations have bcen proposed for Subordinating

Serlal V Constructions. These structural descriptions are presented below, In each case it Is
the surface representation that is given, and not the deep structure posited in some
transformational accounts,

The earliest discussion of serial verbs was a pedagogical grammar (Christaller 1875)
which contained little theoretical discussion but did distinguish two types of combinations,
including an "essential combination" where

"one verb is the principal, and nother is an auxiliary verb, supplying, as it
were, and adverb of time or manner, [...) or forming or Introduclng a complement
[...) or adjunct [..); or the second verb is supplemental, forming part of a
verbal phrase. Tbe actions expressed by both verbs are simultaneous and in
an Internal or inEeparable relation or connection. In this case, the auxiliary or
suppbmental verb is coordinate ojnly in form, but subordinate in sense, whether
It be preceding or succeeding the principal verb".

What is so remarkable about this quotation '.s that it seems to capbi:e exactly the
same insbeits as the autolexteal account, If we take Christaller's "form" to represent syntax
and his "sense" to represent semantics, a fairly obvious interpretation,

The earliest treatment of serial verbs from a transiormational perspective was presented
in Stewart (1963). Thls analysis assumed two underlying sentences which underwent an
obligatory transformation to form a single surface entity.

Categorial considerations entered the picture In Ansre (1966), which discussed some
serial verbs as behaving syntacttcally In a manner bter to be termed 'coverbs'. These will
be discussed In Chapter 6, For present purposes, It is simply important to note that Ansre
realized that although Hie serialized formatives were identical in form to verbs, they often
had qualities of other categories: "[...) many verbs when they stand next to others play the
part of English prepositions, adverbs, or conjunctions." But Ansre was not focussing on the
syntax of these items 3o much as their morphology (they are no longer conjugated") or
semantics.

The question of base-generation versus transformational derivation of serial verb
structures was a subject of continuing debate In the mid-1970's. Stahlke (1970) launched a
major debate when he presented a Generative. Semantics account of serlalization. His careful
study rejected a coordination treatment. He noted that serial structmes and those with
overt coordination differed In that the latter could take an addItMnal conjoined sentence
.vhieh contradicts an implication of the conjoined structure Thus, to use Englkh paraphrases
of h! Yoruba examples for clarity, the serial structure 'I take book come home' differs from
'I take hook and come home' in that only hi the latter case Is It possible to continue the
semen with 'but I forgot to bring it [the bookr.

( ,n a more concrete syntactic level, he neted that the object N1''s of sf.!rial verbs can
be 14,' t-fronted, which, if conjunction were involved, would violate the Coordinate Structure
Con',Ireint 1 Ross (1967), a constraint which seems to hold In Yoruba, according to Sebba
(198 r). Findlly, he noted that all of the serialized verbs must agree with regard to negation,
luxIllarles and mood.
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Stahlke also considered the possibility that the serialized verbs might be case markers,
but rejected that possibility on grounds which were then relevant, but which seem less so
today (if one accepts radical autonomy of components.) So, for exami.ie, one objection was
that these lezemes are inflected for case (a morphological consideration). Another objection,
based on the notion that redundancy in grammar was somehow undesirabla, was that these
case markers could be replaced by lexically distinct prepositions. This objection will be
taken up in Chapter 6.

Bamgbose (1974) was primarily concerned with differentiating two types of serials,
linking (what has been described here as coordinate) and modifying (what has been described
here as subordinate). For the latter type, which is our concern in this section, he posited
the following structural description C32):

32)

Old
Olu

sire
ran

wi
come

116

home
This descriptiun involves syntactic subordination of the lower VP within the scope of a

VP.
A major syntactic analysis was carried out by Schachter (1974). His primary concern

was whether serial structures were base generated or derived via transformations. He
proposed the following base-generated structure:

33) Schachter (1974) [S NP Aux VP VPr°

NP AUX VP VP

Thls generation of a flat structure as a base rule was somewhat controversial,as at the
time binary branching was in vogue for most non-adverbial material. Indeed, it wasn't long
before the Interpretation of serial matterial as adverbial was brought into the theoretical
arena.

Schachter's analysis was criticized by Stahlke (1975) in reply to the aforementioned
article. His objection was based on the "adverbial" nature of the subordinate verb phrase.
Stahike was not arguing that all serials were adverbial in nature, recognizing that there
were some Irregular "lexical collocation?, some modal structures, and some sentential

r
t;
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conjuncts. But for the majority of cases he proposed the following analysis.

34)

V NP Adv

It should be borne in mind that this proposal was made before the introduction of X
syntax by Jackendoff (1977), so there was nothing objectionable in the rule which rewrote
an adverb as a combination of verb plus noun phrase, though this structurewould be more
plausibly analyzed as a verb phrase (as In Sebba 1987). Ignoring the question of node
labelling, the structure is in any event quite different from that of Schachter (and Filbeck, to
be presented below), in one way in whfch the structure proposed by Sebba differs from my
own analysis, But Schachter's analysis fails to posit a single syntactic constituent which
includes all of the serialized material.

Filbecles analysis of Thal serial verb constructions does not differ substantially from
that of Schachter (1974):

35) Fl lbeck 1975

PDP

(Aux) VP1 P2 VPn (S)/ \
V (NP) V (NP) V (NP)

Here the predicate phrase dominates a node for auxiliary verbs followed by a number
of verb phrases and then, optionally, sentential material.

Williams (1976) proposed analysis which was quite similar in many respects, but
which added an important dimension in that he explicitly recognized subcategorization
features on some serialized verbs. His syntactic rule was stated as:

36) VP - V (NP) (PP) (VP)

In his dissertation on Sierra Leone Krio, he discussed the following example, which we
will return to in (41):
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37) Mddape de wItlul g6 tul mAldt (Kilo)
Modupe PROG walk go LOC market
'Modupe Is walking to the market.'

The last of the major analyses of the 1970's was that presented by Van Leynseele
(1975). She proposed a new phrase structure node, D, which would have the rewriting
specifications of a VP but would represent a subordinate proposition. She gave the following
preliminary base-generated surface structure of a sentence of Anyi:

38) K6f1 fa bwa MO mIA nit
Koff take sheep-PL enter-HAB house inside
'Koff takes the sheep into the stable.'

39)

NP 1

Koli
take

2 NA
bwa wyly sua na
sheep-pi enter-HAB house

Inside

Van Leynseele 1975 preliminary analysis of (38)

She notes that this analysis has the advantage "That semantically full handling verbs
mayt be inserted directly under VI without positing other underlying sentences or clauses,
thus avoiding the epenthetic verb insertion rule as well as equi-NP and equl-fa-phrase
deletion rules."

But Van Leynseele was not fully satisfied with this analysis. She went on to remark that
"in the above P-markers, I have followed Stab Ike (1974) in assuming that there is one VP
node dominating all surface VP's in series. However, Schachter (1974:278) maintains that
this highest VP node has not been "earned" by Stall Ikea argumentation. And as yet, no clear
evidence for such a node has turned up in the Anyi material. Therefore, the following fule
may turn out to be superior to the preceding proposals: S NP (D) VP."

40)
She provided the following structual representation:

VP

NP Vi NP 2 NA

KO la bwa wyly sua na
take sheep-pl enter-HAB house

InsIde

The debate continued in WI !limas (1976), where the following structure was suggested:
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Sebba notes that:

"The lexical entry for go would specify that it is followed by a PP bearing
the thematic relation GOAL; this would enable g to fit into the available NT
position alter waka. Other "serial verb" sequences in which one verb phrase
appears to bear athematic relation with respect to a verb are handled similarly
by appropriate lexical features.

Williams's analysis is an important advance In that It recognizes that
relationships between at least come "serial verbs" must be handled in the
lexicon. It also provides a phrase structure rule which treats the whole verbal
series as a consitutent, which is an advantage over Schachter's proposal."

So far so good. But &bba has an objection:

"A problem with Williams rule ... Is that It produces many strings which
cannot occur in surface structure, and would therefore have to be excluded by
rules from some other component, for example lexical strict subcategorisation
rules or syntactic filters,"

It is precisely this course which is being adopted in the present work. Semantic
subcategorization rules in the lexicon will be shown to be necessary to account for the
different types of verb serialization, particularly with regard to semantic Interpretation of
suhjecthood. Thus no additional mechanism is necessary in this treatment of serial verb
constructions.

The issue of the phrase structure of serial verb constructions then left the theoretical
arena for about a decade. This may have been due, in part, to the fact that the wide
acceptance of X-theory which followed the publication of Jackendoff (1977) rendered many
of these proposals unworkable. In addition, the presence of serial verb constructions in
many creole languages brought a new angle to the debate - the question of the relationship
between serialization and creolization. In this new debate, sparked by the publication of
Bickerton (1981), the actual phrase structure was not a significant issue.

In the mid-1980's, however, the structure of serial verb constructions once again
became a popular topic, Sehba (1987) was the most thorough study of the phrase structure
undertaken to date. He provides the following representationd:

5 4 )
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(XP) VP1

(XP) VP

(1')

here X can stand for N or P. (The top left V was probably intended to be NP.)

In Sebba's view, adopted by most of the GPSG analysts and Categorial Grammarians
(e.g. Welker 1990), the verb phrases are not sisters, but rather are embedded VP nodes. He
does not offer any syntactic rationale for this decision, but relies instead on semantic criteria.
Even so, he runs into some problems. Consider the following data from Akan (Christaller
1930):

43)a. d e adare not t*aa nkr3mata no
he-take machete the cut-PAST branch the
'lie cut the branch with a machete'

b. 3de adare not tIkaa nehö
he-take machete the cut-PAST himself
'lle cut himself with a machete'

c. *Ka d e Amma birimm no
Kofi take Amrna beat-PAST her/him
(* on the reading where norAmma)
cf, Kofl used Amma to beat her'(self) [Commentary: Sebba 1987]

Sebba comments on (43.a & b) that:

"If a non-reflexive pronoun occupies the NP3 slot, thLs could not be coreferentlal
with an inanimate NP In the same sentence because Inanimate NP's do not
have pronominal anaphora In this position, although animate NP's do. However,
a pronoun in NP3 position does not seem to be able to refer to an animate NP2
either:"

He then cites (43.c) and notes that:

"Since NP1 is clearly the subject of both VI and V2 In these examples (as
shown by the reflexMsatIon facts) we analyse them as "VP-coordination"
produced by the rule VP VP VP. The fact evidenced by (c), viz. That a
pronoun in NP3 position cannot be an anaphor of NP2, Is probably to be
explained by another principle."

The problem here is that the examples cited (40.a & b), seem to be normal serial V
constructions, but the reflexlvization facts12 force Sebba to adopt an analysis for thesc
forms which is unlike other instrumental forms. In fact, he adopts for these examples the
analysis which is posited In this thesis for all subordinating serials. I therefore take these
examples to be supportive of the syntactic analysis adopted In this work.

Awoyale (1988) proposes, and then rejects, the following two analyses which differ
from all others proposed so tar. In the first, he posits a sentential complr"vnt to the matrix
verb phrase, while In the second he proposes a structure in which th' iJtL Ail 11-s rng
verb is embedded In a subordinate clause (both trees are meant to represent the sentence
Ng bought clothes for Oltj)
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NP V NI) NP V NP

Ale ra ac PRO Mn OM
`buy"clothing' 'gyve,

Of this structure, which he doesn't attribute to anyone in particular, he raises the
following questions.

"First ... what is the status of PRO? Second...how does 3 come in (without a
COMP node) when there Ls no evidence of coordination or embedding?..,"

Although I do not find this representation appropriate, neither of these objections
seems valid.11 one wanted to have a complementation structure of the sort shown in (45).

45) NP (4, V (g COMP [3 PRO VP) )1

This should not be objectional on structural grounds just because therc is not surface
complementizer, The simplest objection to the given structure is that the subordinate material
does not behave like an 5 (or S), in that it cannot contain an overt -legator of its verb (as we
shall see below), or any agreement or tense markers which do :lot match that of the matrix
verb. In other words, nothing about this structure suggests why it must obey the
Unsunderability Condition and the Tense-Aspect Simultaneity Condition.

Awoyale's second tree is presented in (46):

f;
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NP NP
Aje ra a$C1 kin

'buy' 'clothing' 'give
OM

Here hls objection Is that there Is no Indication that ftln Is subordinate to ri, and he
raises the question "does this structure commit us to recognizing double object structures In
the language?". With regard to the first part of his objection, I agree completely, having
made the same point about Sebba's representation. But on the second point 1 am less clear,
unless he had in mind the following:

47)

S

NP

Aie ra
'buy'

ago Mit
'clothing 'give'

Ohl

But perhaps he Is concerned more (or exclusively) with the semantics In hls comment.
Unfortunately, the GB framework does not allow such a separation of syntactic and semantic
analysis, because the Projection Principle requires that the lexical requirements of the
verbs be consbtent at all levels of a derivation.

These concerns of thematic relations and the structural rquirements imposed by the
projection principle gave rise to an elaborate description of the syntax of serial verb
constructions by Mark Baker. Baker explicitly allowed the sort of double object constructions

t
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which Awoyale was reluctant to recognize. His analyms employed the following description
of a typical serial construction:

48) Baker 1989

NP I VP 010
Kofl

lv

V
nald NP 1

hlt Amba
(AiltTh)#% V

Ul Idri
kill

(Alitl.h)

'Kofl struck Amba dead'
Here the 8-roles are assigned as shown by the arrows (AG Agent, Th Theme). For

Baker, serialized constituents are dominated by a single V' node, but thexe is no node which
dominates a single constituent such as hit-Arnba. Under Baker's Government and Binding
account, naki must be to the left of Amika by the word order priciple that X 0-marks
phrases to Its right in VO languages. Kiri must be to the right of Arnim, since It indirectly
0-marks it, by the word order principle that for categories with a biiTevel grater than zero,
the category is predicated of an NP to its left in VO languages.

49) Schiller 1989c [V

In Schiller (1989b) I provided the rule cited in (50), which would allow for structures
similar to that of Schachter and Filbeck.

50)

°1%4*%%v
rf

In fact, however, the analyses presented In the paper did not make direct use of these
rules. Instead two rules, never explicitly stated, were assumed throughout:

13

53)

So that the appropriate structure, used in the analyses of thc paper, is:

,
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7,

1

It Is this structure which I take to be the correct structural description of the syntax
of the subordinating serial V construction. Many of the alternative structures proposed in
the preceding section were motivated more by semantic than syntactic consideration. In
Chapters 4 and 5, I will present arguments for particular semantic structures that do not
always parallel the syntactic structure presented above, but I know of no syntactic arguments
against the simple concatenation of V's.

Welker (This volume) provide an analysis of very simple subordinating serial verb
constructions from a categorial grammar perspective. She distinguishes two types, depending
upon whether there is a shared object or a case of the object of the first verb functioning as
the semamtic subject of the second.

She proposes a complex category (VINVP/NP))\NP which can be described as a
category which combines with a noun phrase to its left to form a category of verb phrase
lacking an noun phrase. This category is created in the lexicon by a productive lexical rule
which applies to only those verbs which happen to participate in serial constructions. The
semantic translation of the syntactic rule depends on properties of the specific lexical item.
In the given example, the translation provided by Welker is as In (54.a), as a result of the
aforementioned lexical nile, which is presented in (54.b).

54) a. hi t'(a)(k) 7 kill' (a)(k)
b. If /3, is a lexical item of category VP/NP, there is another lexical item 132 of category

(VINVP/NFANP. The sematic translation of 132 = XYAAKR(y)(x) ?j31(y)(x)j.

If, however, the final verb in the string is Intransitive, as In a serial which might be
translated as 'Kofi push Amba fall' , Welker's analysis is as in (55):

5 5) a. push'(a)(k)? fall'(a)
b. If p, is a lexical item of category VP, there is another lexical item of category

(VPVP/NP))\NP. The setnatic translation of Xy R Xx[R(y)(x) ? 111(y)j.

Without getting into the theory-internal details of the formalism, the analysis basically
states that there are lexical rules which will turn both transitive and instransitive verbs
Into the category (VPVP/Nr))\NP, with semantic tranlstion rules preserving the difference
In transitivity. As thls proposal Is quite new, the details of analysis for many of the moee
complicated serial constructions have not been worked out. I include It here not merely for
completeness, but rather because it does show that categorial grammar can, indeed, manage
to account for the correct semantics of a serial verb construction without directly Involving
a syntacto-setnantic mismatch". One question which immediately springs to mind is whether
this complicated syntactic category Is justified on any grounds, e.g. are there any other
lexical items In the languages under consideration (or any other languages, for that matter),
which are members of the category (VPN(VP/NP))\NP.

The preceding discussion constitutes an overview of various treatments of subordinating
serial V r onstructions.
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3. Defining Subordinating Serial V Constructions
We can now define the Subordinating Serial V Construction as follows:

56) A construction is a Subordinating Serial V Construction Ili:
a. It contains two or more V's dominated by a single V node.
b. The V's are associated with a single proposition in the semantics, which contains an

F and an MF.
c. The V's obey the Tense Aspett Simultaneity Condition.
d. The V's obey the Unsunderability Condition.
e. At least one argument Is shared by the predicates corresponding to the two verbs.

These criteria eliminate the following constructions which are sometimes included in
the discussion of serial verbs:

1. Coordinating Serial Verb Constructions (b,c,d)
2. Auxiliary structures (V V). (a)
3. Causatives. (a)
4. Complementizers (a)'5.

On the other hand, our criteria permit consideration of "coverbs" as serial verbs, a
topic which will be mentioned briefly below.

In addition, we can further define a subset of Subordinating Serial V Constructions
where the order of the V's matches the order one would expect to find given the fundamental
word order of the language. That is, such that in a VO language the VP representing the
semantically primary proposition (F) precedes the VP representing the semantically
subordinate proposition (MF), while in an OV language the semantically subordinate
proposition (IMF) precedes the VP representing the semantically primary proposition (F).

57) Canonical Subordinating Serial Verb Construction: A subordinating serial verb
construction where the order of the V's reflects the head-complement order of the language.

4 . The Semantic Case instantiation Principle and its predictions.
The Semantic Case Instantiation Principle (58) was introduced In Schiller (1989c).

58) Semantic Case instantiation Principle (5CIP): Semantic Case relations are Instantiated
by the most concrete possible mechanism.

Because of the Relative Abstractness 01 Levels (Schiller 1989c), it will be predicted
that semantic cases such as instrument, goal, source and location will be instantiated
morphoinically, if possible. If a language does not have the capacity for morphological
instantiation, syntactic means win be used, generally via adpositional phrases. Failing that, a
language may resort to Subordinating Serial Verb Constructions. Some languages, e.g. Ka lam
(Paw ley 1980) do not even have that mechanism available, and must employ yet another
mechanism.

Let us begin by considering the Instrumental case (INS), as instantiated In a number of
languages:

59) a. Ya retu khleb nolom. (Russian)
loom, cut breadtAcc, knifemni
'I cut the bread siith a knife.

b. I cut the bread with a knife (Engilsehti

c. Sokh kac sac num kambut
Sok cut mest with knife
'Sok cuts the meat with a knife.'
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d. Mi e teki a nett koti a brede (Sranan)
I ASP take the knife cut the bread
I cut the bread with a knife.
'I cut the bread with a knife.'

e. prichaa chSy milt tilt Ma Crha0
Prichaa use knife cut meat
'I cut the bread with a knife.'

f. Khilom y33k kambut tau kac sac (Khmer)
take knife go cut meat

'I picked up a knife to go and cut meat.'

(59.a) shows the morphological case instantiation of [INS], via an inflectional ending in
Russian. (59.b & c) demonstrate the syntactic case instantiation of [INS], where a preposition
Is used. In the both examples, the preposition chosen is identical to the marker of comitativ+:
relations. Thai and Sranan lack appropriate prepositions, however, and therefore a serial
verb construction is employed, involving the verb 'take' (59.d & e). But what about (59.1)?

(59.1) is not a Subordinating Serial Verb Construction. Informants state that this cannot
be used to express instrumentality. Even with an aspect marker inserted, it cannot mean
that the meat was cut with a knife. In fact, the sentence implies that the meat did not get cut
at all, only that the knife has been picked up with that intent. Yet the sentence is not exactly
parallel to (60), which involves a clear purpose clause marked by 'give' in a Subordinating
Serial Verb Construction. Nothing in 2f, implies any intent.

60) Khhom yppk kambut ?aoy tau kac sac (Khmer)
take knife give go cut meat

I picked up a knife to go cut meat.

Why should Khmer and Sranan differ so greatly in the interpretation of (59.d & f). The
availability of (59.c) combined with the Semantic Case Instantiation Principle, suggests that
Khmer use (59.c) rather than (59.f). The Semantic Case Instantiation Principle may, in fact,
be related to Gricean maxims. The more concrete manner of expression is often briefer.

5 . Coverbs and Syntactic Polysemy

Syntactic Polysemy (defined In Schiller 1989a) is a phenomena seen in many languages,
especially isolating languages. A single morphological form serves to fill a variety of syntactic
functions. Consider the examples below:

61)a. Sokh nau phtElth (Khmer)
Sokh be-in house
'Sok is home.'

b. Sokh rh nau srok srae
Sokh reside In province rice-field
'Sokh lives in the boonies.'

c. Sokh nau rolth nau srok srae
Sokh still reside in province rice-field
'Sokh still lives in the boonles.'

d. nau tunlee saap Sokh cap tral
in lake fresh Sokh catches fish
'In the Tonlee Saap, Sok catches fish'

e. khnom thvaa kaa nau laay
do work in still

Tm still working.'

in (61.a), /nau/ is the main verb, while in (61.b) it can be analyzed either as a preposition
or as part of a compound verb. An aspectual function is seen in (61.c) 1", while an unambiguously
prepositional function is seen in (61.d). The situation In (61.e) is less clear, with analysis as
an adverbial phrase (or compound word) or prepositional phrase possible. Since the phrase
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Is not possible In topic position (a possibility for prepositional phrases but not adverbial
phrases In Khmer) and cannot be reduced to a single occurence of /nau/ (62), 1 favor an
analysis as a compound adverbial.

62)a.

b.

c.

'khtiom thvaa kaa
do work

nau laay khflom
in sUlll 1

nau suan cbaa
in ga?den garden
11 work inthe garden.'

nau
still
thvaa kaa
do work
khfiom thvaa

do
ksa
work

The relationship between the use of a word as both main verb and preposition is the
subject of a great deal of literature. The "coverb" analysis ( LI & Thompson 1973, Clark
1977), where a verb is bleached of its semantics over time and becoms a preposition is
appropriate here, even though it only covers two of the uses of the Khmer word /nau/. For
many years there has been discussion of data from various language families where a
diachronic analysis has been suggested where a verb gradually loses its syntactic status as
a verb and takes over the function and category of a preposition, or, in some cases, maintains
both the category of verb and the category of preposition. This process is sometimes called
grammatIclzatIon (e.g. Matisoff, to appear).

6. Word Order and Subordinating Serial Verb Constructions

The fundamr Ital word order of a language and the presence of serial verb constructions
are related In a number of obvious and subtle ways. Schiller (1990b) discusses these links
with regard to a wide range of serial constructions, but here we will be concerned only with
subordinating serial verb phrase constructions.

Recall that previously the following types of serial structures were distinguished:

63) I. V+ V concatenation structures
V.V awdliary structures
ViV serial verbiahrase structures

Iv. Finite V+ Finite V serial finite verb phrase structures

The distribution of these types according to fundamental word order Is as follows:

i(v)
ye3
yeS

"9

11(1+V.) IRV')
yes Yes
Yes rare
no no
Yes no

Why should word order considerations influence serial verb constructions? Let us
consider each of our four types and the characteristics each requires in order to be
present In a language.

Type I can be described as an incorporation structure in the sense of Baker (1988).
From a transformational standpoint, the language must permit X movement in order for
these to arise. From an Autolexical perspective, It is necessary that a language have a node
admissabIlity condition permitting the concatenation structure v[V,V) in the syntax, and that
object sharing be licensed in the semantics.

Type I/ Is the least demanding. All that is required here is that auxiliary structures
exist where verbs can take V complements.
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Type III serials call for semantic properties of sobject and object sharing, require that
a V be structurally present, and have a node admissabiltity condition 9[V,V],

Type Iv serials require everything needed for type iii serialization, but in addition
seem to allow either or both of the serialized constituents to be treated as a head, thus
eligible for inflection.

Three types of serialization (WV*, V", Finite V") can only be present II a language
contains a verb-phrase constituent., since each crucially involves serialization of phrasal
constituents headed by a verb. Thus we do not expect to find these types of serialization in
languages where there Is no V constituent, Languages where the subject intervenes between
verb and object (VSO, OSV - see discussion below) should not have the possibility of these
serials, and indeed, no such constructions have been attested. That leaves SVO, SOV, OVS,
and VOS languages as candidates for phrasal serialization.

Serial verbs constructions tend to be found in languages which are most consistent
typologically with regard to the order of head and complement.

For SVO languages, this Is type 9, comprising 17% of Hawkins' Extended Sample,
where the head is on the left In the major categories's' (verb)object, nourmadjective,
noun>genetive, preposition>noun). Most of our SVO examples fall into this category.

For SOV languages, the most consistent is the strict head-final type 23, which is found
In 29% of Hawkins Extended Sample. (object'verb, adjective,noun, genetive,noun,
nounvostposition).

Among the less consistent types, we find an unusually large number of type 10 languages
(considering that they comprise only 5% of Hawkins Extended Sample), which differ from
type 9 in that the adjective precedes the noun. The presence of such languages in our serial
collection is not surprising, since many of them are English-based creoles.

We also ! a number of rarer types and also some languagts which show mixed word
order characteristics. But the vast majority of our examples are SVO languages (type 9 &
type 10). Given the widespread geographical and genetic differences among the languages
under consideration, It is reasonable to assume that there Is a principled link between word
order and the existence of subordinating serial verb phrase constructions,

One principle which can help to explain this distribution is that of Tal (1985):

65) Principle of temporal sequence: the relative word order between two syntactic units
is determined by the temporal order of the states which they represe.nt in the conceptual
world.

This non-syntactic Linear Precedence principle would be reflected in a separate,
Constituent-Order module of the grammar" in an automodular approach.

Arguments In serial constructions are often shared by more than one predicate. Some
theoretical approaches (such as GB, GPSG) show this sharing at a syntactic level, while the
Autolexical approach treats this a a purely semantic phenomenon. Under this latter approach,
word order cannot play any role, since only constituents, and not lexemes, are ordered in
the semantic component.

Combining the Principle of Temporal Sequence with the observations made above,
we will expect to find type III subordinating serial verb phrases in four types (SVO, SOV,
OVS, and VOS) of languages, with the verb phrases appearing in an order reflecting the
occurence of events in the real world. We will not expect to find this sort of serialization in
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VS0 or OSV languages.

This last observation has empirical support in the Mon-Khmer family of languages,
where the few V110 languages show only coordinating, and not subordinating serialization, as
in (21), a clever explanation of which is provided by Seuren (this volume).

66) a. ti me ho taw lik me pin ke-en
take you go send letter you accompany to here
Go, take the letter, and come back.

(Ravila)

I have not been able to find examples of serialization in OSV languages, and thus the
prediction that coordinating, but not subordinating serialization Is possible cannot be
empirically tested.

We now turn to languages which are predicted to have subordinating serial verb
phrase constructkass accoi ding to th analysis presented so far, but which either lack such
constructions or show some deviation from the normal types of serialization we have considered
so far.

There is a strong tendency for SOV languages to display verb concatenatkin rather
than verb phrase serialization, despite the presence of a verb phrase constituent'. Matisoff
(to appear) has already noted this Fooint. Ilevertheless there are a few examples of SOV
languages which show characteristics of verb phrase serialization. They are genetically
unrdated and geographically far apart, so tt is reasonable to assume that each of these
languages developed serialization independently. Our examples are hjo (West African), Basal
(Papuan), and Lshu and Yi (T1beto-Burman). As we shall see, however, none of these language;
conform completely to the definition of canonical subordinating serial verb construction''
employed in this paper. These SOV languages do, however, have some kind of subordinating
serial verb constructions. These constructions differ from the canonical serial verb
constructions in a variety of ways.

ljo is the SOV language which comes closest to having canonical subordinating serial
verb constructions as shown in (67).

67) a. dtIrna tun-nl a pirj
song sing-0 her-give
sing a song for her

b. b1de f1r1m0-ni: a-yar)
cloth send her send
'send her a cloth'

(11o)

110 is a head-final serializing language described in (Williamson, 1965). We would
therefore expect the V representing the main predication in (67.a) (presumably the act of
singing) to appear at the end of the sentence, with the V representing the secondary
predication preceding it. Instead, it seems that the semantically more important V precedes
the semantically subordinate V. This can be excplained by employing Tat's Principle of
Temporal Sequence given in (65) above. Under that analysis, the V in (67.a) representing
the singing precedes the V representing the act ol giving because the action of singing
logically precedes the gift of the singing to the recipient

Basal, a Papuan SW/ language shows serialization of V, but with an interesting twist.
The subordinate V seems to in embeddee within the matrix clause, as represented in the
following autolexical graph (68) 43
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V Syntax

Fl N D V Vi'
fu bureda Ile sime abe ufu
3sg. bread the knife take cut
a, r. q z

'[INS]

r'
Semantics

Head

Baral: He cuts the bread with a knife.

hFAD

The apparant discontinuity should not be misconstrued - the semantic component
contains no linear precedence relations, only dominance relations, and thus this semantic
representation is no different from one in which the semantic constituent MF11 (Instrumental
modifying predicate) is tt. the right of its sister predicate.24

Lahu is a Sino-TIbetan SOV language which has been deeply investigated by James
Mat !soft (1973). It Is a language characterized by a great deal of verb concatenation, but
much less V serialization. Nevertheless, there are some examples of what seem to be typical
serial V constructions.

69) y5 A-cu-ka yt l -cA cA ye (Matisoff: to appear)
3prn chopsticks take PRT cabbbage eat PRT
'He, taking chopsticks, eats cabbage.'

There are two particles (PRT) Involved in this sentence, Matisoff (to appear) describes
le as a partkle which Indicates that the VP to which it is concatenated is not the final VP in
the sentence. The ye particle is commonly used to indicate an affirmation of the previous
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assertion according to (Matisoff 1973). The particle might be viewed as some sort of
coordinator or subordinator, but for ourpurposes it is sufficient merely to note that its
obligatory nature demonstrates that the V serialization In Lahu is indeed marked in some
fashion, and thus does not fully meet the criteria specified for subordinating serial verb
constructions.

YI, also known as Lo lo, Ls a language with both SOV and SVO characteristics. Wheatley
(1984, 1985) presents convincing arguments that "The YI languages reflect a change from
0IV-concatenating to 0V-serializing structure.* Wheatley provides evidence such as the
following contrast (25) between Yi and the related Tibeto-Burman language Lahu to which I
have added a comparable Mandarin Chinese example.

70) a. 9a" je b'e" t'e si ts1.31 kw" tsv" (V)
my mother clothes put trunk Inside be-at
'My mother put the clothes in the trunk.'

b. 9A 3-e vi?-qA thi? ta-q0 3-qh3 ka ta ye y6 (Lahu)
my mother clothes OBJ box inside put PT PT PT
'My mother put the clothes in the trunk.'

c. wo de mu-gin ba yifu fang zal xlang-zi U (Mandarin)
1 (poss) mother BA clothes put In trunk inside
'My mother put the clothes In the trunk'

For discussion of these examples, see Schiller 1990 (a,b or d).

What is the difference between SVO and SOV languqes that encour.ges SVO V-
serialization while preferring concatenation in SOV languages?

There are at least three possible explanations for the head-medlal (from a constituent
viewpoint) order:

I)
T 1985)The

given order may well be due to the principle of temporal ordering suggested inai (.
II) Kim (1988) discusses a mechanism of preverbal focusing in languages of this type

(SOV strict head-final, Type 23). He concentrati on the correlation between the occurrence
of a focused element to the immediate left of the verb with the typological facts of type 23
languages.

Applying Kim's obseryMions to the Ijo examples, we can suggest that it would be
inappropriate for the verb phrase representing the semantically subordinate material
(notated for present purposes as VP2) to precede the verb phrase representing the
semantically primary material (notated for present purposes as VP1). Consider the possibilities
given in (71):

71)a. NP VP1 VP2
b. NP VP2 VPI

If the position immediately lo the right of the first verb encountered in the string Is
the one which receives focus, then if llo employed a canonlch! serial verb construction
(71.b) this focus would be on the object of the subordinate predicate. By reversing the
order of the VP's, the focus falls on the object of the primary proposition instead. Thus in
(67.a), the focus is on gym/ rather than her.

III) A third answer lies in an observation articulated In Dryer (198(i). He noted that
many SOY languages employ SVO order when the direct object is a sentential complement.
Hawkins(1988:34) refined the observations made by Dryer and came up with the following
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restatement:

"If sentential NP's and simple NP's of the same gramrnatkal relation have at least
partially different word orders, and if these differences involve clause final and clause
Internal position, then it will be the sentential NP which exhibits the preference for
clause final position."

Since serialized phrases are rather clause-ltke, especially If one takes semantic as well
as syntactic Information Into account, it Is not unreasonable to suggest that the order of
serialized verb phrases Is rightward, rather than leftward (as one would expect In a ).tad-fltiol
language), due to the same factors which affect sentential NP's as opposed to slaw... NP's.°

It Is quite likely that a combination of the three proposed explanations is at work.
Focusing, temporal ordering, and the heaviness of clausal constituents all provide forces
which encourage the V repmsentlng the primary proposition to precede the V representing
the subordinate proposition.

Finally, there remains the quest:on of word order in SVO languages. in some cases
these languages also have the shared object to the right of a verb cluster.

72) a. koun bwoh phterAh s7aat
child sweep house clean
'The child sweeps the house clean.'

b. koun baoh sam7aat pht
child sweep clean,uusi house
'The child sweeps the house clean.'

73) a. Koff nake kirl Atrba
Koff hit kill Amba
'Kofl struck Amba dead'

b. Koff nake Amba kin
Koff hit Amha Idll
"Kofl struck Amba

(Khmer)

(iiranan)

There are two attested word orders for Le serial construction. (73.a) Is a marked
form which was attested In the 19th centruy and Is still accepted by some speakers today,
according to Sebba (1987). Baker (1989), In a footnote, asserts that such sentences "are not
normal Sranan", and therefore falls to provide an explanation for this alternative word
order, which his account rules out as follows.

Under Baker's Government and Binding account, nald must be to the left of Amba by
the word order priciple that X° 0-marks phraxes to its right In VO languages. Kid musige to
the right of Amba, since It indirectly 0-marks It, by the word order principle that for
categories witha-bar-level grater than zero, the category Is predicated of an NP to Its left In
VO languages.

What Is particularly puzzlilig 13V:tit the structure in (73.a) should be an allowable
case of Incorporation (cf. Baker 1988)2. One could plausibly suggest that there are two
forms of Sranan, call them SrananA and SrananB, which differ only in that the SrananA
dialect facultatively permits incorporation structures while SrananB dialect does not. Of
course further data regarding SranatiN the 19th Century dialect, would be necessary before
positing the Incorporation structure,"

One can conclude that the Semantic Case Instantiation Principle, combined with the
Principle of Temporal Sequence, helps to explain the distribution of subordinating serial
verb phrase constructions in the languages of the world. Such constructions are In no way
marked, but are fully predictable given certain properties oi a language. An SVO language
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lacking morphological or prepositional devices will have subordinating serial verb
constructIons in the unmarked case. We do not expect to find many languages which lacks
these constructions, and indeed, we do not find them. On the other hand, SOV languages are
less likely to serialize verb phrases, and so we find verb phrase serialization as a marked
case. Instead, we see verb concatenation as the dominant device, though in some cases,
such as Ka lam, a more original method of marking semantic case is employed.

1 This paper was adapted Irom my doctoral dissertation (Schiller 1990d). This revised
version of the paper takes into account the many Insights provided to me at the Mini-Conference,
and reference is made to a number of those papers, whkh, I hope, are actually presented In this
volume. MI references are to handouts and notes made at the conference, and not to the final
versions as published M this volume. The reader should note that my representations may not
match those published In other papers in this volume, for which an explanation may lie in a change
of mind on the part of an author, or, more likely, a simple and unfortunate misrepresentation on my
part. 1 have been fortunate in obtaining the advice and opinions of a number of fine scholars,
Including (In more or less chronological order) Jerrold M. Sadock, Alexander Cukey, Jim Mc Cawley,
Derek Bickerton, Steve Lapointe, Marshall Lewis, Pieter Seuren, Pieter Muysken, Geoff Pullum,
Martha Ratliff and aH of the conference participants. With all that help, one might think that this
work is error-free. It almost certainly Isn't, and to the extent that there are mistakes in judgement,
analysis, or reference, please blame me alone.

2 See Schiller (1990d:Chapter 4)
3 Secondary subject deletion
4 In Schiller 1930d the notion of governed pseudocomplementation, restated as semantic

subcitegorization, plays a very significant role in distinguishing between two major types of
suboromating serial V constructions.

5 This seems to bear a strong resemblence to swItch-reference phenomena.
6 Translation from the Russian is mine.
7 Ayowale (1988) makes reference to 1-serialization with regard to Yoruba, but fails to

provide examples, and then goes on to remark that it is clear from the weight of evidence presented
in this papet that we can Ignore IP in our account of serialization."

8 Given that It will be suggested below that negation can also have only a single operator
with scope over the proposition represented by the serialized constituents, it might be advisable to
generalize TASC to a semantic single operator specification condition. It Is not clear, however, that
the restriction on negation holds as universally as does the restriction on tense-aspect marking.

9 Lit, already-with, this compound is fully lexicalized.
10 Where Indicates zero or more occurrences of VP.
11 I do not yet have a copy of the dissertation, so thls tree Is taken from Sebba 1987:22.
12 Assuming these to be syntactic In nature, From a OPSO standpoint, the syntactic and

semantic facts are by definition parallel, so that the question of in which component reflexivisation
Iles Is irrelevant.

13 Where Indicates one or more occurrences of V.
14 1 was not alone in assuming that the mismatch between syntax and semantics would rule

out a categorial analysis, but 1 underestimated the X. calculus.
15 It has long been noted that serializing languages tend to use the verb 'say' as a cotnplementizer.

But it Is by no means clear that the verb which precedes it constitutes a V. That Is, verbs of
speaking may subcategorize for sentential complements headed by 'say', rather than for simple verb
phrases.

16 This use provides support for a metaphorkal device licensing syntactic polysemy. Specifically,
Lakoffs "States are Locations" metaphor provides a nice link between the adverbial and maln verb
uses.

17 I have yet to find examples in the 0-first languages. VOS is attested in a mimber ol
Austronesain languages, but so far I have not found a V-serlalizing example, as most resemble Fijian
In having either inflectional morphology or prepositions, where the Semantic Case InstantiatIon
Principle prcdicts that V-serialization will not be lound.

18 The relative order of head-complement in noun-numeral structures, and relative clauses, as
well as some other minor categories will not be considered here.

19 see Schiller 1990d, Chapter 7.
20 It may be that some SOV languages lack a verb-phrase entirely, but some, such as Japanese

have been shown to possess a V constituent.
21 A canonical subordinating serial verb construction is a subordinating serial verb construction

which has verb phrases appearing in the syntax In an order which conforms to underlying word
order in terms of the both the semantic and syntactic head. In other words, In a V() language one
expects that the phrase containing the semantic head will precede the subordinate material, and
that In an OV language It %till follow subordinate material.
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22 Baker (1989) objects, but his objection is dealt with in Schiller (1990b).
23 An alternative structural description would involve an incorporation structure with the

verb take Incorporating the object ,Wie, with the incorporating structure concatenated with the
verb cut. This possibility, suggested by Jerrold Sadock, can be confirmed or denied on empirical
grounai, based on the avallablity of this structure to appear with modifiers (adjectives or determiners)
of the noun knife. Unfortunately, my access to data from Baral is limited to a very brief corpus in
Olson cited in Crowley(1987).

24 It is interesting to compare this representation with the analysis of Tamil proposed in
Nagara)an (this volume).

25 What those factors are remains a matter which needs to be investigated, although perhaps
Dryer's paper contains further ideas.

26 Mark Baker (p.c. April 1990) suggests that compounding might be a better explanation than
Incorporation, but given the productive nature of this serialization In Khmer 1 find this an unacceptable
solution.

27 This is a typical example of an all-too-common linguistic practice. Competing forms or
dialectal variants exist in many language,. and linguistic theory should be able to explain all such
variants. Thus to suggest that SrananA is somehow abnormal or no longer productive does not
remove the obligation to explain the principles of that form of the language.
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Parataxis in White Hmong

Elizabeth Riddle

Ball State University

1. Introduction

Verb serialization has been defined in various ways. The only points

on which ost linguists aeem to agree are that it involves a concatenation
of two or more verbs, sometimes sharing an object, and that there is no
arking of subordination or coordination. One question on which linguiets

differ is whether a concatenation representing ore than one action, event.
assertion. or proposition should be considered a case of verb serialization
or not, although it is generally agreed that if there is ore than one
action, they are closely related in some (often undefined) sense.1
Linguists writing on Chinese (eg. Li and Thompson 1981, Hansell 1987) and on
Southeast Aalan languages, (e.g. Matisofi 1969, 1973 on Lahu, Thepkanjana
1988 on Thai, and Goral 1986, on five SEA languages) generally tend to
categorize some concatenations of verbs representing two or more events as

serialization. Stahlke (1970) also considers both the single and ultiple
event types to be cases of serialization in West African Yoruba and Yatye.
In his discussion of serialization in Alemblak, a Papuan language, in terms
of a continuum from phrase-like to word-like. Bruce (1988) claims that the
actions or events represented by serialized verbs are perceived as closely
connected parts of an overall event. Sebba (1987) discusses serialization
in the creole language Sranan as well as other languages and distinguishes
between coordinating serial constructions arising from VP coordination and
which represent ore than one action, and subordinating serial
constructions, which represent a single action but which ay involv^ several
otions. Noonan (1985) distinguishes serial constructions, whici 111 claims

represent single assertions, from parataxis, which represent ore one

assertion. Baker (1989: 514) concentrates on a narrow class which he calls
'aerial verb construction proper,' excluding 'instancea of veiled
coordinations. embedded clauses, Pft, adverbs, or particles.'

A basic problem in defining serialization is thus that there are any
semantically distinguishable types which exhibit the ease or very Collar
surface patterns. In his detailed treatment of verb concatenation in Lahu,
Matisoff (1989: 71) observes that serial verbs (which he calls 'versatile
verbs') 'serve to provide in a uniform surface way the sort of information
that in the surface grammar of languages like English is handled by a
formally disparate aray of subordinating devices...' Sebba (1287) poses the

question: why do coordinating and subordinating serial constructions tend
to occur together in languages when their phrase structure origins are (he
argues) so different?

In this paper I look at verb serialization broadly defined as well as
other forms of perutaxis to try to understand the basis for this commonality
of surface patterning. Many writers on serialization have been concerned
with narrowing down the definition of serial constructions and
differentiating types of verbal concatenetions. I consider the phenomenon
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from the opposite point of view and suggest that looking at different types
of parataxis can give us some insight into the nature of verb serialization

in its narrower senses. To look into this question I take White Hmong as y
case study. White Hmong is an isolating Austro-Tai" language in whit.h verb
concatenation is a very important pattern of clause organization.

2. Serial constructions in Hmong

This section presents a brief overview of some of the typical forms and

functions of serial constructions in Hmong. Consider examples (1-3).° In

(1) the second verb in the series represents direction of ovement, and in
(2) a source. (See Li et al. 1988 for a discussion of such serial
constructions in Green Hmong, a closely related dialect.) In (3) the first

verb plus object has a instrumental sense.

(I) this un leas dej dhau tus dej

3S0 swim cross-over CL river PRP

'S/he awes across the river.'

(2) ...pral yawg hlob Vaj Pov tau khiav tawm teb chews

we grandfather elder Vaj Pov attain run leave country

'...our leader Vaj Pov fled the country.'
(Fuller 1985: 225, with amended gloss, translaton)

(3) Tus neeg caum nqaij tau sues phom tua tus noog.

CL hunter attain grasp gun kill CL bird

'The hunter killed the bird with a gun.'
(adapted from Owensby 1988: 239)

These examples illustrate types of what Foley and Van Valin (1984) call
the valence-increasing function of serialization, in that the presence of an
'extra' Verb permits inclusion of another nominal. The existence of this
valence-increasing property does not ean that such serial verbs can only
represent single actions, however. (See Riddle to appear for a fuller

discussion of this point.) In fact, in the appropriate contexts, serial
verbs ay be independently questioned and interpreted as representing
separate actions, albeit related in a single episode. This is in spite of

the fact that there is no non-serial structure which could represent the
notions of direction, source, and instrument. For example, either verb in

example (1) can be questioned, as shown in (4) and (5):

(4) Nws puss ua luam dej dhau laws?

3S0 (.1 swim cross-over PERF

'Will s/he swim across?'

(5) Nws ua luam dej puss dhsu laws?

3S6 swim Q Cross-Over PERF

'Will e/he swim (all the way) across?
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In example (4) the primary focus of the question is whether the general

event of swiming took place. In (5) there is ore emphasis on questioning
whether the person will ake it all the way to the other side or not.

Even more interesting is example (6), which is ambiguous between a one-

action and a two-action interpretation:

(6) Nws txiav nroj pov tseg.

3S0 cut weed throw abandon

'S/he cut down the weeds.'

'S/he cut down the weeds and threw the away.'
(Johnson 1981: 19)

Another function of verb serialization is to express aspect, as in (7),

where the second verb indicates continuation; augmented by the modifer

ntxiv 'more'.

(7) Ntaj piey us ntxiy ties;
Ntaj explain go ore that

'Ntaj explained further that... '

(Lis 1986: 6)

An ipressive, but by no means unusual example of the extent to which
verbs can be strung together in Hmong is given in (8); where there is a
series of six verbs sharing the same subject:

(8) Yam zoo tshaj plows leas, nej yuav tam us nrhlav
thing good ost TOP 2PL ust go look-for

nug xyuas stab luag uaj kev pab hom dabtsi nyob nolg

ask visit see others have way help kind what be-at around

ib cheeb team ntaws ncj.
environs at 2PL

'The best thing to do is for you to find people who live in your
neighborhood who can help you with different things.'
(Thoj 1981: preface)

Hmong also has shored object serials as discussed by Baker (1989);
aong others, as in (8); where luag 'others' is the shared object of four
verbs. Another example is given in (9); where hol 'you' is the object of both
:web 'ttke' and thawb 'push'.

(9) lb ntsis pw cea kuv mem uab koj thawb reu tom ntug.
one moment sleep then ISO will take 2S0 push to at edge

'As soon as you're asleep I'll push you to the edge.'

(Lis 1986: 9)

In examples (1-11) the serial verbs all have the ease subjects in each
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sentence, This has been claimed by ome to be a defining feature of serial
constructions (e.g. Noonan 1985), although other linguists recognize
concatenations with different ubjects as Instances of serialization. When

this is the case, typically the subject of the following verb Is the object

of the preceding. An example of this in (Wong is given in (10), where the

object of the second verb, tom 'bite', which is not realized on the surface
and is shared with the first verb, muab 'take', is also the subject of the
stative verb tuag 'be dead', Indicating the result of the biting.

(10) ...ces txawm uab huab tale tom tuag laws.

then thereupon take prince bite be-dead PERF

'...then [the dogs] killed the prince (by biting him)'
(Johnson 1981: 13)

This is a common type of serialization. Notice that this sentence has what

Thepkanjana (1988) calls 'layers' of serialization. That is, one layer of
serialization is formed by the first two verbs which nhare a subject and
object, and a second with the third verb expressing the resulting state and
having as its subject the object ce the preceding verbs.

3. Motivation for serialization

One major function of serialization, noted above, is valence expansion
Sebba (1987) claims that the other major function of serialization is

lexicon expansion. Foley (1988) points out that some Papuan languages have
comparatively few verb stems and that serialization compensates for this

lack. Hmong has a vtry restricted orpheme structure which limits the
number of possible non-compounded words, and in general, most free rorphemes

are monosyllabic. This might be proposed as a reason for why a serial
construction is used in example (11) to express the meaning of 'show':

(11) Nws...muab dalm ntawv uas ud nws tus niam hlua-

3S6 take CL paper that have 3S6 CL younger-sitcer

qhov chew nyob rau tus poj niam ntawd saib

place live to CL woman that see

'She showed the paper with her younger sister's address on It
to that woman.'
(Thoj 1981. 18)

However, there are three other verbs which can be used in different specific
situations which would often be translated by tLe general verb 'show' in

English.

Thus Hmong has instances of verbal concatenation which appear not to
fulfill either the valence or lexicon expansion functions. For example,

consider again example (8), which has a series of six verbs. Why are there so

many verbs in this sentence? Valence expansion is not a factor, since the

same NP lueg 'others' could appear as the object of any of the four verbs
meaning 'look for', 'ask', 'visit' or 'see' in independent sentences.
Lexicon expansion aiso seems irrelevant, since it is clear that in this
Instance Hmong has plenty of relevant verbs, and a nonserializing language
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such as English does not seem to have a particular verb let in Hmong

which would express more succinctly even part of this serfeb Foley and Van

Valin (1984) claim that serialization is used in ost langue A ainly to
construct complex verb units expressing composite semantic notions. This

explanation has some intuitive appeal here but is very slippery, since it is

difficult to define what is meant by compoaite. I suspect that it is ore

generally applicable to languages in which there are nonaerial alternatives
for expressing the same basic propositions, thus affording representation as
relatively more or relatively less composite in the speaker's point of view.

Hmong on the other hand, generally lacks such alternatives, and some
concatenations seem much less composite then others. Also, none of these

factors gives us any insight into why other forms of parataxis are often
very common in serializing languages such as Hmong as well.

I suggest that there is an additional factor otivating the very strong

preference of Hmong for serialization. This is that it is a atylistic norm
in Hmong (Mottin 1978, Johns and Strecker 1987), es in other languages of
the region. (Matlsoff 1973) to repeat words and phrases and paratactically
string together synonymous or related words. These are called 'elaborate

expressions (Haas 1964). Elaboration occurs both as a productive pattern

in everyday Hmong conversation and in fixed expressions in casual and

elegant speech. Example (12) is taken from en oral narrative and is an
example of a productive pattern of elaboration.

(12) ...tso kwv tso tij

relinquish younger-brother relinquish older-brother

tso txiv tseg

relinquish father abandon

'...leave one's relatives behind'
(Fuller 1985: 232-3, with amended gloss)

The verb tso 'relinquish' or 'leave.' which occurs three times, is part of a
serial construction formed with tseg 'abandon', end the elements aro joined

paratactically. Both the repetition of the verb and the use of three NPs
referring to specific relatives to include all relatives emphasize the

sadness of the refugee's situation.

Examples (13 15) are some typical fixed elaborate expressions:

(13) Xhwv lab tchwv daw

toil bitter toil salty

'arduous toil'
(Johns and Strecker 1987: 106)

(14) Bev teb kev chew

rule land rule place

'to rule a country'
(Johns and Strecker 1987: 106)
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(15) tuag tshalb tuag nqhis

die to hunger die to thirst

'starve to death'
(Mottin 1978: 198, my translation from the French)

In each of the above cases a verb is repeated and the eleents of the
expression re simply juxtaposed. This parallels the concatenation of verba

in serial constructions. (See Johns and Strecker 1987 and Ratliff
1986a, b for a ore complete discussion of the types and sources of
elaborate expressions in %song.)

Reduplication for ephasis le also common in Hmong, as in example (16):

(16) Koj txawj txawj ua paj ntaub.

2SG know know do embroidery

'You really know how to do embroidery'

(i.e. you embroider very well)

Agalh, the surface pattern is that of simple concatenation. I am suggesting

that an Important reason for why Hmong strings together verbs as in example
(8) is this general tendency to form lexically elaborate utterances, and it

does so paratactically. Each verb contributes a particular sense lacking in

another given verb, and thus elaborates on the eanings of the others,
making the characterization of a particular event ore precise but the

problem is not lack of lexical items per se. In many of the examples where

Hmong has a serial construction, the words used to tranelate it into English
are equally general or equally specific in eaning. For example, in
instrusental constructions, Hmong can have any one of three or four verbs
with different specific lexical eanings similar to the differences among

take, Erasn, hold and thie in English. The choice depends on the particulae
context. In other words, I claim that there is a connection between
serialization and the tendency to elaborate utterances with additional
words, resulting in an overt specification of subparts of an overall event
or state of affairs which is not found to the same degree in a language like
English. While it le true that in a nuaber of cases (particularly with
otion verbs) the meaning expressed by a single verb in English (e.g. take
including otion as well as grasping or holding) is divided among two words
in Hmong (e.g. muab 'take in hand' and mus 'go'), this is not true in other

inbtances. In any examples the English translations siply leave
unspecified sone of the subparts of a situation overtly described in Hmong,
even though equally general lexical items exist in Hsong as well.

Another example of a verb serialization providing elaboration of
meaning is given in (17). This sentence is from a novel and is said by a
father to his young son who is afraid to leave the area where his tether is
plowing and go to the edge of the field to play.

(17) Kuv em zov ntsla koj mus.
150 will guard watch 2S6 go

111 watch you go.'
(Lie 1986: 3)

S
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On the literal level, ntsia could be used alone to ean 'watch' as in
the English translation; however, this would not overtly specify the
component of the situation In which the father I. taking care of the son by
watching; therefore, the verb zov expressing this idea le included as well.
It Is not that in English only one word lexicalizes the meaning of two in
Hmong but that the English sentence is vague In comparison to the Hmong
sentence.

Consider also example (18), where the object of rau 'to' Is the subject
of ratio& 'listen'. The verb meaning 'listen' is obligatorily present and
does not have a specifically purpose enee. This might not be considered a
case of verb serialization by some linguists since a prepositional phrase
copes between the first and second verbs. However nloog 'listen' is
paratactically joined to the rest of the sentence and its subject la also
the object of rau 'to and the indirect object of the first verb.'

(19) Nws nyeem ntawv rau kuv niam nloog.

3S0 read book to 1S0 other listen

'S/he's reading to my mother.'
(Strecker and yang 1980: 14)

Unlike in English, one cannot just say the equivalent of 'read to my mother'
In Hmong. It is necessary to overtly specify the act performed by the
referent of the object of rau 'to' here. I suggest that this la a form of
elaboration.

summarize, lexical elaboration in paratactic form is a very common
rhetorical device In Hmong, and some serial constructions appear to have
elaboration as their primary function.

4. Other forms of parataxis

Paralleling serialization, which is a fore of verb phrase parataxis, is
full clause parataxis, as In (19). The first clause, which ends with los
'come and has an internal aerial structure, is joined paratactically to the
next part of the sentence, which also exhibits serialization, and is
paratactically joined to the last part of the sentence starting with tele
tau noj 'not get eat'. There are no markers of subordination or
coordination.

(10) Leej twg txawj txnag tau me ntels nylaj los nws coj

someone able preserve get little money coe 3So take

mus mums tele tau noj tills tau htlav.
go buy not get eat not get wear

'If anyone manages to save a little oney and goes to buy
something, a/he won't get anything to eat or wear.'
(Hail/ Hmoob staff 1987: 48)

Time adverbials are usually complex NPs simply juxtapoeed to the rest
of the sentence. as in (20), where the adverbial is introduced by the word
thaum, often translated as 'when' or 'while' but which In Hmong is a noun
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meaning 'time' and is followed by a relative clause,

(20) Koj yuav teum tsis txhob tsav lum fele thaum uas tseem

2S0 must not drive car time that still

noj cov tshuav no.

eat GRP medicine this

'You should not drive while taking this medicine.'
(Xiong, 1980: 21)

Another form for time adverbials is that of an existential clause which
could syntactically stand alone and is paratactic to the main clause, as in

(21):

(21) Nuaj ib taig kis noes tuaj.

have 1 morning 3S0 come

'One morning s/he came'.

((song also forms possessives by simply juxtaposing the possessor NP
before the possessed NP, most often with the latter's classifier, but in a

few cases (primarily for some kinship terms) without, This is illustrated

in (22) and (23):

(22) Xla lub tsev
Xla CL house

'Xia's house'

(23) Kuv niam

ISO mother

'my mother'

Topic NPm of the 'double subject' type are another type of parataxis,

as shown in (24):

(24) Txoj kev kawm ntawv nyob teb chews no kuv cov me nyuam

CL way study be-at country this 1SG ORP child

puev leej yog kawm zoo rau 0hov...

all person be learn good because

'Studying in this country, all my children are learning very well

because...
(Puller 1085: 101-2, with amended gloss, translation)

Here a topic NP is juxtaposed to a subject NP with no indication of
subordination or coordination,

As can be seen from the examples discussed so far, Hm ..11 has n very

strong tendency to string items together paratactically. It does have
several complementizers which signal subordinate relationships, but their

S13
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significance as subordinators is limited in some Nays. For example, the UF

of the subordinating complementiz3re ties and hale ties is more limited thal
Engliah that and to are. Moreover, ties has a quotative use (Li 1988) and

the hale of hais ties is historically derived from a still existing
homophonous verb of saying. Although now it is fairly grammaticized as part
of the compiementizer (Jaisser 1984), it is still transparently related to
the primary verb of saying in Hmong and its position in the sentence is that
of a serial verb. Another complementizer, kom, used primarily to show
causation, also occurs as a verb in a closely related meaning. Finally,

there is one invariant relative clause marker which is often deleted and the
resulting string ends up in a paratactic relationship to the adjacent
clause, appearing to form a layer of serialization. This can be seen in

example 8. Here lug 'others is the object of the serialized verb salb
'see' and the subject of uaj 'have,' which ls the verb of a (semantically)

tt relative clause. (See Riddle 1989 for a discussion of the conditions on

the occurrence of the relative marker.) In short there are very few words

which clearly function as subordinating conjunctions in Hmong.

5. Target structure

Based on the prevalence of parataxis at so many levels of syntactic
structure. I suggest that Hmong can be described as having a paratactic

eurface target structure. The concept of target structure has appeared in
various guises in linguistic theory, but has been ost clearly articulated
for syntax by Green (1974, 1980) and Heiman (1974). It is related to

the notion of phonological conapiracy as discussed by Kisseberth (1970),
among others. A target structure arises when several distinct rules
'conspire' to produce the same result in surface structure. For example,

Green (1980) claims that there ere two target inversion structures in
English derived from a large variety of underlying structures. Heiman

argues that the verb second position in German main clauses is a target

structure. What I am proposing is that Hmong hat. a preferred pattern of
syntactic organization for the language as a whole, i e parataxis.

Serial verb constructi,ns, whether narrowly or broadly defincd. are a
reflection of the parAtactic target structure, and this surface pattern
in effect neutralizeu semantically distinct verb conraionstidn structures.

NoteJ,

sl am grateful to Paul Neubauer, Martha Ratliff, and Herbert Stahlke
for their helpful discussion, and to Pheng Theo, Lee Theo, and Lopao Vang,
my Hmong teachers. This research was supported by a Ball State University
Summer Research Grant and a 1989-90 research leave.

1. It should be noted here that it is very difficult to diatinguish
numbers of actions or events in any ciearcut way.

2. The affiliation of Hmong is disputed, with some linguists
clnanifying It as Sino-Tibetan. White Hmong is one of two mutually
intelligible varieties spoken in Laos and Thailand. other ore dietantly
releted Hong languages are spoken in China and Vietnam. Henceforth I will

refer to the vnriety discussed in this paper simpl!) as Mmang.
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3. Standard White Hmong orthography is used. Final consonants or lack

thereof ind.cate tones, aa follows; b - high level; j high falling; 0

mid level; s low level; v low rising; m - low checked; g - breathy; d

rising and lower than v. For the most par. Hmong is written with a apace

between each syllable. The following abbreviations are used: SG

singular; PL - plural; CL classifier; GRP group classifier; TOP t topic

marker; PERF perfective; COMP complementizer; Q question marker.

4. Rau is glossed here as a preposition but it is homophonous with a

main verb meaning 'to place, and some of the contexts where it is used seem

vague between the verbal and prepositional meanings. It also occurs in

examples 9 and II. See Lord (1973) for a diachronic perspective on this
phenomenon. and LI and Thompson (1981) fo a discussion of coverbe in Chinese
as representing a separate word class intermediate between verbs and

prepositions.
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On Arguing for Serial Verbs (with Particular Reference to Modern Greek)

Brian D. Joseph
The Ohio State University

1. Introduction

A!, 's well-known from the literature on the serialization of verbs and on serial verbs,1 there
is Icqe jreement as to just how the phenomenon of serial verbs Is to be defined, though there is
some general agreement on the grosser aspects of this phenomenon. Clearly, however, any
definitional problems will necessarily have a serious impact on how one might deckle, for any
given candklate construction in a given language, whether or not it is an instance of a serial verb
construction. Without clear guidelines, such a decision Is diftult, if not impossible.

Related to this matter of definition is another methodological problem. In particular, even
when a language presents some indications pointing to the possible presence of serial verbs, the
question must be considered of how much evidence is needed to firmly establish this analysis. That
is, the point at which the indications are strong enough to warrant [abetting a given construction
as a serial verb construction is not at afl obvious.

A test case for this issue is provided by Modern Greek. Greek presents a number of candidates
for serial verb status, but an evaluation of these constructions, essentially via a process of
elirnination according to a few of the generally agreed upon characteristics of serial verbs, leads to
results that are at best ambiguous.

2. Some Candidate Constructions in Greek and TheiLEvaluation_as_Seriat Verbs

In the broadest sense, any sequence of verbs ,s potentialy a serial verb construction: at the
very least, ce.tainly, such sequences provide a starting point for evaluation. Under such a liberai
view of serialization, Modern Greek presents several possibilities, though ultimately there is
cause to reject the identification of most of these as serial verb constructions, as the discussion
below makes clear.

In particular, if a somewhat more restrictive definition of serial verbs is adopted, then one
can begin to make some sense out of the range of possibilities that Greek provides. As a minimally
restrictive-but nonetheless useful-definition for serial verbs, one that most linguists seem to
have agreed upon, the following is adopted: a serial verb construction must be a sequence of two
uninterrupted verb phrases, preferably with a minimum of inflection on at least one of the two
(presumably the nonhead), that represent a single event.2
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Such a definition Immediately rules out one poSsible candidate given in (1), consisting of a
verb plus an active participle (also known as the gerundive):

(1) o Janis afije jelondas
the-John/NOM left/3SG laughing/ACT.PPL

'John left laugning(ly).

Even though jegis.igidlidas is a verb-verb sequence with minimal inflection on the second verb
(which has an invariant form, as the gerundive is always with the suffix onda5 regardless of the
person and number of its implicit subject and the tense of the main verb), it seems clearly to
represent two events, the event of laughing and the event of leaving. Moreover, the two verbal
forms in (1) need not occur juxtaposed, since MO oJADjs.jel4nclas Is an acceptable word-order
variant of (1), so that (1) fails on the criterion of uninterruptedness. These properties, then,
indicate that (1) may be ruled out as an instance of a serial verb construction.

Similar considerations lead to concatenated imperatives, as in (2), being disqualified as serial

verbs:

(2) trakse, vras mu lip aláti

run/IMPV.SG find/IMPV.SG me/GEN little salt

'Run (and) find me a little salr.

Again, two separate events are being referred to, tho event of running and the evfmt of finding
It is also significant that these concatenated imperatives are separated by an intonational break--a
'comma pause'--and thus perhaps do not qualify as serial verbs because of the criterion of
uninterruptedness. The relevance of this point becomes apparent later on in the discussion of

other imperatival sequences in relation to the question of serial verb constructions in Groek.

Another potential candidate for serial verb status is the verb-verb combination exemplified

by the forms in (3):

(3) a. ani-poklino 1 openand-close (2SG: ankr2k11nia 3SG: anjwklini, elc )
[cf. aelv 'I open' Wino 'I close')

b. pijenoarxome 1 go-and-come' (2SG: pliengtwieall, 3SG: piienoarxra etc.)
[cf. pjjAng 'I go', Oixome 'I come')

These forms, however, are undoubtedly compounds, more specifically coordinative wmpounds, and
not serial verbs. Their compound status Is shown by the fact that they have only one accent and

Y.J
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thus constitute a single accentual unit. In addition, only the second element shows any Inflection
(thus 2SG plisnigma, not 'pjjenisarxese with the 2SG form *Ms 'you go'), and the that

links the two verb stems is the element typically found in such coordinative compounds. Thus,
pjjenotx4e1¢ and other forms like it r_t7:1 verbal counterparts to such nominal compounds as
andrOjino 'couple', literally, 'man-woman', made from the stems Andra- 'man' and ljnfekl,
'woman with :ill as the linking vowel, with but a single aCcent, and with an uninflected first
member (cf. plural anculina 'couples', not 'andrésjina 'couple' with a plural dosinence on the
first member). As compounds, therefore, ejjenoarxeme, etc. do not qualify as serial verbs on
syntactic grounds since they are neither linked verbs nor linked verb phrases, but instead are
only linked lexical verb stems forming a single compound word.

Next to be considered is the perfect tense formation consisting of an inflected form of Lel
have' plus an invariant apparently nonfinite form sometimes called a 'perfective participlo'.3 A
few representative forms from some of the 'tenses' in the perfect system (omitting, e.g., various
types of future perfects) are given in (4) for the verb xiligt:

(4) a PRES.PERF.ACT: ¢xo xtioisj 'I have hir, ¢xis xtipisj 'you have hir, etc.
b. PAST.PERE.ACT: jxa xtipij 'I had hit', j,xes x1ipis1'you had hit', etc.

c. PRES.PEREPASS: jtixo xlipiej 'I have been hit% axis xlipief 'you have been hit', etc.

d. PAST,PERF.PASS: jxa xtipiet 'I had been hit', ixes xlipiei 'you had been tur,

These forms seemingly refer to a single event, and thus possibly involve serialization. Moreover,
they are auxiliary-like, apparently parallel in structure to the English perfect, and it is not out
of the question that auxihation should be treated as a type of serialization.4

Still, the criterion of uninterruptedness speaks against a serial verb analysis, for the two
parts of the perfect can be interrupted, most usually by verb phrase material (e g. an adverb like
LA 'already), which in itself is not problematic for the serialization hypothesis. but His()
marginally by elements rot in the verb phrase, e.g. subjects; (5), for instance, is possible,
though not preferred:

(5) ?loci o j;Inis rapsi to yrarna

has/3SG the-John/NOM write/PERFVEPPL Me-letter

'John has written the letter'.

Moreover, even if auxiliation is subsumed ,inder serialiLation, there is one difference between
the English perfect and that of Greek that might argue against an auxiliary analysis, namely the
fact that there are no other clear auxiliaries in Greek. The only two candidates for auxiliary
status are the verb txg 'have' in a variant active perfect formation and the verb ling 'be' in a
variant passive perfect formation, both involving the so-called mediopassive participle (which is
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probably best treated as a derived adjectivesee Smirniotopoulos 1990 for the most recent

discussion of thls form) as illustrated In (6a) and (6b) respectively with the verb ff.aln 'write':

(6) a. inco ontrio to ytma
have/1SG write/PERF.PPL the-letter

'I have written the letter / I have the letter written'

b. to ylima fne y'amttno
the-letter is/3S0 write/PERF.PPL

'The letter has been written / The letter is written'.

As the glosses In (6) indicate, however, these variant formations admit of an analysis other than
auxiliation, sinne (6a) could be 'have with a small-ck use complement and (6b) could be simply a
copular structure with a deverbal adjective in the preutcate.

The perfect could of course represent an otherwise unparalleled type of verb phrase, since it
Is clear that not everything that is required in a complete and detailed description of language can
find a parallel elsewhrre In the account. Even In that case, however, the perfect need not involve
auxiliation, for it could simply be a type of complementation, though admittedly, the combination
of filo with a nonfinite form in the perfect would be a unique type of complementation; Greek
complementation typically requires a fully inflected and finite verb, most usually with an overt
complemenker 145, cr Mb all roughly parallel to English that), or a verb introduced by the
subjunctive marker na (about which, see section 3).5

Auxiliation and complementation, however, are relatively well-understood syntactic
phenomena, whereas serialization seems to be a more marked phenomenon.6 Given the possibility
of other analyses, I.e. auxiliaffon, whether structurally unparalleled or not, or anomalous
complementation, overall it would seem best to hold off calling (4) an construction type that has a
marked status cross-linguistically, i.e. a serial verb construction, until stronger indications are
found that Greek does in fact have serialization.

3. Aftextension_o1"41

At this point, a small digression concerning complementation and clat.se-types in Greek is in
order, for making a few reasonably well-motivated assumptions leads to some potentially relevant
results. The clause-types that present the most interest In this regard are those iffiroduced by the
element al which may be embedded, as In (7a-b), or may determine matrix clauses themselves,
as in (7c):
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(7) a. arxlzo na 8javizo to vivIlo
begin/1SG na read/1SG the-book

'I begin to read the book'

b. bore na iSjaváso to vivito

can/1SG ag read/1SG the-book

'I can read the book'

c. na 8javAso to vivito mu Ora?
ga reac1/1SG thebook my now

'Might I read my book now?'.

At first, it might seem that these are irrelevant for a consideration of serialization in Greek, since
the combination of a verb such as firxizo begin with a complement introduced by na would
seemingly violate the usual assumption that serial verb constructions do not have a
complemenhzer or subordinating marker of any sort. However, the best analysis for na in
conjunction with a verb, as argued by Veloudis and PhIlippakl-Warburton 1983 and by
Philippaki-Warburton and Veloudis 1984 is that na is not a complementizer, but rather that
embedded ea-clauses occur with a zero-complementizer and the na itself is a marker of

subjunctive mood!

Moreover, na Is a bound-element, and can only be separated from the verb by other bound,
dependent elements such as the subjunctive negator min or the weak pronominal object affixes.
However, h is not entirely clear whether na is an affixal marker of mood, i.e part of the

morphology of the verb or a ethic dependent, I.e. a syntactically generated element that comes to be
phonologically dependent on its host verb. If it is an affix, e.g. a mood affix, then the type of (7a)
and (7b) would involve VERB + VERB combinations with no intervening cornplementizers or
subordinators where both parts are inflected. While It is interesting in this regard to note the
existence of serialization with finite verbs in Saramaccan (so Byrne 1987; see also Schiller
1990: Chapter 2), the single-event semantic criterion discussed above would preclude the

treatment of such VERB + VERB combinations as a type of serialization.

The critic analysis is perhaps to be prolerred, for it allows for a straightforward
generalization regarding the posii,un of negative affixes In the Greek verb (as the leftmost
affixes) ;8 in that case, (7a) and (7b) and se".tences like them need not be considered to be finite
serialization. However, other facts suggest that a different type of serialization might be
operative here. What is most relevant here is that it may well be that na is itself a verb, in that
some analysts have related it synchronically to the deictic element gg 'Here isr (see Christides
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1987), which is arguably a verb and more specificany aa imperative in that it takes postposed
weak pronominal object affixes just like imperatival verbs, and In some dialects can take the
plural Imperative ending I1e:9

(8) a nal 'Herer
b. na to aeroplanol 'Here's the airplane!'
c. na tol 'Here it isr /*to nAl (compare Res tg 'Say it!' / *lo pea)
d. nate 'Here (you all)l' (compare gla 'comer (SG) vs. QUM 'comet (PL)'.

lf, as implidt in Christides account, ea the subjunctive marker is a verb at some level--and thus
perhaps actually an auxiliary verb, nol unlike should in modern Englistthen the analysis of the
sentences in (7) becomes relevant for a consideration of verb serialization, for the/ are then
VERB-VERB sequences and actually in (7a) and (7b) are VERB-VERB-VERB sequences, where the
middle verb is apparently uninflected while the outer verbs are inflected.

Admittedly, (7a) could be excluded as involving a verb + complement structure, as could (7h1
also, though it comes closer to providing a 'single evenr type of semantics than (7a) does.
Example (7c), however, seems really to involve the representation of a single semantic event, so
that under the verbal analysis of the subjunctive marker ea, (7c) could well be a serial verb
construction. One might of course claim that modality of the sort expressed in (7c) would point to
an auxiliary verb structure, and, as noted above, auxiliation does not have an entirely clear status
with regard to serialization but it is very likely to be a distinct syntactic phenomenon from
serialization; at the very least, though, an auxiliary analysis is undoubtedly the one that most
linguists would opt for and would be most comfortable with, even if al this point it is arrived al
more by stipulation than by analytic necessity.

Here, though, a criterion suggested by Seuren 1990 and Schiller 1990 concerning negation in

seriahzation may be useful here in deciding the question and making the desired answer less
stipulative. Schiller has claimed that "the marker of negation lin serial verb constructions] is
generally attached to the syntactic head of the entire sentence, and cannot be attached to the head of
the syntactically subordinate clause' (Chapter 2), and that this occurs regardless of the semantic
scope of the negation. It would seem then that sentences of the type in (7) do riot involve
serialization, since-. unless this is a case, for a language like Greek, of noncanonical serialization
with the second verb as head, not the first-the negation affix min can occur with the verb after
ea in all three structures:

(9) a arxlzo na min kano lipote
begirt/1SG na NEG do/lSG nothing

'I am beginning not to do anything'
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b. bor6 na min keno tipote
can/1SG na NEG do/1SG nothing

'I am able to do nothing'

c. na min kano lipote?
na NEG do/1SG nothing

'Shall I not do anything?.

In a sense, the question posed by na in these constructions is parallel to that raised by the
common occurrence of the verb 'say' as a complementizer in serializing languages (so Schiller
1990: Chapter 2, p. 38, n. 14), and thus perhaps a further reason to exclude the na
constructions is that what follows na can be analyzed as a whole sentence, not just a VERB or VERB
PHRASE. Indeed, subjects can occur with the verb:

(10) arxizo na lino 13)6 to praviima
begin/1SG solve/1SG I/NOM the-problem

'I am beginning (myself) to solve the problem'.

Still, what is perhaps most significant here is that this question can be addressed without having to
say that this is a serial verb construction, corcrete testimony to the utility of carefully defining
the properties of this construction-type.

4. A Further VERB-VERB Candidate

Once these various VERB-VERB candidates have been sifted and ultimately disqualified as
serial verbs, one further construction is left that constitutes a possible serialization candidate,
namely the imperatival sequence illustrated in (11):

(11) ale pas mu

come/SG.IMPV tell/SG.IMPV me/GEN

'C'mon tell mei'.

This sequence consists of the imperative of tuilingt 'I come', In (11) the singular fnrm

followed immediately by another imperative, here the singular imperative of ling 'I say, tell';
plural forms are also possible, e.g. elate paste mu 'C'rnon (you/PL) tell mei'.

It is not obvious just what the analysis of this construction should be. On the one hand, it
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appears to be merely another instance of the concatenated imperative construction discussed above

(and exemplified in (2)), but there are Iwo key differences: first, there is no pause in Lajzal
[nu. no Intonational break between the two imperatives, and second, a single event only is being

referred to in (11), whereas two separate eventS were represented in (2). Thus ilia in (11) does
not have a concrete motion or directional sense but rather servos more of an exhortative function,

as represented Crudely in the translation by 'C'mon', focussing the hearer on the primary event,

that of telling (embodied in 01). Moreover, as would be expected in serialization, there is no
complementizer or subordination marker at all, rather just the two bare Imperatives.

Another potentially relevant feature concerns the inflection on the verbs in (11). As already
noted, both verbs can be either singular or plural, in the imperatival form, and the usual case is

for both to be plural or for both to be singular, as in the two examples already presented. It is

also possible for there to be disagreement between the two verbs, In two ways. First, Ma, Cm
ostensible Singular form, can cooccur with a plural imperative, i.e. ela OW mu is possible.
Second, La can cooccur with a first person plural Imperatival form, which in Greek is found as a

separate form only with one verb, Dame let's go',1° as in .0.1r1,0eme Mali 'Canon let's go together.

While it has sometimes been suggested that serial verbs must have the same subject (so Foley and
Olson 1985), Schiller (1990: Chapter 2) has brought together examples of apparent serial verb
constructions in several languages in which there is no shared subject, and he labels the"same
subject constiainr as among the "tests ffor serialization] that fair, Thus La.constructions such
as elapeste mu or éla Llarne maz( do not argue against a serial verb analysis in and of themselves.

Included in the possibilities for inflection in this construction is negation, taking negation in
Greek to be alfkal in nature and thus a matter of inflectional morphology." Thus it is possible to
have as the second part of the construction after tia the negative imperative, expressed with the
negator maul and a finite form of the verb, e.g. éla tnin ides 'C'mon don't cry.

There are essentially two difficulties, however, with taking this construction to be a matter of
verb serialization. First, one might question whether eines mu really irwolves two verbs; that
is, given (especially) that nonagreement is possible, as in Ola oste plu, one might be inclined to

say that La is nothing more tfmn a particle, and that the construction therefore does not involve a
sequence of verbs. Indeed, Baker (1989: 539n. 18) suggests that claiming that certain apparent
serial verbs in Yoruba 'have lost their verbal status ... having become grammatical particles is a
way to explain a theoretical embarrassment they pose for the usual distinction mad( between

arguments and adjuncts.

The claim has been made, though, by Zwicky 1985, that linguistic theory st: )uld not tolerate a
lexical category of particle'12 and Mat all words should be assigned to a lexical,syntactic
category. Under such a view, which is adopted here, ma has to have a lexical category, and it would
seem that the most suitable category is that of veib, given the formal identity of ela with the
imperative singular of the verb rxotne and the fact that p,da can have a concrete directional sense

t
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A second potential problem is that this construction seems somewhat isotated !n the overall
grammar of Greek, not being found with a great many verbs and not with a great many verb forms,
being restricted basically to having only imperatives as the first member. This tact is potentially
problematic, since some linguists have taken the view that productivity and the extent to which
potential serial constructions oexur in a language is a deciding factor in the ultimate identification
of a construction as an instance of serialization: Baker (1989: 519n. 3), for instance, has
implicitly rejected the English go get construction as serialization for this reason, referring to it
only as a "serial-Pe construction" of American English.

With regard tu + imperative construction in Greek, while il is productive as far as
combinations with gja itself is concerned, it is true that thi., construction is pretty much limited
to eja, as far as obvious verbs of the language are concerned. Thus by Bakers implicit criterion,
the Greek construction would only be "serial-like and not true serialization. However, the Ca.+
imperative construction is not totally isolated (nor is the English ao aet construction, of course),
since at least one other construction, as well possibly as others, seems parallel to the one under
consideration, namely the occurrence of imperatives with an element ja preceding them, as in the
following (where 'Hey' in the translation is an imperfect approximation of the force of ja):

(12) a je kite
look,IMPV.SG

'(fley ) (you/SG) lookr

b. je kitakste
look/IMPV.PL

(Hey,) (you/PL) look!'

What makes Itlis imperativel usage relevant here is the fact that 41 is plausibly taken as a
verb itself. In particular, ja independently can take noun phrase arguments, as in (13a), and
verbal complements with na, as in (13b):

(13) a ja mja
one.moment

'Wail a momentr

b. je na ()Irmo

ja SUBJUNC see/1PL
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'Lers seer.

Moreover, while A does show some affixal properties, all the affix-like features it shows aro
ones that follow from serialization as well; for example, strict ordering before a verb and not
after could be a result of being part of a serial verb construction, and the selectivity it shows is
basically such that it is restricted to occurring with imperatives, I.e. with the one verb type that
offers, via Mapes mu, the appearance of seriation.

II is possible also that there are further elements that can occur in the Greek serial
imperatival construction that give it a broader overall distribution. For example, as suggested in
Joseph 1985, imperatives preceded by the 'interjection' Au& 'mime (on)! go onr, as in bnde lire
'Go on, gel out of here (with the imperative of Jem 'I leave), and the lexicalized expression kane
Lice It krafi 'Have (a little) restraintr,13 may provide further examples of serial imperatives
in Greek. II is worth pointing out that if the English go gel const,uction is considered an instance
cf serialization, then il shows some of the samo properties as the Greek putative serial verbs, in
Mat the first verb is restricted formally uninflected forms (imperative, infinitive, present
forms other than JSG, etc.) and lexically to just a few verbs (Liu, COI' In Liu, ard maybe a few
others),

The one troubling aspect left concerning a seriahzation analysis of the Greek construction
under consideration is the fact that all the inflection that is found in the construction occurs with
the second verb (excepting the possibility of plural plata and the second verb is the one that is
semantically primary. Thus it would appear that the second verb is the head of the serial
inmeratival sequence. Greek in general seems to have VerbiComplTnent as its canonical order in
vrim phrases, e.g. the direct object typically follows the verb as do sentential clauses dependent on
a Schiller (1990: Chapter 2) has proposed that in canonical subordinating serial vorbs

constructions, "the order of the V's reflects the head.complement order of the language". In order
to maintain the serial verb analysis for Greek. therefore, it would have to be admitted that this
construction is not a canonical type, biit then so toa with regard to the English uo get construction.

5. conclusion

The argumentation that loads to a serial verb analysis for certain Greek sequences of
imperatives, it must be admitted, is a bit tenuous. Basically, it is via a process of ehminalion that
an argument is constructed, and via a sel of parallels with an English construction that is
admittedly only somewhat controversially identified as a serial verb construction itself. II is

worth pointing out, however, that the numerous refinements in the notion of "serial verb" !hal
have arisen out of the renewed interest in this construction in recent years (e.g. the work of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Sena, Seuron, Schiller, Zwicky, and others) are exactly what make it possible even to entertain
the notion at all that the Greek GOnstrUCtion iS an instance Of serlalizatbn and to try to give

substantive supporting arguments.

Greek provides a test case, then, in that it at best presents only the most minimal amount of
evidence bearing on the analysis of these constructions; thus, H it is possible to argue for
serialization for Greek, 'J sing the various criteria alluded to in the work of Schiller and others,
then it ought to be possible to argue the case fOr practically any language. That result, however,
may not be a healthy one and so it is probably best to reject the possibility of serial verbs in
Greek, and in general to guard against seeing serialization in everything; the Greek construction
could just as c.+asily be an eccentric and idiomatic type of verb complementation as an isolated

different type of construction.

'Several linguists-among them Victor Friedman, Craige Roberts, Eric Schiller, Pieter
Seuren, and Arnold Zwicky--have provided comments on some of the ideas contained in this paper

that proved invaluable in furthering my understanding of the issues discussed herein. In addition,
Tasos Christides, Art Palacas, and Irene Philippaki-Warburton have provided important help on
some crucial points ol data. To all of them, I offer thanks as well as absolution from complicity in
my conclusions.

1, Following the important claOication in Schillor 1990, these really should be referred to
as 'serial verb phrase constructions'; nonetheless, the term 'serial verb will be used here, as it
is the most familiar oesignation for the construction. Schiller's several papers on serial verbs,
including the paper contained in this volume, provide ample references to the relevant literature

on this construction, as do the other papers found herein.

2. I realize that it is far from obvious just what constitutes a 'single evenr, bul the notion is
widely referred to in the literature on serial verbs, and thus I adhere to ils use here.

3. See Joseph (1983: 77-80) for discussion of tho status of This form.

4. Unless, of course. auxiharies are taken to be a separate lexical category and not a subset of
verbs. Even if auxiliaries are treatod as a type of verb, auxiliation need not be reduced to
serialization-a clause union analysis is possible in some languages for at least some instances of
combinations that descriptively are AUX + VERB.

5. A possible exception to this claim is a sentence such as (i):

BEST COPY AVAILM3LE
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(i) parakaliste anfkste tin porta
request/2PL.PASS open/PLIMPV the,door/ACC

'You are requested: "Open the door.

It is more likely, ti lough, that (i) represents direct speech and as such would not bo true
complementation.

6. As Pieter Seuren remarked during the conference at which this paper was read, serial verb
constructions are 'perceptually salicnr, at least they were to linguists confronting West African
and Carribean Creole languages; that salience is suggestive of the distinctive-and therefore
markedstatus that these constructions enjoy.

7. Note for instance that na can cooccur, as in (i), in relative clauses with pn, an element
whose purely complementizer function is shown in (ii):

(i) psaxno &Ian aneropo p0 na me voieisi
seek/1SG a-man/ACC COMP SUBJUNC me/ACC help/3SG

Tm looking for a man that might help me'

(ii) xarika pu se ia
was-glad/1SG COMP you/ACC saw/1SG

'I am glad 1:111 I saw you' .

8. See Joseph 1990 and Joseph (icrThcomIng) for discussion of the 3tatus ol negation in
Greek.

9. See Joseph 1981 for a defense of this analysis, though in that paper I attempt to separate
out the Iwo na's (deictic na and subordinating/subjunctive na). it is usually assumed that the two
[la's are etymologically distinct-a position countered, to my knowledge, only in Chrislides
1987-but finking the two synchronically need nct be precluded by the absence of an etymological
connection between them.

10. For other verbs, a subjunctive form with the marker na or the more purely hortotive
marker aa is used, e.g. napUme aagame lot's tell'.

11. See Joseph 1990 and Janda and Joseph 1990 for some discussion of the status of the
negation markers in Greek.
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12. Though see Christides 1990 for an attempt to maintain the category of 'particle'.

13. This expression is literally 'do/IMPV.SG (and a-little) hold/IMPV.SG', where isisti is not
the synchronically regular imperative of kratO 'I hold but rather is a fossilized older imperative.
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Serialization and Subordination in Gullah:
Toward a Definition of Serialization

Sal ikoko S. Mufwene

University of Georgia

1. Introduction

There are about two major ways in which the phrase 'serial verb
construct ion' (SVC), for which the term 'serialization' stands in the
t itle, has been used in the linguistics literature at large. First is
thee African Itriguist ins t.radition,1 rollowod by the majority of stud-
ies on SVCs in Atlantie creoles from Bendix (1972) to Byrne (1987) and
Sehba (1987), passing through Jansen et al. (1978).2 According to
this, a SVc is, roughly and uothout the semantic aspect of the def ini-
t ion (disput(5d below), a sequence of verbs or VI's in a sentence which
are inte.reianstet eat by no coordiruiting nor staxmAinating marker (free
or Ixauld) and which all share the same subject.3 Second is the Sinol-
ogist tradit ion according to which, as stated by Ransell (1986), SVCs
'aro series of two or more VPs, sharing common arguments. . . with no
(i 'tql. marking or linkage' (see also la & Thompson 1978, 1981 at least
for a confirmation of the spirit of the definition) .4

Moir. using (bail from GuIlah, I raise questiona on the signifi-
cance of t he ,4errant in component or particularly the Africanist defini-

t ion of SvCr.. I argue that the Sinologist tradition is the least
Arbitrary .lefinit ion and probably the closest to being adequate. I

.lefend the p si t ion that SVCs constitute a heterogeneous bag of st.run-
uirui and sement iv phenomena, and they should be defined in strictly

syntact b terms. with emphasis on the sequencing of Vf's without a
connector And not on structural relations. Like the semantic aspect
of serial i /at ion, phrase strueture, which should be allowed to vary

from SV(' to syr, is relevant, only to the identification of specific
k i nds .

..Vh1res,-..11 below is also the quest.ion of ufiether serializat iOn it4

cotenninoos with suboniinntion. a synthetic strategy whereby a clause
fune'.ionb As a cormtlement either or a verb in A higher clause or or a
preposit ion't (see also Nooraui 1985). I argue below that, while the
lint i net ion bet seen seriali zat ion and subordination appears t o he

leareut Own :I soboniiruae clause is intrcithiceal by a complementizer

(('omp) or :env .d.larr gramemit iral marker. ( g t he in f ni t ivy in (at

in), it Ir. hard to sustain and even urosvessary in Hoene other rames.
Thy Sv(' assuilx.a in thi,4 /rupee (which makes allowance for
s t rocturAl And funet ional vara .0 ion) suggests that complementation may
r,pres,n t hA t part of grimimar where sithonii nation and serialization
4Wer1/11), assuming that grammars are not wined ithic.6

Thf. i-,1 of this paper is st roctured around a body of v.vidpncp
and quost I for a reassessment of the dominant oonception

cii) i ml (41' III sttilie; tif At bunt io rreoles I ('art 2) and lend to
tontat i% -character:zed ion of the strategy (Part 31. The phrase

SVC is use,1 hore as a covfr term for both those GUNI's or serializaticm
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involving only Yerhi4 and tho" involving non-verbal preflieates. The
terms 'serial verb' and 'serial predicate' are used respectively for
any verb and non-verbaf predicates other than the f irst in a Svc. The
f irst. verbal or non-verbal predicate in a SVC will be called 'head.'

2. The Gullah Data and the Africanist Conception of SVCs.

2.1. The Start ing Fbint

My initial data, which are very similar to those most ewnimonly
discussed in ireolistics, are given in (I), in contrast tit h eases of
subordination introduced by a t'ornp 121 and with eases .,,,nr.dinat ion
(3):7

(11a. A rAn so horn 1.1M)
I ran home.

b. A taiLluk Ap f a ha (JM1
I turned iandl 1 )keri up for (tr.

r. hi .)p dp.k7... on dae kg bar) b.ltm OD 41 do haus
tap cri kip ri wakin
(le [was) up there, hammering on that leg, hang hang,
fixing it . imi1 ('ontinuing t.o work .

d. wat pipL bin ,mp ba! do pl wain (PRI
A, [There) were white people there buying plum wine.
II. White people wore up there buying plum

e, hi did t1s,n dis MA7I tit trl .N.rn It do pipl go 11.10
lie did send this man arid told him I tol let the people go.

r. dr ka vu dm,v. AM MO They drove him.

(2)a. t rat fa t 1 \in (JM)
I tried to toll him.

h. .\ hir SF nahat trYk srk
I hoard that Robert. ffll/took sick

c. g.. si if' yi maga da horn
Go (and) see if yoiir mother is home.

(3) dit hat If ti k i num in kuk (./M)
That 'heart less' takes it t ime to cook.

2.2. S'frial zat ion and 0)nsec..it i tin

.'icoording to the Africanist tradit ion senien h 1,- II,, .
f ol Iota rig eonst j tote imother ixitegory -al led 'consecia \ .:it ion' arid
should, iitrictly speaking, be distinguished from the inst.inees of'
serialization illustrated in (I):

(4)a. hi liAn kia mi to d has)i al (MI/
He earn,. (and] carried/drovo mf t.o the

10": go di : pipl
They can't go there Ito/andl help people.
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e. yu k go to nru yok En stEr ro ratr yiez kAm,bak (PR)
you can go to New York and stay for forty years and come
back,

d. bar trar t farm AM 16k. nit) rn do rum (JM)
Boy tried to tie her up and lock her up in the room.

e. ni hiE Rks mi fa go (JM)
She heard and asked me to go.

The justification behind the distinction seems to be that the
constructiens in (1) correspond to single events and those in (4) to
sequences of separate events. (See, e.g., Hyman 1971.) Although
sentences such am below (and no doubt some of those in 11)) fall in
the &main or boundary indeterminacy, one wonders whether the notion
of what sequence constitutes a single event and what does not is not
just an intuitive one without. an independent validation mechanism,
hence whether it is not subject to interindividual variation and not
operational. Even if it were the kind of primitive that has interest-
ed philosophers or language sinee Kenny (1963) and Vendler (1967), one
must wonder idiother there is any cognitive constraint which precludes
the -onstruetiens in (4) and (5) from being treated ag single events:

(5) ItArnio itsta al A wi hay (04 / yi no / wi kra i:t prcl (U)
nning on Eflator, all of us have eggs... you know... we
earry and eat [them). (LR)

in stirdies er SVCs in creolistics, the above question has gener-
ally been hy-passed by the following kind of characterization: SVCs
ere sequenees of VPs which describe events denoted by aingle verbs or
t.embinatiens er verbs and prepositions in European languages. Aside
from its ,.olnia1 character,q the usefulness of this characterization
seenis duldees. For instance, the SVCs in flat and (lc) may be claimed
intuitively ei eharacterize single conflated events; however their
English transletions do not vonsistently correspond to single verba.
Reference te European languages is thus not as enlightening as Hug-
gpstod by the characterization. Note also that while the English
translation or the SVC in (la) is a single verb (by the process of
lexical ine.aporation, in the tradition or generative semantics91, the
Frenoli translation below calls for more than one clause, which ques-
tions again the characterization or serialization by the status of its
translation:

(6) JP !itli!; allel A la maison en courant.
1 bp/AUY go to the house in running

HOWVVPV, the veririability of the notion of event is not the only
preblem. There is in a great deal of the literature no syntactic dis-
tinction, stroetural or otherwise, which may be associated with the
distinetion serialization vs. consecutivization. Only in some
langimgys with some nwirphology are conmeoutive constructions
associated with a eonjunction-like affix on the aerial verb or VP
(e.g., Fene/ and Tgbo, dis('ussed by Hyman 1971; Old Irish, Middle
Irish, and Hittite, discussed by Disterhert 1985, 1986a, 1986b). So
for a largo part of the literature the question arises of what the
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motivation and the anilytital rewards are for postulating a serial-
ization/consecutivization distinctlon.

As shown above, there are no reliable semartie criteria for
assuming the distinction in the aHience of morphosyntatic ones. What.

Disterhuft (1986a: 2951 observes below is equally significant:

While eonsvoutives may aet like serials, the latter do not .
always express the semant be propert 1 es 11511811 y !Abed to them.
In (7) the kan serial expresses two distinct actions rather than
a single one:

(7) Non akl rata (Schaehter 1974: 2661
K.ri has-gone has-t4wm
}<of) has gone and came back.

I submit that the serislization/eonsecutivization distinction be
alms-toned far those languageS which present 110 MOrphOSN'tit aut
evidenee for it For reasons t..hich, I hope, beettme el Par 1t,1 OW I

also propose Oat the term 'serial Iziit ion', which mean, lit,thing more
than sequencing, be retairogi for the union of the const ruel ions illus-

t rated in /II t (.1) and ( 5 )

2.3. Thp St.qt us if f he Share,/ W)

There is yet another problem. Consistent ly WIth the \fricrulist

tiulit ion, only cases (4' shared subject NP have higni addth,41 to this
point .10 The question arises of whether the above eonsi ruct ions are
that different from those below where the 1'; Uisfer
st.sw1 as the subject of the serial verb but as the obre,1 ,d' the head

verb.

(141a. A dql ti I ranr (rit.) mi s. \rutin 1.1M1

I am telling Ronnie (to] bring me something.
b. ttl vn stap

I told him Ito) stop.
, ril" nOm mi kil d man myul (HO
AI A fellow rianwx1 me las the] hillier ofl th, man's mule.
111 A fellow said I (liad) killed the Man',1

d. pr.) t113Ik go gi d dakti) mutp:in fa mi,,

I think go and see the doctor tt, fix som, medicine
f I 111,

These ,nist ruet ions share With t hose in ( I 1 he t I i 1 nit eh;ir
et* st a 1 IV) eunne(tor prepoS 1 t 1 on/con,ItIne1 inn ,,i r.mip) oecOrs

hetween the Serial erh anti the head prod icat the 1.t verb has

tit) liVert 'Oil) jell .1(ii subject torre-Iqich, to II \l'
wh an argumont t ho hoati, The. unt> f' f''r,'ru, I o In I bat
thi!.: null ject does not correspond to t sul. ject 1 thu head in

Pi) The que!-:t iii is i.hethor thp4 st ructural di f feren, .iud the fact
t hat I he lat II 9 ,onst ruct lotus ;ire not I mpl tent 1%, are s I Luui t. leant
eh, nigh I i tt54t ruct Ito 1 hell.' I se moll general eonst rue+ i, wh,,st pri-

mary feat Ur,. appears to he 1 he Soltieneing of PredPs Cymbal and other-
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wise) wi'hout a connector between them.

In other words, if it is justified to exclude the constructions
in (8) because of the above reasons, then similar considerations must
argue against identifying a class of SVCs as broad as suggested by the
sentences in (1). FUnctionally or semantically, the serial verbs in
(1) are not uniformly related to their heads. AB argued below (Section
2.6), neither iE their structural relation to the head predicate uni-
form. If these differences are so significant. here, then the emphasis
should not be on serialization, which pertains to sequencing and would
otherwise he a misnomer. Consequently, we might as well deal with the
specific kinds only and invent other terms for these. I know of no
non-arbitrary morphosyntactic criteria, which must be the primary con-
sideration, nor of any semantic ones for excluding the constructions
in (8) from the general category of SVCs. The common features speci-
fied above militate instead for their inclusion.

2.4. Tense and Aspect in syrs

It has also been somewhat stipilated that serial verbs must have
the same tense and aspect as their heads and these are specified only
once in the conetruction, on the head predicate. This stance would
exclude not only some of the constructions which Byrne (1987) has
adduced from Sara:moo-an and where the serial verb but not the head may
be marked for tense, but also some of the constructions above.13 For
instance, in (8a), the durative marker da delimits only the head and
not the serial verb. In fact the latter is generally assumed to be
tenseless in such a structural position. In Gullah, there are also
constructions such as (lc) and below where the serial verb is overtly
marked for aspect but the preceding verb is not:14

(9)a. do pipl dr: in da fi:1 dwk
The people were in the field, working.

e. A hicr him gi:n da tok (LW)
I heard him again talking.

These data raise the question of what serialization as sequencing
of predicates has got to do with agreement in tense and aspect, even
though this is often the CARP (especially where an implicative rela-
tion Fields between the serial verb and the head)., Except for the dif-
ference hi aspect marking, these constructions are analogous to those
already acknowledged as SVCs: the PrecIPs are sequenced without a con-
nector, and they share a NI, which is underatood as the subject of the
serial verb. It seems arbitrary to exclude them.

Of course the same data also raise the qiestion of the scope of
tense and aspect markers, especially when they appear before the head
predicate. However, since the question does not seem to bear on the
definition of serialization, it need not be addressed here. Byrne
(this collection) addresses it.

I , ,
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2.5. Serialization and Ausiliation

There seems to be a pattern which has excluded from the category
of Si Cs those constructions where the f irst. verb may be interpreted to
have an auxiliary-verl. function in relation to the sucond verbds One
such construction is the following:

( ) (11.1 s rst a t n do rat a
fly sister will turn the roller.

What is question-begging about this criterion is the appiirently
a-prioristic way in which the category of 'auxiliary Nerhs' has been
assumed in rreoltis and other languages which utilize rzat
esrecially those with no inf lect lona] rnor*d ogy 6 For instance,
note the syntaitic similarity between the construction go t.i:n in (10)
and the apparent ly SVC go si 'go and set° in (M) , even though they
are tmrislated differently, However, flendix (1972) suggests that Mien
tho interpretat ion (qua translation-) is dif ferent, we must be dealing
with two different verbs in the first position and oril the one Ow
is not an auxiliary is involved in a SVC, As proposed in Section 2.2,
there is no reason why semantics must be a eomponent of the definition
of serial i zat ion. Af ter al I , not al I syntart rntei! I eti htive a
semant ir tursis; set', for instance, the heterogeneity of' Farts covered
by the hat complementation in English'.

Fven th,iugh there are somant ie const rat nt s regarding t:hich verbs
or predicates inay pweede or follow which others, there seems to he mi
independent morphosyntart ir iividencti for assuming a 1, in the
rase o, Gullah, At (antic rreo)es, and other serializing langi.ages with
no inflect ional morphology, that some verbs are auxi 1 bir. and then--
fore cannot lie iised in a SVC. ()t) the contrary, I would low. expected
serial iyat ion (more s)ec i ('lea) ly, the kind rarrespondinir to complemen-
tat tn, -- discussed below in Sort ion '2.7) to be ti t ruins, t kiwi)
strategy through whirl, verbs sue)] as go, ir-ied prevertnall% hould have
acqui red ti0 e putat I vf! stahls of MI\ i 1 larY verb. (See, '',4 "nr
1971 and 1Thift....ne (993).

2.11, Ire Sir's St root urn I ly i l'urtn"

SVC!: have gwierally been discussed as though the ,inst ituted a
forti, type of syntact tl..qure. With let, exception, ltg.,

Schachter 1974, Voorhoeve 1975, and Sebba 19971, most stuilie- 1 know
of hose eonsitently assigned the samo phrase structure S1Cs.
For instance, ()nee ..hutmen et a) . 11978), Bickerton (1981t and I(yrne
(1997) assign to all their SVci-, the following ihrase structure:

(I)) 1 (N)') Is. (TtIP Is )tropro, VPIII"

If the rol o ,r is 1, illutt.rate !tie ,tnuirural
relations 1,0 t.een th, di fferent eotu-:t j tuents of a sent et, c, (ence hi
high) ight diffprpncps in tilt. synt :tot ir funct ions of nd is oloa 1 oott-

,t t urnt th, chit;, prosontod Far (1rt ai n I y mi !tate agAin,0 ;ut-
signing n fwin sftruct Iwo to all SVC!.., With 1 ho o,rpt ion of

7
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the constructions in (aa-c) and (10), phrase structure (11) hardly
represents the structural relations of most of the SVCs discussed so
far. For insuince, in the sample (la-c) the relation between the head
predicate and the serial verb may be considered to be a simple juxta-
position of oonjunct-like constituents, like in a coordinate oonstruc-
tion.ls On the other hand, the serial verb in (If) specifies the meann
of transporUit ion, i.e., with an S node which is a VP complement or
adjunct, as below, rather than as a V complement, as in (11):

(12) k, VP Is, COMP [s pro VP111"

This phrase structure may also be suitable for the SVC in (4b),
wnere the seriill verb specifies the purpose of the motion. As indi-
cated in Mufwene (1989b), this phrase structure will in principle also
allow the object of the serial verb to be fronted to the beginning of
the whole sentence, as evidenced independently by sentences such aB
(13) from English:

(13) 6hat ol.:4ecnitiesi did Carla walk out of here mumbling 4
tibma nick?

The point is that the syntactic models used so far to describe
SVCs require different pernse structures for different syntactic rela-
tions. Following them ern-ails that different seriel verbs must be
assigned diffee-ent structural relations to their heads, depending on
whether thoy are interpreted as conjunct-like, adverbial-like, com-
plements, etc. Hence SVCs such as in the following sentences (with
the same lexieal items) not only are associated w''h different inter-
pretations and constituent orders but must be assigned different
structural analyses, because the serial verb in each SVc just playn a
different function. While to:k in (14a) is the object of dAn, dAn in
(14b) is (-onjunct-like and is not an object or any other complement of
th head verh, In other words, the difference between the two sen-
tences involves more than change in the positions of the verbe.

(14)a. [dAn [s, pen to:k11
1 have finished talking.

b. A (VP [VP t3:10 [VP dArl]]
1 have spoken and finished [and don't intend to speak
again].

The above discussion is not, however, the only solution to these
data. Alternatively, we could abendon the syntactic models alluded to
here and their working assumptions altogether. For instance, we could
claim, instead, that as a surfare-strueture phenomenon, SVCs stand
somewhere between configurational and non-configurational syntax,
though I find no justification for this departure from the tradition.
Mlle's 1985 idea of 'secondary predication' without a fixed phrase
stru('ture is worthwhile considering in this connection.) Whichever
way we go, though, some justification is required for the position.
This paper simply shows that some of the literature seems to have
assigned the structures quite arbitrarily and we should get out rd
this practice.
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2.7. Sirs and Complementation

The set of constructions in (15) illugr.rates another kind of verb
sequencing which Sinologists have acknowledged as SVC. I have gener-
ally not seen this discussed in the creolists' accounts or serializa-
tion, except for Byrne (1987). Seuren (1988, see also this collec-
tion) explicitly excludes it, claiming that it is a regular case of
complementation.

(15)a. ,% w3o (common)
I want t.o go.

b. A tra2_t* (coimion)
I tried to talk.

c, iii stat da mAtir (JM)
They started to take up the money.

d. A no_f rks de brid wi wpto (JM)
I don't know how to bake bread with water.

The question is whether serialization arid complemr.ntat ion or
sutxirdinat ion, wit.h which complementation has been Porifused (cf. n.
61, should be treated as having mutually exclusive structures. For
instance, Hainvin and Thompson (1984:511) list, the f ollowing proper-
ties as t)pieal of subordination:

1, Identity between the two clauses of subject, tense, or mood
2, Reduction of' one of' the claur;es
3. Gramatically signaled incorporation of one of the clauses
1. Intonat ion 1 inking bet weer, the two clauses
5. nrie clause is within the scrip of the other
6. Absence of' tense ivonicity between the two clauses
7. Identity between the clauses of speech act perspect

1 I is bard to assume that these properties are clef iii ii ional. I2or
instance, there are subordinate clauses which are not r,dur.ed, espe-
rially those which are f inite, Regarding tense and mood, inf init ival
clauses in English pose problems. In constructions such as / want to
get into this mntfor, the infinitival clause, traderlined, is said to

tenseless, at least. morphologically. Also, as far as I know, the
infinitive is a different mocx1 from the indicat kr.. In addition, in a
sentence such as I enwet them trr hove titwodoned Now t ht-u,
rin, the infinitival cl Ise refers to an event that is ;interior to the
state of' expect ing, even though the clause may also be claimed to be
mor phol ogi cal ly tense less .

However, leaving this criticism aside, it is hard to miss the
fact that most of these features apply also to SVCs, hen though Byrne
(1887) claims that in Saramarcan some serial verbs rimy hase their n

suir.icct, most. of' the SVCs discussed in the literature shore prop r-ty
1 with Haiman and Thompson's subordinate clauses, The, also share
proprt ies 2 arid 4, arid, even in assiuning the Ityrne-Hi..kerton phrase
utructure, also property 5,20 'Ilwr.e are also SVCS SO, it /1'; Iii In
wh h,h share prnpert y 7 with sirloin] i nal ion. So flit, only di fTerenres
between this and serializat ion seem to lie with property 3 md appar-

r,J
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ently also property 6. we rule out, or treat as exceptional, some
of the Saramaccan SVCs discussed by Byrne (see also Boretzky 1988 for
Ewe) in which tense is borne by the serial verb but not by the head
predicate. (According to Boretzky, such SVCs are highly constrained,
depending on what. heads a particular SVC in Akan languages. These
properties are of course not those that distinguish complements from
other Hubordinate clauseg. T do not, however, see any formal property
which may ty adduced to distinguish complements from SVCs. Nor do I
see what is to be gained in assuming that thin distinction is syntac-
tic (reganiing here the structural arrangement of word-size and larger
(onstituents in sentences) rather than the kind of distinction pro-
posed in n. 6.. That is, the notion of 'complement' han to do with
functior those of 'serialization and 'subordination' have to do
wi.h arrangement and status of PredPs and claunes. Otherwise, the no-
tiom overlap in what they were intended to do in grammatical theory.

One might st111 dispute the conclusion that property 3, the most
reliable ono so far, helps tell subordination from serialization. It .

may be claimed that the following underlined clauses in English do not
have a nuirkor signalling their incorporation in the larger sentence
and miitxnxiination to the higher verb:

(16)a, lhey made him reveal everything.
h. Bill saw Jane and Paul leave Larry's room in a hurry.

c. You might help me solve this problem.

(ha way to salvage the operationality of property 3 is to argue
that tile infinitive in English is marked by a zero affix on the verb
and thus the zero affix is as much a grammatical marker of subordina-
tion as any other overt marker. No such null marker need then be
ASSUMWAi of the taairawtion botween PreciPs in serialization. Conse-

quently, no cOMP shoul(1 be provided in phrase ntructures such as (11)
and (12) atxae. However, things are getting fuzzy here and I hope
future sttxlies will clarify what actually distiriguishes the cases of
sutxiniination in (16) from easel( of serialization. Assuming that the
infinitie is a different mcxxi, indicated in English by a zero marker,
mcxxi may be considered a useful criterion in the distirxAion. Serial-

ization may require that all PrialPH involved in the constrix,tion be in
the same mood; stibindirmition may, on the other hand, nmike no such a

requirement. There might even be nome additional lank/age-specific
conditions, sti.41 as suggested by the following of the many examples
discussed by Pullimi (1990), nssuming that constructions such AA g0
get, 000' gPt, And hplp get are SV(s. The underlinings are mine:

(17)a. Comeily with me.
b. 1 told you to go_get the paper.
c. *Everyday my son gpen _get thc paper.
iL *Everyday my son goes _gets the paper.

Iv,n1ki t in the sequencing of PrpdPn relative to the stats of
affairs tilos tioseribe is certainly HA important consideration though
not in I hp i--ay formulateti by Heiman wid Thompson for property 6, The
syntactic and tense relationii of subordinate clauses to their main
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clauses need not be iconic relative to the states of affairs they des-
cribe; those of SVCs appatently must be. As Tai (1985) observes, in

the absence of fixed structural ane morphological patterns, iconicity
constraints and pragmatics keep things manageable. (See also Li and

Thompson 1978.) Note that, after all, the grammatical signals only
reflect what conceptually precedes and could be expressed in a variety
of wuys: states of affairs in the speakers' experiences and how they
are related to one another. This observation has nothing to do with

the assumption by some creolists (notably, Bickerton 1981, 1984) that
in the development of languages, serialization precedes subordination.
(See also Manessy 1985 for a aimilar criticism.) There is no convinc-
ing evidence for this assumption even in the creoles that Bickerton

bal.ed his assumption on. Byrne (1987) and MUysken (1997) show clearly

that SVCs in Saramaccan alternate with prepositional conetructiong,
disputing Bickerton's aasumption that serialization serves to mark
Case in the absence of prepositions in radical or stereotypic creoles,
which use them.

2.8. Possible Constraints on SVCs

One last question may be addressed here, viz., what kinds of pre-
divates (verbal and non-verbal) may be uaed in SVCs and in what order?
Most discussions of serialization have dwelled on events, i.e., ACTION

- ACTION mequences. Sentences (9) illustrate that ACTION - STATE
sequeneen are possible, assuming here, am in Mufwene (1984), that the
durative or progressive aspect is the grammatical meane of expressing
stativity with verbs which do not rank high on the scale of lexical

stativity. There are also sentences Ruch ms (lad), (4c), and (14)
which illustrate STATE - ACTION sequences.

Constructions Ruch as in (la), rAn go, and in (lc), do hama .
frks Am, are quite commonly cited, with the additional interest that
the part which corresponds to the participial adjunct in either French
or English COMPS first ingtead of second (while the vast majority of

PCs are SVC lanipmgeR). However, sentence (If) illustrates with lea
dray v that the adverbial component may follow. ThiR shows that, even

semantically or fisseionally, things in serialization are far from
being either uniform or homogeneous.

3. ConcluRions

A number of other questions could have been addressed alxive which
conventional limitations of Rcaee will not allow me to pursue here,
for instance, what is the evolutionary and developmental significance
of merialization among the strategies of vomplex-aentence formation in
Gullah and ereoleR in general, and what are the different kinds of
semiuitic functions most often a/amused by serial verbs and why? Thig

will be addressed in future stages of research on Rerialization. Suf-

fice it to say that., like othcr creoles, Gullah algo has SVCs (rontra-
ry to my assumption before r(nearching for thin paper), and we can
learn something from the sample presented here.
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Rased I I the discussion atxive (Section 2.1-2.7), it seems that
the term ' serial i zati on' appl ies to a heterogeneity of syntactic rela-
tions taxi semantic functions. This is not to say that. these facts
share nothing grammatically, On the contrary, the paper has argued
that what the different SVCs share is a particular type of linearity,
viz., thy si qpienc ing of predicates or PredPs without an overt. marker
of either subordination or coordination and the fact that each serial
predicate shares a NT' (which functions as its subject.) with the pre-
ceding predicate, Iconicity in the sequencing of the constituents of
a SVC rylat ive to the states of affairs they describe appears to be
signi fi 'ant , along with the sharing of mood and tense; however, noth-
ing seems to argue for the sharing of aspect. It is possible that
when tense is expressed only owe and is borne only by the serial
predicate, ro. may be dealing with some (high) y) constrained excep-
t.ions, as suggested by Boretzky (1988). However, fut.ure research,
such as by Byrne (this collection) on tense spreading will shod light
on the subjg, t -matter. There is already crosslinguistic variation
reganiing whether or not verbs inflected with tense may participate in
serial imt in. For instancy, they do not in hi tuba but do in Lingsla
l'slufwene 1990:102; Mufwene and Dijkhoff (989:326-28).

Thi' fact that tne shared ta) is sometimes the Subject of the head
predicate and at. softie others it.s object seems to bct irrelevant to the
definition of serialivnt ion. As a special kind of linearity, serial-
ization is in itself a grammatical phenomenon of interest; after all,
syntax is not only about phrase structure and function of constitu-
ents, it is also about how const it.uent.s (word-siv ones in the present
ease) are sequenred. Serialization highlights variation reganling
whedier a connector is or is not. used in complex-sentence formation
strategies, .1ny definition of it in general that invokes semantics or
phrase strOctere SITENIVS to be arbitrary and not to take all the facts
into consideration, Most of the definitions used so far have been too
restrictive.

Notes

*This s tiitly was made iiossible by a grant from thy National
Science Folusintion (RNS-8519315) to study Gullah morphosyntax.

1. Se, e.g., Stahlke (1970), Hymin (1971), Awobuluyi (1973),
Itiutighose (1973, 1982), Lord (1973, 1976, 1982), Oyelaran (1982), arid
Matie:.tsy (1985) . On the other hand, there are sane exceptions to this
general izat i on , e.g. , Pul leyblank (1988).

2, n, keen the list short, only a sample of studies which are
specifically or predominantly on SVCs are cited here.

3. 1.7nphasis is planed here on the syntactic aspect or the defi-
nition, which this paper intends to highlight as the definitional
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and most important facet of serialization. Other specifies are dis-
cussed below.

4. The ellipsis stands for the following part of his defini-
tion, which is rather irrelevant: 'and exhibiting zero anaphora.' In
fact it is rather disputable for those like myself who assume that
there is no uniform syntactic structure for svcs and for those like
NoCawley (1988) who assume that conjoined and presumably coordinate-
like structures involve no null anaphora.

5. The term 'prerosition' is used in this definition as sub-
suming also subordinating conjunctions, treated in, e.g., McCawley
(1988) as prepositions with sentential vomplements.

6. As shown in Mtifwene (1988, to appear), a ntmber of strate-
gies in granmvir overlap, suggesting that grommnars are not structuted
like monolithic seulptures, where lines and cuts do not overlap. A+

least for the purposes of this paper, I assume that the term 'subor-
dinate' has a strictly syntactic funetion, whereby a clause im given
a secondary status, as with adverbial clauses. The term 'complement'
means primarily 'that which makes a thing complete,' suggesting that
its absence from some constru!tions may produce oddity. These terms
are not semantically coextensive. For instance, in English, adver-
bial clauses introduced by conjunctions are both subordinate clauses
(with the conjunction serving as the subordinator) and romplements
of the conjunctions. However, participial (Anuses are morphologic-
ally marked as subordinats while they are complements of no-1'.hing.

7. Most of the data diseussed here are cited from tape recor-
dings of spontaneous speech. The parenthesized initials identify
the spakers. Those which aro not so identified have been elicited.
The transcription iR phonetic.. Th underscore identifies the rele-
%quit sequenee of predicates in SVCs (1), the relevant Comps(2), or
the relevant coordinator (3).

8. This reflects th failure or many studies to eonsider new
data independently of the Indo-European linguistic categories in
whieh we have received most of our training. (See Mufwene 1989a for
a detailed discussion.)

9. See, e.g., Talmy (1975) for a discussion of this lexical
process.

10. Voorhoew (1975:24) is (Fluted by Sebba (1987) to stipulate
that VP1 aecepts the narest NP as subject." In creole mtlidies,
they and Seuren are among the few exceptions to the observation made

I :I
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here.

11. There is another reason why some creolists would not iden-
tify this construction as serial: it is not implicative (see, e.g.,
8euren 1988), nor is si a control verb. However, these semantic
ronsiderat ions seem to be a prioristic. Like the other semantic
evidence considered so far, they fail to have a synthetic correlate
which just ifies the restriction.

12. According to Lefebvre (1988), it is, instead, the serial
verb that has an overt argument and the preceding verb lacking one.
Tlat proixlisa I is, however, in violation of the c-command constraint
on funwhora, as more accurately reformulated by Reinhart (1983)1
viz

In any fiihohsi tree, a node Xl c-commands a node X2 if and only
if \2 i-. dominated by the lowest node of a major category ( i.e.
8, SP, or X') that dominates Xl , or by a modifier of that node.

11, trom a syntactic point of view, I assume that even in iso-
lat ing lAngoages tense and aspect markers qua predicate modifiers
fiirm with the InIxiieates which they modify units of the game gram-
rat ical category. For tile purposes of this study, these combina-
t ions count as one predicate and thus qualify for serialization.

Reudix (1972) is to my knowledge the only other study
(asidc ft:1n Byrne (987) which would recognize the constructions in
(9) as SVCs.

15. (19721 excludes them explicitly, and this is one of
the negot i cri teria listed by Jansen et al . 119781 for the identi-
rival ion or SVC.

18. See ninessy (1985) for a crit icism of Jansen et al. (1978)
in this regard.

17. SI Iiia (1987) al so adopts this phrase structure as a kiwi of
waato-ha,lkot Analysis for war-q/unxiinating SVCs, a mixed hag which
he characterizes as "suiKatiinating."

18. ro-oril i nal ion i tsel f is semantically a mixed bag wi th
t t he t emporal re lat i on of the event 8 to 0111' another. flow-

. this d isregarded here, ii i nee this piper shows that
syntax i wha makes set' iali zati on di fferent from other strategies
for conning sentetutes.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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19. I am not certain that a COMP is required in this structure;
further research will determine this. The reason for the uncertainty
is that SVCs arP distinguished from other types of complex sentences
by the absence of an overt connector, including a Comp, between
PredPs (certainly incomplete clauses in some cases). However, this
does not necessarily preclude positing an underlying COMP where oth-
er language-internal evidence (e.g., the structures of interrogative
clauses or of embedded clauses with an ov(?rt Comp) may suggest the

presence of a COMP that must be empty in the surface structure of a

SVC.

20. Assuming McCawley's (1988) account of coordinate structures
by factoring out shared constituents (without positing a null anaph-
or in conjuncts other than the first), SVCs with conjunct-like seri-
al verbs do not rount for property 2. However, this very considera-
tion that excludes them brings them closer to coordinate stJuctures,
suggesting that SVCs ar like other better established syntactic
constrix:tions in a number of ways.
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SERIAL VERB CONSTRUCTIONS AND MOTION EVENTS IN CARIBBEAN
ENGLISH CREOLES.'

Donald Winford
The Ohio State University

1.0 Defining Serial Verb Constructions:

One of the best known and most widely researched features cf creole
languages is the so-called serial verb construction (SVC).1 This feature is
also widespread in Niger-Congo languages, as well as in South-East Asian
and Austronesian languages, among others (See Kachru 1978 and Schiller
1990 for detalled references). Sentences (I a-c) are typical examples of
such constructions in Caribbean English Creole (CEC).

(1) a. Mieri waak go a maakit.
'Mary walked to the market'

b. Jan bring moni gi shi.
'John brought money for her'

c. Di pikni taal paas mi.
'The child is taller than me'

Items such as and p_aa.s. in the above sentences will be referred to as
serial verbs in this dkcussion. Such items are an essential aspect of CEC
predication, playing a vital role in marking various grammatical relations.
Among these are those associated with Case, as well as functions
performed by categories such as prepositions and complementizers in
other languages. SVC's have posed problems of various sorts for analysts,
beginning with the question of how to define them. Sebba (1987, 39)
proposes the following criteria for identifying such constructions:

(2) "In a sequence of the form V1....V2,
(a) both V I and V2 must be lexical verbs, ie, must be capable of

appearing as the only verb in a single sentence.
(b) If it is possible to conceive of VI and V2 as denoting separate

actions at all, then both V I and V2 must be interpreted as
having same tense and aspect. Thus for example, VI may
not be interpretable as "past" if V2 is intei preted as "future."

(c) There must not be an ascertainable clause boundary between
VI and V2, ie, they must he within the same clause.

(d) No conjunction should separate the verbs in sequence."

- 109 -
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Each of the properties described above by Sebba has been the focus
of controversy in the analysis of serial verb constructions. Property (a)
relates to the question of the categorial status of a serial verb, ie, the V2 in
an SVC. Properties (b), (c) and (d) involve the question of the constituent
structure of SVC's in particular whether they constitute a single clause, or
some form of co-ordinate structure. Both of these questions will be
considered in the following discussion.

In general, then, an SVC consists characteristically of verb phrases
linked in unbroken sequence, with the same subject, in the same tense,
aspect or mood, agreeing in positive/negative polarity, and with no
intervening conjunction. In addition, the verbs in an SVC characteristically
share at least one argument. Typical examples are to be found in West
African languages, where SVC's have one of the following two structures,
depending on the particular language (Nylander 1985, 20).

(3) (a) NP1 Aux i VI (NP 2) Aux i V2
(b) NPI Aux VI (NP2) V2.

My aim in this paper is to describe a specific set of SVC's i CEC and
other New World creoles - those which involve Motion events. These form
only a subset of the possible SVC's on these languages, which in fact
constitute a fairly diversified range of structures with different syntactic
properties, with the serial verbs themselves performing a variety of
grammatical functions. It is not my intention to analyse all the possible
types here. Instead, I hope, by focussing narrowly on a specific subtype, to
examine in some detail both the underlying syntax and the related
grammatical functions performed by the serial verbs.

In Section 2, I consider cases of what appear to be co-ordinate
structures in Saramaccan (SM) and distinguish them from true SVC's. I

accept Sebba's (1987) classification of the latter into "co-ordinating" vs
"subordinating" types, and argue that the former type is relatively
unproductive in contemporary CEC, by contrast with the Surinamese
creolcs. Section 3 introduces thc main concern of this paper, the SVC's that
express Motion events, all of which seem to belong to the "subordinating"
type. I employ Talmy's (1985) sketch of the major components of a Motion
event to illustrate the basic syntactic patterns which Sranan (SN) employs
to express such events. In Section 4, I examine a variety of motion-related
SVCs in CEC. which follow the basic patterns outlined for SN. These include
"Directional," "Purposive" and "object-sharing" SVC's. I account for the
syntax of these constructions within a GPSG framework which allows us to
specify the possible sequences of (members of) VI and V2 fairly precisely
in terms of the subcategorization pr perties of the verbs themselves.



2.0; Parataxis vs SVCs;

Byrne (1987, 200) mentions cases of VP lipkgige in SM involving
differences in Tense/Aspect or Polarity marking on the verbs involved.

(4) SM a. a go/ko ta luku di mii
he go/come IMP look the child
'He went/came to look at the child'

b. a go/ko a d wosu an luku di mii
he go/come to the house NEG look the child
'He went/came to the house, but not to !ook at the child'

The glosses offered by Byrne suggest that these structures are cases of
serialization. However, (4a) clearly violates criterion (2b) above, while (4b)
violates the generally accepted criterion that the verbs in an SVC must
have the same polarity. Later in his discussion, Byrne in fact uses criterion
(2b) to distinguish SVC's such as (5a) from what he calls "sequential"
constructions such as (5b)

(5) SM a. a ta waka go/ko a di opolani
'He is walking from/toward the plane'

b. a waka nango/ ta ko a di opolani
he walk 1MP-go/IMP come to the plane
'He walked and is going to/coming from the plane'

Byrne comments that only (5a) expresses "the directionality of the
previous motion verb w ak a ("walk"), since their time frames are the same
(or are interpreted as such). This is a prerequisite for such a reading." On
the other hand, (5b) "can only be read as sequential events as the gloss
indicates." (1987, 205). It seems clear that this interpretation of (5b)
applies also to sentences like (4a-b); none of these can be considered cases
of serialization. Structures like these have not been attested for SN or any
variety of CEC. They seem to be instances of parataxk rather than
serialization, though the boundaries between these two are rather difficult
to define.

2.1: Paratactic-like SVC%.;.

It is well koown that parataxis and serialization share a great deal in
common. Both may involve a single subject NP followed by a series of verb
phrases, without overt markers of coordination. However, as Noonan
(1985, 76) points out, the paradigm cases ot parataxis differ from
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serialization in several respects. Unlike the verbs in SVC's, those in
paratactic constructions need not have obligatory agreement, nor share
identical TMA or polarity marking, nor even identical subjects. Just as
importantly,

"the syntactic differences noted above correlate with a crucial
semantic difference, namely that paratactic const.uctions contain two
assertions, ie, each clause is separately asserted, whereas serial
constructions contain just one, encompassing the entire construction."
(Noonan 1985, 77)

By most of the syntactic and semantic criteria outlined above, the
Saramaccan constructions exemplified in (4a-b) and (5b) above would
have to be regarded as cases of parataxis rather than serialization. Other
researchers apart from Byrne have failed to draw a clear line between
paratactic structures and true SVC's. Thus Schiller (1990b, 406) claims that
"co-ordinating serial verb constructions...may have mixed tenses or
aspects, and,...can have conjunctions inserted," citing the following
examples from English.

(6) a. Go (and) play in the yard
b. He up(ped) and died on me.

By the criteria adopted here, neither (6) nor cases involving mixed tenses
or asrats such as (4) will be regarded as SVC's in the strict sense. What
distinguishes "coordinaing" SVC's from coordination in the usual sense is
that the latter is mote "open-ended" than the former. In other words, a far
wider variety of VP's can be linked toget:ier in coordination (whether
overtly marked or not) whereas "coordinating" SVC's, like other cases of
strict serialization, involves more rigid sclectional restrictions on the serial
verbs that can enter into combination. I will consider this in more detail
below, though it is not always easy to specify what the selectional
restrictions are. But the distinction is by no means equally clearcut in all
cases. It would appear instead that cases of serialization display varying
degrees of similarity to the paradigm cases of parataxis on the one hand,
and to cases of hypotaxis on the other. As Noonan points out.

"Serial constructions are in many respects intermediate ween
hypotaxis and parataxis. As in hypotaxis notional complcr ts in
serial constructions form a single assertion with their CTP's
(complement-taking predicates). But like parataxis, thc component
verb phrases seem to be syntactically on a par." (1985, 107).

Sebba (1987) offers a wide variety of serial structures in Sranan which
seem more akin to cases of parataxis, and which he refers to as
"coordinating" SVC's. He argues that "their distinguishing characteristic is
that they refer to several actions, more or less simultaneous, as opposed to
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a single action.(1987,110). This contrasts with what he refers to as
"subordinating" SVC's, which refer to a single action rather than a series of
related actions. Sebba's use of the term "coordinating" to refer to those true
SVC's which sisplay certain properties of coordination seems to me to be
more appropriate than Schiller's use of the term. To illustrate, (7a)
represents a "coordinating" SVC, while (7b) is a "subordinating" SVC.

(7) SN a. Kofi naki Amba kiri en.
Kofi struck Amba and killed her'

b. Kofi naki Amba kiri.
'Kofi struck Amba dead'

Sebba argues that while (7b) describes a single action, (7a) "describes a
series of events; Kofi struck Amba, possibly several times, killing her,"
(Ibid). Further examples of coordinating :;VC's in Sranan include the
following:

(8) SN a. Amba go na wowoyo bay nyan.
'Amba went to market and bought food'

b. Kofi opo Amba, tyari en gwe.
'Kofi lifted Amba and carried her off

According to Sebba, such structures have other characteristics associated
with coordination. First, they are subject to Ross's Coordinate Structure
Constraint, which prohibits extraction from a coordinate structure. Hence
neither verb's object may be moved.

(9) SN a. *San Amba go na wowoyo bai
'What did Amba go to market and buy?'

b. *Suma Kofi opo tyari en gwe?
Who did Kofu lift and carry off?'

Secondly, a slight pause or "comma intonation" is possible after the first
VP. In general, such structures seem to involve combinations of VP's in
which each verb has its own argument structure. This contrasts with more
typical SVC's such as (6b), where the two verbs share a common argument,
expressed only once.

The above facts suggest that no hard and fast line can be drawn
between parataxis and serialization in Sranan, and perhaps in creoles and
other serializing languages generally. Sebba's approach, which classifies
Sranan SVC's into "coordinating" and "subordinating" types, is a useful
working strategy. However, it should probably not be interpreted as

- 4
-X, 4i
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having universal application, but rather as a language-specific distinction
between those types of SVC thlt share more in common with paradigm
cases of par-taxis, and those which share more in common with typical
cases of subordination. To sum up this section, I suggest that a relevant
taxonomy must distinguish at least the following types of construction:

a. Overtly-marked coordination.
b. Parataxis (non-overtly marked conjoining of clauses).
c. Coordinating or paratactic-like serialization.
d. Subordinating or hypotactic-like serialization.
e. V+V combinations that behave like single words.2

;.2: Paratactic-like SYC's in CEQ.:,

CEC appears to have a number of structures corresponding to the
"coordinate" SVC's of Sranan. Examples include the following trom JC:3

(10) J C a. di bwai faaldong brok im fut.
'The boy fell down and broke his foot'

b. di uman luk slap ina mi truot a tek-out ebri wod.
'The woman looked all the way into my throat, taking

out every word (I said)'
c. di haak kech di chikin i it.

'The hawk caught the chicken and ate it'

These structures display thc same properties that Sebba noted for their
counterparts in Sranan ie, they are subject to Ross constraint, and allow
for "comma intonation." Bailey (1966) says little about such structures,
limiting her comnients to that exemplified in (I0a), which she describes as

"the reduced coordinate with verbs of motion." (1966, 133). She suggests
that sentences hke this are derived from coordinate VP strings by deletion
of the conjunction att. It is more likely, however, that an k inserted into
such structures in more mesolectal varieties, as Alleyne (1980, 168)
suggests.

Bailey's recognition that verbs of motion are typically it,. 91ved in
such structures is an important insight, and we shall see later that CEC
shares other types of SVC involving motion events with the Surinamese
creoles. These and other types display varying degrees of similarity to
cases of parataxis on the one hand, and hypotaxis on the other. As far as
"coordinate" SVC's are concerned, it does not appear that the pattern is as
productive in CEC as it is in Sranan. As Alleyne mentions, there is an
increasing tendency to itr,ert all ("and") in such structures, thus distancing
them more from cases of true serialization.

1')6"I
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As far as the syntax of "co-ordinating" SVC's is concerned,

researchers like Sebba (1987) and Baker (1989) have proposed different
constituent structures for coordinating as opposed to subordinating types.
Other researchers, such as Schachter (1974) and Schiller (1989) argue that
the same phrase structure applies to the two types. The disagreement
actually revolves around the phrase structure of the subordinating type,
which I will consider below. There seems, however, to be general
agreement that coordinating SVC's involve two or ma..: VP's of equal rank.
The underlying structure that I propose for this type of SVC follows that
suggested by Sebba (1987).

(11) VP > VP, VP

Sentences like (18a) above would have the following underlying structure.

(12)

NP VP

VP VP

V
NP/\

Di bwai faaldong brok im fut

CEC, aS pointed out earlier, differs from the Surinamese creoles in qllowing
VP's and other categories to be conjoined by an, 1821 and other
conjunctions. These cases of coordination can be handled by means of
coordination schema similar to those suggested for English by Gazdar et al
(1985: 171).

aLS/Laktbsadinating:_a_CE

The vast majority of SVC's in both the Surinamese creoles as well as
in CEC belong to what Sebba refers to as the "subordinating" type. For
Sebba, this is both a semantic and a syntactic designation. Subordinating
SVC's all display the following characteristics:

,ftko,
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(13) a. The sentence is interpreted as referring to a single action
rather than a series of related actions.

b. There is a strict ordering relation between the verbs.
c. The first verb in a series may subcategorize for a particular

verb or class of verbs to follow it.
d. Where relevant, VI and V2 share a common argument,

expressed only once, (Sebba 1987, 112-13)

In addition, these constructions are distinct from the "co-ordinating" type
in allowing wh-extraction out of either serial clause.

The structures which satisfy these requirements make up a much
larger class in Sranan than in CEC.4 Before turning attention to those types
that CEC shares with the Surinamese moles, a brief look at structures
found in Sranan is in order.

3.1 Motion Events in SN:

It is worth noting, to begin, that the vast majority of "subordinating"
SVC's described by Sebba for SN involve Motion events. Since the
treatment of such events represents an area of significant typological
differences between creoles and their lexically-related European
languages, it is worth examining in some detail. According to Talmy (1985,
126) the major components of a motion event include Figure (the salient
moving or stationary object); Ground (the reference object with respect to
which the figure's path/site is rer;koned); Path (the variety of paths
followed, or sites occupied by the figure object) and Motion (the presence
per se in the event of motion or location). In addition to these four
components, a Motion event can have a Manner or a Cause. A final though
secondary, component is Direction (whether the figure is moving toward or
away from the speaker).
Components such as Figure, Ground, Motion, Path, Mannei, Diresdion, etc.
are in effect semantic elements which may be expressed in different ways
by surface elements such as verbs, prepositions, "satellites" like off, a_WaY,
etc. As is to be expected, "this relationship is largely not one-to-one. A
combination of semantic elements can be expressed by a single surface
element, or a single semantic element by a combination of surface
elements" (1985, 57).

To illustrate, in a sentence such as

(14) The book slid off the desk.

127
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Ihe book, functions as the Figure, and the desk as the Ground. Off
expresses the notion of Path, while the notions of Motion and Manner are
conflated in the verb 5Iid. The pattern of a typical Motion event can be
represented as in

(15) Figure Motion (Direction) Path Ground
ause

Languages display a variety of typological patterns for the expression of
combinations of Motion and other semantic elements. To take one example,
English typically conflates Motion and Manner in the verb, as in

(16) a. The bottle floated into the cave (Non-agentive)
b. 1 rolled the keg into the stateroom (Agentive)

(Talmy 1985, 62-64).

On the other hand, the Romance languages such as Spanish typically
conflate Motion and Path in thc verb, expressing Manner as an
independent, usually adverbial or gerundive type constituent:

(17) a. La botella entró a la cuerva (flotando)
The bottle moved-in to the cave (floating)
'The bottle floated into the cave'

b. Metf el barril a la bodega rodándolo
1 moved-in the keg to the storeroom rolling it
1 rolled the keg into the storeroom (Talmy 1985, 69-70)

If we examine SVC's in Sranan which expresses motion events, we
see that they fall into quite clear patterns, in terms of the model presented
in (15). First, we have patterns involving agentive Motion verbs much as
the following:

(18) SN a. Kofi hari a ston komoto na ini a olo
Kofi pull the stone come-out LOC in the hole
'Kofi pulled the stone out of the hole. (Sebba p.121)

b. A fringi wan baskuta nanr preyti fadon kon na gron
he throw one basket with plates fall-down come LOC

ground
'He threw a basket of plates down on the ground'

(Sebba pg. 46).
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In such a pattern, the first verb in the SVC, VI, is an agentive (txansitive)
verb which conflates Motion and Manner, while the second verb, V2, is an
intransitive verb which indicates Path (sometimes conflated with
Direction), This pattern may be represented schematically as in Table 1,

which lists a representative selection of the membership of VI and V2 in
such structures.

Tabk 1_Pattern_AMotion Verbs in Sranan

Semantic
Elementa

Surface
Elements

Class mem-ccrs

Agent Motion & Figure
Manner

NP Vtran NP

hari (pull)
fringi (throw)
sregi (drag)
opo (lift)
yagi (chase)

Direction (Loc.)Ground
(&Path)

Vintr. P + NP

komoto (come out)
komopo (come up)
fadon (fall down)
kon (come)
go
gwe (go away)
etc.

I shall refer to constructions which follow this pattern as transitive
directional SVC's, and the V2 will be referred to as a directional serial
verb.

A slightly different pattern is shown in sentences like the following,
where both verbs in the SVC are non-agentive (i.e. intransitive).

(19) SN a. Amba waka go na ini a oso
Amba wlk go LOC in ,he house
'Amba walked into the house (Sebba, p.120)

b. a saka komoto na tapu a sodro
he descended come-out LOC top the attic
'He came down out of the attic'

c. dowwatra ben e dropu fadon na den wiwiri
dew-water PAST ASP drop fall LOC the-pl. leaf
'Dew was dripping on the leaves' (Sebba pg. 44).

Here again the chief function of the V2 is to indicate Path and Direction.
Table 2 represents this pattern, with examples of verbs which can function
as VI and V2 respectively.

ip`d
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Table 2. Pattern 13, Motion Verbs in Sranan.

Semantic Figure Motion & Direction(&Path) Ground
Elements Manner

S.U.thug N P Vintr. Vintr. P + NP
Elements

waka (walk) komoto
Ion (run) komopo
saka (descend) fadon
frey (fly) k on
etc. go

gwe
etc.

Structures which follow this pattern will be referred to as intransitive
directional SVC's. As before, the V2 is a directional serial verb.

Pattern B is practically identical to that found in many West African
languages, as Sebba (1987, 187) points out. Sebba's survey of SVCs in
West African and other languages says little about other patterns, such as
Pattern A above. Presumably further research will shed more light on
how productive the various patterns are in serializing languages, West
African, creole, and others.

A third pattern found in the Sranan examples offered by Sebba
involves two transiti e verbs which share the Figure as their common
argument, as in

(20) SN a. Kofi hari a ston puru na ini a olo (Sebba p. 123)
Kofi pull the stone remove LOC in the hole
Kofi pulled out the stone from the hole

b. Kofi fringi a tiki trowe na ini a dyari
Kofi throw the stick eject LOC in the garden
Kofi threw the stick away into the garden.

This pattern is represented in Table 3.

I shall refer to structures of this type as "object-sharing" motion SVC's.
Sebba (1987, 46-49) discusses further details of the semantics as well as
the distribution of Vz in SVCs which follow this pattern.

1 3
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Table 3. Pattern C. Motion Verbs in Sranin,

Semantic Agent Motion Fi gure Direction Ground
Elements & Manner (& Path)

surface NP V trans NP V trans P & NP
Elements

hari puru
fringi trowe
srepi poti (put)
opo
tek i
etc.

The above discussion reveals that the patterns of use of serial verbs
to express motion events in Sranan are regular and consistent. Such
patterns are a useful starting point for attempts to account for the syntax
of SVCs. It is not my intention to provide a grammar of Sranan SVCs here
(See Sebba (1987) for an attempt). However, in the discussion of similar
SVCs in CEC to follow, it will be seen that the syntactic structure of those
SVCs which CEC shares with SN is essentially the same. Hence my analysis
has implications for Sranan SVC's as well. CEC shares all of the Patterns so
far discussed with Sranan, though Pattern C does not appear to be as
productive. Even in the case of Patterns A and B, the range of V2 which
can occur in such structures is quite narrow being in fact restricted to
just kom, go. and gaan. I discuss these below.

410"Motion-related SVCs itt CEO,

The motion-related SVC's of CEC offer some interesting points of
comparison with the structures just discussed for SN. The SVCs to be
discussed here involve the use of a V2 which in some sense modifies the
action or event expressed by the Vi, hence the label "verb modifying"
serial suggested by Byrne (1987, 199). In this sense, the V2 (along with its
arguments, if any) acts as a kind of adjunct to the VI. I shall follow the
usual practice of referring to the V2 in these cases as the "serial verb", and
the VI as the "matrix verb". The serial verbs to be considered here fall into
several subtypes. There is first of all "Directional" gg, kom, and gaan, which
follow Patterns A and B sketched earlier for SN SVC's. These three appear
to represent the only path/directional serials that contemporary CEC
shares with SN, which as we saw earlier, has a rich range of such serials
apart from kon and gQ. In addition, we have "Purposive" Lo., kom and
g,a.an., which subcategorize for a VP complement of their own, and "object-
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sharing" serial verbs like lel which follow Pattern C as described above
for SN. All of these SVCs belong to what Sebba calls the "subordinating"
sub-group, whose characteristics were discussed in Section 3.0. One of my
aims in the following discussion will be to account for the syntactic
structure underlying each type of SVC in terms of the subcategorization
properties of both the V t and the V2.

4.1. "Directional" SVCs in CEC;

In English and other European languages, the semantic element of
direction is typically found incorporated in verb roots - for example
come/go, or bring/take, or else expressed by verb "satellites" (Talmy 1985,
102) such as away, toward etc. In other languages, Direction may be
marked independently by satellites, for example in Atsugewi the pair -ik/-,
lin, and in Mandarin ("hither/thither") (Talmy 1985, 135). CEC and
other creoles share with a variety of West African languages the
typological feature of marking Direction through serial verbs. The
directional serial verbs of CEC are kom., go, and gaan., which may follow any
verb of motion, whether transitive or intransitive. The behaviour of these
two verbs is identical to that of their counterparts in SN (Jm, ga, gal) and
SM (ko, go, gab. The following sentences illustrate Patterns A and B as
described above for Sranan.

Pattern AI

(21) CEC a. dem bring di pikni kom a tong
They brought the child to town

b. dem kyari food go a riva
They carried food to the river

c. dem gain tek dem go bak
They're going to take them back/ return with them

Pattern B1

(22) a. dem a waak go a maakit
"They're walking to (the) market

b. dem ron kom in a di hous
They ran into the house

c. dem ron gaan a shap
They've run to the shop

d. Mieri swim-we gaan
Mary swam away

1 3,2,
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Bailey (1966,41 fn.2) notes that there is a distinction between gsl and

gian.; whereas the former "is purely directional with some goal implied or
expressed, gaan is final as well, and there need be no expressed or implied
goal." The main distinction between go. and kom, on the one hand and pan
on the other, seems to be that the latter is restricted in its serial function
to verbs in Past tense or Perfective aspect, as in (22c-d), whereas the
former can follow motion verbs with any TMA designation. For this reason,
most of the following discussion will focus on go/kom, though mention will
be made of gaan where appropriate.

As Sebba (1987, 45) points out with respect to Sranan, the semantic
contribution of &D. and kom as serial verbs is merely to specify the
direction of the motion (toward or away from the speaker)5. As in SN,
directionality in CEC is not normally expressed by prepositions6; thus the
locational preposition g is neutral with respect to direction.

(23) CEC a, dem de a maakit
They're at the market

b. dem a waak a di striit
They're walking in the street

4.1.1: The synni; of directional SVC's.

I turn attention now to the syntax of directional SVC's. Sebba (1987)
provides a treatment of these structures withen the GPSG framework
which makes my own task somewhat easier. However, there are certain
aspects of this analysis which require some modification. First, Sebba
accounts for the distinction between intransitive and transitive directionals
by writing it into the ID rules themselves, as in the following:

(24) IVP > V[1] PP
V[1] > waka, dansi, etc

(25) TVP > V(71 NP IVP[DIR]
V[7] > tyari, srepi, etc.

However, these distinctions can be captured strictly in terms of the
subcategorization properties of the relevant verbs, as represented in their
lexical entries. Let us now consider Sebba's analysis of each type of
directional SVC in turn. First, he proposes the following rules to account for
intransitive directional SVC's like

(26) SN Kofi waka go na ini a oso:
Kofi walked into the house

133
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(27) 1VP > V[3] IVP [MOD,DIR]

V[3] > dansi, waka, ron
(28) IVP [MOD] ----> V[4] (IVP[MOD])

V[4] > go, kon

Several aspects of these rules are questionable. To begin, Sebba offers no
justification for his use of the feature [MOD] "Modifying" to identify the
directional complements introduced by serial verbs such as liSka, gsi etc. His
use of this feature is in fact motivated by a desire to account for the
behavior of certain transitive serial verbs which appear in object-sharing
motion S VC's such as:

(29) SN Kofi hari a ston puru na ini a olo
Kofi pulled the stone out of the hole

The distinguishing fusture of serial erbs like puru in such structures is that
they share the object of the V1, and hence lack the overt object which they
normally require as main verbs. It is this difference that Sebba tries to
capture by positing the feature [MOD] on the serial VP, and having it
introduced by a metarule. I shall discuss Sebba's analysis of these object-
sharing SVC's later, and suggest an alternative to it. But even if his analysis
was correct, it would not justifying positing the same feature on the
intransitive serial verbs of sentences like (26) above, which behave
identically in both their matrix and serial uses. Another weakness in
Sebba's analysis is that rule (28) does not license a PP complement for
serial &Q., lion, etc, though a separate rule offered for matrix go, Liza, etc,
does. Finally, note that rule (28) will license ungrammatical recursive
strings such as

(30) SN *Kofi waka go go kon

There are similar problems with the rules Seboa offers for transitive
directional SVC's such as

(31) SN Kofi hari a ston go (a oso)
Kofi pulled the stone away (to the house)

The following are the rules offered (1987, 125-27)7

(32) TVP > V[11] NP TVP [MOD,DIR]
V[11] > hari, srepi tyari, etc

(33) TVP[MOD, DIR] ---> V[12] (TVP [MOD, DIR, LOCI)
V[12] > go, kon, etc ....



Once more we see a proliferation of feature specifications which are not
sufficiently motivated, since the appropriate order of constituents can be
made to follow from the subcategorization properties of the verbs
themselves. Part of the reason for these weaknesses is that Sebba is
attempting to cover in one set of rules a variety of SVC's whose syntactic
properties are not always very similar. In particular, he treats object-
sharing SVC's like (29) on a par with transitive directionals like (31) where
the complement is headed by an intransitive directional. This leads to the
curious result in rule (33), where a transitive VP is shown as headed by
intransitive to, kon. The present approach will treat the two types of SVC
as distinct constructions, as noted above. For the time being, I will suggest
an analysis of directional SBVC's in CEC, which will also serve as an
alternative to Sebba's analysis of the corresponding structures in SN.

To begin, we may note that the role of CEC go, icon and gaan as serial
verbs is directly related to their function as main verbs in independent
clauses like

(34) CEC Dem golkom/gaan (a rnaakit)

Note that a locative complement is optional for all three verbs. To account
for the subcategorization facts of directional serials, I follow Sebba's
(1987,119) proposal to use a HEAD feature DIRECTIONAL HARI on VP's
headed by these three serial verbs. Hence the VP expansion rule which
introduces them would be as follows:

(35) VP1DIRI -----> II (301, XP[LOC]
H(301 > go, kom, gaan

The equivalent rules in SN would differ only in the range of directional
verbs permitted (to, Is on, gwe, kornoto, komopo, fadon etc), along with
their relevant subcategorization frames. Rule (35) will generate structures
like (34). The SVC's in which to, k on] and &An function as ,,erial verbs
may be accounted for in terms of VP-expansion rules which are sensitive
to the subcategorization properties c both the VI and V2 involved. I
propose the following rules to license the relevant SVC's in CEC.

(36) VP > 111311 VP MIR]
HP I 1 ----> waak, ron, flai, swim, etc.

(37) VP > H1321 NP VP [D1R]
111321 > kyari, haal, sen, pul, etc.

1,15
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Rule (36) introduces the intransitive verbs of motion and requires them to
have a VP complement with the feature [DIR], ie, a VP headed by go., lum
or &Aka. Since the subcategorization properties of the latter are already
accounted for in Rule (35), no further mechanism is necessary to ensure
that the right strings are generated. Rules (35) and (36) together account
for serial strings of Pattern B like the following:

(38) CEC a. Jan waak go (a skuul)
John walked (thither) (to school)

b. Mieri ron kom (a di yaad)
Mary ran (hither) to the yard

Rule (37) introduces the transitive verbs of motion, and specifies that they
too take a complement headed by la, kom or gaan, in addition to an NP
object. This rule accounts for serial strings of Pattern A like the following:

(39) CEC a. Kofi haal di bambu kom (a di hous)
Kofi dragged the bamboo (hither) (to the house)

b. Jeen tek di moni go (a bank)
Jane took the money (thither)(to the bank)

According to rules (36) and (37), sentences like (38a) and (39a) wu.:',1 be
assigned the structures shown in (40) and (41) respectively:

(40) S (41)

NP VP NP VP

V VP V NP

V PP /\
Jan waak g

I

o a/s1kuul Kofi haal di bambu go a di hous

4,2:"Purposive" go and kom.,

I turn attention now to structures like the following, in which gal and
kom and often gaan, take a VP complement, and seem to express some
type of purpose or intention.

(42) CEC a, mi hafu go bai fuud
1 have to go and buy food
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b. mi tel i go get moni

I told him to go and get money
C. dem gaan komplien

They've gone to complain
d. awi mos kom sii di beebi

We must come and see the baby

Similar uses of (the counteTarts of) kom and gg are to be found in SN and
SM.

(43) SN wan man go luku wan dansi
A man went to watch a dance (Sebba 1987, 53)

(44) SM a go/ko luku di mii
He went/came to look at the child (Byrne 1987, 201)

Though the glosses assigned to such sentences usually imply that
they are purposive constructions, this may not be entirely accurate. The
following sentences, for instance, convey a sense of realized action, rather
than of purpose.

(45) GC a. a mad bai go marid
The crazy boy went and got married

JC b. im kom shub mi doun
(S)he (came and) pushed me down (Bailey 1966, 41)8

My GC informants are quite adamant that sentences like (45) represent
completed actions. It may well be that interpretation of such go/kom + V
constructions depends on the TMA specifications involved. Sentences in
perfective aspect, such as (45 a-b) are more likely to be interpreted as
expressing realized action, while sentences like (42a) involving modals of
intention, or future markers, tend to be interpreted as purposive.
Syntactically, however, there is no difference among them.

4.2,1, The syntax of purposive SVC's,

As far as the syntax of these constructions is concerned, Sebba (1987,
54) offers the following comment re Sranan:

"It seems to be a property specific to go. and kon. (and possibly a few
other verbs ....) that they may take a tenseless S as their complement."
Accordingly, he suggests that the structure of (43) is as represented in
(46), where PRO is controlled by the subject of gg.

(46) wan man go [PRO luku wan dansil

1 3 7
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This is actually a GB-type analysis, and it isn't clear how Sebba means to
accomodate it within the GPSG framework he employs, h. the grammar
fragment he presents later (112-33), he in fact says no more about the
syntax of sentences like (43). My own approach treats the complements of
purposive gg, toni and gaan as VP's headed by a full lexical verb (ie, a VP
without auxiliaries). One question that immediately arises is whether
'purposive ga, om and gaan are the same as 'directional' go., kom and
gaan, which take a locative complement. I shall assume that they are
different for two reasons:
a. Their subcategorization properties are different, and
b. There are cases which we will see later where these verbs appear in
both directional and purposive uses in the same sentence, suggesting that
they are quite distinct syntactically.
Accordingly, 1 propose the following VP-expansion rule to introduce
purposive go, Korn and gaan.

(47) VP 1PUR1---> 111331 VP1M11119
111331 ----> kom, go, gaanio

I use the feature PURPOSIVE EPUR] to distinguish these uses of ga, kom and
gam from their directional use. As we shall see, this will simplify our
account of structures which can contain either purposive or directional
complements headed by these verbs, or both. It must be pointed out,
however, that this is a purely syntactic distinction, motivated solely by the
different subcategorization properties of the three verbs. Semantically, ga,
ks2m, and gaan express the same basic sense of direction whatever the
complement-type that follows them.
such a rule would generate sentences such as (42-45), while excluding
ungrammatical sequences such as the following:

(48) CEC a, *Mieri hafu go a see shi moda
b. *Jan kom go miit dem.

1,21aurusaiys'Ll_Ns_s_211111 komI9Igaan,

The syntactic behaviour of korn, &Q. and gaan as discussed in the
previous section is relevant to their use as the V2 in SVCs such as the
followingil:

(49) CEC a. yu beta go hoom go sii bau cha chilan
You'd better go home and see about your children

s
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b. di hosban kom in ko(m) luk biebi

The husband came in to look for the baby
c. der. ah gaan ga tiif presh pinut bota

Then I went and stole fresh peanut butter
(50) CEC a. dem kyari di pikni go bied

They took the child to bathe
b. an neks de im brine sponj kick kom gi wi

And the next day he brought sponge cake to give to us.

Similar constructions are common in the Surinamese creoles, as the
following illustrate.

(51) SN a. yu musu go na kownu go aksi en wan wroko
You must go to the king to ask him 9 favor

b. a feroysi kon bay pranasi na Faraliba
he move come buy plantation LOC Para river
He moved and bought a plantation on the Para

(Sebba 1987, 61-63)
(52) SM dé waka go/ko hondi di pingo

They walked (that/this way) to hunt the pig
(Byrne 1987, 213)

Neither Sebba nor Byrne offers a detailed syntactic analysis of such
structures, though Byrne (1987, 214) does point out that &a wild ko. in (52)
"are simply additional examples of directionals", identical to th9se
discussed in section 3.1 above.

Bailey (1966) offers an analysis of similar structures in JC which
treats them as "reduced co-ordinate (structures) with verbs of motion."
Thus she suggests:

Given a sentence of form X-Vmo-an-Vb-Y, in which the action in Vb
follows upon that in the verb of motion (mo), it is possible to delete
all. Thus jm go "she went", and inugi mis lien "she told Miss Jane",
which when conjoined would yield im_go an tel Mis Jien "she went
and told Miss Jane", may be reduced to give jm go tel Mis hen."

(1966,133-34).
She later suggests that the same analysis applies to sentences like the
following, which parallel (49-52) above.

(53) r mi a go bak a di plies go si
I'm going back to the place to see

Roberts (1980, 22) has rightly challenged Bailey's analysis, pointing out
that the Vino-an-VG structure has most likely developed from the "more

1 :v,)
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African-type structure" Vmo- V b under the influence of standard English.
The present analysis will not deal with the more "decreolized" co-ordinate
structures in which an is employed as the "link" between verb phrases,
though these can be handled by minor adjustment to the rules to be
presented below.

I propose the following rules to generate sentences like (49) and (50)
in CEC.

(54) VP ----> 111341 (XIILOC1) VP[PURI
111341 ---> waak, ron, drayv, swim, flai, go, kom, gaan, etc.

(55 ) VP ---> 111351 NP (XPILOCD VP[PUR1
111351 ---> kyari, bring, sen, drayv, pul, haal, etc.

Rule (54) introduces the intransitive verbs of motion, specifying that they
take an optional locative argument, as well as a purposive VP complement
headed by go, koni or gaan as introduced by rule (47) above12, Together,
rules (47) and (54) will produce sentences like those in (49) and (51).
Notice that the motion verbs introduced by rule (54) are generally the
same as those introduced by rule (36) earlier, except that ga and kom can
themselves function as matrix verbs in structures generated by rule (54),
but not those generated by rule (36).

Rule (55) introduces transitive verbs of motion which have an
obligatory object, an optional locative argument, and an identical VP
complement to the intransitives. Together with rule (47), it generates
structures such as those in (50).

According to these rules, sentences like (49b) and (50a) would have
the structure shown in (56) and (57) respectively.

(56)

NP V P

V ADV VP

V
1

V P

Di hosban kom in kom luk biebi

1 4 o
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(57) S

NP VP

V NP V P

1 A
,.
v
,

VP
I

Dem kyari di pikni go bied

It has been suggested - e.g. by Washbaugh (1981,94) and Byrne (1987,243
fn.7) that the serial verbs g.e., k o m and gaan function as complementizers
in CEC when they introduce VP complements as in (56) and (57) above.
Both Washbaugh (p.96) and Byrne (p.214) further claim that in
Saramaccan ga and ka in the same function are true verbs which have not
been "reanalyzed" as complementizers. Washbaugh argues that both CEC
up. and korn are reduced to gi and ko. respectively when they are used as
serial verbs introducing a VP complement. This reduction reflects the
operation of a denasalization rule which affect- unstressed grammatical
morphemes like the past tense marker men (rr Both the denasalization
and the lack of stress suggest to Washbaugh that gan. and kom "serve a
grammatical rather than the semantic function which is served by the
stressed directional verbs" (1981, 94).

In my view, however, there is no incompatibility betwcen the
"grammatical" function performed by kom, gAn. and gg. in "purposive" SVCs,
and their status as verbs. I have already presented evidence to show that
these serial verbs have the same subcategorization properties as they do
when used as matrix verbs. It may well be that since their serial function
is similar to that of complementizers, they have been "grammaticized"
somewhat in that direction. But the evidence is that they still behave
essentially like verbs.13

Notice finally that we also find more complex serial strings like thc
following, in which both 'directional and 'purposive' kom and gala
appear:

(58) CEC a. di pikni ron korn ilia di haus kom iit
The child ran into the house to eat.

b. Mieri kyari di pikni go a aspital go sii dakta
Mary took the child to the hospital to see the doctor.

Such strings provide support for the decision reached earlier to draw a
distinction between the directional and purposive uses of these verbs.

141
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Sentences like these, as far as I know, have not been discussed in the CEC
literature. Likewise, neither Sebba nor Byrne discusses such structures for
SN and SM, though the former does consider certain "object-sharing"
motion SVC's that are partly similar in structure to (58). These will be
considered in the next section. It would be strange, however, if structures
equivalent to (58) are not found in the Surianamese creoles.

Strings like (58 a & b) are licenced by the VP-expansion rules (59) and
(60) respectively.

(59) VP > H(34) VPIDIR) PP VPIPUR)
I-1[341 > waak, ron, swim, flai, etc..

(60) VP > 11[351 NP VP(DIRI PP VIIPURI
11[35) > kyari, haal, pul, sen, etc ...

These rules are quite similar to those that license directional and
purposive SVC's discussed earlier, being in a sense a fusion of the two rule
schemas. For the sake of economy, we might wish to collapse the rules for
directional SVC's with (59) and (60) above, making the 'purposive' VP
complement optional, as follows:

(59') VP > 11[341 VP[DIR] (PP) (VP(PURD
(60') VP > 11[351 NP VP[DIR) (PP) (VP[PURD

Notice that these rules witl license strings like the following, which my GC
informants find awkward, though not unacceptable.

(61) GC .lan ron go go sii di biebi.
'John ran (thither) to see the baby'

It must also be pointed out that cases in which both a directional and
purposive complement appear require that both complements be
introduced by the same serial verb, thus ruling out unacceptable strings
like the following:14

(62) CEC a. *di pikni ron kom ina di haus go iit
b. *Mieri kyari di pikni go a aspital kom sii dakta

These selectional restrictions are purely the consequence of the semantics
of the verbs involved, and as such are best left to the semantic component
to rule out as incoherent.

BEST COPY AVAILABL.
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4.3; "Object-sharing" motior

I turn attention now to those serial verb constructions which follow
Pattern C as described above for Sranan. These involve two transitive
verbs which appear to share the Figure as their common (object)

argument.
The relevant SVC's fall into two patterns, the first involving two

transitive motion verbs, as in (63), and the second involving tek alone as
VI, with a V2 that is not (necessarily) itself a motion verb, as in (64).

(63) SN a. Kofi hari a ston puru na ini a olo (Sebba 1987,122)
Kofi pulled the stone out (of the hole)

b. Kofi fringi a tiki trowe na ini a dyari (S. p.126)

Kofi threw the stick away into the garden
(64) CEC a. i tek mi klooz trowe (Jaganauth, 1987, 66)

Ile threw my clothes away
SN b. Kofi teki den krosi kibri (S. p.13I)

Kofi hid the clothes

My CEC data do not contain an; examples of SVC's like (63) involving two
transitive motion verbs (though 64a is a possible exception). Notice that

the function of the V2 in these cases is to express Path/Direction, like the
intransitive serial verbs discussed earlier, The transitive V2's which
perform this function in SN are a restricted set, consisting of puru 'pull
out',
trowe 'throw away', and poti. 'put'. It would appear that this strategy has
yielded in CEC to the English strategy of using particles and/or prepositions

to express these semantic componentr, as in

(65) CEC Jan pul a ston outa di hool

Both types of SVC pose essentially the same problems for a syntactic
analysis. One problem is how to identify the class of verbs which may
function as V2 in each type. This is easy to decide in the case of sentences

like (63), which allow only three Path/Directional V2's, as already

indicated. In thecase of sentences like (64), however, the answer is not as
straightforward. Sebba (1987, 60) acknowledges that he is unable to
determine what decides which lexical verbs are permitted as V2 after tekt
in SN sentences like (64b). For instance, there seems to be no explanation
why (64b) is grammatical, while (66) is not.

(66) SN *a teki a fisi bay
s/he take the fish buy (Sebba 1987, GO)

11.3
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The explanation may lie in pragmatics rather than syntax. For instance, in
(64b), we can assume that the action of selling fish implies that the fish is
under the control of the agent. On the other hand, the action of buying
implies no such control, hence (66) is pragmatically unt:ceptable.
Jaganauth (1987, 72) also suggests that part of the function of kk in GC
SVCs is to assign responsibility to the agent for the action.15 For instance, a
non-SVC such as (67a) contrasts with an SVC such as (67b), in that the
former implies no deliberate action on the part of the subject while the
latter does.16

(67) GC a. i nak mi (He hit me)
b, i tek stik nak me

He hit me with a stick

Sebba's (1987, 59) claim that "the semantic function of leki is ... negligible"
may therefore not be accurate. If so, the following solution to the problem
of specifying the possible V2's in object-sharing SVC's like (64) suggests
itself. Since tek implies deliberation on the part of the agent, then only
V2's which are clearly volitional and describe actions under the agent's
control are acceptable. This might be left to the semantics to decide. These
facts also suggest that there is a semantic link between the use of ick in
"object-sharing" SVC's such as (63-64) and its use in sentences like (67b)
which have traditionally been treated as instances of the use of
"Instrumental" Lel. The latter construction, however, is syntactically quite
distinct, and will not be discussed here.17

The second problem is how to account for the fact that the V2 object
cannot appear in these object-sharing SVC's, while allowing fjr the fact
that the same V2 requires its object in a main-verbal use. Compare (63a)
above to (68).
68. SN Kofi puru a ston na ini a olo
Sebba's solution to this is to propose the following metarule:

(69) TVP(D1R) > NP, w

'INN MOD) > w

This is intended to state that "for every TVP[DIRI which contains a

directional transitive verb like puru, traYil, or Doti, there will be a
corresponding TVP[DIR,MODI which contains exactly the same elements
except for the NP object of V[DIR]." (1987, 124).

1 ,14
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Certain aspects of Sebba's treatment are doubtful. The derived ID rule
is intended to licence only complements to transitive motion verbs in an
SVC, yet Sebba provides no mechanism to ensure this, and prevent toe
licensing of ungrammatical strings like

(70) *Kofi puru na ini a olo.

In addition, Sebba's strategy once more leads to the proliferation of
redundant, sometimes confusing feature specifications on the complement
VP's. Thus, Sebba (1987, 127) claims that the following rules,
supplemented by metarule (69), license strings such as (63b)) 8

(71) TVP > V[IIJ NP TVP[MOD, DIR)
V[11] hari, fringi, srepi, tyari, yagi, etc

(72) TVP[DIR,LOCI ----> V[131 NP PINLOCI
V[13I poti, trowe

The mismatch on the feature specifications for the 'modifying directional
complement VP casts some doubt on the accuracy of these rules. Moreover,
there is considerable redundancy, since it is actually the ID rule derived
from (72) through metarule (69), and not (72) itself, that should license
the directional VP complement. In essence, however, Sebba's approach
seems to be on the right track, and I shall suggest how it might be
modified below.

This problem of accounting for the argument sharing characteristic of
SVC's has received a fair share of attention in the recent literature (Baker
1989, Schiller 1990b). The problem is not confined to the object-sharing
SVC's under discussion here, but extends to cases where the VI object
appears to be the subject of V2, as in (73))9

(73) CEL a. Mieri kyari di pikni go a skuul
SN b. Kofi frhgi a buku fadon

Kofi throw the book fall down
Kofi threw the book down

Baker (1989, 523) criticizes analyses such as Jansen ct al's (1978) and
Sebba's (1987) on the grounds that their account of the syntax of these
SVC's is achieved "at the cost of relying on (largely unexplored) rules of a
semantic component to determine which NP's are arguments of which
verbs." Baker's own analysis, using a GB framework, attempts to account
for argument sharing in terms of the Projection Principle and the theta-
criterion. Thus object-sharing SVC's involve both VI and V2 assigning
theta-roles, leading to double-marking on the object. On the other hand,
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cases like (73) imply for Baker that the intransitive V2 assigns its theta-
role to the object of VI, rather than the subject of VI. As Schiller (1989:
418) points out, this account is motivated by considerations internal to GB
theory, which do not apply to other approaches such as GPSG. However, the
question it addresses is a real one, which any theory must account for.
Schiller, for his part, proposes that argument sharing can be accounted for
in the Auto lexical framework by treating thematic relations as semantic
case. Bul he does not spell out the proposed analysis, noting instead that
"many details remain to be worked out with regard to thematic roles," and
adding, rattwr optimistically, that they "do not seem to involve any
potentially major problems." (1990b, 416).

My own approach assumes that thematic roles are properly the
buOJiess of the semantics to account for. However, this does nnt mean that
my account of the syntax of SVC's leaves it entirely to the semantics to
account for argument assignment. On the contrary, as we have seen, the
suo,....egorization properties of eaclt verb are directly represented in the
syntax. In this sense, GPSG explicitly satisfies the Projection Principle,
which requires that the subcategorization properties of a verb be satisfied
throughout the syntax. Moreover, in my approach, the restrictions on what
verbs can combine in an SVC, and the resulting order of those verbs and
their arguments are explicitly represented in the utxical ID rules. I
reiterate this here because Baker (1989,515) has claimed that such
restrictions have not been accounted for in strict formal terms before. All
that is needed to account fully for object-sharing SVC's is some device to
account for the fact that VI and V2 share one object.

To accomplish this, I propose the following revised version of Sebba's
metarule (69) which avoids the problems pointed out earlier.

(74) VP > 11(11] NP w

> F1113] w

This eliminates the specification that the VP is transitive, for reasons
already given. Removal of the feature MIR] on the "input" rule, and its
introduction on the "output" rule, allows us to preserve the distinction
between the main clausal status of the former, and the complement-like
status of the latter. The input for metarule (74) would be ID rule (75), a

revised version of Sebba's rule (72) above.
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(75) VP > 11113] NP PPILOC]
111131 > puru, poti, trowe.

The rule which licenses the relevant SVC's would be itself a revised
version of Sebba's rule (71), as follows:

(76) VP 1] NP VPIDIR1
Hill] srepi, etc

Note that this rule specifies that the complement VP is 1+D1111, thus ruling
out unlicensed strings like

(77) SN *Kofi hail a ston puru a ston....

On the other hand, rule (75) will license main clausal strings like (78a) and
rule out (70), repeated here as (78b).

(78) SN a. Kofi puru a ston na ini a olo
b. Kofi puru na ini a olo

The rules suggested here are more economical as well as more accurate
than Sebba's. Together, they license trees like the following:

(79)

NP VP

V NP VP[DIR1

V PP

Kofi hari a ston puru na ini a olo

4.3.1: Object-sharing SVC's.in CEC,

As pointed out at the start of Section 4.3, CEC appears to have
none of the object-sharing motion SVC's just described for Sranan.
However, we do find SVC's of this type with IA as VI, as in (64). I propose
the folk/wing rule to license such strings:

147
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(81) VP > H[36] NP VP[MOD]
11(36] > tek. (SN teki, had, srepi etc)

The feature MOD (Modifying) which I have borrowed from Sebba's analysis
is intended to distinguish the object-less VP complement to the ja clause
from its regular counterpart, in which the object appears. I propose again
to derive such complement VP's through a metarule of the following sort:

(82) VP > H[80] NP w

> H[80] w

Verbs of SUBCAT [801 would include items like frowe dashwe etc in CEC,
and tron, kjbri, Lai etc in Sranan, whose semantic properties allow them
to appear as V2's in these SVC's.

4.3.2: Addendum:

In addition to the patterns already discussed for CEC, there is a rather
limited set of SVC's involving a few transitive motion verbs such as liyari,
sen, etc, which are difficult to place. The following illustrate:20

(83) (t a. Di pikni ded aredi, le wi kyari beri am
The child is already dead, let's carry (her) and bury her.

GU b. De kyari am draiv am
They drove him

e. Komin iista ol a wi hay egz, yu no, wi kya Ht.
Coming on Easter, all of us have eggs, you know, we

carry (and) eat (them).

These examples are quite similar to the "object-sharing" SVC's of Pattern C,
just discussed. Note however that, unlike the latter, the object follows V2 in
(83a), appears after both V t and V2 in (83b), and doesn't appear at all in
(83c). As far as I can tell, these idiosyncracies are characteristic only of
kyari+V combinations, and perhaps a few others. Such combinations are
probably best treated as 'phrase-words' in the sense of Zwicky (1990a), or
lexical idioms, in the sense of Sebba (1987). The placement of the 'shared'
object after the V+V combination would appear to support this
interpretation.

1 4 s,
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A similar interpretation appears to be applicable to cases involving

the motion verb ala, as in the following examples from G(' (Jaganauth
1987, 66, 69) and JC (Alleyne 1980, 93).

(84) GC a. Dem sen kaal mi
They send call me (They sent for me)

b. Shi sen tel mi se le mi mos bai solfamol
She send tell me say let me must buy Solfamol
She sent (a letter) telling me I should buy Sulfamol.

JC c. im sen aks mi fi kom elp im
He send ask me for come help him
He sent (a message) (to) ask me to come help him.

These constructions, unlike the "object-sharing" cases, may involve some
kind of subject sharing. Alternatively, the understood "object" of may
also be the understood "subject" of the V2 (kaal, id, etc). In any case, the
V I+V2 combination seems to act like a 'phrase-word', not requiring overt
appearance of any V2 argument. This behavior is restricted to
combinations involving =I as VI and some verb of telling or reporting as
V2.

Another example worth mentioning is the following, from Alleyne
(1980, 168):

(85) JC Di haak kech di chikin iit it
The hawk caught and ate the chicken

This falls in line again with "object-sharing" SVC's of Pattern C, except for
thc fact that the V2 object is overtly realized as a pronoun. Note once more
that )cech is interpretable as an agentive motion verb, which would bring
(85) further in line with the 'object-sharing pattern.

It's not clear how productive this pattern is in contemporary CEC.
Sentences like (85) seem impressionistically to represent relics of a
construction-type that was once as productive in CEC as it still is in the
Surinamese creoles. The requirement of an overt object on the \ 2 may be
the initial effect of decreolization, As suggested above, a further stage in
this process is represented by the :ntroduction of conjunction an to link the
serial clauses a strategy typical of mesolectal CEC varieties. Further
research is clearly needed to uncover how much of the original 'object-
sharing' pattern continues to survive in contemporary basilectal CEC.

Finally, it is worth noting that another pattern involving an intransitive
motion verb as VI followed by a V2 which is difficult to predict have been
attested for GC and Sranan (Alleyne 1980, 93-94)

1
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(86) CC a. i na go eebl lef ron kom ful am.

He won't be able (to) leave (and) run here to fill it.
SN h. a ben e waka heri foto (e) seri iani na strati

He PAST ASP walk whole town (ASP) sell thing LOC street
He used to walk the whole town selling things in the street.

Again, further research may well show such patterns to be more
productive than the published data would suggest.

Conclusion.,

The present discussion has focussed on just a few types of SVC in the
New World creoles. A fuller examination would reveal that SVCs in these
languages constitute a fairly diversified range of structures, with the serial
verbs themselves performing a variety of grammatical functions. This
diversity of functions is reflected in the different syntactic behaviours
displayed by the serial verbs involved. There are two respects in which I
hope the present analysis has contributed to our growing understanding of
these constructions. The first has to do with their constituency, and the
second with their typical functions.

With respect to the first question, there is still no consensus among
researchers working on a variety of languages. On the one hand, there are
GPSG approaches such as Sebba's and the present one, as well as the GB
approach of Baker (1989), which assign different constituent structures to
'coordinating' and 'subordinating' SVC's. On the other hand, there is the
Auto lexical analysis offered by Schiller (1989), who follows Filbeck (1975)
and Schachter (1974) in proposing the following recursive phrase structure
rule to account for both types of SVC.

(87) S > (X') (N') V'*21

There appears to be general consensus that such a phrase structure is
appropriate to coordinating SVC's, so we need not concern ourselves
further with this type. However, Schiller's objection to analyses which posit
a different constituent structure for 'subordinating' SVC's deserves some
attention.

Schiller argues that a 'flat' structure is more appropriate to these
constructions than the hierarchical structure proposed by Sebba (and
myself) since "the subordination is more semantic than syntactic." (1989:
407). He further claims that Sebba "provides no independent syntactic as
opposed to semantic justification for the syntactic stricture." (Ibid.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 1 5
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Emphasis in original). First, it is not clear to me what it means to say that
the subordination is more semantic than syntactic. This implies that the
subordination, which Schiller acknowledges to exist, must be treated as a
semantic rather than a syntactic phenomenon - which is a curious view.
Secondly, it is not true tkat Sebba provides no independent syntactic
grounds for the hierarchical structure he proposes for subordinating SVC's.
These are outlined in Section 3 above, and discussed in more detail, along

with additional criteria specific to SN, in Sebba (1987, 108-16), and
elsewhere in his book. A crucial criterion, as we have seen, is that
'coordinating' SVC's are subjcct to Ross' constraint, while 'subordinating'
types are not. Baker (1989) also distinguishes the two types on grounds
similar to Sebba's, while Nylander (1985) argues on independent grounds
for a hierarchical structure for SVC's involving the serial verb Le. "say."

Schiller further blames Sebba's choice of analysis on the properties of
GPSG itself, claiming that "Sebba must account for the semantically
subordinate nature of the material in the lower clause, and GPSG does not
allow non-isomorphism of syntactic and semantic components." (1989:
407). This criticism appears to be directr,d at the version of semantics
offered in Gazdar et al (1985), but there are alternative ways of handling
semantic interpretation within a GPSO framework which Schiller overlooks.
Schiller's own approach, using an autolexical framework, places a heavy
burden on tne semantic component to explain the different properties of
the two types of SVC properties which are essentially syntactic, as argued
above. In fact, it is not made clear in Schiller (1989) precisely how the
syntax works in his approach. In particular, it is not clear how the
restrictions on possible combinations of VI and V2 (and V3), as well as the
membership of each, are specified. If this must be done in the semantics,
then it places a heavy onus on this component. By contrast, the GPSG
approach allows us to specify the possible oNuences of (members of) VI,
V2, etc. fairly precisely in the syntactic component, in terms of the
subcategorization properties of the verbs themselves. Relatively few
selectional restrictions are left to the semantics or pragmatics to account
for or rule out. In addition, as noted before, this achieves a general match
between the syntax and semantics of these constructions which is surely

desirable.

Apart form ti e lack of consensus on the constituent structure of
SVC's, there hos also been disagreement on the typical functions of
serialization. The generalizations expressed by some researchers on this
question usually capture only part of the picture. Such generalizations
range from Bickerton's (1989, 33) suggestion that "serial clauses are most
often adjuncts", to Sebba's (1987, 216) claim that serialization is "an
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argument-increasing strategy". Both statements are true, but only partly
so.

Bickerton's view applies to seeral of the SVCs considered in this
paper, involving serial verbs which either themselves act as adjuncts to
the matrix clause, or introduce serial strings which act as adjuncts. Thus
serial jcom and Liz may head clauses which indicate directionality which is
an optional component of the sentence. Similarly, serial am may express
both the notion of Path, and the notion of Degree, both of which e part of
what Lyons (1986, 496) refers to as "circumstantial roles associated with a
situtation". Such circunistatntial roles also include components like the
time, place, manner and purpose of an activity, which tend to be referred
to by means of syntactically optional expressions such as adverbs or
adverbiak.

Sebba's view seems to apply only to SVCs involving the serial verb
&Lys: His argument is that languages which have a strict limitation to two
arguments per verb compensate by using serial strings to introduce the
goal or benefactive of an action. A stronger version of this claim is offered
for SM by Byrne (1987, 257) who argues that "one reason for serialization
is the supposed lack of NP positions in which to place the GF-0's of a verb."
In this view, serial strings perform the roles associated in other languages
either with prepositions, which are marginal in SM, or with
complernentizers, which are non-existent in SM. (1987, 252). While this
view offers a wider perspective than Sebba's, it still applies only to a sub-
class of SVCs in SM and other creoles.

There are several types of serial string in CEC which cannot be
interpreted either as adjuncts, or as additional arguments, to a matrix
verb. For instance, in CEC Lek serial clauses, the instrumental expression is
itself part of the sentence nucleus, by contrast with English, where the
instrumental expression is normally an adjunct. There are also other SVCs
involving co-ordination of some type, which do not fit any of the
generalizations mentioned above. Clearly, then, no single statement can
capture all of the functions that may be performed through the strategy of
serialization. It is hoped that the present discussion has at least made this
clear.
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* I wish to thank Arnold Zwicky and other participants at the Mini
Conference on serial verbs (Ohio State University, May 1990), for their
helpful comments on this paper. Any shortcomings that remain are, of
course, entirely my responsibility.

1. Nylander (1985, 20, fn 9) informs us that Christaller (1875) was
probably the first to make reference to this construction in an African
language (Twi), while Schuchardt (1914) was apparently the first to

identify SVC's in a creole language (Saramaccan). Also, Voorhoeve (1975)
tells us that the term "serial verb" was coined by Stewart (1963).

2. Zwicky (1990b) discusses other distinctions that might have to be
made, while Schiller (1990) presents a typology of SVC's.

1 Examples (10a) and (10b) are taken from Bailey (1966), pages 133
and 52 respectively, and (10c) from Alleyne (1980, 168).

4. It would also appear, from the limited data available, that SM also
has a wide range of "subordinating" SVC's, but little research has been
done to uncover these. Byrne (1987), the most detailed account of
serialization in SM so far, confines his attention to structures which CEC by
and large shares with SM.

5. It seems more accurate to say that kom and ga indicate direction
toward or away from some reference point established in the discourse,
which may or may not be the speaker.

6. There is a growing use of prepositions and particles imported from
English to express the notions of Path and Direction in CEC. Sebba (1987,

47) notes a similar tendency in Sranan, where younger speakers tend to
use ovi (Dutch WI "(jut of") to replace the generalized locative prepositions
na or fiL, after the directional serial verb puru ("remove").
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7. In fact, Sebba offers a more feasible pair of rules on pages 120-21,
as follows:

TVP ---> V171 NP IVP(DIR1
IVP1D1121 ----> V[2) PP

However, he appears to discard these in favor of (39) and (40). (1987, )25)

8. Notice how similar the use of kom in (45b) is to the use of the so-
called "semi-auxiliary come" in Black English Vernacular (Spears 1982).
The BEV construction in which come precedes a verb in the present-
participle (J-le come walkin in here like he owed the damn place) may
well be a residue of an earlier pattern of use akin to that in CEC. Mufwene
(1989, 21) claims that the BEV construction has no counterpart in creoles,
and suggests that this is a weakeness in the creolist argument that BEV has
creole roots. However, not only do we find a similar use of come, in
basilectal CEC, but we also find an indentical use of come + V-iti in
mesolectal varieties such as TC-eg He come talk to me like he know me.
The TC construction conveys the same sense of resentment and/or
indignation noted by Spears for BEV.

9. I use the feature [MINI "MINIMAL" to refer to a VP without
ie, a 'bare' lexical verb.

10. As pointed out earlier, gaan behaves exactly like kom and g.
though as a serial verb it may only follow Past or Perfective verbs.

I I. Examples (56a-c) and (57b) are taken from Washabaugh (1981,
91-93), who in turn takes them from a variety of sources, including Turner
(1949) for GU, LePage & Cassidy (1967) for JC and his own data from
Providence Island Creole (PIC).

12. Again, it must be recalled that gaan as serial verb introducing a
VP complement is severely restricted in its privelege of occurrence,
following only Past or Perfective verbs, and usually matrix gaan.

13. See Sebba (1987, 81-82) and Jansen et al (1978, 143) for further
arguments in support of the verbal status of go. and kan. in Sranan, which
apply also to ga and km in CEC.
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14. Washabaugh (1981, 94-95) claims that sentences like (69a) are
acceptable to his PIC informants, but acknowledges that sentences like

(69b) are not.

15. Jaganauth (1987, 87 fn 28) also mentions the use of "reduced"
SVCs with ja. such as j tek an baks_cni (He slapped me), which are used
mainly by schoolchildren when complaining to their teacher that another
child (deliberately) assaulted them.

16. Bailey (1966, 134) seems to support Jaganauth's interpretation.
She offers the following example, which I have excluded from the
discussion because it cont,ins a coordinating conjunction: mi waif tek mi
guolring a dash-we. Bailey glosses this as "My wife deliberately threw
away my gold ring," thus supporting the view that isk conveys a sense of

deliberate action.

17. See Sebba (1987, 132-33) for some discussion.

18. Rule (71) corresponds to Sebba's rule (170b), p.125, and (72) to
his rule (174b), p.127.

19. The fact that the verbs in an SVC share a common subject is not a
problem, since both are dominated by the same VP sister to the subject NP.

20. Example (83a) is a GC sentence from Rickford (1986, 223); (83b-
c) are Gullah examples from Mufwene (1988, 4-5). I have taken the liberty
of adjusting Mufwene's phonemic spelling somewhat to bring it in line with
the conventions used in this study.

21. 'V'*' is Schiller's abbreviation for serial V constructions as
opposed to other kinds of serialization involving, eg, V+V structures (V*),
auxiliary verb V (V -3- V'*) etc. (Schiller 1990).

1 r1
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Tense Marking in Serial Structures*

Francis Byrne
Shawnee State University, Ohio

1. Introduction

The motivation for this paper Is two-fold. It will first propose an
alternative analysis to, and hopefully resolve, a debate between Byrne (1987, to
appear) and Bickerton (1984, 1987) on the one hand and Boretzky (to appear)
(among others) on the other. The debate revolves around the relevance of the
apparently unique non-verb-Initial tense marking In Saramaccan (hereafter SA)
serial structures in relation to tensing in Atlantic Creol' and West African
serials. The position of Byrne and Bickerton Is that SA serial tense marking is
partial evidence for the spontaneous generation of the structures in Initial
deep creolization,2 while Boretzky et al. view creole serialization, including that
found in SA, as constituting transfer from substrate languages during the
creolization process. The second elm Is to present a unified theory of the
different interianguage tense marking instantiations within serial structures by
arguing that each different pattern is ultimately a result of at least scope,
with morphosyntactic spreading then a possibility.

The major questions which arise from the paper's object les are: 1.) If
there is an intrinsic Identity between tense patterns In the selected serializing
languages under scrutiny, and 2.) If there is some level of identity, then what
are the grammatical processes Involved, their significance In serial structures,
and the implications for the creolizatIon process. While the languages undr
discussion are an extremely limited subset of the world's serializing
languages,3 they nevertheloss exhibit a wide (and perhaps representative)
range of variation In their tense marking pattrns, and significantly also share
the same Intrinsic typological features associated with serialization. The
languages to be evaluated here should therefore be sufficient to understand
the reasons for the variation.

This paper Is divided Into three parts. It will first briefly summarize the
substrate vs. spontaneous generation debate as It applies to serial tense
marking In Atlantic creoles and West African languages (especially the Kwe
subgroup). I will then discuss the variability of such marking In Saramaccan
(hereafter SA), followed by analyses of similar and different serial tense pat-
terns in a number of other languages. I will argue that there is an esoential
unity among all serializing languages included in this paper despite the appar-
ent differences because of th distinct but Interrelated process** of scope and
spreading. That is, If a language exhibits serialization (regardless of whether
It Is a creole, a West African language, or some other areal or typological
variety), then It must have the same cooped properties for tense marking In
serial structures despite Its overt tense marking pattrn. Finally, I will detail
some Implications of the discussion for creoies and the croolization process.

2. Serialization and the Serial Controversy

We can generally define serialization, and by implication serial verbs, as
the phenomenon among many creole and non-creole languages where verbs, or
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verb-ilke formatives, function in various roles which are normally performed in
non-serializing languages by prepositions, adverbs, complementizers, or single
verbs (in the case of verbal extensions where one verb modifies another and a
serializing language's lexical repertoire is thereby xpanded - see Sebba
(1984)), In adding to the definition, It Is also generally assumed that serials
have the following characteristics:4

(1) a. Tense5 is marked once, usually with the initial verb, or tense
is repeated with all serial verbs in the string.

b. There are no overt coordination or subordination markers
immediately preceding serials.

c. The second and subsequent occurrences of coindexed subjects may
be phonologically null (i.e. are empty categories); second and
subsequent occurrences of coindexed objects will be nu11.6

2.1. Substratiste and Serials.

The substrate position is that there Is a direct relationship between the
presence of serialization in creoles and the original substrate contact
languages. Arends (1989a,b), Holm (1988, 1987, 1988), Nutter (1975, 1981, 1985)
and Lefebvre (1980, among others, claim that there are strong lexical,
structural, and/or semantic links between Atlantic creoles and especially the
Kwa group of African languages. They conclude that this cannot be by chance
and represents a perfect Illustration of transfer based on present-day identity,
Included among various serial claims for the process, Sebba (1987:214) mak?s,
the fairly strong observation that there must be a direct causal relation
between creoies and their substrate languages since "a relatively small
proportion of the world's known creoles have serial verbs, and these ar4
precisely the ones which have well-documented substrate Input from serializing
languages." And Faracias (1989), for his part, concludes that the range and
type of serials In Tok Plain of Papua New Guinea and Nigerian Pidgin En:,lish
duplicate what occurs in the surrounding substrate languages, This ceti only
be explained by adducing transfer for creole serialization,

The literature on the substrate view Is both extensive and [moms/dye in
its volume. The bottom line, however, seems to consistently revert back to the
following syllogism: If serialization, for example, occurs in substrate languages,
and they were present In the seminal contact situation, then It will appear in
the creole. Taken another way, the extreme view is that all creole
serialization, and therefore the asaociated tense marking patterns, Is a direct
result of transfer from other languages.

2.2, Universe lists and Serials

The contending view, In Its strongest form (Bickerton 1981, 1984), states
that serialization Is not a product of substrate lanquages during creolization,
but rather is a result of children having to develop a language almost ex
rilhIlo from Inadequate and deficient pidgin Input. Serialization, then, Is a
direct reflection of our Innate linguistic knowledge. In a less all-Inclusive
Interpretation, Bickerton (1984b, 1988) explains that the bloprogram is best
observed in the more radical creoles such as SA,1 with others being
progressively less "pure" because of more elaborated pidgin input (i.e. more

1Ij
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successful L2 acquisition). He even allowed for substrate Influence in some
Instances at the 1985 Amsterdam Creole Workshop.

In support of serialization being a spontaneous development in at least
radical creoles, Byrne (1987) found that the synchronic grammar of SA has a
productive categorial repertoire consisting strictly of nouns and verbs as
major cagegoriesa and determiners,* conjunctions, and tense and aspect
markers as minor categories. From the remaining normally assumed categories
(I.e. taken from an Indo-European perspective), there are Instances of
prepositions in the language, but the only productive member of the class is
the general locative a 'in, on, into, from, to, etc.'. Th., remainder such as ku
'with' or tu 'for'10 are functionally marginal and can generally be expressed
through alternative syntactic means.11 There is likewise no evidence for the
major cagegory adjective In predicate contexts,12 nor for complementizers.
With very few exceptions, "complementizers" such as preclausal tu 'for,
obligation' and tie/VW 'say, that' exhibit the diagnostics of a verb. Nor are
adverbs a consistently productive class; their functions are often achieved
through the use of serial verbs.

The categorial limitations of synchronic SA, along with the primacy of one
and two NP arguments within a clause (Le. no three-argument strings with
contiguous NP objects of the type John gave THE MAN THE PEN) and aspects
of the Saramaka's chronological and demographic history (see Byrne (1987:
Chapter II), Price (1976; 1983a,b)), lead to the view that early SA contained the
minimum syntactic attributes necessary for the status of a natural language
and, taking the ideas of Bickerton's bloprogram to their obvious conclusion,
represented the universal bedrock of human language. Moreover, to express
the critical functions of the absent categories in the incipient language, the
early Saramaka were forced to generate maximal syntactic output from minimum
syntactic input. Because of this situation, they adopted a serial strategy in
which verbs were used In place of the "missing" formative-types. Given the
facts and analysis, then, serialization in at least radical creoles is not In itself
a part of universal grammar (i.e. the bioprograrn), but la a necessary by-
product of such languages' phrase structure and categorlal status. Hence,
rather than use adverbs, prepositions, or contiguous object NPs, the SA
utilized a verbal strategy as In (2).

(2) a. a féfi df w6su Abt ADVERBIAL-LIKE SERIAL
he paint the house finish

'He painted the house already.'

b. a LC Oni mitt df ping6 PREPOSITION-REPLACING SERIAL
he take gun shoot the pig

'He shot the pig With a gun.'

c. K6fi b1 df btiku Lig df muyee ARGUMENT INTERVENING SERIAL
Kofi buy the book give the woman

'Kofi bought thg_woman the book.'

Each of the SA verbs in (2) is also within separate finite clauses. Part of
the evidence for a clausal status Is both empirical and theory-Internal within
the Government and Binding (GB) model of Chrmsky (1981, 1982, 1988). The
motivation for the finiteness of such items, however, is entirely mpirically
based In that most verbs in a serial string can be indepfi idently tense-marked
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(thcee that do not allow such are beat viewed as infInItives).0 This moans
that the SA tense marker bl may overtly appear before any or all the verbs in

(2) with no change In meaning. Consider (3,4,5) below.

(3) a. a bi fMi di wisu kabi
he Tense(TNS) paint the house finish

'He :lad painted the house already.'

b. a fifi di w6su bl kabi
...TNS...

'He had painted the house already.'

c. a bi fifi d( w6su bi kabi
..TNS... ...TNS...

'He had painted the house already.'

(4) a. a bi taf g6n1 d( pingo
he TNS take gun shoot the Pig

'He had shot the Pig with a gun.'

b. a US( g6ni hi inIti di pingo
...TNS...

'He had shot the pig with a gun.'

c. a bi tél g6n1 l.i ski d( pingó
..TNS... ...TNS...

'He had shot the pig with a gun.'

(5) a. Kifi iii biti di bUku di di muyie
Kofi IRS buy the book give the woman

'Kofi had bought the woman the book.'

b. Kifi !Ai di bieku di di muyie
...TNS...

'Kofi had bought the woman the book.'

C. K6f1 bi bii di bilku bi di di muyie
...TNS... ...TNS...

'Kofi had bought the womei, the book.'

The first verb In (3-4-5a), being the matrix, unsurprisingly allows tens-
ing. What is thought to be different from other serializing languages, howev-
er, Is that thls marker may appear with no change In moaning either before
the second serial only (3-4-5b) (or any subsequent serial with additional verbs
in a string), or with all verbs (3-4-5c), In contrast, scholars have often
typified West African and Atlantic creole serializing languages as having either
verb-initial tense marking such as in (6) and (7), or tense copy as In (8).

(6) a. 6 tA lib chk use' ha a Bamileke (Hyman 1971)
ha past take pot come give me

brought the pot for/to me.'
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b. *A liffh oak ha usii9 ha a
...past...

c. *A WI cdk Lisa' ka ha a
...past...

(7) a. a bin tek di buk go na skul
I TNS take the book go LOC school
'I brought the book to school.'

b. *a tek di buk bin go na skul
...TNS...

Krio (Williams 1971)

(8) mem adwuna mem Amma Akan (Schachcer 1974)
I-do-PRET work I-give-PRET Amma
'1 worked for Amma.'

The obvious tense-initlai correspondence between a West African language
like Bamileke in (6) and Krio in (7), which is representative of the great
majority of Atlantic credos, would naturally lead to a conclusion of transfer.
Even the SA tense copy pattern In (3-4-5c) corresponds to the dialect of Akan
In (8) and also offers a causal explanation. But independent tense marking in
SA such as in (3-4-5b) Is problematic In that It appears to be unique and thus
constitute evidence against substrate influence. However, upon a more
extensive analysis, there is In fact an underlying tense marking unity among
all serializing languages, although as I will argue in section 4.0, such a
conclusion does not necessarily warrant serial transfer among creoles and their
corresponding substrate languages.

3. Scope and Spreading

The main problem with serial tense-marking phenomena Is not In
interpreting the range of speech to which they apply (although this is an
interesting question), but in determining why and how there is such great
variability within and between the languages. In adding to the serial
characteristics delineated In (1), a fourth basic premiss is that the temporal
orientation of the verbs in any such string must be interpreted as the same.
Since serials are part and parcel of a single proposition, and retain a verbal
categorial status while undertaking the grammatical functions or semantic
extensions imposed by sorn central or matrix verb, If there were different
temporal readings on such verbs, they would constitute separate propositions.
Thus (9) with different overt temporal markers on Ad 'glve', for example,
ceases to be a serial and two proposition& matrices are the result.

(9) kófi bi bái df bOku ti dd df muyée
Kofi TNS buy the book TNS/ASPect give the woman

'Kofi had bought the book (and) is giving (it) to the woman.'

Similarly, (9) without the tense/aspect marker td may have a non-simultaneous
interpretation (i.e. noneerial) if bi Is thought to only apply to bit 'buy'.

(10) K6f1 bi bál & bOku dd clf muyée
'Kofi had bought the book (and) (then) gave (it) to the woman.'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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An explanation of (9) and (10), as well as noninitial or repeated tense
marking in SA (3-4-5b,c) and other languages, seems to revolve around the
separate but, In terms of this paper, interrelated processes of scope and
spreading. I will begin by first discussing the concepts in relation to SA, and
then continue with other languages.

3.1. Scope

I define scope as the Interpretative range over aome syntactic domain of
some semantic proprty. A more technical definition within logic and linguistic
semantics Is that scope "le the argument term(s) of an operator" (Pieter
Seuren, p.o.). As interpreted in Chomsky (1981, 1980, Kim and Larson (1989),
and Mc Cawley (1988a,b), among others," the term operator signifies an item
such u a tense or negative marker (Janssen 1983:55) whose Import semantically
affects (I.e., has scope over) a determined linguistic range and whic`,, In a
configurational sense, must dominate the affected segment of language. In
other words, the element whose meaning emits scope! properties (I.e an
operator) must "look downward over" (David Dowty, p.c.) (i.e., c-command)" Its
domain (Its argument term(s))

In a simplified Illustration, observe that the Interpretative range of the
negator -na in (11a,b) varies with its surface placement.

(11) a. I deliberately didalt ask her. Crystal (1985:271)
'I did not ask her.'

b. I didLt deliberately ask her.
'I did ask her, but accidentally.'

In (11a) -nit follows del I boreal y and precedes the VP, giving the impression of
Its being In Infl. Now thls is the optimal position for a negative element to
have wide scope over an entire clause, which it does u sun in the gloss.
The result Is that the action is seen as premeditated and successful. In (11b),
however, with -dlt (significantly) preceding deliberately, there is a narrow
scopal interpretation with the negative lement only affecting the adverb (-dt_t
+ deliberately = addidentally); the overall result is that the action hero is seen
as unintentional.

Schematically from a logic perspective, the negative element mit -alt In
(11a,b)) Is In the appropriate dominant position to the left In the diagram, with
Its argument term(s) (Its scopal domain) appearing to the right.

not Si

X Sn

In the case of (11a), not is interpreted as affecting the entire clause and ao I
AO( her would be In the X position, Alternatively, Mt would only dominate
deliberately In (11 b) alnce this Is the extent of Its scopal domain.
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3.1.1. Scope and Saramaccan Tense Operators

In turning to sopped properties of tense In SA serials, it seems clear that
the tense n arker is a scopal operator. A principal diagnostic to determine
such is If ambiguity Is present resulting from tense Interpretation. In (10),
this is exactly what we find. bi before the Initial verb báL 'buy' can be
Interpreted as only having scope over the initial clause. This clause thereby
receives a past-before-past (roughly pluperfeCt) reading, with the second
clause having a simple past orientation (as Is normal for "bare" no:etative
verbs In creole languagen). The result is two separate events, a fact which
the gloss of (10) reflects. Alternatively, If bI s thought to apply over the
entire sentence, then a quite ilfferent serial eading will occur: 'Kofi had
bought the book for the womai'. The amblgulw which results from the two
different Interpretations Is directly a result of the scope of lg. This, In turn,
supports the view that the item Is a scope-bearing operator which, to be
consistent with patterns discussed in the literature for other hittguagee, must
c-command (structurally dominate) the constituents under its influence.

An adequate scop& analysis of the tense marking variation in SA serials
Is now possible. In turning once again to the SA data In (5a-c) as a
representative sample of the language's tense marking patterns (repeated below
as (13a-c)), notice that no matter whirl) verb has such marking, the same exact
interprethtion ensues.

(13) a. K6f1 bj b61 df bau (16 df muyée
Kof1 TNS buy the book give the woman

tKof1 had bought the woman the book.'

b. 10f1 1)61 df bOku bi di df muyee
...TNS...

'Kofi had bought the woman the book.'

c. K6f1 bl b61 df bOku bi d6 df muyée
...TNS... ...TNS...

'Kof1 had bought the woman the book.'

Such identical readings signify that the scopal domain of 121 remains over the
entire serial string regardless of whether the Itt.m appears before the first
verb tlai 'buy', the second fla 'give', or both.

However, because bl is not overtly present before the higher verb in
sentences such as (13b), the question arises as to how the item can have sccpe
over bcth. Since tense In SA (and other languages) Is an operator and there-
by scope-bearing unit, then It would seem reasonable to assume that
structural dominance (Ie. presence before the first verb) would also be neces-
sary In this case. In fact, this Is exactly what happens In (13b). Because
tense appears before the higher verb In (13a) and (13c), we know that such
marking is possible. Moreover, the import of bit past before put, unambigu-
ously applies to bell 'buy' in (14b) exactly as In (13a) end (13c) (as indeed it
must since there Is but a single semantic (but not syntactic) proposition to
which a tense orientation can apply see Bickerton (1990), Bickerton and
Iatridou (to appear), Binnick (1976) and Borer (1989), among others, for
analyses and/er identification of the phenomenon).* One reuonable assump-
tion, then, given the surface level variation of overt tense before initial verbs
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In (13a,c) and the neceesity for the scope-bearing element to be In a dominant
position, Is that bl is also present before hill. 'buy' In (13b), but is not
phonologically overt However, this is an aggravating (but perhaps avoidable)
complication forced onto the analysis by the theory. An alternative le to
represent the semantics and syntax separately as In (14a,b) below.

(14) a. Siseatics b. &yam

, fafi dr mdsu Sz

.cfnN
ei NAM

NP Infl VP

It7c
si (bi) féfi df weasu i (b1) kdbd

The parentheses in (14) signify that the enclosed element is present but
without phonological form, and the subscripts indicate that all such tense
marking must be the same. Tte result of (14) is that at the level of tense
marking, all SA serials actually have the same identical underlying pattern.

The surface variation itself, and especially that of (13b), is probably a
result of some sort of phonological economy. If an Item does not have to be
articulated for the Import to be achieved, then this will more than likely result
In variable occurrence. The overall variability, in turn, could have developed
some sort of stylistic significance within the community as a whole (So lenge
Lira, p.c.), producing an adequate level of motivation to maintain the patterns.

Finally, based on the previoub discussion, It seems that serial character-
istic (la) should ' a reformulated In terms of scopal properties. As It is now, It
merely constitutes a description of the overt tense-marking patterns of most
but not all serializing languages (SA and at least two Portuguese oreoles and
one French creole are the exception - see section 3.3). It thereby misses the
greater generalization that a serial string must have the same temporal orien-
tation; that is, the scope of tense-markers must apply equally throughout a
serial structure. A better rendition of (la), then, should be something like (15).

(15) The scope of serial tense markers must range throughout the serial
string.

3.2. Sprbading

Spreading, for Its part, was originally a term which Goldsmith (1978)
developed for autosegmental phonoingy as a way of explaining the extension of
nasalization and tone from some segmental locus. Subsequently, Caskey (1987,
1989) and Mc Cawley (1988a:318, footnote 12) were the first, as far as is known,
to apply the term to levels of morphology and syntax. Following Byrne
(1989a), I define the concept for purposes of this paper as the appearance of
redundant morphemes throughout a domain with those formatives/constructions
whose properties allow It. In other words, a particular formative or morpholo-
gical element may be repeated In some or all appropriate positions throughout
a specified segment of speech if the language or dialect allows such. As

167
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Carlson (1C83) and Mc Cawley (1988:261, footnote 27)17 observe, what thls
signifies is that the repetition of an item in the sense used here does not add
up to multiple semantic Instantiations of a particular moaning; rather, there Is
but a single meaning with reduplications of the content-bearing element

3.2.1. Specifics of Spreading

The phenomenon appears to be quite common in the world's languages,
but for reasons of space limitations, I will limit "le diecusslon to English,
Dutch, Old Norse, SA, and a representative sample of Atlantic creoles and West
African serializing languages.") In beginning with English, we find, for
example, that morphophonemic extensions such as Quigker picker upper give a
sense of phonological apreadIng throughout the phrase by the repetition of the
conveniently homophonous -2E suffixes with comparative (ogicker) and ugentive
(uiriker tiggsr) imports. In the latter case and at the morphological level,
howevei, 'here are not two separate agentive readings, but Just a single one
with scope over both sacker and =ie. MorphophonologIcal comparative and
supecietive repetitions with identical scopei properties also occur in children's
speech and substandard English in such phrases as more aMiLlier and Mat
greateg (Carlson, p. 76).

The phenomenon Is likewise both fr:letorIcally and synchronically common in
English with negation. While there are multiple negative markers in such
Informa: synchronic utterances such as (16) below and In the Old English
example :n (17) from Millward (1989:93), there is again but a single semantic
negator with scope over each clause.

(16) He isn't, going nowhere nohow.

(17) ... and naber nn heoldan ha lire 112 la9m na manna
mid neither not we-observe not teaching not law not of-men

swi; swii we scoldan
we ought-to

and neither do we observe wisdom, law, and (the affairs) of
men as we ought to.' (translation added)

Note that alternatives to multiple negation In the Informal English In (16) are
the synonymous he Jan.l..geinStianywhare_anYhOw. and the gloss to the ad
English segment In (17). That a single syntactic negative marker Is possible In
both (but aliowIng for the fact that such was not customary in Old English,
but only In Its reflex version) Illustrates the presence of one semantic negator
in the sentences.

A cc,mmon approach to such multiple forms In the past was an analysis
along the lines of agreement and concord (e.g., Labov 1972). However, the
first, or agreement, implies particular morphological marking and substance
over a stretch of speech, with scope not necessarily being present (e.g.
subject-verb agreement in English). Concord, for Its part, is often thought to
be synonymus with agreemert (see Crystal 1985), but In stretching the tradi-
tional vlew a bit, we could envision it to &poly to the kind of data discussed
here. In any case, to utilize the terminology of agreement or concord may be
misleading because of Its traditionally different application to certain types of
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data. A clearer and perhaps more efficient way of looking at the phenomena
should be through scope and spreading. For Instance, In all of the above
examples It appears that a prerequisite for spreading is that there be semantic
scope over the area where the proliferation of lements takes place. Thus the
Old English and Informal synchronic English examples with multiple negation,
and even something like mare smarter/IMILLMAtaft could not Occur If the
scope of negation and the comparative/superlative dld not Include the entire
phrase or clause. This generalization could not necessarily be made If we
attributed the phenomena to agreement and concord as traditionally viewed,

Finally, the application and restrictions on spreading at the levels of
phrase and clause appear to be buically similar In all critical respects. As a
first approximation (and certainly subject to confirmation and a more in-depth
treatment than can be given here), the data suggest that an element whose
scopal properties extend over a segment of speech can only replicate Itself in
those positions which the language's syntax would naturally and nonexception-
ally allow, Thus, the comparative and auperlatkfe forms in Marl smarter and
post aregest, and all negative elements in (16) and (17), appear In positions In
which they would independently occur in the language. If adequate discussion
and examples were presented, then, we would find that in no instance do the
various forms appear in positions which are not warranted by the grammar.

In a similar veln, Carlson (1983:76) presents Old Norse data from Gordon
(1927) which shows that the language could redundantly mark definiteness in
NPs, but always with Just a Mingle 'definite' meaning.

(18) a. tat It helgj sal tj
the the holy-def seat def
'the holy seat'

b. hafit tat it djugs
sea-def the the beep-clef

'the deep sea'

In a possible reflex of Old Norse, modern Norwegian likewise allows
multiple determiner marking to express degrees of definiteness. In (19a), dat
'the' and the suffix -at 'the' together produce a demonstrative, but with single
marking (either det or -et), a less definite 'the' reading is achieved (19b,c).

(19) a. WI stort husgt
the large house-the
'that large house'

b. Dot stort hus
the large house

'the large house'

c. Huset
'the house'

The result of (18) and (19) le that with the scope of 'definiteness' over the
entire NP In Old Norse and Norwegian, the languages permit spreading only In
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those positions which the grammar normally allows. This is shown most clearly
in (19a,b,c).

Finally, Pieter Seuren (p.c.) offers interesting evidence from Dutch. He
notes that pluralization In the language is often doubly marked with both
German and Dutch suffixes, in that order.

(20) a. German: ei 'egg', air 'eggs'
kind 'child', kinder 'children'

b. Dutch: ei 'egg', aim 'eggs'
kind 'child', kinderag 'children'

WhHe the Dutch plurals in (20b) are obviously a result of Gorman influence,
still Seuren points out that German is intelligible to Dutch speakers and they
consequently understand air 'eggs' and kinder 'children' to be plural. They
likewise are awaro that there are double plurals on their nouns, but because
one of the plurals is "foreign" and the pattern Is linguistically Institutional-
ized, these factors militate against any other output (Le single plurallzer). In
any case, because there Is plural scope over each noun, such spruding is
understandable and certainly unremarkable based on the previous data.

3.2.2. Saramaccan Serials and Spreaffing

An account of spreading with SA serials is now straightforward. Since
tense is an operator In the language, It must be in a dominant Position (before
the first verb) in order to have scope over an entire serial string. And
because of the nature of serialization (see sections 2 and 3.1.1, and (15)), the
Import of tense must apply to ths entire serial domain rather than to Just the
clause where it is found. As exemplified in section (13), (14) and below, these
facts &low the tense marker to appear only once before the Initial verb (21a),
or to replicate itself in a kind of semantic reiteration (21b) when the
conditions found within a particular constituent warrant it.

(21) a. a gi tsd d( meliki g6 a d( konde
he TNS carry the milk go to the village

'He had taken the milk to the village.'
'He had carried the milk (and) (then) went to the village.'

b. a 121 tsd df meliki hi g6 a df konde
..TNS... ...TNS...

'He had taken the milk to the village.'

As mentioned or discussed In numerous pubilcations,19 all clauses with few
exceptions are finite in SA. One of the many diagnostics of such status Is the
possible appearance of overt tense. Thus, since the verbs In (21a,b) are
finite, they would naturally allow the full range of markers appropriate for
thls status. If, adffitionally, finite verbs are Within the tenu scope domain of
a (configurationally) higher tense operator, then that tense marker could,
logically, be repeated with the appropriate lower constituents (Le. finite
verbs). Note (22) (from a similar diagram In Caskey (1989)).

1 1 o
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(22) a tail df m.11ki g6 a df konde 'He had taken the milk to the
X X X X village.'

bi

As (22) Illustrates, SA allows tense marking only before verbs wIthin the same
tense scope domaln. Moreovr, It does not allow lgi In Inapproprlate contexts
such as before any nonverbal constituents (or Infinitival verbs).

In regard to tense marking exclusively on a lower serial verb, thls would
seem to be the preferable option for at least two reasons. First, tenue on the
second verb only (or subsequently In longer serial strings) In (23) below Is
not ambiguous as Is verb-InItial only tense marking (21a).21

(23) a WI df ineliki bi g6 a df konde
...TNS...

'He had carried the milk to the village.'
*'He carried the milk (and) had gone to the village.'

The second gloss above is Impossible because of a SA strategy in consecutive
action sentences of mapping events onto a temporal sequence of occurrence
order. Slnce gl_go would be prlor to the unmarked fla 'carry' In (23) with a
consecutive action interpretation, that reading Is ungrammatical. As a serial,
however, (23) would be preferable to (21a) because of Its greater clarity due
to nonambiguity. Second, (23) Is also phonologically more economical and
thereby represants less effort than (21b). Since in elther case a serial
reading Is the only possible Interpretation and the scope of any tense marking
has to apply to the entire string, through spreading a SA speaker can opt to
give phonological form to tense marking on all or any one of the lower serial
verbs. All In all, then, when all factors are taken Into consideration (but
especially tense and spreading), we find that there really is nothing unlque or
unusual about the SA tense marking patterns; they simply represent a perhaps
somewhat Idiosyncratic patternlng due to the Interaction of the language's
morphology, syntax and semantics.

3.3. Tense and Scope In Other Serializing Languages

In a fairly brief analysis, a delineation and discussion of serial tense
marking phenomena In other serializing languages shows that there really Is no
difference from SA. All are explainable through the dual processes of scope
and spreadIng. The patterns which will be reviewed (and should exhaust the
possibilities In all serializing languages), are 1.) varlable creole marking like
SA, 2.) African tense copy and echoic tense, 3.) verb-Initial only marking, and
4.) SOV tense-flnal serials.

3.3,1. Creole Tense Copy and Non-Verb-InItial Tense

I originally thought that the non-Initial tense marking pattern such as in
(232) was unique only to SA. Recently, however, additional data have become
available which show that SA Is riot alone among creole languages In Its tense
marking pattern. Whlle (24) and (25) below from respective Portuguese creoles
aro not serlals (the languages do not utilize the strategy), still the data
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exemplify tense scope and spreading like SA serials In selective contexts and
are therefore useful. Consider (24) through (27).

(24; a. N pudi-be fas!
I can -ANTerior do

'I could do that.'

b. N pudi fasi-bg k1la
...ANT...

'I could do that.'

(26) a. el podeba konta
he can-ANT sing

'He could/be abla to sing.'

b. el bode kontabA
he can sing-ANT

'He could/was able to sing.'

c. el pcdetia kontaba
..ANT.. ..ANT

'He could/was able to sing.'

Guinea-Casamanco Portuguese
Creole (GCPC) (Peck 1988)

Cape Verdean Kr1olg (CVK)
(Caskey 1987)

(26) a. 11 ta nu kg mese bor kaj IA El Callao, Venezuela,
she hoar us ASP walk around house the French Creole (ECFC)

'She heard us walking around the house.' (Byrne, Cabrera
& Ruiz 1989)

b. 11 ta nu Ise Tease Ise bor kaj 18
..ASP.. ..ASP..

'She heard us walking around the house.'

(27) a. zot pran balys koko bat -11-,,tr seselwa Creole (SC)
they take broom coconut beat K. (Bickerton 1989)

'They boat the Kaiser with a coconut broom.'

b. zot ti pran balye koko ti bat Kezar
...TNS... ...TNS...

'They beat the Kaiser with a coconut broom.'

Both the Portuguese creoles, GCPC and CVK, allow either the modality or
primary semantic verb to have independent overt tense marking (24-25a,b) with
no change in meaning. Alternatively, CVK also allows tense copy as In (26c),
again with the same meaning. While the aspect marker km In (26) from ECFC,
for Its part, Is neither tense nor Indicates anteriorlty as In GCPC or CVK, still
It shows that the copy pattern is not limited strictly to Portuguese creoles (of
which SA Is also an example). Note that, like tense marking In CVK and SA,
the ASP marker lie may appear either after mAii 'walk' or after both meth and
bar 'aroundm with identical meanIng.21 Finally, some SC speakers accept
(27a), but those who do not find (27b) with overt tense marking on the matrix
and subordinate serial verbs to be acceptable.

From the viewpoint of scope, the overall variable patterning of -tre In
GCPC and CVK, ti In SC, and perhaps kg in ECFC (if we presume aspect to

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 1 72
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have scope - a debateable point) rwflects the extent of the respectiv tense
and aspect scopal domains as discussed for SA. The possibility, however, of
ithr the overt appearance of -ba only cn lower verbs (24-25b) or tense or
aspect copy (25c, 26b, 27b) are a result of spreading. Because each serial
verb is finite (although more work and data are needed to determine such a
status for ECK), the conditions are appropriate for spreading to ocsur. In
effect, thn, (24), (25), (27) and perhaps (26) are explicable in the sa.ne terms
as for tense marking In SA.

3.3.2. African Tense Copy and Echoic Tense

The reasons for tens* copy In other serializing languages such as Akan In
(28) (repeated from (8)) are exactly the same as discussed for SA, CVK, and
ECFC.

(28) meysi adwuma muse Amma

I-do-PRET work I-give-PRET Amma
'I worked for Amma.'

Akan (Schachter 1974)

On one level, the above overt tense marking (verb-final vowel lengthening)
reflects the sentence's serial scopal domain, and on another, the actual
appearance of Preterite lengthening could not be possible if each respective
verb dld not have finite status.

Somewhat more Interesting are those Instances In West African languages
where there is a reduced form of the copy, or what I call echoic tense.
Consider (29) from an Akan dialect different from (28), and (30) from Yoruba.

(29) a. m' A- fa sekan a- twa Akan (Balmer & Grant 1929)
I PERF. take knife PERF. cut

'I have cut with a knife.'

b. me-ba- fa sekan ft- twa
I FUT take knife FUT cut
'I shall cut with a knife.'

(29) mo mU het 14
I PROG take book come

'I am bringing a book.'

Yoruba (Stahlke 1970)

In regard to (29), Boretzky (to appear) notes that "tense is marked twice,
and the second tense/aspect marker hu a neutral shape indicating agreement
only." Thus, ft in (29.,,b) Is the same form in both sentences :Nen though the
matrix clauses have different marking with 'perfective' and ba 'futt:r1;y',
respectively. Th Is indicates that ft with the lower verbs has no value of It;
own, imt ilke a pronominal, la dependent on the nature of the matrix marking
for its signifilance. In a somewhat similar manner, (30) Hkewise has redurtee
marking on t:le second serial. According to Schachter (1974:280),

the form bs> ... Is a suppletIve form of the verb 'oome'. Generally bs:z
occurs after the progressive prefix wi In all other contexts. The fact
that It is lati rather than yth, that occurs .. shows that Yoruba has

1 7:1
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traces (my emphasis) of the tense-aspect agreement pattern (I.e. tense
copy - my insertion) that Is systematically present in Akan.

The significance of (29) and (30) is, first, that the reduced forms g and
116. again reflect the mandatory single scopal domain of a serial structure. In
this light, g and VI indicate the extent of the domain. Second, such reduced
forms also illustrate that spreading Is not a prerequisite for serialization like
scope. In fact, if a language undergoes change from one with a preponderance
of finite clauses to widespread infinitives, then the primary condition for
spreading (i.e. finite clauses) will likewise cease to exist. However, because
change is not abrupt, but procedes gradually (see Lightfoot 1979), we should
expect that during or after change that residues or traces of prior states
rernaln.22 Thus, e and Igt in (29) and (30) most likely represent evidence for
a prior finite status for at least serials In Yoruba and the variety of Akan In
(29). In some sense, then, spreading still exists in these languages, but only
In selected environments and In reduced form.

3.3.3. Verb-Initial-Only Marking

Tense marking only on the initial verb of a serial string Is common In
West Africa (see (6)) and represents the overwhelmingly predominant pattern
among the Atlantic creoles (7). Consider (31) from Sranan of Suriname.23

(31) a. Roy e tyari a pikin go na oso Sranan
Roy INS/ASP carry the child go LOC house (Jansen, Koopman &

'Roy took the child home.' ftysken 1978)

b. *Roy tyari a pikin e go na oso
...INS/ASP...

c. *Roy 0 tyari a pikin g go na oso
...INS/ASP... ...INS/ASP...

The only position where tense and/or aspect marking is allowed In these
languages Is on or before the initial serial verb (31a); marking on any other
verb In the string renders the sentence ungrammatical (31b1c).

The significance of (31) Is that tense scope encompasses the entire serial
structure as It must, but spreading is nonexistent. The reason for this Is that
the conditions In most creoles are not conducive to the process; second or
subsequent serial verbs are not finite (but infinitives) and thereby do not
allow tense (nor other marking). Thus, the operant distinction between serial-
izing languages Hke (31), whether creole or noncreole, and those like SA and
the Akan dialect represented In (26) Is that of their serials' finite or nonfinite
status. Given one or the other condition, then, specific features will manifest
themselves, among which Is the presence or absence of overt tense marking.

3.3.4. SOV Tense-Final Serials

The major obvious difference between SOV and SVO languages le a
reversal of many pre- and post-positionings within clause and phrasal
constituencies. In regard to tense scope and spreading, however, the situation
remains exactly the same, with the exception that the processes emanate from
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the right In SOV languages rather than from the left as exemplified in previous
sections. Consider first the data from no below.

(32) a. er( okl mu toru bein-mi Williamson (1965)
he swim go river cross-TNS/ASP

'He went swimming across the river.'

b. drol0 zu-ye ák buru teri-mi
she basket take yam cover-INS/ASP

'She covered a yam with a basket.'

In both (31a,b), the tense marker all (which, according to comments of
Giv On (1975), is better typified as tense/aspect) appears clause-finally as is
characteristic of SOV languages. This then is the matrix default position for
such marking in both serial and nonserial structures. Spreading In these lan-
guages is consequently a result of the scopal properties of markers like
for example, flowing rightward to the other constituents in the serial string
and thus allowing a semantically identicai marker such as the tense/aspect
suffix In (33a,b) below to appear If the conditions are acceptable (I.e., If a
clause la finite).

(33) a. win( barl-ni enr44-mi
they repeat-MS/ASP wrestle-TNS/ASP

'They wrestled again.'

Williamson (1965)

b. er( ogidi ak(-n( indi pei-m(
he machete take-INS/ASP fish cut-INS/ASP

'He cut a fish with a machete.'

The situation In (33) thus seems comparable to those instances of tense copy
exemplified for Akan, SA and the various French- and Portuguese-based
creoles. In addition, with the contrae specially between aid 'take'
Instrumental clauses In (32-33b), it aisc seems apparent that no speakers, like
those of other languages explicated, have the option of single or tense copy
marking.

4. Conclusions

The obvious conclusion from the previous discussion Is that there is a
basic unity among the various serial tense (and aspect) marking patterns In
whatever language serialization appears. The unifying factor is that of scope.
No matter where overt tense marking occurs, for a segment of speech to be a
serial structure, the same tense orientation must apply throughout. If it does
not, it would necessarily be interpreted as something else. A second factor,
spreading, explains the variably overt noninitlal tense marking; If second or
subsequent verbs have finite status, then verb copy or lower verb only
marking Is permitted. Moreover, such marking, given Its apparent commonality,
Is best looked upon as being a natural consequence of the properties of
serialization rather than In any way being exceptional to these languages.

In relation to the questions posed in section 2 concerning the origin of
serialization In creole languages (i.e., whether due to substrate transfer or
spontaneous generation), Given the facts and analysis, previous claims as to
the uniqueness of noninitial serial tensing In languages such as SA, and the
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Impossibility of its transfer from West African languages because of a lack of
congruence, really have little relevance If the analysis In thls paper Is correct.
Nor Is there any relevance with assertions of serial transfer In Initial
creollzatIon bead on tense marking patterns (see for example Boretzky (to
appear)). What we have seen in the analysis Is that tense scope and
spreading are simply features of a particular language typology. That Is, if a
language is going to adopt a serializing strategy, then at least scope, and
possibly also spreading, will mandatorily be a part of the tense strategy.
There Is therefore nothing extraordinary about SA serial tensing; It Is a
language-specific result of particular morphological, syntactic and semantic
features. The basic operational principles Involved In tense scope and variable
tense marking, however, are the same In whichever language serialization
manifests itself.

While tense scope and spreading are typological constents, the poesibillty
of overall serial structure transfer is another matter. There undoubtedly are
close similarities In the semantics of particulAr serial-types in Atlantic creoles
and West African languages. And the syntax ,)f the structures is for all
intents and purposes apparently the same (based on Imperfect knowledge of
the phenomenon from ongoing and somewhat contentious research and claims).
From a congruence standpoint, then, there would seem to be a causal
relationship between the substrate languages in the contact situation and the
evolution of serialization In a resultant creole. The positions of Faraclas (1989)
and :Abbe (1987) (see section 2.1) would therefore appear to have a semblance
of merit.

However, to ascribe transfer to all creole serialization is lumping the gun
a bit. For one, Byrne (1987) has shown that a serial strategy is a perfectly
natural consequence of certain categorial and phrase structure features (see
section 2.2). Arguments to the contrary have riot proved effective (e.g.
Muysken 1987).24 Even though there were serializing languages in the original
SA contact situation, the demographics of the people's early history most
probably rendered transfer Ineffective. At the least (and thls Is my
contention), serializing substrate languages could have contributed serial
reinforcement to a naturally spontaneous process and grammatical stratagem.

It would seem, then, that the only viable approach to serialization In
these languages is to leave open the possibility of both transfer and universal
processes operating within creollzatIon. In support, studies by such scholars
as Philip Baker (1982), Byrne (1987, 1988b), Hancock (1988), arid Mufwene (1987)
have concluded, contrary to previous thinking, that creollzatIon does not apply
equally In the creation of creole languages. Rather, due to extralingulatic
factors, these languages may emerge with a greater or lesser degree of input
from both the superstrate and substrate languages and will consequently be
variably creole from the onset. The implications of such thinking could mean
that serialization develops in credos either as a result of the syntactic
dynamics of the emergent system (e.g. SA), or, given possibly less radical
creolization, a product of some level of transfer. When and In what degree one
process contributes to serialization over the other should be the certer of
investigative efforts, not whether one or the cther Is exclusively th cause of
serialization in creole languages,
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1. As far as is known, Hancock (1971) first coined the term. It refers

to those creoles found in West Africa, the Caribbean, and eastern North and

South America.

2. Since creolization is a process, there are greater or lesser degrees
of application in any given creole setting depending on numerous linguistic

and demographic factors. In other words, as numerous scholars have concluded
(e.g., Philip Baker 1982; Bickerton 1984; Byrne 1983, 1987, 1988b; Hancock
1986; Mufwene 1987; and Carden and Stewart 1988), creolization does not apply

equally in the creation of creole languages. Some of these languages are

therefore "deeper" than others in that the former betray more features
characteristic of the typology. (See Byrne (1987: Chapters II and VIII) as

well as footnotes 7 through 11 in this paper for more references and details.)

3. Goodman (1985:127) notes that "serial verbs ... are common in West
Africa, India, Southeast Asia, the Far East, and New Guinea (and perhaps

elsewhere)."

4. The characteristics represent a compendium of those found in Bickerton
(1989), Byrne (1982, 1984b, 1987, 1989b), and Jansen, Koopman and Muysken

(1978).

5. This is a metaphorical use of the term tense to save, for purposes of

this paper, unnecessary discussion. As extensively elaborated on in Byrne

(1987, 1989a) and the theoretical literature cited in this paper, "tense"
markers exemplified nere may actually range somewhere between tense and
aspectual readings (a characteristic common to creoles and many West African
languages), but all function in the same way as tense operators in scopal
considerations such as discussed in the literature for English and other

similar European languages.

6. For more details on the fairly vigorous current debate on the various
argument positions within serial structures, and whether one or another
actually exist, see Mark Baker (1989), Bickerton and Iatridou (to appear),

Byrne (1985b, 1986), and Sebba (1987), among others.
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7. This view has been expressed by a theoretical cross section of
creolists, but not for the same reasons. See Alleyne (1979), Bickerton
(1984), Byrne (1987; 1988a,b), and Washabaugh (1981) for the details and
reasoning behind the various positions.

8. The other major categories postulated in the theoretical literature
are prepositions and adjectives. See Chomsky (1981, 1982) for more details on
both major and minor categories.

9. From a non-theoretical viewpoint, determiner forms are usually looked
upon as articles and demonstratives in many languages, but in others such as
creoles, a wider distribution of functions is clearly evident. In SA, for
example, not only do determiners and determiner-like formatives function as
articles and demonstratives, but also as relative clause markers,
subordinating conjunctions, and as markers of syntactic focus. See Byrne
(1988a) for more details.

10. Muysken (1987) takes exception to the claim that prepositions in SA
are few in number and a marginal category. He contends that there are in fact
many more prepositions in the language than detailed in Bickerton and Byrne
(1985) and their marginal status is thereby overplayeo. However, I have some
serious misgivings with Muysken's contentions.

First, Muysken (p.c.) notes that the data utilized for his conclusions
came from De Groot (1977), a Dutch-Saramaccan dictionary with the usual
information associated with such a volume. That is, there are the usual
meanings presented for each entry, assertions of categoriality, and one or two
sentence examples, but there certainly are no analyses to support the
categorial claims. Moreover, in Muysken's paper he likewise simply states
that certain formatives are prepositions without analysis of any sort.

Second, most of the items which Muysken claims to be prepositions are
questionable, even without analysis. A 'until', for instance, exhibits verbal
characteristics for some speakers in the southern dialect areas (Byrne
1987:237f). All but two others (and even these are doubtful without analyses
to support a prepositional categorial status) are either wh-forms (subject to
movement), or Jtembers of an extensive class of subordinating conjunctions
(Byrne 1988a).

Given the previous discussion, there seems to be no reason to modify the
positions that prepositions are marginal in SA and that they are not a viable
category as a result of the most radical creolization. (See Bickerton 1984 and
Byrne 1987.)

11. For example, the Instrumental role can either be expressed
prepositionally (i) or serially (ii).

(i) a Ott df kumAlu ku df fAka
he cut the kumAlu (type of large fish) with the knife
'He cut the fish with the knife.'

(ii) a teti fAka k6ti df kumAlu

he take knife cut the large-fish
'He cut the fish with the knife.'

JEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Of the two, (11) seems to be the older, original SA structure primarily
because the prepositional pattern in (1) seems to be currently supplanting the
serial strategy in terms of its ever increasing functional load.

Possession also has alternatives of expression: through a postnominal
prepositionally fg (111), or positionally in a possessor-possessed

juxtaposition (iv).

(111) ko6su fu JohAnes1 tens bigA a bi tA foiti

clothes of Johdnesi torn because he Tense Aspect fight

'Johanesi's clothes are torn because he was fighting.'

(iv) Johdnesi ko6su tene bigd a bi td fAti

JohAnesi clothes...
'Johanesi's clothes are torn because he was fighting.'

For more details on the Instrumental role and fg in SA, see Byrne (1984a,b;

1985b).

12. What we mig;it call predicate adjectives in many languages exhibit the
full range of verb diagnostics in SA and other creole languages. For example,

like unambiguously verbal forms, tense and modality markers can precede these
forms (1), and they can copy in sentence-initial position for emphasis (11).

(1) df w6m1 bi sa wfsfwdsi

the man Tense Modal worthless

'The man would have been worthless.'

(11) wisiwAsi df Wei wfsheisi
worthless... ...worthless
'The man is really WORTHLESS.'

See Sebba (1986) and Seuren (1986) for many more details along these lines.

13, Briefly, As part of the empirical evidence for a clause status, the
possibility of overt tense marking warrants the presence of a subject for a

variety of reasons within GB theory. On the empirical side and supporting the
theory, overt subjects are variably attested for on the part of some speakers
in selectod cAltexts, including the Instrumental scrial (1) (Byrne 1984b,

1987) and complements of perception verbs (Byrne 1989a).

(1) ai tei df pau (ai) nAki df dAgu

he take the stick (he) hit the dog

'He hit the dog with the stick.'

(11) ai sr eny (aj) tit kb a d( wbsu

he see him (he) ASP come to the house

'He saw him coming to the house.'

Neither (1) nor (11) is in any way construed by the speakers as constituting
separate sentences or conjuncts (flr empirically verifiable reasons).

A second bit of a theory-data combination for serial clausal status

involves movement phenomena. In all cases where there are serials of the type

1 7
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illustrated in (i) or (3) and (4) in the text (or any other sentences for that
matter), any and all NPs my move through questioning or focus to sentence-
initial position. The only way that this could happen, presuming multi-
clausal status for serials and GB theory, is for the NP to temporarily "luad"
in a lower preclausal slot before continuing to sentence-initial position.

These considerations (i.e. subject, verb, tense, and movement), along
with comparisons with other attested structure types, both lead to a
conclusion that each serial is within a separate clause and milita6e against
the non-clausal analyses of Mark Baker (1989) and Sebba (1987). See Byrne
(1986) for more details.

14. En; (1986, 1987), who analyzes tense as not having scope at least in
some contexts, is the exception. However, the tense marking patterns in the
serial structures under discussion here exhibit the appropriate diagnostics
for scopal properties, so we assume such with justification.

15. A viable definition of c-command is from May (1985). This is:

a c-commands 0 if and only if all maximal projections including a
include 0.

16. Borer (1989), and adopted in Bickerton and Iatridou (to appear) and
Bickerton (1990), offers an alternative analysis to that presenteC here.
Briefly, she postulares an anaphoric AGR (which subsumes anaphoric tense and
pronominals in subordinate contexts) to account for data like (13a,c) (but not
(13b)). Specifically, as summarized in Bickerton (1990), the theory proposes
the following:

Assuming the subordinate clause is attached at I-bar (from a government
and binding (GB) perspective my insertion), this would bring [serial
clauses like dd ALMMYée 'give the woman (.:for/to the woman)' in (13a,c)
- my insertion) within the governing domain of matrix INFL... Subordi-
nate INFL would then be bound by matrix INFL and would obligatorily carry
the same features [like serial feature (18)]... However, since subject
and INFL are coindexed, there would he a chain of binding and coindexing
linking matrix subject, matrix INFL, subordinate INFL and subordinate
subject, so that the latter must bear the same index as matrix subject
[as serial feature (1a) stipulates).

While the theory is elegtnt and accounts for much of the data, and indeed in
most respects could substitute for the scope and spreading approach in this
paper, still the analysis here is preferable for a number of reasons.

First, the concept of scope and spreading is more general, and applies to
much more data (see section 3.2) than the notion of anaphoric tense. Nov the
repetitive tense marking shuwn here certainly is anaphoric, but spreading
would seem to subsume it.

Second, the specifics of anaphoric tense are narrowly theory-bound and
leave out some pertinent data. One such bit is the sentence in (13b) with the
overt tense marker on the lower verb only. Borer's theory (and by
implication, Bickerton and Iatridou's analysis) would not appear to be able to
handle backwards anaphora as (13b) would warrant.
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Other problematic bits of data are the sentences in section 3.3.1 from
Cape Verdean Kriolu (CVK) and some found in Byrne (1987). Consider (1) and

(11) below.

(1) a. el podebe konta CVK (Caskey 1987)

he can-ANT sing
'He could/was able to sing.'

b. e1 pode kontaba
he can sing-ANT

'He could/was able to sing.'

c. el podeba kontaba

he can-ANT sing-ANT
'He could/was able to sing.'

(11) a. a 121 ke fu wo6ko a f6t6

he TNS want for/OBL work LOC Paramaribo (OBL=obligation)

'He wanted to work in Paramaribo.'

b. a ke b.1 fu wo6ko a f6t6

...TNS...
'He wanted to work in Paramaribo.'

c. a ke fu bi wooko a f6t6
...TNS...

'He wanted to work in Paramaribo.'

In presuming Dada 'can/be able' in (1-a,b,c) to be main-verbal (as
suggested by the tense marking pattern), then the clause including KODta
'sing' cannot be off of I-bar, but must be within a VP as normally formulated

for modality verb-men semantic verb complexes. Similarly, the subordinate
clauses in the SA data (11-a,b,c) are obviously complements within VP and not
off of I-bar as Borer (and by extension, Bickerton and Iatridou) proposes for

serials. Yet, all of the above data evince tense marking exactly like SA

serials. At the least, such evidence and the other comments in this note put
in doubt the claim that anaphoric tense marking is due to an I-ber projection.

Given the difficulties explicated here, it would seem that the scope and

spreading is better able to handle the data than the anaphoric AGR approach.
Moreover, quite significantly, it would also seem that the matrix-complement
clause configuration postulated for SA serials in Byrne (1987) is further
substantiated particularly because of the tense patterning in the (111-a,b,c)
(unambiguously a projection within the matrix VP) which mirrors the pattern
for SA and other languages' serializing structures (see the entire array of

data in section 3). For similar conclusions, see Seuren (to appear).

17. See also McCawley (1988a:148, footnote 1; 271) and (1988b:524-25).

18. See Carlson (1983:70-78) for additional discussion and examples from

numerous languages

19. Among the publications which partly or directly lead to the
subsequent conclusion concerning SA are the following: Bickerton (1984),

1 H
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Bickerton and Byrne (1985), Wickekrton and Iatridou (to appear), Byrne (1982;
19845,b; 1985a,b; 1986; 1987; 1988b; 1989a; 1990).

20. Serials with a meaning like 'around' are not uncommon serializing
languages. In SA, for example, Wintu 'around, circle' functions as a matrix
verb (1), allows tense marking as a serial (il), and copies for emphasis in
sentence-initial position as do all verbs in the language (111).

(1) Samo bi idntu d( w6su
Samo TNS circle the house
'Samo had walked around the house.'

(11) Samo wAkA bi Rau d( w6su
Sarno walk TNS around the house
'Samo had walked around the house.'

(iii) lóritu Samo which d( w6su
around... ...around...
'Samo walked AROUND the house.'

21. What is still not determined, however, is if the range of larking on
other than the first verb in serials (SA, ECFC, SC) or modality vert-main verb
complexes (SA, CVK, GCPC) is limited exclusively to Romance crimples ia
background which SA shares with GCPC, SC, ECFC and CV(). If it is, tnen there
may be something different in the formative pidginization and creolilation
stages of these languages which produced such a pattern. As a first untested
approximation, the common denominator could be the Romance base.

22. For a detailed analysis of the process of clause change from a finite
to infinitive status, see Byrne (1987).

23. The TNS/AU gl( is for e in (30) is based on the analysis of the
formative in Sebba (198) and characteristics of a cognate formative in SA as
analyzed in Byrne (101).

24. See footnote 10.
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Serial Verb Construction in Marathi

Rajeshwari Pandharipande
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

1. Introduction

Serial verb construction (SVC hereafter) in Marathi has been
discussed in traditional grammars (e.g., Dam le 1911, etc.), typological
studies (Kachru and Pandharipande 1980, and Masica 1976), and in
Pandharipande 1989. However, a number of basic and important issues
remain unresolved till today: (a) does Marathi have a SVC? (the issue of
defining the status of SVC in Marathi), (b) why does SVC in Marathi have
split properties, i.e., why does it share morphological, syntactic, and
semantic properties with other (non-SVC) constructions in the language?,
and (c) what are the constraints on the compatibility (pairing) of the verbs
in SVC.

This paper attempts to resolve the above issues. The major claim of
the paper is that in order to resolve the above issues it is necessary to take
into account first the mechanism of the derivation of SVC and secondly to
examine the morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic properties
of SVC in Marathi.

2. SVC in Marathr

First, I will illustrate the SVC construction in Marathi and then argue
that it has to be treated as a SVC as opposed to either a compound verb
construction (CVC hereafter) or a verb + auxiliary construction

A SVC in Marathi, similar to SVC verbs in other Indian and African
languages, typically involves a sequence of a verb (VI ) + verb (V2), in
which V1 has generally called the main verb, while the V 2 has been called
an explicator (since it explicates/extends the meaning of the V1). The most
frequently used explicators in Marathi (see Damle 1911) are listed in (1)
The explicator verbs include both transitive and intransitive verbs and can
follow both transitive and intransitive main verbs (see (1.) below).
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(1) Serial verb = main verb (V1) + explicator (V2)
stem + an

Explicator Verbs. General meaning.
(a) de 'give (tr ) laction performed for someone other

than the agent
(b) ghe 'take' (tr ) (for agent)
(c) tak 'deep' (tr ) (to get rid of)
(d) bas 'sit (int!' ) linadvertantly)
(e) dzd *go' (intr ) (by mistake, action away from the

agent/speaker)
) ye 'come' (intr ) (action toward agent)

(g) kadh 'draw' (tr ) ['draw' to the last point)
(h) sod 'leave' (r ) (leave' at the point, of completion)
(1) bagh 'see' (tr ) (try I
(I) they 'keep' (tr ) (completion of an action)

(2) Examples
j

(1) kartin de to ,
do

'work'

do give

for someone other than the agent

of the action

(12) kJt un gl:e to tor the agent of the action

do take

bolun bas 'to say inadvertently.

(iv) radtin ghe to cry for onesell

2 I Morithology_ALLYSi

In SVC, V I consist of a stern + the suffix -On which it commonly
snares with the VI in the conjunctive participle construction (see examples
3 et. and 5) VI has the invariant stem form V,7 takes all markers of
tense, aspect, and agreement Consider examples (3) and (4) where the
form of V karOn (3) and bolOn (4) remain unchanged, while the expicator
verbs tJk (3) and ge/5 (4) respectively, take the markers of agreement,
tensQ and aspect The question is whether it is merely by accident that
the suffix tin on VI is homophonous with the suffix on V t in the
conjunctive par ticiple construction, or whether the SVC shares some other
features with the conjunctive participle construction
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Examples:
(3) ta he karn karan tak

2p.sg.Imp.
you this work do drop

Get this work done.

(4) Madha he bogin gelä
inadha this say went

3p.sg. mas.
Madha said this (inadvertently).

(5) Madha he bohln ghari geM

madha this having said home went
3p.sg.mas.

Having said this, Madha went home.

Note the suffix -On on Vi and the tense, and agreement markers on

V2

In Marathi there are V + V sequences other than the type discussed
above. The question is Whether all of them qualify as SVC, and more
importantly, what the criterion is for determining a V + V sequence to be a

SVC.

Let us consider the following V + V sequences:

(6) V + gak-ne 'to be able to'
(can)

(7) V (imperf ) + as-ne 'habitual action (i.e., to habitually perform
(to be) an action).

(6) V (imperf.) + rah -ne 'continu ous action (i.e , to keep doing an

(remain) action)

(9) V (imperf.) + dza-ve habitual/repeated/regular action (i.e., to
(go) perform an action habitually/

repeatedly/regularly)

The following examples (6a) (9a) illustrate the use of V+ sequences

in (6) (9)

PI
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(6a) to he kdm karei sakto
he this work do can
He can d..) this work

(7a) mi he gdpa mhanat ase
this song sing used to

I used to sing this song.

(8a) to te gam mhanat rar/a--tyatsa
he that song sing kept on its
artha na samadza
meaning not understanding
He kept. on singing that song without understanding its

meaning.

(9a) ttl hirvya bhad3yä khdt dza
you green vegetable eat regularly
mhanclje tud 3111 tabyet tsangli hoil
then your health good will be
Eat green vegetables regularly, then your health will improve

(literally, will be good).

Note that morphologically, the verbs in (6a) (9a) can be labelled as
SVs However, they are different from the SVs in (1). gakne 'can (6a) is
an auxiliary and is never used as an independent verb In this sense, it is
similar to the verb 'can' in English In contrast V this the explicator verbs
in (1) are used as single verbs independently of SVC Verbs (V2s) in (7a)
(9a) can be used as independent, single verbs elsewhere However, the
meaning of these V2 is completely grammaticalized, i e., the V2s are
completely 'bleached' of their meaning and function as aspectual markers.
Therefore, V1 + V2 of the type in (6a) (9a) is an open set Practically, any
Vj can be paired with V2 to convey the meanings (mostly aspectual)
mentioned above. The pairing of V1 and V2 is restricted, not on the basis
of the compatibility of the lexical meaning of V2 with VI, but rather, on the
basis of the compatibility of V1 with the grammaticalized/aspectual
meaning of V2. For example, a verb such as mar-ne 'to die' can not be
combined with as-ne (7), rdh-ne (8) or dza-ne (9) because of the
ontological incompatibility of Vi to take the aspectual meanings conveyed
by the above.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The V2s in this class of verbs are totally affixal in their function

They do not have a syntactic or semantic status of a verb, i.e., they do not
have any arguments, or meaning (independently of VI). They do not
convey the meanings independently of V. Marathi does not have other
affixes (besides those auxiliary verbs) to carry out their grammatical
funLtion. Also, similar to V 4. affix combinations, the SV in this class do not
allow any intervention of any morpheme between V and V2. Moreover,
similar to affixes or auxiliary verbs, the sequential order of VI and V2 is
irreversible. V2 may tal/.c inflections of tense, gender, and number
agreement (if it is the last element in the sentence).

The set of SV described in (1) is different from this class (as will be
demonstrated in detail in section 3) In the SV in (1), the Vls are not as
grammaticalized as the V2 in (6) - (9), in the sense that they are not
completely:bleached of their lexical meaning For example, unlike those
in (6) - (9), all V2s (which are used also as independent single verbs)
retain their features of + volitionality, and argument structure in the SVC
Moreover, the SV in (1) allow an emphatic particle to intervene between
V1 and V2 and optionally, the order of Vi and V2 can be reversed One of
the major differences between the two sets is that the SV in (1), V1 is not
an open set. Unlike V2 in (6) (9), V2 is not freely attachable to any Vi in
SV in (1). There are syntactic/semantic constraints (see section 8) which
determine the compatibility of Vi and V2

The above discussion shows that the two sets of SVs need to be
treated differently. In the set in (1), the V2 retains more verbal properties
than the V2 in (6) (9) In the former, we are dealing with SV with a pair
of (structurally and functionally) two verbs while in latter, we are dealing
with a V1 + V2 (which is syntactically, semantically, and functionally a
grammatical inflection). In the following discussion, I will discuss the set
of verbs in (1) as SVs

3. Wit properties of SVC Morpholoey

In my earlier paper (Pandharipande 1989) it is pointed out that SVc
shares morphological, syntactic, and semantic properties with other
constructions in the language In order to facilitate the discussion, I will
present the relevant data to substantiate this claim. In section (I) it is
already pointed out that VI in SV obligatorily takes the suffix On which it
shares with the conjunctive participle (CP hereafter) construction in
Marathi.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Another morphological property of a SVC is that it does not readily

allow intervention of any element between Vi and V, This property is
commonly shared by a compound. Consider the following examples:

( 10) *to he boltin kal geld
he this say yesterday went
He said this (inadvertantly) yesterday

Note that when an adverbial element käl 'yesterday intervenes between
V1 bolan 'say' (literally having said) and V2 geld (inadvertantly,
literally 'went'), the resulting sentence is ungrammatical I This property of
SVC points out an intimate combination of verbs in a SVC (Foley and Van
Valin 1984) However, the 'ollowing exarnple (11) shows that an emphatic
particle can intervene between V1 and V',

( 1 1) to he bolt-in tar geld
he this say (ernph ) went

indeed
Indeed, he said this madvertantly

Moreover, the order of VI and V. may be optionally switched as in (12)

(12) tydne karn t,k1i kartin
he-ag work threw do

V1

He did the work (and got rid of it)

The above discussion points out that SVs are not as intimately combined as
compounds nor are they as loosely combined as the pairs of verbs in (6)-
(9)

4 Split prverties of§Vs ,Vntax

A close examination of the syntactic properties ot SVs in the
following discussion shows that some syntactic phenomena (such as
passivization, participialization, and verb-agreement) refer to/operate only
on V2 Causativization refers to both V1 and V2

4 1 Passivizatiou

Consider the following example (1 where the SV i in the passive
forrn Note that while VI (tod(in 'cut') remains unchanged, all the tnarkers

.1
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of passive, i.e., (perfective form of the VI tak1i 'dropped and the
agreement markers (3 person, neuter, plural) are on V2.

(13) sarkdri hukurn5.nusär sag dzhacla
government's order-according to all trees

3p.plu.neut.

tocitin tdkli geli
but 3p. neut.plu.perfect 3p neut plu perfect

drop went
According to the government's orders, all the trees were cut

down.

4.2 Past Participles

Except for one type of sequence of V 1 + V. (1e VI (intransitive) + V2
(transitive), all other sequences of V I + V2 (in a SV ) may undergo (past)
participialization. (Consider examples (14)- (17) Notice that the SV with
the VI (trans.) + V2 (trans.) undergoes the process of (pasV
participialization yielding the participle (toclün talleli 'cut off') in (14).
Similarly (15) and (16) show that the SV with the VI (tans.) + V2 intrans.)
(in (15)) and V i (intrans.) V-) (intrans ) in (16) undergo ( past)
participialization deriving the participles i.e., cCik kartIn basleld 'the boy
who made a inistal:e inadvertantly' (8, and tuttln geleli 'being cut off' (16)
respectively. However, when the SV with V ) (intrans.) 4 V2 (trans )
sequence is (past) participialized, the resulting sentence (17) is
ungrammatical.

Past participles V1 (tr.) + V2 (tr )

tocl toclan täkne 'to cut off'
cut/break drop

(14) tyäne tociCin takleli dzhdcia titha ) adli hoti
he-ag cut drop trees there lay aux.
The trees cut down by him lay there
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(15) V V2
tr. Intr.

cük karfin basle la mulga
3p.sg.mas.

mistake do sit boy
The boy who made a mistake (inadvertantly).

(16) Vi +

Intr Intr,

tutan geleli phandi
break go branch
(intr.) 3p. sg. fem. 3p. sg fern
The branch (which was) broken off.

(17) When V is intransitive and V2 is transitive, the formation of
past participle is blocked

*dzhopCin ghetle la mu1g5
sleep take boy
The boy who slept (for himself )

4.3 aosent Participles

The process of (present) participialization is blocked for the SVs
Consider example (18) where the SV 1int-in/0141e 'to write (to finish off
the job of writing) has undergone the process of (present)
participialization The resulting sentence is ungrammatical

(18) *patra lihuTh okat asleli rn ulgi
letter write drop aux girl
The girl who is writing a letter (in order to 1 inish off the job of
writing)

4 4 Causativizatm,

Notice that when the SV (19), kartin ghene 'to work for onese1f is
causativized in (19 a), VI changes from karan 'to work to karvtin 'to make
do/work' No change (other than the tense aspect and the agreement
marker) takes place in V2 (compare (19) and (19 a))
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(19) mI kdm kartIn ghetla
I work do took
I did the work (for myself)

(19a) mi kart] sudhä ka4an karyAn ghetla
I work Sudha by do-caus took
I got the work done (for myself) by Sudha

Note that the causative marker can also be placed on V2 as shown in
sentence (20).

(20) mu sudhäld kart) kardyld lävle
Sudha-acc. work do-caus. attach + past

I made Sudha do the work

5. Verb Agreement

The verb-agreement in Marathi is sensitive to the argument
structure of the verb (for further discussion see Pandharipande 1981a)
(a) a verb agrees in number, (gender), and person with the agent or
patient (subject), if it is not followed by a post position (PP hereafter), (b)
if the agent/patient is followed by a PP, it agrees with the theme or object
(if it is not followed by a PP), (c) if both (i.e subject and object) are
followed by PPs, the verb remains in its unmarked (3 person, sg neut.)
form. In SVC the N erb agrement is sensitive to the arguments of V2-
Consider the following examples:

V1 (tr.) + V2 (tr )
(21) sudlIJ patra lihtin täkte

sudha letter write drops
Sudha writes a letter (to get rid of the responsibility of writing

it)

V1 (intr ) V2 (tnt )
(22) sudhd mghtln gell

sudha leave went
Sudha went away.

V1 (tr ) + V2 (intr ) Note the absence of -ne
(23) sudha kdm karOn basli

sudha work do sat
Sudha did the work (inadvertantly)

17
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VI (intr ) + V2 (tr ) Note the ergative marking on the agent
(24) tyane dzhopiin ghetle

he-erg sleep took
(intr ) (tr )

He slept

In (21) and (22), it is not clear whether it is the argument of Vjor
which controls agreement, since Vi and V2 in (21) and (22) have an
identical argument structure (they are both transitive in (21) and
intransitive in (22)). However, (23) and (24) clearly show that it is the
argument of V2 which controls agreement In (23) the agent Sudhd does
not take the regular marker of the agent of the transitive verb karne 'to
do'. Sudhd (which controls the agreement), should have taken the agent-
marking -ne and the verb should have agreed with the theme kdm
Instead, Sudhg fails to take the marking -ne and the SV agrees with Sudha.
If Sudhd is taken to be the theme (subject) of basne (V1) 'to sit', then it is
clear that Sudhd being the theme (subject) of an intransitive verb does not
take -ne and consequently the SV agrees with Sudhd. In (24) to 'he is the
agent of V2 ghene 'to take' Therefore to to 'he' takes the ,gentive marker
-ne (and as a result the SV fails to agree with it) Had it been the theme
(subject) of VI--dzhop-ne 'to sleep', it should not have taken the marker
ng and the verb would have agreed with it

6 Plitproperties of SVC Sernontics

If we look at the semantic structures of SVC in Marathi, the following
two points are immediately clear (a) the semantic structure of both V
and V) is relevant for the semantic representation of a SV in which VI
conveys the primary meaning of the SV and V2 conveys the adverbial
meaning (see discussion in section 1) For example in a SV kartin ghene
'to do for oneself', kartin 'do (literally having done) conveys the primary
meaning, while ghene 'take' conveys the adverbial rneaningl The
meaning of a SV is further split up between VI and V;, in that it is
which determines the transitwity/intransitivity of the SV (recall (23) and
(24)) and thereby, the agreement pattern is also determined by V.1
However, the lexical meaning of Vi is retained while that of V2 is not

7 Derivation and function of SVC

In order to explain the split nature of the SVC, it is crucial to discuss
the derivation and function of the SVC It is important to remember that
two verbs (i e , Vi and V2 ) will have to be compatible in order for the

s
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combination of primary meaning of VI and adverbial meaning of V2 to get
properly orchestrated.

A close examination of the semantic representation of V1 and V2
shows that (a) in order for the lexical meaning of Vi to take on the
additional adverbial meaning (conveyed by V2), It is crucial for Vi to
match the semantic features of V2 (b) In the above process the semantics
of Vi is modified, (c) this change in semanth.s of Vi changes the nature of
the argument of Vi, and (d) this change is reflected in the syntactic
properties of the arguments of Vi.

The supporting evidence for this analysis comes from behavior of the
arguments Niith reference to certain syntactic processes which apply to VI
when it is used as a single verb but fail to apply to it when it is as a Vi in a
SVC.

7 I Semantic properties of VI and V, the question of compatibility

Compatibility of Vi and V2 can be determined on the basis of the
pairability of their semantic features (which as will be seen, affect their
compatibility at the syntactic level as well) A further breakdown of the
semantic features of Vi and V, is necessary to investigate their
compatibility. Note that the V2, in addition to conveying the adverbial
meaning, also determines the overall + volitionality of a SV (and thereby
the + control of the agent/subject over the action expressed by Vi It is to
be further noted that the transitive V2 conveys +volitional action and +
control of the agent; while an intransitive Vi conveys -volitional action and
-control of the agent. Thus the V2s (see the list of V2 in section I) such as
de 'to give', ghe 'to take', icadh 'to draw', sod 'to leave', bagh 'to see', and
(hey 'to keep share two features (a) +volitionality and (b) +control of
their agents.

In Pandharipande 1982, the tests for determining + volitionality and
+ control have been discussed It is pointed out that the verbs which
express + volitional act and + control of their agent, invariably participate
in the causative, passive, ar d imperative constructions and readily take
the adverbials such as 'try o' or 'intentionally: etc It was further
demonstrated that most generally, transitive verbs express + volitional acts
and + control of their subjects/agents while intransitive verbs are lower on
the scale of volitionality as well as of the control of their subjects over the
actions expressed by them.

1 P,
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The SVs with the intransitive V2s (see the list in section 1) such as
bas 'to sit', ye 'to come', and dza 'to go', have a theme rather than an agent,
and therefore they are less volitional and convey some control of the
subject only if it is +human. The following two examples show that if V2 is
transitive (and therefore +volitional +control of the agent), the SV
participates in the imperative construction; while with the intransitive V1
a SV fails to participate in it.

(25) VI thoda radan ghe
you a little cry take
Cry a little (for yourself).

(26) *al te k5n3 karOn bas
you that work do sit
Do the work inadvertantly.

Note that it is the V2 which determines the overall volitionality of a
SV. For example, in (26) Vi kar 'to do is a transitive verb and thereby it is
+volitional and +control (of the agent) How ver, since the V2 bas 'sit' is
intransitive (and is -volitional here), the SV kart-1'n basne 'to do
inavertantly' is viewed as -volitional-control (of the agent) Similarly Vi in
(25) racine 'to cry' is lower on the scale of volitionality and control (since it
is generally accepted that one does not have an intention to cry and control
over the action of crying) However, the V2 (in 25) is a transitive verb -
ghene 'to take' which is higher on the scale of volitionality and control As
a result, the SV is treated a +volitional and +control (of the agent) verb
which explains why it participates in the imperative construction.
Examples (24) and (25) point out that it is the features of volitionality and
control of V2 which determine the overall features of volitionality and
control of the SV Thus it is only expected that the Vi is selected on the
basis of the compatibility of its features with those of the V2, or its
modifiability of its features to match those of V2 If the features of Vi
and V-, match then V1 does not need to be modified In contrast to this, if
they do not match, the semantic representation of Vi has to be modified
This is exemplified in the following

(27)
(a) VI (transitive) + V2 (transitive)

<agent> kvolitional +control) <agent> kvolitional +control)
<theme) <theme)

Resulting SV karne 'to do' + ghene karun ghene 'to do for
oneself
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(b) V1 is intransitive V2 (transitive)
(agent) (+volitional +control](theme) (-volitional -control]

Change V1 +volitional +adverbial meaning of V2
Resulting SV:
= dzhopne 'to sleep + ghene to take' = dzhopan ghene 'to

sleep for oneself' (volitional)

(28) If V2 is intransitive (i.e. basne 'to sit', darie 'to go', etc.) it adds
the feature of -volitionality to VI

(a) V1 (transitive) + V2 (intransitive)
(agent) (+volitional + control] <theme) (+volitional +control]
<theme)

Change = Vi -volitional +adverbial meaning of V)
Resulting SV ::arne 'to do' + basne 'to sit' = kartin basne 'to do

inadvertantly'

(b) V1 (intransitive) + V2 (intransitive) =
<theme) (+volition +control] (theme) (+volition + control]

V1 +volition +adverbiz.I meaning
Resulting SV basne to sit' + (lane 'to go' = bastin Zane 'to sit

down inadvertantly'

(c) V1 (intransitive) + V, (intransitive)
(theme) (-volition -control] (theme) (+ volition +control]

= V1+ adverbial meaning
sukne 'to wither' + dza-ne 'to go' = stikan dzäne 'to wither

away'

Resulting SV = sukun dza-ne to wither completely'

Note that when the featUres of volitionality and control match
(between VI and V2) no modification in V1 takes place (see examples (27a)
and (28b) When the features of V1 and V2 do not match, V 1 undergoes
change For example, in (27b), V1 is lower on the overall volitionality scale
than V2 In this case, Vi becomes +volitional + control (although it is still
lower than V2 on the scale since its subject argument is a theme (as
opposed to an agent)) Similarly, in (26a) the mismatch between Vj and

91)1
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V2 ls due to the fact that unlike Vi which has an agent argument, V2 has a
theme argument. In order to be compatible with V2, volitionality of Vi is
lowered. In k28.c) the V2 dza-ne 'to go is lower on the scale of volitionality
and control since it has a theme argument. V1 matches the volitionality
feature of V2 and since the argument of Vi is human, the adverbial
meaning inadvertantly is redudant In this case, the V2 only adds the
adverbial meaning 'completely' to Vi

8 Constraints

In the following discussion, I will discuss some of the constraints on
pairing of V1 and V2. Let u consider the following combinations of V1 and
V2 which are not possible in Marathi.

(29) If Vi cannot have a volitional agent, V2 (transitive) cannot be
paired with VL i e

(a) *V1 (-volitional + V2 (transitive)
+ agent )

*glnkCin ghene = 'to sneeze intentionally for oneself'
sneeze take

(b) Experiencer (dative-subject) verbs

*V1 ( - volitional + Vl (transitive)
agent

+ patient)

rag yefin täkne
anger come drop
'(For X) to get angry to get rid of it'

(c) If Vi cannot have a -volitional agent V2 (intransitive) cannot be
paired with it

Vi ( + volitional V2 (intransitive)
+ agent)

*prayatna karOn dzane
effort do
'To try inadvertantly'
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Examples (29.a) (29.c) point out that if the semantic features of V1 do not
match with those of V2 and the modification in the features of Vi is not
possible duk. to the ontological nature of Vie action expressed by VI, then,
V1 cannot be pred with that V2

In order to maich V2in (29 a), which is +volitional and +control (of
the agent) verb, it is I ecessary to modify V1 (which is -volitional and
control). However, ontologically, the action of sneezing is -volitional and -
control (of the agent) ,n its nature. Therefore, V1 cannot be paired with
V2. Similarly, in (29.0, Vi expresses action (prayatna karne 'to try') which
is onthologically impossible to perform without volition and control (of the
agent). Therefore, it cannot be paired with an intransitive V2. The
constraint on pairing of Vi and V2 also explains why the dative-subject-
verbs (i.e. the verbs which have experiencer-subjects) cannot take
transitive V2 (see example (29.1o)). Experiencer/dative subject-veits
typically express a -volitional action over which the subject does not have
any control (for further discussion on experiencer subjects in Marathi see
Masica 1976, and Pandharipande 1989) Therefore, their incompability
with a transitive (+volitional +control) verbs is only expected

1 Interaction of syntax and semantics

The assumptions in (7.) also explain the split syntax of SVC. For
example, recall (23) and (24) Sudha (agent) in (23) fails to take the
expected agentive -ne -marking while to in (24) which should not take -ne
obviously takes it. According to our hypotheSis, in (23), the semantic
features of Vi (+volition, +control (of the agent)) are modified to become
compatible with V2 (intransitive) which has a theme subject As a result,
volitionality as well as control of the agent Sudha is lowered
Consequently, Sudha no more claims to be the volitional agent of the action
(of doing the work) expressed by V1. Since the -ne marking typically
marks an a4ent (see Dam le 19 1 1, Pandharipande 1981), it is only expected
that Suda (in 23) is not marked with it. Therefore the SV agrees with it.
In contrast to this, in (24), Vi has a theme subject and V1 dzhopne 'to
sleep is low on the scale of volitionality and control However, as a result
of its pairing with V1 ghene 'to take', which is transitive, and has the
features +volitional, and +control (of the agent), the volitionality and the
control of the agent is raised. Therefore, the subject of Vi is the SV
dzhopon ghene 'to sleep for oneself' is more agent-like than the subject of
single verb dzhopne 'to sleep' Thus it is not a surprise that it takes the
agentive marker -ne and the SV fails to agree with It

2( 3
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The hypothesis about the modification of the semantic features of VI
further explains why the syntactic processes of pasAvization, and
(perfective) participialization fail to apply to (13.a) (see 13 b)) even though
the theme argument (i.e., ciik 'mistake') is present in the sentence. Since
(as discussed above) the agent is downgraded (due to the influence of V2),
the theme (ciik 'mistake') is further downgraded and does not have the
status of the theme argur.ent Therefore, the syntactic construction of
passivization and (perfective) participialization do not treat it as a 'real'
theme of a transitive verb and thereby fail 'co operate on it (see 15.a) In
contrast to this, the SV in (17) treats the subject as agent and therefore,
following the ergative pattern, the (perfective) participialization fails to
operate on it (see 17). This operation can be summarized as follows. If
semantic structure of V1 is modified, then the nature of its arguments
change and this change is reflected in the syntax of VI.

Moff: evidence for the hypothesis comes from Ur) process of
causativization (recan examples (19) -(26)) Note that the VI and V2 in
the SVC in (19) h?ve identical semantic features Therefore, it is only as
expected that the causative marking may be placed ein'ier on Vi (19 a) or
on V2 (19.b) Ungrammaticality ol (20) is justifiable on the basis of
ontological incompatibility of the adverbial meaning 'inadvertantly with
the causative meaning 'to make causee d- x (action)', i e a causee cannot
be cawed to perform an action inadvertantly Therefore (20) is
ungrammatical

9 Conjusictive participial stiffix -Un and SVC more evidence for
compatibility of VI and V.2

In section (1 0) (examples (1) and (2)) it is noted that in SV, VI
shares the suffix an with the conjunctive participial construction in
Marathi The use of fin in SVC in convincingly justified within our
hypothesis as follows the suffix Cin in SVC, similar to the conjunctive
participial construction, signals (a) identity or compatibility of the
arguments of V1 and V2 and (b) completion of the action m Vi as
exemplified in (30).

Conjunctive participle
(30) to dzhad todiin ghari gelä

he tree having cut home went
Having cut the tree, he went home

Note that the agent of V1 and V2 is identical2 In (30) ri the act1011 in Vi is
complete Our earlier discussion shows that the arguments of VI and V2

20i
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have to be compatible. The claim that in SVC action expressed by Vi is
interpreted to be completed or realized, is supported by the fact that a
progressive participle cannot be derive I. from a SVC (as noted in (18)).
This interpretation of the realization/completion of the action expressed by
Vi overrides the tense/aspect of overall SVC (indicated by the marking on
V2), as in (31) where the SV clearly denotes the non-perfective aspect.

(31) to patra phektin deto
he letter throw give
He throws away the letter.

Thus it is not implausible to assume that the completion of the action in Vi
is signaled by the suffix tin and that this interpretation is valid at the
discoursal level. More evidence to support the hypothesis regwding the
completion of the action comes from the fact that a SV can not b? readily
negated, as illustrated in (32) Our hypothesis nicely predicts Prid 2ccounts
for the ungrammaticality of (32) since the interpretath n of tuie completion
of the action is incompatible with its negation.

(32) *to he boltin basla nab!
he this say sat not
He did not say this inadvertantly.

10 The affixal nature of V2 in SVC

The analysis of the syntactic as well as semantic behavior of SVC is
further supported by the fact that the V2 in SVC is affixal in nature The
following evidence supports this hypothesis (a) they, similar to other
verbal/nominal affixes and post-positions, are dependent on the VI for the
realization of the adverbial meaning (b) V2 occurs in the position of tense,
aspect, and agreement markers which categorically follow and not precede
the main verb, (c) similar to post-positions, V2 influences the meaning of
Vi and more importantly, changes its thematic role Consider the following
examples (33) and (,)3.a). When the post-position Rachin is added on to
the agent of the verb, the thematic role of the agent is changed to that of
an instrument and the action of doing is treated as non-volitional

(33) ram tle kart] kele
Ram ag work did
Ram did the work
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(33 a) ram Rad On kam dzhale
ram by work happened

Ram did the work (1.terally, Ram was Instrumental in getting
the work done )

Similarly, when intransitive V2 follows a VI, the action expressed by V is
treated as -volitional and as discussed in section (8 ) the nature of he
arguments of VI is changed (c) Another piece of evidence to supp..rt the
hypothesis comes from that Marathi, similar to many other (e.g., Hindi,
Gu raUi, Punjabi) Indian languages uses lexical verbs as suffixes (recall
discussion section 1), therefore, affixal function of verbs is indepenelitly
motivated in Marathi (d) Thne are no other adverbial suffixes or
adverbials which carry out the function of V2s in the languaae (e) The
hypothesis about the affixal function of V2s is further supported by
diachronic evidence. Beams (1672) attributes the emergence of SVs in
Indo Aryan languages to the loss of Sanskrit upasargas (suffixes) during
the period between Sanskrit and New Indo Aryan Directional and
aspectual Sanskrit affixes (e g at up', apa 'away', pat' 'toward', upa 'close
to', etc ) were gradually lost The distinction between verbal suffixes of
atmanepada (indicating that the action is performed for oneself) and of
parasmaipada (indicatmg that action is performed for someone else) was
neutralized This change was gradual through Pali and Prakrt (the phases
of Middle-Indo-Aryan following Sanskrit) but became more dominant in
ApabhramSa (the phase following Prakrt) where a predominantly
analystical system of grammar emerged Case suffixes of Sanskrit and
Prakrt were replaced by postpositions The use of a verb to replace an
aspectual inflection had already with Pah However, in Old Marathi ( I 1-
13th century A D ) the use of inflectional affixes is still predominant while
the use of a verb to convey aspectual meaning is rear In Modern Marati
howeNer, a majority of the derivational suffixes of Sanskrit and Pral:rt
indicating the direction or beneficiary or the acticn are completely lost
Thus there seems to be a correlation between the loss of affixes a nd the
emergence of SVs in Marathi Therefore, It is not surprising that the V,)s in
SVC, sunilar to the affixes, express the conditions under which the action
expressed by the V I took place

It is important to note here that not all verbs used as V2 are fully
gratnrnaticalized qs affixes There sc,ems to be a hierarchy of
grammaticalization of verbs For example, the verbs used as aspectual
markers (e g as-ne 'to be* (habitual), passive -marker (dzd-ne 'to go ), and
the marker of a regularly performed action (dza-ne 'to g) are fully
grammaticalized In contrast to this, V2s in SVC ate not fully
grammaticahzed The evidence for this is discussed in section 1

0,'
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Additional eVidence to support this claim comes from the fact that the
fully grammaticalized verbal afixes can be added on to any verb (including
to the same lexical verb) while the V2s categorically fail to be V2s if VI is
the same lexical verb. Consider the following:

(34) ta Safrt dat dz
you school-in go go
(You) go to school regularly.

The following combinations of Vi and V2 are unacceptable

(35) (a) basan bas-ne 'to sit inadvertantly'
(b) detin de-he 'to give :or someone else'
(c) ghetin ghene 'to take for oneself'

Note that in (34) (which does not involve a SVC construction) the verb dzä
'go is used twice, first as the main verb and secondly, as the aspectual
affix. Note that the resulting sentence is fine. On the other hand, in a SVC
the same verb can not be used both as VI and V2 since it presents
semantic redundancy (35a -35c). This indicates that the V2 is as "bleached
out" of its lexical meaning as the V2 da 'to go' in (34).3

Even within the group of V2 some are more grammaticahzed than
others, i.e., de-ne 'to give', and ghene 'to take' are more grammaticalized as
opposed to pa-h-ne 'to see (In some varieties of Marati detin de-he 'to
give for someone else' is to a large extent, acceptable.)

The following additional evidence shows that the V2s are not fully
grammaticalized, i e., their adverbial meaning emerges not only from its
form but also from the attitudes of the speaker. For example, let us
compare the adverbial meaning of the V2 ghene 'for oneself.' With the
similar meaning of the reflexive particle svatah säthi 'for oneself'. In (36),
where SV karOn ghene 'to do for oneself' is used, the use of the word
indicating beneficiary other than the subject, i e , disa-thi 'for mother'
should create discrepancy However (36) does not present any
discrepancy. In contrast to this, (37) where the reflexive particle svatah
'self' is used, the insertion of the word äisäthi 'for mother' creates
discrepancy and the sentence is not acceptable.

(36) tyJne disJthi te lam karan ghetle
he-ag mother-for that word do took
He did the work for (his) mother (He felt that he was doing it

for himself).

f-1
Ad '
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(37) *tyane äisäthi svatahsä thi te k5m
he-ag mother-for self-for that work

karUn ghetle
do took
He did the work for himself for his mother.

The difference between (36) and (37) can be explained if we assume that
the reflexive meaning of svatah 'self is fully grammaticalized, i.e., it can
only refer to the subject of the sentence irrespective of the attitude of the
subject or speaker Therefore, the beneficiary of the action can not be
anyone other than the subject. Thus, it is not surprising that the insertion
of the word Msdthi 'for mother' creates discrepancy in (37). In contrast to
this, if we assume that the reflexive meaning of ghene 'for oneself' in (36)
is not fully grammaticalized, but rather, it depends on the attitude of the
speaker, then it is expected that if according to the speaker, agent's doing
the work for mother is comparable to during it for himself, then the use of
ghene 'for oneself' in (36) should not create any discrepancy.

11 Conclusion

The major points in the preceding discussion can be summarized as
follows (a) The SVC is different from other serial verb constructions in
Mara thi; since the combination of V1 and V2 in SVC is neither fully fixed
like compounds, nor is it totally free as other serial verbs in Marathi, (b)
VI and V2 are paired on the basis of their semantic (and thereby syntactic)
compatibility, which is subject to semantic constraints This hypothesis is
in consonance with Mishra's (1990) hypothesis of 'multiple linking' of V1
and V2 tn Hindi SVC, (c) change in the semantic features of VI influence
the syntactic features of its arguments, (d) V2s are affix-like in their
function However, they are not fully grammaticalized and that there is a
hierarchy of grammaticalization of verbal affixes in Marathi There is
dichronic evidence for assuming that historically, SVC emerged as a result
of the loss of some affixes

The discussion in this paper points out that the split properties of
SVC, the constraints the compatibility of V1 and V2 can be fully explained
only if the morphology, syntax semantics, and pragmatics of SVC is taken
into account since interlinking of the levels of grammar (see sections 3
and 10 ) is evident, one may ask whether it is useful or even possible to
determine constraints on and properties of SVC exclusively in syntactic
terms

0 S
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The paper also points out that the semantic representation of a verb
not only includes its argument-structure but also other properties such as
volitionality and control of the agent of the action expressed by the verb.

The discussion in this paper is also relevant for developing a
typology of SVC in Indian languages in particular and SVC across different
language-families in general. If the emergence of SVC in Marathi and
other Indo Aryan languages is due to the loss of affixes, then it is expected
that (a) the languages which have preserved a relatively more
synthetic/affixal structure should have relatively fewer SVs In fact, this
seems to be true in the case of Marathi vis-a-vis Hindi Marathi, which has
retained a larger number of affixes (case-marker) than Hindi, has fewer
SVs than Hindi However, a cross-linguistic study is needed to provide a
conclusive statement about the status of SVs in Indo-Aryan languages, and
(b) the paper points out that the SVC in Marathi stands between
compounds (which are fully fixed) and V+ affix constructions (which are
totally free) Perhaps, there is a scale of 'intimacy between V1 and V2 in
SVC across languages, on which each language occupies a particular
position.

Notes

1 The sentence in (10) is grammatical if it is mterpreted as a
Conjunctive Participle Construction In this case the sentence will translate
as 'Having said this, he went home yesterday

2 It is to be noted here that V1 and V2 may have different subjects
if there is a causal connection between the actions expressed by VI and V2
respectively, i.e.,

pa-Us pad tin dhan ya pikla
rain having paddy grew

fallen
The paddy grew due to the rainfall (Literally, the rain having fallen

the paddy grew)

For further discussion see Pandharipande 1989)

3 It may be argued here that the same verb can not be used as both
VI and V2 because VI has all properties of V2 (including the adverbial
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meaning). Therefore, repetition of the same verb causes redundancy.
However, this argument fails since V is in (35a) (35c) when used as single
verbs do not inhere the adverbial meaning which they express when used
as V2s in SVC constructions.
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Tamil Serial Verbs*

Sabita Nagarajan
University of Delaware

In this paper I analyze serial verbs in Tamil and provide an extension

to Baker's (1989) analysis. The mein argument rests on two facts:

a. Tamil se:-ial verbs have a different order from the one proposed by

Baker;

b. Tamil seriAl verbs differ in that the two verbs get different

tense specifications.

I will try to show that these facts can be derived from the same underlying
principles of UC that Baker assumes. Unlike Baker. I will assume that Infl

and Agr head separate projections. This is important for my analysis, which

is to propose a featural relation between Infl and Agr.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 1 I present very briefly

Baker's analysis. In section 2 and 3 I discuss the general properties of
serial verbs and apply syntactic tests to the verbs to show that they are

indeed serial verbs. I also show that Baker's analysis is inadequate for

Tamil. In section 4 I present my modifications and show that it deals with

Tamil serial verbs better than Baker's analysis. Section 5 concludes the

paper.

I. DaRres analysts of SVCs

Baker (1989) describes SVCs as 'a sequence of verbs (that) appear(s) in

what seems to be a single clause. Usually there is only one tense/aspect
specification for the whole chain of verbs; the verbs also have a single

structural subject and share logical arguments. Consider the following

examples from Yoruba. (Baker (1989)).

(1) a. 0 m' jw wa.

he take book come

'he brought the book'

b. Fe'mi ti Akin sto:u

Femi push Akin down

'Femi pushed Akin down'

200
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The structure proposed by Baker for SVO languages is as follows:

(2)

NP, 1 VP

V.

V, V_E, V'

V, (NP3)

(ae2: shared object)

This structure is licensed by the Head Licensing Condition (RC) which
requires that each head be traced/project up to a single maximal projection.
It also allows a single bar to be iteratively dominated by other single bars.
The particular order of items is the result of the underlying principles of
word order as given in Travis (1984) and Koopman (1984). This structure

satisfies the theta criteri a stated in Chomsky (1986b) which allows more
than one theta r6le to be assignet . to an argument as long as it is to the same
structural position.

Interestingly, the word order facts in SVCs from SOV languages support

Baker's propos11. Thus, the following examples (Baker (1989)) from Ijo, an
SOV language, show that although SOV languages are head final languages, the
1.drd order in SVCs in such languages is similar to the SVO languages. SOV

languages are head final languages. Therefore, the structure predicted on the
basis of word order sho 'd he NP V2 NP, V,. NP, is the shared object and V,

follows V2 rather than p.ecede it. But, the actual structure is one that is
the opposite: V, precedes V, similar to SVO languages. The only change is in
the order of NPs that precede the respective verbs. NP, the shared object
precedes V, and the unshared object. That is, SVCs in SOV Janguages have the
following structure, NP, V, NP V2.

(3) icr'n'ti ingo

she trap weave set-past

'she wove a trap and set it'

(4) .._tf-Tna tun-ni a-piri
song sing-0 her-give

'sing a song for her'

In the above examples the underlined NP is the shared NP.

Vinally, in Baker's analysis, he assumes that the features of Infl copy
unto the head(s) of the VP. Copying of features is sensitive to the notion of
head'. Therefore, either both verbs get all the features of Infl or only one
verb (VO gets it. The following example is from Akan (Baker (1989)), where
both verbs get the same agreement and inflection specification.

2 1 2
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(5) me-yee Ddwumgi me-maa Amma
1sS-do work IBS-give Amma
'I work for Amma'

2. 5eria1 verbs in Tamil

The following are some examples of serial verbs in Tamil.

(6) avaL bookk-e tukk-i yeriya-r-aal.
she book-ACC pick-PP throw-PR-3PSF

'she threw the book'

(7) Ramesh yena-kku woru paaTTu co(nn)-11-i kuDu-kka-poo-r-aan
Ramesh me-DAT one song tell-PAST-PP give-INF-go-PR-3PSH

'Ramesh is going to teach me a song'

(8) avan yena-kku books-c ange ve(kk) cc-u kupu-tt-aan
he me DAT books-ACC there put-PAST-PP give-PAST-3PSM

'he helped me put the books there'

In (6) tukki 'pick' subcategorizes for one object NP while yes" 'throw' also
subcategorizes for one object NP. As analyzed by Baker, it is required by the
Projection Principle that the two verbs share an argument. The underlined
items are the shared objects.

What then is the difference between Tamil SVCs and those analyzed by
Baker? The first difference and the central concern of this paper) is that
the two verbs have different tense specifications. The clause final finite
verb V, is marked for both tense and person/number/gender and may be marked
optionally for aspect too. The other verb V: is always the past participle
form. It does not show overt agreement. In the languages analyzed by Baker
either both verbs were marked for tense, aspect and agreement or only one
i.e., the primary verb, was.

The second difference deals with the order of the two verbs. In both,
SOV and SVO languages, Baker finds the same order of verbs i.e., V, followed
by V,. The following example is from Ijo, an SOV language.

(9) Arau ingo deri
she trap weave set-P4ST

'she wove a trap and set it'

And the following example is from Yoruba, which is a SVO language.

(10) 0 mu lye wa

he take book come

'he brought the book'
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The structure proposed by Baker therefore, is as follows.

NP I VP NP I VP

v. V.

NP, V, V'

V, (NP) (NP)

This structure for SOV languages cannot hold for Tamil. In Tamil verbs always
appear at the rightmost end of a clause'. Thus, in a subordinate construction
such as (12),

(12) avail, (PROyenne aDi-kkal paa-ttaan
he me hit-INF see-PAST-3PSM

'he tried to hit me'

aDi 'hit' is the final item in the lower clause and paaru 'see' is the final
verb in the matrix clause. The lower clause verb must precede V, and all the
NPs must occur before all verbs. Nevertheless, we can Use the same principles
that Baker assumes for his analysis to propose a different structure for
Tamil. In Tamil, adjacency is not required for Case marking and neither Case
marking nor theta assignment is to the right. Therefore, we can have an
intervening V' between NP, and V These facts lead us to posit the following
structure for Tamil (This structure will be later revised.)

(13)

NP VP

V.

,---r--,_,
NP, V' V,

(NP) V,

This structure satisfies the word-order requirements ns well as theta and Case
assignment since adjacency is not required. Thus. V, assigns a direct theta
role to NP the shared object, while V. assigns an indirect theta role to NP
And V, follows V, and both follow all other elements in the clause.

This structure, however, still does not tell Us how the two verbs get
different tense specifications. At this point it may be argued that may be
this concatenation of verbs is not a serial verb construction but a biclausal
construction. In the following section I will show these constructions are
indeed SVCs and not biclausal constructions.

2
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3. Arzuments for SVCs and aeainst biclausal constructions

Sebba (1987) formulates the following as the main properties of SVCs.

1, Both verbs must be lexical i.e., they must be capable of appearing

as a single verb in a simple sentence.

2. If it is possible to conceive of V, and V, as denoting separate
actions at all then both must be interpreted as having the same

tense and aspect.

3. Both must be interpreted as being within the same clause.

4. No conjunction should separate the verbs in sequence.

(3) is most important for us to show that the Tamil examples are indeed SVCs

and not biclausal constructions.

We will consider first the scope of negation and adverbs in Tamil SVCs.
In serial verbs each verb cannot be negated individually. The whole clause

falls under the scope of one and only one negation.

(14) naan bookk-e tuukk-i yeriy-a-le

1 book-ACC pick-PP throw-INF-NEC

'I did not throw the book'

(15) naan bookk-e tuukk-ame yeri-ndz-een

pick-NEC throw-PAST-1PS

The only possible meaning for (15) is 'I threw (something) without picking the

book'. If we have the negative morpheme attached to yerk 'throw it can only

mean that 'I did not throw'. There is no way that we maintain a single clause

and negate the two verbs separately.

Similarly, an adverb can take scope over only one verb i.e., the verb it

immediately dominates.

(16) Ramesh kuRandaixaL-ukku nanngl [paaDam colli kuDu-kklr-aan)

Ramesh children-DAT well lesson tell glve-PR-3PSM

'Ramesh is teaching the children (the lessons) well'

(11) *... paaDam colli nannaa kuDukkiraan
lesson teach very gives

In its position (16). the adverb can take scope over the whole VP. (17) is

ungrammatical tuxb the interpretation of the verb as a serial verb and the

adverb as modifying only kWh! 'glve'. This necessitates analyzing the

sentence as hiclausal. If we don't (as in (17) above), it is ungrammatical.

The other test that Sehba suggests is that if a construction is
biclausal or a conjunction of two VPs then we should be able to reverse the

order of the VI's.

2 1 5
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(18) naan avan-ukku paaDam coll-i kupu-kkir-een
him-DAT lesson tell-FP give-PR-1PS

'I am teaching him a lesson'

(19) *naan avanukku paaDam kuDukkireen colli

(20) *naan avanukku paaDam kuDu-tt-u colla-r-een
I him lesson give-PAST-PP tell-PR-1PS

If (18) were a biclausal construction we should not have any tronble reversing
the orders, The fact that we do get an ungrammatical result shows that this
cannot be a biclausal sentence.

Moreover, any kind of conjunction or subordination would allow
intervening elements between the two verbs. In Tamil, since the only
condition is that verbs be clause final, we do get intervening NPs in
biclausal constructions. But it is difficult to get intervening elements in a
SVC without changing the whole meaning. As mentioned before, only in serial
constructions in Tamil can we not have other constituents interrupting the
adjacency of the two verbs. This, in view of the earlier mentioned fact that
verbs can occupy only the clause final position, seems to indicate that both
verbs are considered to be the head of a single VP.

That both verbs in a serial construction are treated as heads of a
single VP is supported by the fact that em7h VP may get only One aspect
specification. This aspect marker always follows the verbal head. Therefore,
adding an aspect morpheme to V. in any of the SVCs should produce an
ungrammatical (with a SVC reading) sentence since V. is not the primary head
and so it cannot take the inflectional specification., of the VP.

(21) pooliis tiruDan old-ndz-indu-iru-nd-a yeDatt-e kaND-u
police thief hide-PAST-PROG-be-PAST-RP place-ACC see-PP

piDi-cc-(vi)TT-aa
catch-PA5T-PERF-3PPL

'The police found the place where the thief was hiding'

(22) *pooliis (tiruDan olindzinrinda yeDatte kaND-(vi)TTu) piDiccaa
see-PAST-PERF

If (22) were a biclausal construction it would not have been ungrammatical.

(23) naan avan-oDE pevh-iTTu va-r-een
I he-GEN talk-PEPF come-PR1PS

'I will come after I have talked with him'

In (23), which is biclausal, if the first verb peesu 'talk' gets its own aspect
specification, it is perfectly grammatical.

As a final piece of evidence for SVCs as opposed to hiclausal constructions, let
us look at relativization in Tamil. A typical strategy for relativization is to !he

2 I ;
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use the relative particii.le marker A on the embedded verb. Thus, we have the

following examples.

(24) naan avaL-e aDi-cc-een
I she-A6C hit-PAST-3PSM

'I hit her'

(25) Ramesh (naan aDi-cc-a avaL-e) paa-tt-aan

Ramesh I hit-PAST-RP she-ACC see-PAST-3PSM

'Ramesh saw her whom I hit'

In a biclausal sentence, we get

(26) naan books paa-tt-(vi)TTu inde shelf-le-daan vey-pp-een

I books see-PAST-PERF this shelf-LOC-EMPH put-FUT-1PS

'After finishing seeing books I keep them on this shelf only'

(27) naan [paa-tt-(vOTT-a books-e) inde shelfle-daan veppeen
see-PAST-PERF-RP

'I keep the seen books on this shelf only'

(28) [naan books paattuttu vey-kkir-a shelf) idu daan

'This is the shelf where I put the books after looking at them'

(29) a. avan inge kaar-le vandaan
he here car-by came

'he came here by car'

b. inge kaarle vanda avan

here by car came-RP he

'the one who came here by car'

c. *avan inge vanda kaar

he here came-RP car

'the car by which he came here'

(26-79) show that only those constituents that are subcategorized and thvta
marked by a verb can be relativized. In SVCs also, only the shared ohject can
undergo this process, because only that NP is theta marked and subcategorized
for by both verbs.

(30) naan avanukku saamanne ange veccu kuDutteen
I for him things there put gave

'I helped him put the things there'

2 1 7
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(31) naan avanukku ange veccu kubu-tt-a saamaan
I for him there put givp.-PAST-10 things

(32) *naan saamaan ange veccu kuDu-tt-a avail ...

I things there put give-PAST-RP he°

In (32) avan is not the shared object. It is subeategorized for only by kau,
'give' end not by both verbs. If this were a bl ,sal sentence we will not
encounter this problem. Ther.sfore, this also suppvts a serial verb anatysis
over a biclausal ana'ysis of such sentences.

We have seen three tests, negation, adverbial scope and relativization,
that can be used to show that the constructions being analyzed are indeed
serial verbs and not biclausal constructions. In the next section we will
present some word order facts that will reinforce a serial verb analysis and
provide the basis for the present analysis.

4. Issues

4.1 Tamil word order_facis

We will look at the following word order facts: position of finite ani
nonfinite verbs; negation; and modals.

Ta. allows only one finite verb in a sentence at the surface st,ucture
level'. And as mentioned earlier all verbs are in the clause final position.
Consider (33a & b).

(33) a. (aattukku pooy-i) (kuLi-cc-u-viTTul (kondzam naaRi
home go-PP bath-PAST-PP-PERF some time

tuung-i,viTTul (appramaa phone paNNa-r-een)
sleep-PP-PERF after phone do-PR-1PS

'After going home, after having taken a bath, having
slept for some time, I will give a call'

We have four clauses conjoined together and in each case the verb (though
nonfinite) is clause final. There is only one finite verb, phone PaNNareen
which is the final element .

b. naan, (PRO, avane aDi-kkal paatteen

him hit-INF saw

'I tried to hit him'

Both the ower clause verb, a' 'hit', and the matrix verb, paaru, 'see', are
in the Lval position of their respective clauses.

Modals° in Tamil are not marked for inflectional features'. They always
follow an infinitive verb. Thus have the following:
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(34) nii inde veley-e innikk-e paNN-a (ve)num

you this work-ACC today-EMPII do-INF must

'you must do this work today'

(35) naan naaLikki niccyam-aa var-a

tomorrow definite-AN come-INF can

'I can definitely come tomorrow'

(36) avan poo-ka-laam
he go-INF-may

'he may go'

The negative marker always follows the modal'.

(37) nil vele paNN-a muDiy-aadu
you work do-INF can-NEC

'you cannot work'

In verbal sentences", negation is expressed by two forms. One, the

negative morpheme which attaches to the infinitive form of the verb. This

construction is unmarked for tense/agreement.

(38) naan uuru-kku poo-ka-le

I village-DAT go-INF-NEC

'I am not going to the village'

This can also mean I did not/will not go to the vilint. Two, there is a

negative morpheme that is inherently marked for future tense. This negative

morpheme allows agreement specification, but itself follows the infinitive

form of the verb").

(39) avan inde paaTTu maaTT-aan

he this song sing-INF NEC-3PSM

'He will not sing this song'

On the basis of these facts I will propose the fol. 'ng underlying

structure for Tamil:

(40) (, SPEC k. I (Modal/Neg Agr k, V11]]]

The facts discussed above are crucial for my analysis. I would like to

claim that while there is a close relation between the Intl node and Agr node,

Tense may only be a morphological instantiation of a +/-finite feature on

Infl. In my analysis I will be dealing with the following questions:
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a. Why is V, in SVCs a participle?

b. Why is V, not specified for aspect even though it is for tense?

c. Is there a V-toI movement a la Pollock (1989) and Chomsky (1988)
in Tamil?

4.2 Natu of the Inn. and Agr node in Tamil

Following Pollock (1989) I will assume that Infl and Agr head separzte
maximal projections. I will also assume following Pollock (1989) that IP
dominates AgrP. When a NegP is present, it will dominate AgrP and be
dominated by IP. The structure that I will assume is as in (41).

(41) IP

SPEC

NegP

AgrP Neg

VP Agr

NPVII
I propose that in Tamil the Infl node is filled with a I+/- finite] feature or
0/null features. The nature of the Agr node is dependent on the nature of the
Infl node governing it. The definition of government that I am assuming is as
proposed by 8el1etti and Rizzi (1981).

(42) a governs b in a configuration like
where:

1. a - X".

2. where Y is a maximal projection, if Y dominates h,then
either Y dominates a, or Y is the maximal projection of b.

3. a c-commands b

C-command is defined as

a c.commands h iff a does not dominate b and every maximal projection
that dominates a dominates b.

Thus, in a configuration such as (43)

(43) ...V k, Spe.: (, C IP]]

V can govotn CP and therefote, both its Spec and head positions. However, V
cannot govern IP. Keeping in mind that in serial verb constructions there are
two verbal heads contending for government by a c-commanding head, a slight
modification to the above definition is required which can be Informally

BEST COPY AVAILABL
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stated as follows:

A head may govern only a single maximal projection and a single head of
that MP.

With this modification in mind, let us look at the featural relationship

that I NM proposing between Agr and Infl. My claim is that a featural

rulation explains why Tamil serial verbs are different from the languages

analyzed by Baker. In his analysis of the European Portuguese inflected
infinitive, Raposo (1987) proposes an Infl parameter, Basically, this
parameter tells us if Infl has a 4/- value for [Tense] . I will propose that
rather than (Tense), this parameter deals with a +/- value for (Finite] In

addition to these two values I will also allow the third possibility of a null
Infl. Raposo claims that once Agr is positively specified, lnfl will
obligatorily be 14Tonse). I will endorse the opposite. That is, if Intl is
positively specified for [Finite], Agr must also have the same value for its
features. This will he ensured through head to head government an defined
earlier. These two specifications together give us the following
possibilities'/".

Nodes

Intl,

Agr

Possible Feature Values

+Finite

+AGR

+Finite

-AGR

-Finite

+ACK

-Finite

-AGR

+Finite, +Agr) results in a finite verb. And null features result in

an infinitive, Of interest to us is the fourth column, (-Finite, -Agr).
Unlike previous claims, I will propose that It Is null features that give us
an infinitive verb rather than (-Finite, -Agr). (-Finite, -Agr) will give us
the pa. iciple form of the verb. The mechanism for 'his is as follows: The

morphological in,tantiation of (+Finite) on the verb .s 1+/-PASTI. (+PAST)

covers both the regular past tense and a default value hat is the morphologi-
cal realization of I-Finite, -Agr]. Since (+PAST) also !-unctions as the

default tense, it will be treated as a dummy tense. A null Intl, as in thv
last column, cannot license any feature on Agr. Therefore, Agr will be also
null. This results in the infinitive. All three forms - non-finite, finite

and participle are found in Tamil. The second ((Millie), 1.AGRI) and 'hied
fi-Finirel, (+AGR)) options are possihilitips for nominative assignment in
infinitives in West Flemish and the inflected infinitive in Portuguese
respectively".

Infl can license thv spec of IP position only if Intl is filled. 71a.ru

are two ways a vet+ can get the default ternWagreement inflection: One, if

it it, governed by a (-AGR: Agr which is governed in turn by a [-Finite( lull

2 r)
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or if it is not governed at all. The second instance allows Tamil to have
SVCs in which V. is a participle (the dummy inflection for the verb). A
featural relation is thus, allowed by head to head government. V2 in such
cases is licensed by the Head Licensing Condition which requires that each
head be traced up to a maximal projection. Such featural relations dependent
on the notion of government provide support t, the modification made to
Belletti and Rizzi's definition of government that is, no more thn one head
can be governed by another head at any one time. In serial verbs, we need to
make sure that only V, is governed by the c-commanding head, Agr, because only
V, gets inflectional specifications. V, gets the default specifications. This
is ensured by the fact that V, is structurally Lhe first head.

If we follow Pollock (1989) and Mahajan (1989) who assume V-to-I
movement for French and Hindi respectively, we soon run into trouble. The
reason is as follows. In a serial verb there are two verbs contending for one
set of Inn and Agr features. If we assume movement, we cannot explain why
both verbs do not get the same inflectional specifications". Also word order
facts as outlined in 4.1 cannot allow movement of a verb into Infl position:
negatives and modals are not specified for tense and prevent such specifica-
tion on the verb. Yet the clause is finite.

Syntactic movement of V-to-1 has been motivated by word order and
morphological facts. if there is only one Infl, but two V-hslds and both get
a different kinds of inflectional marking, how can we explain it by mevement

a single Intl'? The answer is that there is no movement to eithor or
Intl. These nodes have ()ply features and do not have any morpholny That it.

is necessary to have the actual morphological instantiation of these features
in the morphological component is evidenced by the fact that there are
underlying morphological principles l,iuon to both inflection and derivation".

Does this analysis make the orre...t predictions given the facts of Tamil
word order? Let me repeat the strictLre that I am assuming for a monoclausal
construction.

(45) I P

NV

VP Agt

V'

N P V

Iu (/'5). there are two possible WAVs tor the verb to be an infinitive (either
as in an embedc.ed clause Or as in a clause With

; od,t I 01 negative). One, it
lnfl iN null or, government of Agr by Intl is prevented by an intermediate
maximal projection. Agr would then be null and as mentioned earlier a null
Agr will result In an Infinitive. I propose that Tamil takes this second
option in com,tructions with modals and negatives. Modals and negatives are
Xi's that appear in a position between IP and AgrP as in (46).

0 I)
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(46) 6 fr I X [Avp Agr 4. RP V) )11)"

This structure also explains why only verbs are specified for both tense and

agreement: Only a combination of f+Finite) and f+AGR) features results in

inflection on the verb. A modal (when it does appear) is the head that is

governed by Infl. But the modal is not governed by Agr and therefore, has no

agreement. Modals also, do not have any tense marking. Therefore, it crucial

here that only a certain combination of features will result in inflectional

specification. Modals are governed only be lnfl and never by Agr. Therefore,

they can be (+Finite). But, they will not have specification for tense/

agreement. The same argument holds for negatives". Since, negatives are

governed by a (+Finite) Infl, they must specify some temporal location. At the

same time, they can be neutral too, because they don't have an overt

manifestation of finiteness in terms of tense not being governed by f+Agr)

also.

4.3 aeanalysis 01_0/Cs

Let me reiterate the main problem with Tamil serial verbs. Unlike the

SVCs analyzed by Baker (1989) and others, Tamil SVCs are different in that the

two verbs get different tense specifications. If we assume copying of

features as does Baker, we cannot explain why different features copy down to

the two verbs. We also cannot explain why only one verb can get tense, aspect

and agreement while the other can get only tense. If we assume V-to-I

movement as suggested by Pollock (1989) we still cannot explain why in Tamil

serial verbs we get different tense specifications. We also cannot explain

why in sentences with modals, negatives and in causative constructions
involving serial verbs, the second verb is still always the past participle'.

Let us look at Tamil SVCs again.

(47) rival. bookk-e tuukk-i yeriya-r-aaL

she book-ACC pick-PP throw-PR-3PSF

'she threw the book'

(48) Ramesh yena-kku woru paaTTu coll-i kuDu-tt-aan

Ramesh me-DAT one song tell-FF give-PAST-3PSM

'Ramesh taught me a song'

Reiterating the structure proposed earlier, we get

(49)

NP

VIP

V'

RP, V V,

(NP) V,

NP, is the shared object that is theta marked by both verbs. If we add the
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Infl and Agr nodes we get the following revised structure.

(50) IP

NP

AgrP

VP Agr

V'

NP, V' V,

(NP) V.

As mentioned in the paper earlier, V, gets the past participle features by
default since that position is not governed by Infl. In view of this proposal
if we look at negation, causativization

and embedding involving serial verbs,
we see that we can make the right prediction.

Negatives and modals are not marked for tense or agreement. The verb
(Vd in such cases is an infinitive. In a serial verb we would predict that
no matter what V. will be a participle since it is not governed by Infl. Thisis exactly what we find.

(51) naan bookk-e tuukk-i yeriy-a-le
book-ACC pick-PP throw-INF-NEC

'I did not throw the book'

(52) naan avan-ukk. caappaaDu paNN-i kuDu-kka-num
1 he-DAT food make-PP give-INF-must

'I must make food for him'

In causatives like (53), the causative verb (similar to 'make' in English)
always follows the infinitive form of the causativized verb. In causativized
serial verbs, the first verb is an infinitive. However, the second verb isstill a participle. If tense and agreement were merely the result of copying
of features from Infl, or due to movement to Infl we cannot explain this.

(53) Sit. Ramesh-e yena-kku paaTTu coll-i kuDu-kka vey-cc-
Sita Ramesh-ACC me-DAT song tell-PP give-INF keep-PAST

3PSF

'Sita made Ramesh teach me (the/a) song'

5. Gonclasion

In the analysis of Tamil serial verbs, 1 have shown that while we can
extend Baker's analysis by using the same underlying principles, his

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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explanation is inadequate in some respects. My analysis crucially differs

from Baker's in that I propose to have a featural relation between the Infl

and Agr nodes. I have also argued that tense may be only a morphological
instantiation of (Finite] but that syntactically [Finite) is the relevant

feature. Finally, I propose that there is no V-to-I movement in Tamil.
Instead tense/agreement specification is the result of a featural relation

existing between the Infl and Agr nodes which in turn determine the form of

the verb. With a slight modification to Belletti and Rizzi's definition of

government to avoid government of a second head dominated by the same XP, we

can get the desired result.

6. Suggested Future Research

Baker (1989) admits that there is no underlying principle that
determines whether a language is going to have serial verbs or not. One

possible explanation could be that SVCs are possible only in languages that do

not allow V-to-I movement. Instead, such languages have a feature relation

between Agr and Infl licensed under government.

Notek

*I would like to thank Tom Ernst for his valuable help and discussion and
assisting me in developing my idea.

1. In footnote 7, Baker suggests that languages either mark both verbs

(assuming that both verbs are treated as primary heads) or mark only V, since

structurally it is the primary head.

2. The only exception to this are focus constructions.

3. As Sebba (1987) points out, often reversing the ordering may produce a
pragamatically unacceptable sentence but never an ungrammatical sentence,

4. In fact if we want to relativize an unshared object, Wli items such as

yaaru 'who' are used and pronouns are used coreferentially.

5. An exception to this is reported speech.

6. Modals cannot be treated as real verbs because one, they never take
agreement or tense specification which is a property of verbs only; two, they

do not seem to subcategorize for any NP arguments unlike verbs; and three,
they do not seem to participate in telativization as do verbs. Here, I will

treat them as having their owr maximal projection dominated by IP.

7. Inflectional features here include both tense and agreement features.

8. The modals corresponding to mist and ma.y take suppletive form 1(110-

,
when a negative morpheme is added. For example,

appi pees-a kuuD-aadu

that way talk-INF must/may-NEC

'(you/one) must/may not talk like that'
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9. As opposed to copular sentences, which seem to take what has been
analyzed as a negative verb, ille 'is not'

10. The other negative form ille typically follows (or cliticizes) the
nominalized form of the verb. The verb in such cases can take any tense
marking. In such sentences, I will assume that the negative behaves like a
verb just as in copular sentences.

naan avane paa-tt-adu-ille
I he-ACC see-PAST-NOM-NEC

'I have never seen him'

(more like 'I have not done tlie act of seeing him')

11. Where Spec position is not crucial, I have omitted to mention it. Also,
the debate about VP internal subject is not crucial to my analysis and
therefore, I will assume that the subject NP is in the Spec of IP.

12, The idea of (4/-Finitel lnfl governing the nature of tense and agreement
on the verb is not a new idea. Haegeman (1985) argues for something similar
to account for nominative case assignment in Flemish infinitivals.

13. Brian Joseph brought it to my notice (p.c) that in English subjunctive
clauses we need to separate finiteness from tensedness. Consider (1).

(1) I require that he be hete.

kg is morphologically "nonfinite" since it has the same form as the infinitive
tp_kt, but subjunctive complements are syntactically finite in that they are
introduced by the complementizer that allow nominative pronoun subjects.
They are different from other complement clauses in that subjunctives
complements are untensed and so negate differently.

(2) a. I require that he not be late.

b. I believe that he is not coming.

14. For a different analysis of European Portuguese, please refer to Raposo
(1987).

l'i. The term 'inflectional' is used here as a cover term for both Infl and
Agr features.

16. Raposo (1980 argues for the feature TENSE in C. This favors my
analysis because in other languages also there is a need to differentiate
overt tense from featural tense. Possibly, when featural tense is present in
C, it Is realized as [+/-TENSE) and when it is in I(nfl) it is realized as
01-Finite).

1]. See S'alise (1984).

18. xp hrre can either be a modal or a NegP.

0 0
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19. The only exception to this is the negative morpheme, gaaTT-. I will

claim that it is an exception because it is inherently specified for tense and

agreement. This is supported by the fact that this morpheme is used only in

the future tense. The other negatives are temporally neutral.

20. The first verb in such constructions is always in the infinitive. But

this is to be expected in my analysis.
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Constraints on intransitive quasi-serial verb constructions
in modern colloquial English

Geoffrey K. Pullum

University of California, Santa Cruz

I. Traditional grammarians on go get

It is highly unusual to find a construction in modem English that is overlooked or misdescribed by classic
desenptive works like Jespersen (1949), Poutsma (1926), Quirk ct al. (1985), and the Okford English
Dictionary. One such construction, however, is exemplified by the familiar song titles in (1))

(1) a. Come fly with me.
b. Come see about me.
c. Go tell it on the mountain.
d. Go stick your head in a pig.2

This construction, with its bare infinitive verb phrase after an imperative or bare infinitive come or
go, is a familiar feature of American speech, especially in imperatives like those in (1), yet also has a long
history in the best English literature, as seen in (2).

(2) a. Come live with mc and be my love ...
b. Kill then, and bliss me, / But first come kiss me.
c. Since there's no help, comc let us kiss and part ...
d. Go hang yourselves.., you shall never want rope enough.
c. Go tell the Spartans, thou who passest by...
I. Conic let us mock at the great ...

Example (2a) is front Christopher Marlowe ('The Passionate Shepherd to his Love', c. 1589), and sonic
decades later was quoted exactly in a semi-parody by John Donne ('The Bait'); (2b) is from an
anonymous author collected in Thomas Morley's First Book of Ballets (1595); (2c) is in one of Michael
Drayton's Poems (published in 1619); (2d) is addressed to the author's critics in the seventeenth century
English translation of Rabelais' Gargantua and Pantagruel published by Sir Thomas Urquhart and Peter
Anthony Motteux; (2c) is found in a translation by W. L. Bowles of Simonides; and (21) is takcn from
WilLam Butler Yeats' Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen (published in 1928).3

From now on, whcn I need a name for thc construction that does not beg any analytical questions. I
will refer to it as the go get construction, and I will refer to thc verbs in the go and get positions as VI and
V2, respectively.4

The examples of go get in (2) arc from well-known passages of verse and prose, all found within a
few minutes throuth Bartlett's Familiar Quotations. But go get fares poorly in the great twentieth-
century descriptive grammars of English, which tend to exaggerate considerably the degree of its
'archaic' or 'dialectal' status (if they do not miss it entirely).

Poutsma (1926: 426) says that 'After to come the bare infinitive has beiome obsolete,' and adds
that 'The O.E.D. (s.v. come, 3, c) mentions no later instance than one dated 1647.' Poutsm a goes on to
say that 'To go is found with the bare infinitive in the latest English, but except for dialects, only

- 2 1 8 -
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archaically (O.E D., s.v. go, 32. a).'

The OED references do indeed affirm archaicity for the go get construction. Subsection 3e of the 11
(Signification) section of the article on come begins with the dagger sigh that indicates obsolescence, and
states that 'Formerly the Win. was used without and.' The illustrative examplesare dated between
c 1430 and 1647. In the I2-page, 94-section go article, the possibility of expressing 'the purpose or
motive of going with a bare infinitive is described as 'now arch. and dial., and examples are cited from
1375 to 1890 (the latter being indeed very archaic-sounding: 'As to a hauberk I must needs go lack').

In similar vein, lespersen (1949: 24711) says, 'In former times to was not necessary after go.'
Jespersen does acknowledge, however, that bare infinitives arc found after come and go 'here and there,
chiefly in colloquial or even vulgar speech' (p.2481.

Most trad;tional grammars published after 1950 seem to have missed go get altogether, as if it had
died ou:. For example as far as I have been able to determine, the go get construction is riot mentioned at
any win. in Curme ( lc 31), or even in A Comprehensive Grammar of English by Quirk et al. (1985).
despite the remarkably broad coverage of the latter work.

Perh.:ps ihe inost perceptive account of go get, however, is that given by a relatively recent work,
Visser (1969: 139111., sections 1312-1322). Visser does open his discussion of come by saying (like the
OEM that 'Till about the end of the sixteenth century both plain and prepositional infinitives were used
latter come), but afterwards the plain infinitive gradually dropped into desuetude' (p.1391); but he also
mentions the American English situation, which the other works fail to do: 'Colligations with go get (in
e.g. 'Don't go get all worked up') are a favorite idiom there lin Amelic: English]: he remarks (p.1396).

But Visser proceeds to a claim about American English that 1 have not found to be true for most
speakers: he states that 'Combinations with a finite form of ,t,()(e.g. 'They went look for him') are still
met with in American English,' I do not find such expressions in my daily contact with American
English. Indeed, the roost linguistically remarkable fact about the go get construction is what I shall call
(with intended vagueness) the inflection condition: for the majority of speakers. any overt sign of
inflection on either of the verbs in the go get construction renders it ungrammatical:

(3) a. Go get the paper.
b. I told you to go get the paper.
c. Evety day I go get the paper.
d. *Every day my son goes get the pape,
e, *1 went get thc paper.
f. *Going get the paper is not my job.
g. *My dog has gone get the paper.

The same grammaticality pattern is seen with come as the V I:

(4) a. Come get the patxr.
b. I told you to conie get the paper.
c. Every day I come get the paper.
d. *Every day my son conies get the paper.
c. *I came get the paper.
I 'Coming get the paper is not i ,.; job.
g. 'My dog has come git the paper.

A few other verbs are permitted for some speakers: Run kct the paper is line for many, and Hurry get the



paper for some, for example. The class, however, is very small, and invariably contains go.
I am not denying the relevance and interest of the dialects of those speakers for whom the starred

examples in (3) and (4) arc fine; I will return later to the dialect variation issue, which is very important to
the study oi the inflection condition. First, however, I want to distinguish the go get construction from a
number of othets that are comparable to it in some ways but contrast with it in others.

2, Other relevant constructions

The go get construction must bc distinguished from ordinary infinitival complement constructions that
involve a complement VP with a bare infinitive. One class of verbs governing a bare infinitive
complement VP is thc modals, illustrated with will in (5). There appears to bc an inflection condition
here too, but in fact it is simply thc lack of any nonfinite forms in the paradigms of the modal verbs that
renders the starred forms ungrammatical; the resultant grammaticality pattern is completely different
from that seen in the go get construction: mpresenting ungrammatical strings hy and grammatical

ones hy '!', (3) shows the pattern '!!!..4", while the modals show the utterly different pattcm

(5) a. *Will get the paper.
b. "I told you to will get the paper.
c. Every day I will get the palm.
d, Every day my son will get the paper.
c. I would get the paper.
f. *Will(ing) get the paper is not my job.
g. *My son has will(ed) get the paper.

Bare infinitive VPs as an alternative to full infinitives with to are also selected, apparently uniquely,
by one nonauxiliary verb, namely pseudo-intransitive help (with the sense 'help someone': see Visser
1969; 13530, as illustrated in (6). Here, without the limitation of the defective paradigm of the modals,
no sign of an inflection condition appears.

(6) a, Help get the paper.
b. I told you to help get the paper.
c. Every day I help get the paper.
d. Every day my son helps get the paper.
c. I helped get the paper.
f. Helping get the paper is not my joh.
g. My son hm helped get thc paper.

The same pattern is seen when bare infinitive VPs are selected by verbs of the ntakellee causative class
(and also sensory perception verbs like see and hear), as seen in (7).

(7) a, Makc the dog get thc Neer.
b. I told you to make the dog gct the paper.
c. Every day I make the dog get the paper.
d. Every day my son makes the dog gct the paper.

e. I made the dog gct the paper.

f. Making the dog get the paper is not my job.
g. My son has madc the dog get the paper.
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Next, note that there is a variety of other constructions involving VPs selected hy the basic motion
verbs go and come that figure in the go get construction. One independently interesting one is illustrated
in (8).

(8) a. Go fishing.
b. I told you to go fishing.
c. Every day I go fishing.
d. Every day my son goes fishing.
c. I went fishing.
F. Going fishing is not my job.
g. My son has gone fishing.

Again there is no inflection condition; thc form of the complementverb is governed it must bc a
present paniciple but the first verb can be in any form in the paradigm. A curiou.s semantic constraint
(descrihcd by Silva 1915) is associated with this construction: the complement verb must denote an
unstnictured physical activity that is either recreational or aimed at gathering an acquiring physical
objects, and typicaily involves random peripateticity. Thus, you can go fishing at this or that water hole
or streamside, or go drinking at a selection of bars, hut you cannot 'go smoking' or 'go thinking' or 'go
piano-playing'. (Silva does not happen to mention it, but cotne can be substituted for go, and the
sem;uitic restriction remains: a friend can say 'Come drinking with us' is an interpretable invitation
because of the recreational activity of bar-hopping, but a smoker in a smoke-free building cannot say
'Conic smoking' to invite a fellow addict outside for a nicotine fix.) Tli;s construction has nothing to do
with the go get construction; it may not even involve a complement verb t"'rea argues that the -ing form
is an adverb). I mention it here only to give it the name 'the go fishing consti,.."^re so I can refer to it
later.

More relevant is what I shall call the go & get construction, the pseudocoordinate complement
constiuction with basic motion verbs illustrated in (9), where represents the reduced pronounciation
of and that is spelled 'n' in phrases like rock n roll.

(9) a. Go & get the paper.
b. I told you to go & get the paper.
c. Every day I go & get the paper.
d. *Every day my son goes & get the paper.
e. 9 went & get the paper.
I *Going & get the paper is not my job.
g. *My dog has gone & get the paper.

This sort of use of and has occasionally (e.g. by Poulsma 1926 and Visscr 19691 hcen called hendiadys (a
icmi that grammarians employed for the use of two words linked hy a conjunction to express a
single complex idea).

lbere is nothing special about the dialect that the judgments in (9) represent, of course. Philip
Miller has pointed out to me that in J. D. Winger's A Perfect Day for liananaftsh Mrs Carpenter says to
her little girl, 'Now run and play, pussy. Mommy's going up to the hotel and have a Manini with Mrs.
Ilubbel.' Clearly, Mrs Carpenter would probably not have regarded (91) as ungrammatical; for her,
pseudocoordinate infinitival VPs have a wider distrihution than they do in the dialects I am referring to
here.

The same grammaticality pattern is found when come rather than go is the VI of the go & get
construction:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(10) a. Comc & get the paper.
b. told you to come & get the paper.

c. Every day I come & get the paper.
d. *Every day my son comes & get the paper.
c. *I came & gct the paper.
f. *Coming & get the paper is not my job.

g. *My dog has cola. & get the paper.

But Mere is a critical difference between the g" get and go & get construction.s. If we change the

paradigm form of V2 in the starred cases of thc go ger construction to whatever matches VI, the examples

remain just a unramnialical as before for most speakers, as seen in the representative set of judgments

in (11); but in the go & get construction they become grammai;cal, as showy in (12), a set of examples

that virtually every speaker will accept.

(11) a. *Every day my son goes gets the paper.

b. *I went got thc paper.
e. *Going getting the paper is not my job.

d. *My dog has gone gotten the paper.

(12) a. Every day my son goes & gets the paper.

b. I went & got the paper.
c. Going & getting the paper is not my job.

d. My dog has gone & gotten the paper.

In go & get, inflection is allowed provided both verbs represent thc same fonn of the paradigm, wheicas

in go ga, no inflection at all is allowed, matching or not.
Different fmm all the constructions already discussed is another tiseudocoordinate complement or

hendiadys construction, found with try and onc or two other predicates (including be sure for many

speakers); I will call this the fry & get construction. It is illustrated in (13).

(13) a. Try & get the paper.

b. I told you to try & get the paper.

c. Every day I try & get the paper.
d. *Every day my son tries & get the paper.

e. *I tried & get the paper.
f. *Trying & get the paper is riot my job.
g. *My dog has tried & get the paper.

I am interested in the readings of these examples that do not involve mill complement anaphora in the try

clause, i.e. the reading of (13a) under which it means simply 'Try to get the paper. Ifen the effects of

changing V2 from base form to whatever matches VI exactly parallels what we find in the go ger

construction; it produces only ungrammaticahty.5

(14) a. *Every day my son tries & gas the paper.

b. 'I tried & got the paper.
c. *Trying & getting thc paper is not my job.

d. *My dog has tried & gotten the paper.

The try & ge, construction is thus like the go get construction in having the inflection condition, but like

go & get in containing an occurrence of (what is ordinarily) a coordinate conjunction morpheme.

2;13
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3, The generative literature

The literature of generative grammar has occasionally treated one or more of this collection of
constructions, hut as usual, the pattern of attribution, citation, and recognition of previous results in the
generative literature is nothing less than a disgrace. Zwicky (1969), Stahike (19701, Perlmutter 1 97 1 1,
Shopen (19711, mid Carden & Pesel/ky (1977) all hrielly discuss either go ger or go & get or both, hut
entirely in isolation: not one of these works indicates any knowledge of the previous contrihutions!'

This is not a complaint merely about citation etiquette, but about the task of linguistic analysis.
'there are numerous shortcomings in this cluster of works, many of which could have been avoided if
later works had made use of the content of earlier ones and avoided the pitfalls they pointed out.

/wick y (19691 is the earliest published discussion I know of. It is supenor to all s.Nequent works
in its coverage ot the laets and in the distinctions it dray( s between the differem constructions, but it opts
Mr deriving go get hy deleting the and num go & ger, and I believe this is incorrect.

Stahlke's brief mention of go & get (197(t, 91-92) is of interest in that it is the liNt work to link
discussion of the constnictions considered here to the topic of serial verb constructions in West Alrican
languages. It cites Ross (19n7: 171n as the source for the existence of the go & get and try & get
constructions (plus the consuuction Be nice & khs your granny, if th.0 is distinct Irom the latter) and for
a key tact ahout thetn, that Ilwy are not subject to the Coordinate Stnicture Constraint. Stahlke notes that
go & get yields inchoative/causative alternations (15a, hi, that t is incompatible with passivi/ation (15ci,
and that tense, aspect, and modality must be shared between the two verbs II Sd-

115) a. The bottle cyent and broke.
b. John went and bmke the bottle.
c. "The bottle is gone and broken.
d *The bottle goes and broke

.

bottle went ,ual has broken.
Elbe bottle went and will hreak.

Ile also states that V2 cannot be negated in the go & grf coll%titictillit, as I 111\1111(M MOSS, I do not think
this is correct. Missing from Stahlke's discussimi, hoc; ever, is the go get constniction, which seems even
more relevant to a consideration (if standard West African serial verbs, and the pattern found in Fele',
syhere what verbs display an overt conjunction and thus parallel Fnglish go get instead.'

Perlmutter i 1971 chapter 31 proposes a surtace structure constraint to handle the intlection
condition on go get, but fails to note that Zwicky p 4 191 had given an argon= against that tyco years
lx,tore Perlmutter's account of his surface constraint is too sketchy to he evaluated; for one thing, it is
descrilvd a.s a constraint on 'the go VFR construction,' hich bcgs all theoretical questions. the key
problem is hovv the constraint can tell whell It IN looking at an Instance of go gut as opixised to some other
construction (perhaps go /olung) III Nit hich a Ion of go happens to be tat adjaceot to a verb.

Shopcn (1971) moposes that the VI lielits ch the go gut constniction are in the process of becoming
modals, ychen the giammaticality patient is utterly different las shown above by (3) and (51) and all the
irleviutt syntactic evidence about modals (from inversion, negation, etc.) reveals that the VI of go get has
nothing in common cc ith them as Shopen acknowledges on p.256). Ile has SOttle Mehl] S1111actic tint
semantic observations along the cc ay but his concluslon that go and wore 'are moving into the modal
category.' seems completely incorrect,
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Carden & Pescuky's paper is the most recent discussion I know M. but also the least successful in

advancing our understanding of this cluster of constructions. Carden & Pesetzk equate the go get and

tr & ger constructions (though Zwicky carefully distinguished them) 'I'hey mistakeith take the

inflection condition on try S gel to apply to eo t4 CI SS hen (as Zwicky recognized it plainly (hies not

'I hes espouse what Is essentially Zwicky's malysis iderivir go get ItafIshMllatflindIly lioni i;t, 0)1

destine the lad that Shopen provided a number ot good argunblas that it was sarong And /math.

Will:1111g aS iii It SC. the rule that /ssick y used to capture the inition condition, the Carden & l'esetzk)

analysis ends up st 1111110 account of that cendition at all: having equated ccr %sub tzu A ger. the

authors assume that denying co gel Ironi i A gel will cause the itillection condition 01 try A get WI
they do not actually have any formal account anyway) to carry over to go get

'I his is all the mimed/awl) relevant published literature that I aol issart 01. II is Willi pOssible that

the unpublished papers die SkorSe. There seem to be plent of them: I have seen reterences to Impels by

(.0lo'n (1968), Factei t1970). !ambient!) Ic 1970), and Levi (1971), 11:.re arr probably whets The

existence ol cnnsnuction anc, (he problem of the lintel:non condition %me Ins) po, aed out to Arnold

/vs John Mien Ross I We 1:14!(.4.1' 119149. 158, n. 20) iii The 010Idle I%0S. And lit ,Ppie

have spawned isolated term paper protects and conference presentations all over the rimed States since

then. all by people ssho did not know Ann each other.

4. Tlw analogy with seriallialion

An imerrming asPerl 01 the constructions under consideration is the degree to ss filch they are reminiscent

ol what at least some authors have included under the heading of serial verb constructions. Baker (1989)

limits the application of the term 'serial verb construction' to the case of s;therticially obtectlev. transithe

VI's added after a transitive VI' and sharing its object semantically, as in i list and t 17) from Sranan

(English ha.sed creole, Surinam; examples from Baker 1989: 5(6),

(16) Koh naki Ambit kiri
Koh hit Amba kill
'Koli struck Amba dead.'

(17) Mi fringi a hatra broho
I threw 11w lxittle broke
'I threw the bottle and broke it.'

Ile argues, following Seblia (19871, that cases like the go get constniction involve sunlit} nonfinite
clauses as complements to intransitive verbs (see p.512 -.1, n.11). Likewise, Seulell I IOW), Ss hile not

taking quite as narrow a view of serial verbs as Baker, does not regard the go get construction as
instantiating serialization. but rather sonic kiml of 'governed pseudocomplementation' that is 1110Ie

restricted than serialization.
It is not important to arrive here at a decision on the purely terminological issue of what I() reserve

the tenn 'serial verb' for; but I note thaI many writets have included under this heading the

corremsondents of the go gel pattern in various languages.

II is woith noting that in addition to the parallels to the English go get constmction that ale Mien

noted in languages with serial veths, there are serial verb languages that have exactanalogs of the

go & get construction. For exampk. Hyman (1971 discnsses what he calls 'coordinate

consecutivitation' in Fe're', and gives examples such as (18).
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( I g) a ka sf12 nza miza
he ['AST come Az -cal rood

'Ile came and ate.'
Wyman VIM 11)

"Me V2 here shows a reduced preloyal lorm ol a coordinate conjunction morpheme (coincukntally
identical in phonological shape to its hnglish equivalent, n.1. I !mini treats this kind of evunple
alon,fside cilNes with the instrumental kind of serialization among others:

P)) a ka 1;111 plc ncwee mhaa
he PAST lake knife & -cut meat
'Ile cut the ineat Yith knife.'
(Hyman 1971:

It seems likely 0131 Mere is a Inither parallel vvith English, though it is ret)resented by Smith &
Wikon t 1979: 258). citing an ummblished paper ol Smith's, as a contrast between the two languages.
Smith & Wilson claim that extraction is possible out of Fele' coordinate siruclure, hut their lolle
csalllple IS IllghlS reads it a la a la Lit mhaa in-ben (with 110 (one marks), and is glossed
'Yiho topic NI 11,11 cut 111031:1101111;111k. 10.101 no sentence translation; note that the motpheine gloss does
not c en make it clear where or sy hat the subject NI' Smith & Wilson remesent this single example as
a clear violation iii he supposedly universal Coordinate Structure Constraint, hence evidence 01 a major
dincience bosh elm he'le' and languages hke English v.hich obey the Coordinate Stiocture Constraint. It
siTII1N 01 tie highly likely that it represents instead a remarkable parallel bet0een Fele' and English. I

suggest that both have a coordinate consecutive serial verb construction ol the go & gel t v, and both
peinnt extraction out of it. For Higlish, this is well knovnind was noted by Ross ( 1967), as Stahlke

observes. In he'le', 1 suspect that the actual situation is exactly comparable to that Sebba ( 1987)
slim% s lof Sraivaii WI. Baker 1989: 5.18,1 extraction ol the object from a serial verb construction is
possible, hut extraction IrOM a Inie coordination Is 110I:

Oh a. Koh teki a neli kon a brede.
Koh take the knile cut the bread
'Koh took the kinle and cut the bread kyith III

b. San Koh teki a nett knit
%%hat Koh lake the knife cut

'What did Koli lake the knife ;mil cut?'

1 a. Kull sutu Amlia ki Kwaku
Koli shoot Amba kill F: waku
'Koh shot Ainba and killed I\ v.aku.'

b. *Simla Koli sutu Antha kin .'

uho Kohl shoot Amha kill
4-Who did Koli shoot AmIxi and kill!'

ME conjecture las yet iiuit-hicckcdi is thu ev.ueths tht, pattvin ol grammauR %%mild lie lound iii
camples Ii slh stenis likek bitt flo language illoil s extraction Iron) regular

coordinate conjunctions

I he definitional Iirestion 01 %%nether we rcall %%ant to use the !OM 'Nenal verbs' 1m July ol the Me
hiijdishu construcnons discussed ahot c is not imponam. I 0111 temponte, using the tenninology ol iny
title, and will reler to intransitive ve.'is as I move on to consider specilic aspects 01 the

2 3 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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analysis of these constructions.

S. Go get Is not simply go & get sans conjunction

The go get construction is not to be analyzed as simply the go & get with its coordinating conjunction

clided.9Shopcn presents several arguments for this point.

One syntactic argument is that go get can be stacked while go & get cannot. Thus while (22a) is a

grammatical go get construction, (22b) is interpittable only as an ordinary coordination.

(22) a. Come go eat with us.

h. Come & go & cat with us.1°

There is syntactic support for this that is not noted by Shopcn. Extraction is possible from the

complement of V2 in a go get construction, as seen in (23a), but (23b) seems ungrammatical, which

suggests that there is no such possibility if more than two verbs art involved:

(23) a. What would you like to come go eat?

b. *What would you like to come and go and eat?

Shopen also notes some rather clearer evidence (due to Dwight Bolinger) based on semantic

properties distinguishing go get front go & get. One is that go get has a volitional quality not exhibited

by go & get so that (24a) is uninterpretable but (25b) is fine.

(24) a. *Sometimes driftwood may come wash up on the beach

b. Sometimes driftwood may come & wash up on the beach.

Another is that motion away fmm the viewpoint location is strongly implied by the go get construction

but not by go & get with the result that (25a) is uninterpretable but (26b) is fine.

(25) a. *I hope they don't go come back to the house while we're in bcd.

h. I hope they don't go & conic hack to the house while we're in bed.

A further syntactic distinction between go get and go & get, no( explicitly discussed by Shopen. is

that in go & get the VI verb can take various kinds of complement such as particles and prepositional

phrases; hence we have contrasts like (26).

(26) a. ('so away and read something.

b. What do you want me to go away and read?

c. *Go away read something,

d. *What do you want me to go away read?

el'he extraction in (27b) is included to demonstrate that it is go & get arid not ordinary coordination that is

involved.)
Another difference is that to some extent (limited by a dif lividly' of contextualizing cases where V2

denotes a nomaction rather than an action) V2 can be negated in the go & get construction. With go get

this is not the case.
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(27) a. I expect you to go and not do anything wrong for a week.
b. What sort of bad stuff do you expect me to go and not do for a week'?
c. *I expect you to go not do anything wrong for a week.
d. *What sort of bad stuff do you expect me to go not do for a week'?

Carden and Pesetzky claim that there are two go & get constructions, one having an 'unexpected event'
reading (as in the creature might go and die on us) and permitting negation of V2 (the creature rnight go
and not die), and the other being the source of the go get construction. I think they arc wrong, and have
designed the examples in (27) to be incompatible with the 'unexpected event' reading (though I agree that
such a reading is clearly possible for a go & get construction).

6. Syntactic analysis of quasi-serialization

MI the most promising descriptions of serial verb constructions treat them as involving multiple heads, in
the way that coordination does in analyses like those of Guitar, Klein, Pullum & Sag (1985), henceforth
OKI'S, and Sag, thtzdat, Wasow & Weisler (1985). The analysis of Baker (1989). for example, is
crucially founded on multiple heads.

I claim that the English quasi-serial constructions treated in this paper should be analyzed similarly
(which is one reason for suspecting that the conceptual distance from serialization and quasi-serialization
is not great). For the go & get construction, for example. I believe the analysis presented in CKPS
(175-6) is essentially correct. The kcy immediate dominance rule is given in (APS in this form:

(28) VP 3 H)481, H1CONJ and]

The lirst H bears a fetaure value ISUBCAT 481 (abbreviated as '148 l'), and thus must be (BAR 01 by
virtue of a Feature Cooccurrence Restriction (FM requiring subcategorization features to occur only on
zero-bar-level categories. The second II beats no SUBCAT or BAR specification, hence by the Head
Feature Convemion (UR') gets the same value for BAR as the mother category, VP, namely [BAR 21,
and also the sante value for all other head features for example, for features like VFORM which
determine the paradigmatic fonn of the verb. The second 11 bears the specification ICONlandi, so it will
expand as an instance of and plus an H, which again will inherit all its features via the HFC. The result is
that we get structures likc (29).

(29)

VP WORM ME)

C ()

VP I WOW RSE

(SUBCAT and]

VP CUL J and, VFOPM

VP1VFOPM

--
V VFORM EiSE) NI)

get the paper
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There is a change that I think needs to be made in the OKPS account of English grammar, for
independent reasons. It concerns verb phrases. In GKPS, the abbreviatory label 'VP' stands for

V2i-SUB;) (or more fully, ((V, +), (N,-), (BAR,2), (SUB), -))), where SUBJ is a feature for
distinguishing S (which is (+SUB))) from VPs (which arc (-SUM. GKPS makes no use of the
logically definable category VRIAR I.-SUB)). No topic treated in the book motivates a distinction

between V2 and VI, so verbs arc introduced directly under V2 nodes. But I think it is clear that there are

reasons for distinguishing V2 from V1 reasons over and above the obvious argument from symmetry

with othcr categories like AP, PP, and particularly NP, all of which are analyzed as X2 categories

dominating XI categories.

One argument turas on the distinction between gap-containing 'purpose clauses' and 'rationale
clauses' (cf. Faraci 1974, Wallace 1986): (30a) is grammatical (even on the reading whew the annoy

clause modifies the matrix clause), while (30b) is not.

(30) a. I bought you a pornographic book, Ito rcad to annoy the bishop.

b. *thought you a pornographic book, to annoy the bishop (to rcad j

These facts are nicely accounted for if the gap-containing purpose clause to read is in VI and the

rationale clause, to annoy the bishop, is not (it might bc a daughter of V2, or adjoined to VI or V2).

Another argument can be made on the basis of the placement of the negation particle not. The

syntax of negation is not treated in GKPS, but had it been the conclusion might have been reached that

thc negative particle would be best located in a 'VP specifier' position, contained in V2 but not in VI.

Analyzing not (non-crucially) as the sole member of the category Ak-ADV, AFORM not j, nd

abbirviating A2k-ADV I as 'Adv2r, we posit the following rule to introduce the class of adverbsin

question:

(31) V2 -3 (Adv2Inor 0, 10

Adv2 is expanded in the obvious way:

(32) Mv2 (Adv2),10

(I am leaving open the possibility that the adverb not Usell sometimes takes specifiers and complements;

for example, absolutely not or not on your life might be constituents of the category
A2(4- ADV, AFORM not I.)

Given the introduction of the VI category, thc verb phrase rules of GKPS will now be restated as

VI rules rather than V2 rules. thus:

(33) VI -4 HI 11
-411[21, NI'

VI -3 NP, PM)]
etc.

The GKPS rule for subcategory 4)1 verbs, quoted in (28) above, emerges in this recasting as (34).

(34) V1 --4111481,1-12[CON1 anti]

The try & get construction can be analyzed in an almost identical way:"
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( 35) VI 9 111491, 112ICONJ and]

Only the SlIBCAT value differentiates this rule from the last. The two are identical in defining both the
SUBCAT-bearing lexical head and the 'complement' VP as heak for the purposes of the MC. The
reason I assume it is necessary to separate go & get from try & get syntactically is because the classes of
triggering verbs are distinct and the latter but not the former construction is associated with an inflection
condition. For now, the distinct SUBCAT values will suffice as a reminder of this difference, since I do
not want to defend any foinial way of representing the inflection condition. Notice one thing, however:
the inflection condition completely wipes out any clear indications of the effects of the WC in the
try & get construction. Because all cases in which inflectional effects would he noted are ungrammatical,
all eases in which one would be able to see evidence of the IIFC's effects are ungrammatical.

I claim that the go get construction is parallel to try & get in that it also involves dual heads, but
there is a difference between the two: go get involves a [BAR I 1 head, not a 1BAR 21 head. The rule is
(36).

(3()) VI --)111501, Ill

This yields exactly the same structure as the one Baker (19/(9) proposes for serial verbs. This is shown in
(37), with an 11 marked next to each branch that leads to a head daughter.

(17)

One consequence of the V 4- V2 analysk of go & get and the V + V analysis of go get is that the
already noted contrast regarding negation falls out: (38a) is grammatical but (38b) is not.I2

(31) a I expect you go & not do anything wrong for a week .

b. 9 expect you go not do anything wrong for a week.

2 1 )
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7. The nature of the inflection condition

I now return to the inflection condition. In this secti(rn I will not he formalizing ,mything, txcause the
task is much harder than getting the syntax right, and I believe we are a long way away trout having a
linguistic theory that provides the right machinery for treating this subject.

Sonic things cart be said straight away about what the inflection coridition is not. It is not a

restriction to the imperative (Seuren S), and it is not a restriction to 'imperatives and sentences with

lexical modals (Baker 19/l9: SI9, n. 3). It is inure complicated than that. Rendering its statement mme
precise involves working with data like the following, where '4, prehxes are used throughout as a
reminder that judgments across the population of native speakers of colloquial American English are in

fact highly dialect-sensitive.

(39) a. eh He has gone get the txxik.
b. He ha.s gone got the hook.
c. %He has come get the book.

d. cklk has come got the book.

Carden & Pesettky take examples like (39c) to be ungrammatical, though they do report speake is ss ho
find them somewhat better than (39a). (Incidentally, they also correctly note an experimental difficulty in
doing informant work on this constructions; for example, the) report speakers who appear accept
examples like (39h), but when asked to repeat them are found to he insening a much reduced ./(4% into the
utterance, and thus must be taken to be giving judgments on the wrong construction.)

The difference between (39a) and (39c) is that the past participle ol come happens to he identical to
N base form (this is not true ol go). Assur.,ing that the right forulation or the inflection condimm says
simply that the verbs involved must not hear an affix, they conclude that there must be a motphological
difference between past participle mute' and present tense conic: since Every day I conic iisit you is
grammatical, present tense come must have no affix at all; but since (39e) is ungrammatical, past
participle cool(' must count as bearing an al fix: presumably it has the form come) 01

Three points are missed by this proposal The lirst was pointed out to Carden & l'esci/ky ft I hinca

Steriade, and they note it in a footnote (91,11.51: the dtstinction betsseen the Iwo cases could well he the
distinction between systematic and accidental identity to the base fonn. a general moiphological rule ol
the language .sopulate.s that non-3rd -singular present tense limns have no overt affix, while (wily on
aecith 101 irregular morphology gtVeN the tiast pamcipiple of (tone its base like shape (To put this
another way, infinitely many potential verbs have tero-mllected present tense forms, for the usual
generalization applies to newly coined verbs, but only a finite, closed, and very small set of items has the

pattern exhibited hy com(.) Carden & Peseteky acknowledge: ti such a distinction is needed
independently, our algutnent lor an unmarked present is greatly weakened.' Since they V. role this,
ev'lence has emerged that very clearly shows an independent need lor the distinction: Pullton & /wicks
(' g() shows that it is critical to an understanding of the phenomenon of phonological resolution oh
syntactic feature conflict.

The second thing that Carden & Pesettky fail to notice is that they have not allowed for the
possibility that the ungrammaticality of (39c) is due to the form of the V2 rather than the VI. Supptisc
the go get construction requires not only that VI lack oven inflection. hut also two other things: that V2
should be in the sante form of the paradigm as VI (call this parallelism), and that V2 should also lack
overt inflection (call this nakedness). This would yield a catch-22 for strings like (19c) and (39d): the
former meets nakedness but fails parallelism, while Me latter has the reverse problem.
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There is a class of data crucially relevant to this txx overlooked by Carden & Peseti.ky and by all
other investigators so far. English has about 25 verbs whose past participle is accidentally identical to the
base fon:

(40) bet, bid, burst, cast, come, emt, cut, fit, hit, hurt, let, put, quit, rid, run, set, shed, shut,
slit, spit, split, spread, thrust, wcd, wet.

Using any one of these as V2, one can set up examples in which both the parallelism and nakcdncss
conditions arc met. A relevant case is (41).

(41) %He has come put his cards on the table.

It was a desire to know more about speakers judgments on such examples that led Arnold Zwicky and
mc to undertake a survey that revealed an alarming fact, the third thing tha, Carden & Peseuky (and all
previous investigators) had overlooked: my ad hoc locution 'the inflection condition' has no unique
referent. The inflection condition is not by any mcans the same for all speakers not even for speakers
who accept Go get the paper and rejeet *He goes get(s) the paper.

Zwicky and I administered to a population of 82 English speakers (53 by electronic mail and 29 in
a sociolinguistic field methods class administered by John Rickford). An effort was made to discourage
linguists who had worked on or considered the relevant constructions from participating. The sentences
we asked people to judge were these.

(42) a. Comc sing a fcw songs with me.
b. I often go am helpful to Tracy.
c. Has Sandy ever come hit you up for money before?
d. Whenever the floor's been hot, the dog has run put his paw in cold water.
e. Doesn't Terry go pick up the laundry on Tuesdays?
1. Pat has come visit us every day this month.
g. 1 usually try and be nice to them.
h. While you've been away, I've come put water on your plants every day.
I. Lee often goes and is nice to them.
j. Every day you come bore mc with your stories.
k. Robin came sang a few songs with me.
!. We sometimes go be swect to them for a few hours.
in. Tell Johnny to go save his tortoise.
n. While you've been away.1 have come swept your porch every day.
o. Chris usually tries and he nice to them.
p. They have come vkited us every day this month.
q. Marda might go cheek on hcr mail.
r. Every day Ashley comes bores me with silly stories.
s. While you've been away. I have come taken your dog for a walk every day.
t. Can Dana go sec who's at the door?

We requested a ranking on a 4-point scale. Judgments of I or 2 were treated as rxisitive, those of 3 or 4 as
negative; in our experience, most people balk at pmviding only yes/no judgments even in this study
we got some 1.5s mid 3.5s, though fortunately no 2.5s so that they must be provided with a liner
classification, even if the distinction between 1 and 2, or between 3 and 4, will play no role in analysis.
No sets of judgments were discarded, though sorne were distinctly peculiar. The preamble explaining the
instructions, as sent out from Zwicky's computer account at Stanford, lead as follows:
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Geoff Pullum and I are soliciting judgments on the set of examples behrw, involving English
constructions with GO/COME/RUN VERB. GO/COME/RUN AND VERB, and TRY AND VERB. If
you arc a native speaker of American English who hasn't already thought about theanalysis of these

constructions, we could u.se a cimple of 1111111Ileti of your time What we need. lor each of Mese exampk's,

is a judgment on a 4point scale (1 is best), roughly as follows:

I: I could well say this in natural, inlormal speech.
2: I'm not sure I could say this.
1: 1 probably wouldn't say this, but I might accept it it someone else did.

4: I couldn't possibly say it, atuf it doesn't even sound like something All English speaker could say.

All you need to send us Is the twenty examples. or Just their identifying letters thru 0, each with a I, 2.

1. or 4 added to indicate your judgment.

Try to make your judgments quickly and without a lot of reflection. In particular. try not to compare the
example you're looking al with others in tins set or with others you might think of. Don't think about
what you OUGI TT to say. or about whether you could EXPLAIN your Judgments, lust treat each example

(MIL

lie sure thin liii re ltfilrlflr the example here. and not softie sundae cumple. TRY AND VUl It nuFht lu

dillerent limit TRY TO VERB, GO AND VERB might he dilletent nom GO TO V1R11 and Go VI R11,
and so oft Please hurt Change things to see it ou can make the examples Mier: there are no typos in

the list; some of them are St 'PPOSED to be awful.

lhe results revealed a network of distinct out v, as much more complicated than we eYer thought

we woll1(1 find. but V.hich still told sumre clear structure.
The logical stnicture 01 the set of dialects can best be sct out by working through a set ol choices

(call them paraineter settings if you wish) that determine the grammaticality judgments 01 a parttcular

dialect's Version of the go get construction.

pre-screening choice is of course to decide whether an inflection condition is present at all.
Visscr (1969: 1.19to reports thal 'Cunnbinations cc ith a finite form 01 g. 'They %tent look lor him')

are still met with in American English I have never encountered ,uomerance 01 Ons ty pe.

inflected V I. but 1.w icky and hlid lind it CK respondents who accepted s finally every thing we presented

lo them. and thus represent evidence of dialects of ific I y pc VissCr .1(tests,

For those yy ho a:leo CAM's like 1 hen uent look h., huh but accept Go Ink fir Juror. lilt' lost decision
to be made is whether Me first serb actually- has to hi iii tire Ildse hmrttit of whether merely looking like Mc

base [(inn ( e. having no overt Inflectional altilvest will slither.

Zsc ick y and I tOtaid (ha( Silli[ecis ci tub iii odlecnon condition rit slime kind split AlurIll eit.lti It/ ciii

ill month say ing that lorking like the base limn isis adequate 1 his is indicated by an eighty I:era:rut

acceptance rate on utterances like al2j,./.'irri: /hire me ith n,rue lImes cc here the VI is

IIIIlle hut ill the llon- 1rd singular picscirt tense sit bitt tin Al111 is SIsll'It! 111e less liar Itt CIO pelt:1111 it

spc,Ikels V110 reject such sentences apparently YetillIre V I lit be in the base lorm. not prd resemble it
'1 he Y define a hyperrestrictive dialect. w hose speakciN I will reler lo As the CON,0 KVAll \TS, in \chid!

iniperatives like (;0 get the paper and infinitives as in Ile told one to go get the paper are

graininatical.

Those speakers who are ,:oment if the first seri) simply looks like a liase lonn speak one ol the
dialects I will refer to as "ai LIBERAL dialects. For them, there is another choice to be inade Does
accidental identity to 1.;a: base su fice, or must it be systematic identity as defined generally by the

paradigms for verbs in the language?

0 1 k)
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We take the identity of past participles to base fonns found with the short list of verbs in (4(1) to be
accidental. Some end in a nasal and used to have -en suffix Veit was lost through sound change; others
end in a corona] stop and used to have a -ed suffix that was similarly lost; the list is not quite the sante Mr
all speakers. Systematic identity, however, is found in the case of plural and BM and second person verb
forms in the present tense: these art always the same as the base form, by the general rules for verb form
shapes that apply to all verbs except be and the modals. Given the fact that new verbs are coined all the
time, all speakers are prepared to accept for (in principle) infinitelymany verbs the rule that the first
person singular present tense of verbs other than the copula is suffixless; the verbs in (40), by contrast,
constitute a list of two do/en special cases to which no additions arc ever made.

Zwicky and I found that subjects again split about eight to two in favor of the more permissive
alternative: only a little more than twenty percent of subjects, speakers of what I will call the SYSTEMATIC
LIBERAL dialects, had judgments showing that systematic identity between the V I form and the base fonn
Mr that verb was called Mr. Systematic liberal speakers arc happy with Everyowning I ,&,) get the paper,
because Ist person singular present tense verb forms are systematically identical to base forms; but they
reject Every clay I have come put water on your plants, because although VI is identical in shape to the
base form of come, it is only accidentally so, come bemg a verb that just happens to have an irregular past
participle that looks and sounds like its base form.

The remaining eighty percent of the libc-al speakers, who are happy with any VI that looks and
sounds like the base form, whether the resemblance is for systematic reasons or is just accidental. I will
refer to a.s the AcciDENTAL LIBERALS. They have yet more choicesto make, because they have a conflict
to resolve. The question is what condition they will impose on V2. Given that they accept some
examples in which V I is not a base form (though it looks and sounds like one), they face potential
conflicts that other dialects do not face. In cases where VI is a past participle, they have to decide what
to do if V2 is a verb whose past participle does not look like its base form.

One possibility would be to exclude from the language any example in which thew is a conflict
between shape identity and feature identity. and I will call speakers who take this option the
EXCLUSIONIST ACCIDENTAL LIBERALS. Another would he to include in the set of grammatical strings all
the examples in which there is a conflict between shape identity and feature identity, and I will call
speakers who take this option the INCLUSIONIST AcCIDURTAL LIBERALS. The remaining possibility is to
decide on a principled way to make the choice of which forms to accept, and the speakers who take this
option I will call the SELECTIONIST ACCIDENTAL LIBERALs

The community of accidental liberals splits into exclusionists, inclusionists, and selectionists in
proportions that do not differ very greatly, as if any strategy was as plausible as any other, and speakers
simply picked an dialect at random. About 27rk of our accidental liberals tumed out to be exclusionists,
rejecting both lle has come visit me and He has come beaten me; about 42% are inclusionists, and accept
both these types of example; and about 31 rk are selectionists. Thc differences in site of these three
group are not pronounced; each is very roughly (±9r4) a third of the class of accidental liberals.

One further dichotomy remains to generate the full array of dialects with respect to the go get
construction. The seMcnonists nave to decide whether V2 should always look like VI (but not
necessatily have the sante syntactic featute specifications), or whether V2 should always bear the same
syntactic feature specifications as V I Mut not necessarily resemble V2's base form). I will call the
speakers who want V2 always to sham with VI the property of looking like the base tom), regardless of
syntactic feature composition, the SHAPE PRIERENC SELECOoNIsT ACCHMATAL LIBERALS. Shape-
pieference selectionists accept as grammatical only the intersection of the examplesaccepted by the
shape- pmfmence and leature-preference speakers. I will call the remaining speakers. those who want V2
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always to have the same feature specifications as VI, regardless of what affixes are involved, the
FEATURE-PR P-FERENCE SELECI1ONIST ACCIDENTAL LIBERALS. Featt !e-pre ference selectionists accept as

grammatical the union of the examples accepted by the shape-preference and feature-preference speakers.

Zwicky and I found that selectionists split 5 to 3 in favor of shape as the crucial detenninant: 62.5%
of the selectionists went for shape preference, accepting She hat come visit you but rejecting He has come

beaten me, and 37.5% opted for feature preference, making the opposite judgments.

Our data show a higher incidence of variability than we expected, and more variation than is
evidenced in one small item of comparable data reported by Carden & Pesetzky (1978: 91, n.6): Guy
Canien and Chris Clifford interviewed 27 speakers regarding their judgments on John has come live with

us, which is a crucial diagnostic for distinguishing inclusionists and shape-preference selectionists among

accidental liberals, and found 3 accepting it, one calling it possibly O.K. and one calling il possibly
ungrammatical. In our survey, the inclusionists and shape-preference selcctionists together comprise
nearly 39% of the total, so al least 10 out of our 27 speakers had judgments suggesting they would accept

this example.)"

The logical structure of the set of dialects involved here is rather complex. To clarify it, and to
permit the reader to conduct a self-survey to place his or her own dialect, I present in the following

diagram a dccision tree for the six different dialects defined above.

(43)

no inflection
Condition

ACCEPT
I have come put 9

accidental
liberal systematic

liberal

leatuie preference
Selectionist

exclusionist inclusions!

o 4 :

'

shape
preference
selectionist
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8. Conclusions

1 have not attempted to provide in this paper any full analysis of the nest of interesting problems in
semantics, syntax, morphology, and phonology that have been discussed. In particular, I am not yet ready
to provide a formal account of the phonological, morphological, and syntactic aspects of the inflection
condition. But I hope I have made it clearer what needs to be accomplished by any full description of
these constructions. and I hope 1 have laid to rest various errors found in thc previous literature.

As for the terminological question of whether we 'really have serial verbs here, the constructions I
have examined appear to be governed by particular lexical subclasses of verbs, and according to Scuren
(1990), this immediately entails that serializ.ation is not present: he maintains that 'true' serial verbs
involve ungoverned occurrence of paratactically juxtaposed 'pscudo-complement' VPs. That is. there
must be no mstriction to specific verbs in the VI position. But in fact there are numerous mentions of
such VI constraints in the literatum that uses the term 'serial verlYt.'

(i) According to (Williamson 1965), fjo (Kwa. Nigeria) has several serial verb constructions limited ta
a short list of specific VI or V2 verbs.

(ii) According to (Foley and Olson 1985: 41), Kaititj (Arandic, central Australia) has serial verbs only
with 'come' or 'go' in the VI (superordinate) position.

(iii) According to (Foley and Olson 1985: 41), l'imas (Sepik, Papua Ncw Guinea) 'serializes most
frequently with the basic motion yertks come and go'; although other verbs can enter into the serial
verb construction, 'come and go are favored and formally distinguished by suppletion.'

(iv) According to (Foley and Olson 1985: 48), Tok Pisin (English-based creole. Papua Ncw Guinea) also
has serial verbs only with 'come' or 'go' in the VI position.

(v) According to (Foley and Olson 1985.49), Dani (Papuan, Irian Jaya) has obligatory periphrastic
conjugation with serial verbs for newly all transitive verbs, and the only VI (superordinate) verbs
that can be used are those meaning 'put', 'see'. and 'Ove'.

(vi) According to (12echaine 1989: 239), Haitian (French-based creole, Haiti) has two kinds of serial
verb constructkm, in one of winch VI is restricted to pra 'take'. In the other, V2 must be drawn
from the closed list 'give', 'vini', 'go', 'arrive', and 'go out'.

'These restrictions am found in languages that arr taken to represent clear eases of serialization. It seems
to me that it would he odd to deny the term either to them or to the similar phenomena in English, but
some authors think otherwise.

Even those authors, however, will riot deny that the go get, go & get, and try & get constructions
show enough interesting similarities to the paradigm cases of serial verbs in (e. g.) West African
languages to be of interest to specialkts working on those languages. Even if we accept a restrictive
characterization of serialization (e.g., following Baker, that it must involve semantic object sharing), it is
easy to see that the typological distance between English and serializing languages is not too great. Foley
& Olson (1985: 51) suggest that them am four typological properties that have a nomaccidental
association with serialization:

I. phonemic tone or complex vowel systems
2. monosyllabicity

isolating morpliological type
4, verb medial word order

English, with its fairly complicated vowel and diphthong system, its core inventory of mostly
monosyllahic Anglo-Saxon nxns, its almost compkte lack of inflectional morphology, and its strict SVO
word order, comes closer to meeting these conditions than most Indo-European languages do. And as
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mentioned earlier (see footnote 8), the data discussed by Lakoff (1986) may indicate that (in particular)
coordinate consecutivization is more productively established in English syntax than most accounts

(including mine) have yet made clear.

Notes

I. My introduction to this construction was provided by Zwicky (1969). Arnold Zwicky and 1
have attempted to improve our undetstanding of it at various times since 1973, when wc began
collaborating on topics in the borderland of syntax and phonology. The research reported here owes a
great deal to him, but this presentation is mine, and lacks the improvements that would doubtless have
resulted if we had been able to develop it jointly. Zwicky and other participants at the Ohio State
Miniconference on Serial Verbs in May 1990 madc comments on my pmsentation that permitted me to
improve this paper, and John Moore read the paper in draft and gave me sonic helpful written comments.

2. Example (Id) may not be quite as familiar a song title as the others, but some readers may recall
it was the company song of the Sirius Cybernetics Company Complaints Division in the original radio
version of Douglas Adams' series The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (it is in the radio script hut not in

the novel).

3. !ignore all similar citations in which a comma follows the go or come, of course, since these

cannot he assumed to show the cohesion that characterizes thc construction I am discussing here
though it would be reasonable to conjecture that the historical origin of Come kiss me might be a

sequence of imperatives (Come! Kiss me!), and that the non-imperative analogs might have been a later

outgrowth.

4. It is worth noting here that I take the differentiation to be in terms of hierarchy or dependenq,,
not linear pftcedence; the VI is the apparently supemrdinate verb, and the V2 is apparently in some kind
of complement VP. If there were a typologically straightforward SOV langinge that had a parallel
construction, I would still call the supernrdinate Verb VI, and would expect other things being equal

to lind that the V2 followed its subcategorized complements and that the VI followed the V2.

5. These may be regarded as grammatical under an interpretation where the try clause is
independent and elliptical, with try meaning 'attempt unspecified things '. but under that interpretation the

phrase try & get loses the equivalence to try to get that it has in the try ct get construction.

6. Carden & Pesetiky do mention the Zwicky and Shopen papers in three footnotes added after
their paper was written but their text has no references at all, and it is clear I rom the analysis they adopt

that they paid virtually no attention to the conclusions reached by Zwicky or SI ,en.

7. Stahlkc gives example!: of an additional verb that can occur as VI in the go & get construction:

take, as in The bottle took and broke. Personally, I have never encountered this use of take; Visser

(1969: I 399n) notes the usage, and describes it as 'Anglo-lrish.'

8. For an apparently far more serious challenge to the Coordinate Structure Constraint ICS('), see

takolt (1986). 1 cannot deal with Lakoff's arguments in detail hem but I will say that I believe the
phenomena he discusses may well fall into place much better when re-examined in the context of a theory

of coordinate consccutivization. English apparently permits sequences of conjoined VPs to be

L
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reinterpreted quite freely as cases coordinate consecutivization rather than logical conjunction. The
extractions Lakoff cites from what he takes to be coordinate structures are, I propose. more closely related
to Fe're'-style serial verb constructions than to true coordination. All Lakoffs crucial examples involve
semantically cohesive chains of coordinated VPs, with fairly slibtle meaning restrictions. Extraction from
conjoined sentences or conjoined NPs, on the other hand, always leads to ungrammaticality (and Lakoff
offers only a vague and unconvincing semantically-based alternative to the CSC to take account of that
fact). In other words, whereas Lakoff argues that wc cannot understand the CS(' in syntactic terms, I am
suggesting that we understand the CSC fairly well, but that we do not understand coordinate
consecutivization well enough.

9. Visser (1969) states that go & get. but not go get. 'already occurs in (late) Old English, which
seems to indicate that 'go see' developed from 'go and see' by elision of the conjunction' (p.1399). This
does not seem particularly plausible to m., since go get did not take over from go & get but rather
proceeded to coexist with it for a clear six or seven centuries. But this is in any case not relevant to my
claim in the text, which is about the synchronic analysis of go get.

10. I think this argument is worth mentioning, but let me also mention that I do not see an easy
way to describe the fact.s if they are as Shopen asserts. (liven the analysis of the prf & get construction I
will defend below, the V2 in a go & get construction is just an ordinary verb phrase, and I do not see what
could stop it Bum being itself an instance of the go & get construction, which is all it would take for
(22h) to be generated. The facts thus have an uneasy status: they seem to provide an argument against
relating the two constructions, but they also seem to provide an argument that my analysis does not tell
the whole story.

11. Coincidentally but conveniently, 48 happens to be the last SUI3CAT value used in CIKPS, so
we can continue from 49 without clashing with any of the SUBCAT numbers used earlier in the book.

12. There other ways in which the unintemplability of the go get sequence might be made ^

consequence of the analysis. One would be to impose the requirement that the go get sequence constitute
a morphological word, perhaps using an autolexical theory of the kind Jerrold Sadoek has advocated. At
present, I am not aware of data that would decide between these approaches.

13. One example from the OED indicates that dialects accvting sequences like come live existed
over three centuries ago: from William Browne's 16.47 translation Le Roy's (M.) History of Polexander,
the OED cites a sentence mentioning Spaniards, which seem'd to have come offer themselves to your
sword.' The occurrence of offer rather than offered seems to indicate a seventeenth century inclusionist
or shape oreference dialect.
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Serial vs. Consecutive Verbs in Walapai

Junes E. Redden
Southern Illinois University

Serial verbs are rare in North American Indian languages. Apparently,

serial verbs only occur in the Yuman family of languages, located in Arizona,

California, and Mexico. Walapal or Hulapai is an Upland Yuman langNage

located on the south side of the horseshoe of the Grand Canyon in Northwest

Arizona.

Walapai often has several verbs in a sentence which have the same subject.

In many cases, these verbs look very much like the serial verb constructions
that are so well known from West Africa; but in others, they seem just to be

consecutive actions or events. One must ask whether there is any real differ-

ence between serial verbs and consecutive verbs in Walapai.

The best known serial verbs in Walapal are the comparatives and superla-

tives. However, not all comparatives and superlatives in Walapni are serial

verbs; they may be compound verb stems. (In the analyses below, "SS" means

"same subject as following verb", "DS" means "different subject from following
verb", and "TNS." means a kind of "universal wrist that may refer to past,

present or futurc".) ("SUB." refers to "subordination". See note on last page.)

hfi-C. hmf-k-yu #

3/11m. be=tall/SS/be

'He is tall.'

hfi-C: hmi-k pfi pi-kwfl-k-we

3/NOM. be=tall/S0 1 SUB./pass/SS/do

'He is taller than I am.'

hmf-k pfiy kwil-k-we

be=tall/SS all pass/SS/do

'He is the tallest (of all).1

mfi-r7 vikek ma-homf-k Im-kwfl-a mi-tnnp

2iNOM. not=at=all 2/be=tall/SS 1 2/pass/TNS. 2/be,do=not

'You are not as tall as I am. (or) 'You are not taller than I am.'

mA4 yamkpeir-a PA mi-kwfl-k-a

2/5011. be=intoxicated/TNS. 2/be=much,very/SS 1 2/pass/33/TNS.

'You are a lot drunker than I am."

These comparatives and superlatives have a stativ,_, verb followed by a

verb meaning t(sur)pavs', or 'exceed'. Only the ::econd vcrb hm; an objuo,

Thu:3, these look exactly like the so-called e1a5oical serial verbs of Wes.-,t

Africa. However, these conditions do not apply to all serial verbs in Walapai.

- 240 -
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pgeZ a-hnd-tgtv-yu #

1/NOM. 1/be=t all /be=ve/y ,much/be

'I am rather tall.' (or) 'I am taller than most/all.'

pa-2r . hmf-tav-k pi p-kwfl-we #
I /NOM. be=tall ibe=very ,much/SS 3 SU13. /pass /do

'I am much taller than they arc.' (or) 'I am the tallest by far.'

Agtv/, 'be/do very much so', is a very common verb, both as an indc.pendent
verb and as ono element of a compound stem, It OCCUYS much more frequently
than /low11/, 'Airpass', 'exceed'. /tav/ also frequently compounds With noun
tems, However, .ince any :item eiul occur ns either a noun or a verb, stems
must be seen in cot:text before the word class can be determined.

When Jeoeph Ireenberg was giving the first public presentation of his
now c tas s t f i cat i oh o f Amo Henn inditei languages at the 1918 Mid-Ameri
Lin gui ott c.:; Con ference at t he Jr i ve rsity of Oklahoma , Norman , he made an
tv.; i de remark that never a.cpeared in print that the only no ri al verbs in North
Ameri ettn in i an lan gunge tt , no fur ao he knew, were the comparati ve cons t rue-
t ions in Yuman lanpviages. Howevur, Walapai has tatiny oth:q. serial vert con-
st curt i ow.; ; mt ives are marked with the so eend verb P., / , 'gi ve ' again very
similar to dative eons truct ion:; in West Africa, e. g. Twi or Akan /mil/ , 'give ' ,

whieh is used as the second verb in a series to mark datives.

gru3 p-mn-vilwf-v-a-k kwa9tf-1 mi-?;gt-k #
coffe /d /make,be=half/6TATE/T23. /SS dish,cup/in 2/pour/SS 2-give

'ive me a hal f cup of coffee.'

pa-Z; k an di-ni-v-y kwg Z;-kakgtv-ik

1/301. 1/wife/that candy/eat/STATE/this/W thing 1/buy/SS

#

/gi we /MTh /SS/do

'I am going to buy my wife a present for Christmas '

.Map-VC e-m 0 T-k-we

youth /small cow 311E, /milk give/DS drink/dS/do

'1 nr, giving the baby milk to drinlc,

p71-7t n-m1y-a i,-r:-k-we
mv, cow Si'll./milk/MF. 1/take/55 1/mother/DEF. 1/give/Z/do

' I took my mother the /some milk
. '

In the first ,:on-Genec :.t at-e. there are throe verbs in the series.
It is a bi t, di ffi cult to /lei et, .b/ e r 1. i:, t of which verb.
In fact, it is also a bit difficult to say whether there is a twquenec of
?lotions between the first two verbs or whether they are simultaneous. lt
would seem that. the 'rouring' and the 'filling half full' ought to be done nt
0)(CC tly the sttrie time. This type of close association or inseparability is
a common feature of many serial verbs. Likewise, /r//, 'give', expresses a
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dative or indirect-object relationship. The only overt mark of the first-

person is the /p-/ prefix on /vilwf/, which means 'be or do half or in the

middle'. (This is only one of the uses of the subordinating /p-/. Here it

means 'second-person subject and first-person object'.) In the second sentence

above, it would seam that there is no need for the verb /g/, 'give', from an
English point of view; but /g/ is required in Walapai. /kakriv/, 'buy', has

two expressed objects. No doubt 16/ also has two objects, since third-person

pronoun objects are usually zero. If the situation is not clear, /pg/, 'per-

son', 'people', will be used as a third-person object.

In the third sentence above, /mApcie-C7, 'baby', is not the subject. The

/c/ is part of the stem, and not a nominative case suffix. Since /mikpq6;/ hoz

a zero case suffix, it is an object. Likewise, since /e/ has the ablative-

different-subject suffix, 'I' cannot be the subject of /g/. No doubt one

occurrence of hniipq4C7 has been deleted, just as one occurrence of 'baby' has

been deleted in the English translation. Likewise, one could ask why the mean-

ing of the next sentence is not 'I took some milk and ga"o it to my mother.'

It could be, but 'I took my mther some milk.' would also require /6/. Thin

raises the question of whether serial verbs in Walapai are any different from
consecutive verbs, i.e. verbs that folio, in chronological order. Since all

verbs and all claunes must occur in chro:Iological order, the aliswer could be
However, a second or serial verb such us /6/ is required in many con-

structions where English would not require a second verb. See just below for

more examples and discussion of this point.

-
pa-e kwg-h yg-k Oksf 1-Z:i-kynt-ak-a A

l/A0M. knife/that take,get/SS eow,beef 1/CAUS./eut/SS/TNS.

fr got a knife to cut the meat (with).'

kwg yg-k wkn L-kygt-k-we
knife take,get/SS cow,beef CAUS./cut/S8/do

'He got the knife and cut the meat.'

The first ..entence ataiNa2 shows purpose. It says nothing about whether any

meat has been cut. Thus, it is marked by the aorist /-a/ suffix on the verb,

which has no real time referent. Me sentence could .1ust as well have been

translated, 'He luts gotten a knife to cut mat (with).' The necond sentence

with /-we/, 'do', suffixed i5 as close as Walapai has to a transitive mark on

the verb. (The Walaptii verb syotem is in flux. It is changing over from a

syntem in which /-we/, 'do', marked 'current event or happening' and /-yu/,

'be', marked 'habitual or often-occurring event or happening' to a syf;tem in

which the younger Walapai use /-we/ to mark transitive and /-yu/ to mark in-

transitive. The two sentences above RT42 from an elderly speaker.) The /-we/

suffix indicates that the speaker knows that the event took place; and, there_

fore, he did cut the meat with a knife. Thus, the second sentence is two con-

secutive verbs and actions; but the first sentence is two serial verbs. Could

the second sentence mean, 'He got the knife to cut the meat (with).'? It could,

but the emphasis would be on the getting of the knife; idiereas, the first nen-

tenee focuses on the purpose, i.e. getting tuid using the knife for the purpose

of the knife for cutting meat.
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kAk mallAt-a mA-k

not prickly=pear/DEF. eat/SS 1-hear,perceive/TNS./be,1o=not/HAB./

PL.=ACTION/be
'I have never eaten prickly pear fruit before.'

pAZ vikak kOatf-la 6-k 6v-a-ta3 p #
1/NOM. not=nt=all ghost,spirit/DEF. see/SS hear,perceive/TNS./

be,do not
'I have neoer seen a ghost.'

The verb Plv/, 'hear', 'feel', 'perceive', 'experience', is used as the
second of two sorial verbs express feelings or experience, especially in the
negative. In the first sentenee, the speaker has never had the experience of
eating prickly pour fruit berore and has either Just eaten his first piece or
is about to oat his first piece. Since the last verb in the second sentence
has no indicativo Juffix, it is a iteneral statement about reality One
stating that sinco he has nover soon a ghost, he doubts the reality of their
existence. In both onsen, nowever, the second serial verb is required.

cots also mew., 'listen (to)', 'obey', and can express an opinion
such n6 'perceive', 'find', 'judge'.

pri IncIpA.Z kw7i ;_v-yu to

1 FaMo/liO. 1/s1 ve1/be,do not/IMPERF./DS thing toll/W hear/be

'Srandmothor told me a story before I went to sle(ip.'

PriP-R sft-O-im kAk tA-m #

potato/DEF. be=ony/only/1X3 not be,do=much/S6 1-find,judge/TNS,/

be,do=not
'One potato is not enough (for me),'

pA.Z Om 0;14' pA-k-a-k
1/NOM. coffee that/NOM. come,boil=up,out/at,near/TNS./SS

sAh-a-m ;',4v-ik-yu

give=off=odor/TNS./US 1/perceive/33 /be

'I can smell the coffee boiling.'

sAh-n-k-i #
thing 1/perce1ve=odor 1/perceive/TNS./W give=off=odor/INSiSS/say

'I smell something rotten.'

Since elnuses must come in chronological order in Walapai, the orly way
ex[ress "before" is to have R negative clause in the imperfect which

describes what happens inter. The first sentnce does not mean, 'I did not
go to sleep, and grandmother told me a story.' Perhaps n better literal
translation would be, 'Grandmother, while I was not sleeping, told me a
:.tory.' The meaning is that I did go to sleep, but after grandMothcr told
me a story.

tY.ST COPY AVAILABLE
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The second sentence above means something li 'Based on my previous

experience, I judge that ,:ast one potato is not sufficient for me.' Again,

since there is no indicati:e suffix on the last verb, this is a statement of
general truth and not a statement of something that is or was happening. It

is a statement of judgment based on perception.

The third sentencc above is something like, 'I perceive that the coffee
is boiling and giving off an odor or smell.' Notice that the "subordinate"

clause is embedded in the "main" clause. Because of the necessity of the
chronological order of verbs in Walapai, the verbs expressing the boiling and
giving off an odor have to precede the verb of perception. In the last sen-

tence above, the meaning is something like, 'I am sniffing the air and am

perceiving that somthing is giving off a stink.' /hwi./, 'smell', 'sniff the

air', is onomatopoetic. Also, the suffixed auxilinry verb /-i/, 'say', and
also 'judge', 'perceive', indicates that the speaker is or has been evaluatirg

the situation and rendering a judgment about what the situation is, Conse-

quently, the sniffing of the air precedes the perception and the evaluation.
One could of course say that these events are occurring at the same time.
Serial verbs are often used to express things happening at the same time or

ne&rly so.

wfhhgkanp-n kowri-m yrim-sy-yu II

Flagstaff,Snow-Teak/DEF. lead,drive/DS go,leave/FUf./be

'I am driving to Flagstaff.'

hat-a-c viyam wr ygm 0

dog/DEF./NOM, run away,off go,leave

'The dog ran away.'

The first sentence above could be something like, 'I am going to Flagstaff

by driving.' The two actions are simultaneous and thus expressed by serial

verbs. In the seond sentence. the dog's disappearance was not witnessed by

the speaker, and thus nc indicative suffix occurs on the verb. The speaker

is commenting on the fact that the dog is missing and assumes that it ran off

or heard that the dog ran off, Again, two simultaneous actions are expressed

by serial verbs.

yrv-m yG-srimei.
A

yo-v #

3/NOM. self/with eye/cover/INSTRU. make,do/STATE. SUB./give

'He made the glasses for mo.'

qupti5-h yiTh-a 6-k-102 #

woman/that baaket-that 1/take/SS money/DEF. give/SS/do

'I paid the woman for her basket.'

Just what doer; ":;imaltaneoul," wan? I "benefaeti

/yr,vm/ in the first sentence above 111K13 'with me in mi

specifications'. Thus, the sentence tf; not merely, 'He

gInti:;(2:3 tO me. But, it is clearly benefactive, i.e. '

according to my needs/specific requirements.' At the
lenses, he made my prescription.

,
/.4

)
tl

ye" 3Imnitnnoow? The

ndl, 'aceordinr tu my
mad,' fuld gave the,

He made the glasses
same time he made the
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ln the second sentence above, 'I took the woman's basket and gave her the
money.', 'ner' is a zero object of /r/. This is of course a meaning of the
seatenev; but because there are three arguments in the predicate, English has
to use a preposition like 'for' and Walapal has to use a serial verb like /4/.

tiptir-a aira-k-we #
writing l/give/LS read,count/TNS,/SS/do

'I made/had him read the letter.'

An-a plart-C. wrim-k-u-p #
money/DEF. give/ABL./TNS./DO 3/NON. carry,take/SS/be/PERF.

'I sent him some money.'

The verb frq, 'give yes/consent/orders' is no doubt the same verb as /N,
'give'. It oft means causative. The first sentence above does not mean just
'T gave him 111, 1.ittev to reld.' Tt means, 'I made/caused him (to) read the
letter.' The secend sentence above is, 'I gave (him) the money, and he took
(it) (to him).', i.e.'I gave someone orders to do something for/on behalf of
another.' Thus, I mm ;i0Me enSeh, consecutire verbs look just like serial verbs.
however, the meaning of this, last sontunce is not just two consecutive events.
rt is clearly causative and benefactive.

hmrir-a hw4k-n-k pim p(1m-k-yu #
boy/DEF. be=two/TNS./SS then go,leave=dual/SS/be

'Two boys were/arc going by.'

p;14 a-nwL-nt-a-k sit-0-al
1/NOY,. l/be=two/IMPERF./TNS./SS house be=one/only/DEF./in

r-pi-w4-v-i-ik-yu #
1/00./1 ive,dwe11 /STATE./11,.=AGENT/SS/be

'We are both living in the Jam! house.'

Partitives are serial verbs also. Numbers arc verbs and often are used
as the first verb in a serial-verb construction. (Motion verbs usually have a
sappletive dual stem, e.g. /y4m/, 'go', 'leave', has /p(m/ in the dual.) IN
the Llocond :mehtence *eve, /hwilk/, 'be two', even takes the imperfect suffix.
Probably the best translations of /hwilk/ used as a partitiw is 'both'.

satrt-k-we #

bag/DEE. tear,rip open/SS/do

'I tore the bag open,'

trm A

i-yapa-m-ay-yu #
very worh,for=wages/TNS./SS l/be=dark,night/HAB./FUT./be

'Ina going to keep working until it gets dark.'

It could be argued that tle, first sentence above could be, 'I tore the bag

f;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE-
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and opened it.' However, it seems obvious that the tenring and opening wre
simultaneous, a common meaning of serial-verb constructions. In the second

sentence, the use of serial verbs with the future on the second verb is the

usual way of expressing 'until'. It is clear that 'I' is the subject of both

verbs since /yapl/ has the first-person subject prefix. 'I will be/get

darkened.',doesn't mean, 'Night will fall.',in English; but one could use a
paraphrase like, 'Night will catch/fall on me.'

kwe sawfil-k-yu #

thing drink/PL."ACTION like,love/SS/be

'He likes to drink/drinks a lot.' 'He is a drunk.'

piO6 kwe #

3 thing steal,rob/PL.=ACTION/STATE/say like,love/SS/TNS.

'He has the habit of stealing. 'He is a thief.'

mA4 kwilw #

2/NOM. talk,speek 2/like,love/2=SSibe

'You talk a lot/too much.' 'You .'tive logorrhea.'

Excess habitual activity is expressed by a verb naming the activity and
/sawA1/,'like', 'love', 'be excessively hebituated to', as the second serial

verb. For example, the first sentence above means that the subject is a real,

confirmed drunk.(/0/ is a contraction of /mk/1

miyAl ma-k C'fiv-we #

bread eat/SS consume/do

'I ate up the bread.' 'I ate all the bread.'

To expvss completion like English 'up', /c7iiv/, 'consume', is used. I

have seen /cfiv/ only with /m6/, 'eat', and Af/, 'drink', bv:. it may well have

wider distribution.

It would seem therefore that in Walapai serial verbs a. used to indicate
closely related and simultaneous states and activies. In nsme cases, nerial

verbs will look very similar to consecutive verbs; hcwevPr, there is usually
a morphological difference between serial and consecutive verbs, and there will

be a difference of focus between them.

Wainpai is unfortunately a dying language. Since 1959, 1 have wit.lessed

some rather drastic changes in the structure. of Wallipai. Formerly, /p-/ as a

noun prefix meant 'possessed noun'. It now means 'third-person possessor' es

nouns. As a verb prefix, /p-/ indicates a number of sybordinsting relat

ships, such as second-person subject and first-person object, It can also be

an adverbial object or temporal marker like 'there' and 'when'. As a particle

prefix, /p-/ is an intensive marker like 'this very one'.



Suffixal CAnnlitenation in the Classical Japanese Predicate:
Erstwhile Serial Verbs?

Charles J. Quinn, Jr.
The Ohio State University

The term 'class i ea I Japanese' is more «xmnon muting philologists and other
scholars of the pre-moth,rn Japanese textual tradition than among historical
linguists. I t refers in a general way to the language foumd in texts of the
Hvian pernxt, which extinuityl some rour hundrixi years, from the late eighth
century to the late twi,irth. The period is named after the empemir's capital
city, Ifei-(In, or 'Tranclui I Peace' (present-day Kyoto). The city was the cen-
ter of a courtly stx.iety tAmt had twently begun to feel conf ident of itselr,
as China's peiir when it clime to courtly acemplishments, in part ieular in mat-
ters art. ist lc and litirary. most. of the exrunples employed in this paper are
from the heart of this txritxt, the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries
t nava which saw tile first flowering of the native poetic and narrative tradi-
t ions. The language ol' t hese years is variously documented, in the form or
sowmi wiperinIly COUTO SS ionoi anthologies of Imetry and in a numtvr or fic-
t ional tqcmant.es, the longest and most famous or which, 'The Tale of
runs to six volumes in itH modern annotated edit ton. It also served as the
basis of the written' or 'literary language,' which was used widely until the
taxi or IsorId War II.

The t it le also makes mention of 'concatenat ion,' which as I hope to show,
was by this t largely ilk a mi tii drrivallOria I me rphology, and took the form
of' inflecting suffixes. Although I run riot going to focus on these derivation's
in diachninic perspect ive, I wi I suggest in passing why it is that they seem
to comprise a good example or Talmy Givon's dictum that Yesterdny's synta.x is
today's morphology.' A number of the structural principles displayed in the
rieh derivational mwphology of t.his language allow st rnng and in'erosting
resemblances to principles that inform the stucture of more properly serial
c((nstruct ions in languages such as bahu las described in, e.g., hmtisoff MY)
0I* even Eng I ish.

A hri of sin", ey cit the combinatory lxiteritial of lexical bases (verbs,
iveaI and thc Vor 1111s opt ional suffixes that comprised predi-ators In

this I ang1171ge reveals that ',lute the lexical bases can also be law I !done as
IdeptquirIll Vert*: , this is not trIle or the suffixes. Iliachronical'y, the

derivational morphology sceins to have emerged its (1 mciltonatlons of separate
verbs grammat icalized into strings or scatameed surf ixes, and the initial
syllable of all hut the Init nil verb was in almost all cases reduced to zero,
so that the derivat Iona) siirri\,s of the attested language are actiutlly
tdetliri t txt ' verbs-turned-bound morphemes. Nevertheless, this :Array of' suf-
fixes, idoch servo t express valency shi ft, voice , aspectim shi , and Viiri -
on!-I k I ria; or modal i t y, retains many features t.hat have been a.ssoemted with
serial \irti construct ions. khat I should like to do is to describ. the system

24'1 -
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of predicator suffixes in enough detail to suggest that the roots of this lan-
guage's derivat ionally expressed system of voice and aspect -- if not modality
-- may well have been serial in form.

The derivations of predicate morphology in classical JaparieSe Call he
described as a set. of inflecting suffixes, which attach to various inflected
Rims of the string they modify. A st.ring consisted minimally of a lexical
liaise, and up to four optional inflecting suffixes. My treatiwnt will a
necessity he select ive, and limited t.o such features of tbe conestenation as
are necessary to depict essential parameters. In the discussion t.o follow, I

will refer to lexical bases and inflecting suffixes in terms of syllabic seg.-
mi'nts wit ieh iii the Japanese language of this t imp were or the shape (M.
While a case (WI be made for a morphophonemic analysis that describes the lan-
guage's verbs in terms of two main classes, viz. vowel-sterll and consonant-stem
Idepenclink on the final segment. of eachl, my transcription will follow the
prosodic structure reflected in the Japanese orthography, for purposes of
simplicity. This will make lit t di fferentfe tor the discussion at. hand,
which will focus more on morphotaetics than on rtx,ephophonemict-.

Then rf two suffixes which mark shift. in the .talency of the prediiatk,
in classical Japanese. (hg of them, -Isajsu, is baswally causat and adds
all argturent to the predieatf. structure; the other, -Irr,jru, is at. bottom a
kind or middle voife, and indicates t.hat the evint repre:,ented occurs without.
any kind of volitional inst igation, in a spontaneous mannt r. Each, however-,
has its ext ended uses , such as subject. honori field ion, potent ial ity, and pas-
sivizat ion. In order to indicate a propert.y that the not ions of causat.ion and
middle voice share with two kinds of perfect ie aspect -Assisi, and Arat,ro
will also be rer,rred to resiieet ively with the terms 'extractive,' that. is,
external ly inst igated, and 'endoactive, ' or internal ly irni t iat ed. Although I
shall not argue the point here, I believe that the extended meatungs of
honor i fit, rxiterit al and iiassive (qui be explained with referent,e to I he
transit ivity, or valeney, structures of these two suffixes, and so I take the
notions causation and middle voice to be at the heart of what t.hey mean. In
tem.; of I Tamil ivity st ructure, -Isa jsu and -Iralru ropresent , respect ively,
high and low trans it ivity, in, the SCal-a of Homer and Ihempson 1980: a Callsa-

ve involves an agent aet n rig vol it titnal 1 y upon an object , with the Pe81.1 t
t.hat some change is effeeted in it ; the middle voice, by contrast , involves
but a single argument , which undergoes some change as a result of all evtnt
that htts no vi ili Urinal , causing agent . 'Mese ten suffi xes t hos prov rile
&vivid ional resources for uutkinng highly t n-ansi t lye Predicat e'''. oat of
int rails t n ye ones, and v ire-versa. Hirt. hermore , their binary difference in
fact mi rrors t.he most regularly developed distinct ion in the world of the
Japuiese verb; vol i t mimi t vans it ve vs. non-vo l it Iona I int runs i t i ve . PAO h

earlier stagetf of ,laprinese and the pmsent-day language feature several verN
large classes of 1)1.0 ruxi verbs one member of which i earuinioal ly t rtinsl t ive
and the ether t.hich is int vans r t i vu . Snow examples of t hese pa n red verbs,
which sham the same root., are gien
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PAIRED 1RANSl1'IVM1NTRANSITIVE VERBS (a sampler)

akasu 'spend (the night) ' mmkifasu 'confuse !hind' sagaru 'it lowers'
aku 'day dawns' imukifu 'txxlmne confused' sagu ' lower

nasu 'make X'
naru 'heilwm, X'

kawaltasu 'dry I t '

kawalui 'it dr ies'

ulsusu 'move 1 t ' toosu ' let pass'
utsuru 'it imives tooru 'pass through'

ehirnsu 'scatter it' morasu 'let leak'

chiru 'it matters' moru 'it leaks'

Those verbs typirally fat I out at the high WA low ends of Hopper and Thomp-
son's transit ivity scale. The two suffixes to be examined, then -- causative
-lsaISU mid miiklle voice -iralru cont.inue the same expressivi. options that
are so highly develoixN1 in the lexical classes or the paired transitive and
intransi t.i ve verbs.

The use of these suffixes is il lust t.at.ed in examples (1) and (21 below.
The capital izir1 segments represent the suffix under discussion. Parent hesived
capital let ters to the right or each example are abbreviat ions to indicate the
text frnm whirh the example was taken.'

(ll me no otma ni timike-te vashinawa-SU. (TM) 2

wi f e 1DC place-PE rear-CAPS

'leaving [the girl l with his wife, hp hm1 her bring (her) up.'

(2) isogi maira-SF-te WM)
hurrying go-CAUS-PF

'Having sent lhiml in a hurry, .

(3) kavra-SE- Lama i -nu CDM)

return-CAPS-It I-PF

'Mel sent lhiml home.'

In the first example, there are two e louses , one ending in the nonconcIll!-
-te of a i)erfective suffix tan allomorph of the suffix -tsul.1

This indicates t.hat the action of plaf-ing the girl has been realiwd. The
following, +rutin predicate of this sententie indicates that the temporally soh-
seqiient. at-1 of 'bringing up' was imposed iipori the wire. The causal icit element
is he rapitol ji,sl suffix -sti, which is here used in its unmarked finite form,
signal I ing t he mention of nt , or unprestipposed , informat ion. The causee, t he
win', is marked as the indirect ol.),(ect with the general locative particle ni
'iii, on, causing agent., this woman's husband, is the topic of this
st rot eh of t he narrat i ye, and is eonsequent 1 y i oned in this sentenre.
Xote that both the lexical bases and the attached suffixes of these two predi-
cates txvur in forms that an. memhers of' an inflectional paradigm. In example

I), both the has,. anike and the p.rfevtive suffix -te of' aiiukr.-ti. ()CCM' in
infinitiial form; the exoart ye -so is bound to the nonfinite base yashinawa-,
and is itself inflected, again, in t.he unmarked finite.1
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In example 121, wi. have the HMI(' extinctive suffix, but this time it.

oceurs in Ats infinit ive form, -se, snd is followed by the perf'ective infini-
tive -te. Select innal restrictions are such thst the valency sid'fixes MO the

ix.rfectie suffixes Rttaoh to different infliretlx1 formW the former fuses to
a form of its lexieal lase that never Aveurs alone, whi le the latter. attaches
to the infinitive. In both eases, however, the base is non-finite.

V>alrflpi 0 131 shows a comatenst ion of' the verb base kaera-, iquisative
infinitive -se, subject honorific -tamai, also in its infinitive, and the
tenmsrked Le inflect ion of' p.rfecti ve -nu. 1 wi I I dist inguish bet ween t he

ti.o perfect iVi? SIC rrixes cit chissioal Jai-mese, -tsu and 7nii, when tie take up
the aspeptial surf I Os (The upward-p)int ing /Wren: MOP!' meant. b,

indicate the 'looking up to' the referent. that. is implicit in the use of' this

Isinoririt by the speaker.)

The next examples, (41 through (6), show tile other valenee/voiee suffix,

"thmkrttve 7lralru, at work.

(41 hide o t ore-ba mono kaka-KU
brush MI' take-COND things write-MID

1,11un 1 Lake. up my brush, things just write themseives.'

151 Yuki ka to nomi zo syaimits-RE-keru IhKSI

snow DI cm. only ID mistalte-MID-FArr,

'I took [the blossoms] to txt, of all things, '

(61 YorGzu ni olmshi-tsuzuke-laRk-te 1(i1,11

many Ur thinkl+l-cont irate-MID-Pk

'Unable to stop thinking of the mu*. [things on Ills mind], .

Ire thr Ste'tet MVP t hal ormiprises example (4), the final predionti,
'gels wilt len' rurtHitet s eit' a transit ivt, verb that has bis,s t ran.sfermeti into sei

i'or.ransit e c'f' ectle', by IleettleH etr t he. ervioact ive suffix. The Nuffix lepixqerc, herr
in its unmarked finite l'orm. w(th the usual meaning or 'new informal ion eslab-
ishccf '

kxample ( (1) shous the saim encloact ive suf FIX hl It ti int ini t ve

tel tacla41 hi (lw lexical maw sylumita-, to yield ayarmtts-re, uhieh Is rid Imed
in turn hi the niodid suffix of establishil fact , lwre in its marked finite
form, -keret. The efff, I here, ns context suggests, is that the speaker did so
UMW etet 1011;11 t Itt St perception or inhis,-,m4 CeO taw,: renwent toinil tie
Iltmt ry of t he per i txt ' just hsigietsql , ' despite hlmse f .

In example (11, we have the eomirsind lexical base cettosti t( stt-'ttke'-- ci rb
which by it..-;elf Ii leict (.ti bit ( le 'MAI inual ion, It it; IlItetileli with t 110

egitteveet \ 'y stiff Ix 10 tnue(w'cite t hitt 01 I hIs the, thinker is not
act Inez vol 1 t Wren I )

261
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Despite their lAntonymy, the two valency/voice converters -Lila 1.3I1 Mod
did In filet °COW together. Such combinations most likely evolved

from st rings like that HI example (7), where the word koknrit-otort 'heart-
pride' (a compound noun of the form /noun -4- verbal inf initive/I combines with
the light verb HO 'do, make' (here in pretextua( base se),

(7) Ware-fuwara kokorti-oifori S(`- rare-sh) 10E)
-desp i t e heart- pr jo mo he-MID-EMT ,

'My heart was fi I led with pride, despit e mysel F. '

The l ight verb 'wen' Os a verbal strlict 000, to which kokorh -ogori 'heart -pride'
providos the content ; the al tached sum"; of' middle voice -rare indi-
cates t.hat this ow wrenee of 'heart -iwidto 4.11LH hilt. Vol I t jüllIll The source of
the 01111011PtiVe by the Way, IS giqierally assumed t.o be the unmarked
verb for 'be.' With respeet to the mioiillm.1 tkii order of the light verb su in
tlus example is jiit the same as it would be if instead of the MIMI llokOrO-
Ogor I 14` had it non-finite verbal balm!, and the roi lowing SU functioned as a
morn ogor;m-se-yttiv- '1,..ras made to feel proud'. It I s generally agreed t.hat
this verb su, in fact , Is the source of the exoact ivt valency sufrix.

let us not. reviw the morphotact ics illustrated in examples 12) , (3),
IS). 15), and ( 7 ) . In each case, -jsafsti Ill ( embedded inside
anot her stiff , The suf f i that rol lows on t he out side expresses, rel4pec-
t 1\11y, LII RHIX`f `hill) meaning (perfect ke -te, Il1-; in numbers (2) and )(if ,
politf`noo-ts I tamai in numlxw 13 I. or one of the two varlet ies or established
fact (num)xrs (5) and ( 7I). Example (3) is int erest ing for the nxirphotactics
evident there; the order of format ive elements is apparimt ly f irst , lexical
bast.; sos-onto) ii valenry/voice I-WHIN; third, a polite verb; and fourth, per-
f'vett ve, It would seem that khon a verb is marked for VSIoney/voi(70 vonver-
s 1111 Ind also poi i t oness , aspect. or modal it y, t he valeney/voiip surf ixes
in every case attach ad.javent. to the base, that. is, Polite in a posit ion closer
III t he verbal head. Exanii le (3) also suggsts t hat whi lo pol i toness Hui' fixes
do not lit tach Ii the lexical base before those or vith.ocNIvoiro, they do
attach at a ixoni. closer than surf. ixes expressing asixtct follows 7se,
but prwedes -nu. The tiise is invariably non-foote, whether it is simply
lexical or lexleal plus suffixels),

With this much of the picture sketched in, let us t Urn tio'\t tC) 11105e Sof
Fiou t hat. IXfIreSS pf`rfeCI ivl y, ;Arid .11t1HICII.Ir' the I plare III t his II 11011r
4141011le. For this, we need to examine examples (81 through (15), which folow:

(8) no to fl 1 lokimuttTht, (Ms)
gor,r, ihooso (;EN 01,151110 1.0(' drag-d i silted-11F

'They discarded 1 the dead dogl Mots We the guardhouse,'

(9) Sok() n i hi kurasli i (ms)
there liX day MX' spend-PE

' 1 We I spent t he day there. '

oh 2
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(lO) Ika de kiki-tainai-TSU-ramu. (M)
how being hear-(4)-PF-CONJ;;

'How could Ihel have heard/found out?'

(111 Sari to mo goranji-TE-mu
that way QUOT even look(4)-PF-CONJ;

'That's just how he may see it.'

(12) Haya fune ni nore. hi mo kure-NU. (17,11

fast. boat. 1PC board sun even darken-PE

'Get in the boat quickly. The sun'll be setting.'

(13) Hisashillflu nari-NURE-ba; . (GM)

long t. ime beeome-PF-COND

'A long time having passed, . .

((4) Yatsubashi to its tokoro ru itnri -NU. 11M)

(AM ('all tila(s. LOC reach-PE

'They reached a pliuN; called Eight Bridges.'

(15) ('unv kozori-te naki-NI-Iteri UM)
boat gather-PF ery-PF-FACT; ;

'Everyone in the boat started weeping.'

As with the lexical classes of paired transitive Find intransitive verbs

and le valencalvoice vonverters -isajsu and -Iruirii, thv optiol,; for express-

ing perfective aspect in classical Japanese also seem (0 distinguish lxqween
volitionally realizisl action on the onv hand, and non-volitional realization,

on the other. Examples (81 through (11) illustrate several inflected forms of
the perfective suffix -tmu, whieh untii the eleventh century or so was
preferred in a clear majority of cases when an affirmative, transitive predi-

cate was markisl for simple lisilizaiion. (Cf. Ono et al. 1974: 1432 rr.)
Marking fiSpeetAlal realization of volitionally instigated events was not the

only meaning served by -Amu, but it . looks to have been the prototypical one,

from which all other uses can be explained as increasingly abstract. exten-

sions. We csui follow the distinction we drew for valeney/voice conversions,

and call it. the 'exoaetive perfective,' to indicate that the realization it.
indicates is prototypically imposed by a volitional agent, from 'without.'

Example (8) feate^:o4 a highly tisumitive verb as the lexioal base, ;uxi it

is further specified with the unmarked ('inite of exoactive perfective -tau,
which gives um a simple declarative mentencsi. In example (9); we hove a

statement that the writer 'm)saiti a 'day' soomvhere: the lexical base

kurashi- is not aS trans I t ye a verb :is that in the preceding emimple, hut It
is volitlinuil, tit least., mixt transitive nonetheless. The following -tsu is

again in its basic finite infleetion. The next example, (10), shows thv same

(`) ()
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1\(.Iet 1%1. pPrfigt bUI this t ime III ElOni-clhal posit ion, Note that it.
comes tilt en' t ioritotlye tamtli or the horiorif ic verb tiunau, and before the
modal sum\ or eOrl Wel ra11111. 5 The statement is thus a conjecture about.
how an honored pr.rson might have got 1.1(1.PS15.1 to sOMP information. Mkt, cannot
be maid to be as transitive n verb its those in eximples 181 and 191; it may be
t.hat in (10), the suffiN itself implicates some effort. on the part. of the
rer,:relit. III rioding out.' Of greater interest in this example, however, is
the nyder of the Stiff I xes There Is no alency/voiee suffix, but after the
le\. teal bas-, we Ixne in order: II rvti i Ltmess, in tatryid; 21 exoactive perfec-
t ivit \ Iii Imo; and 3) conrecture the part, of the speaker shout this real-
i:wd hearing, as marked with Ihe final -ram.

Fxrunple i II I shows exuacti %I., perfect lye 't WI In I IS Ulf Hitt iv,' farm -te,
attached to the infinitive of the lexical base, as '-.11 pwvinus casYs Again,
Ii nixiol sum% rolliA4s an timpe.t.oll one. The modal this t ime too has to do
with conjecture, hid indicates that the guessed-lit situat ion is closer to the
six-alter than OW Orle examined in t IOUs exrunple. This more proximate
eon ),.rtural stiff , at tallies flOt to t he pret'edlI114 perrwt lye's tinmatiusd
tirsi t -tttu (am the distal conjectural -rani does, in example 11011, but to
its I nfinit -Ie. t hi ex t yid t hat t he unmarked f ini to i nflect ion -t:ai
is 14,4,4) to predicate iridical ie matrix clauses, and to the extent that infini-
t iN.er-: -te are not so used, t he botut of the modal -mu can be said to be a
t I ithi or one, mak ing i t more u:f II t'i' tb iThat precedes it t hart is t he bond
of the soffix -ram, The loss finite (he base, the tighter the bond with the
fol lowoig soft' ix. Conversely, the more finite that base is, t he MON. 1 Ode-
pluient it is from what attaches to It , end the looser the bon) between them.

Exainples (12i through (15) I lip I rate !inoth,r perfect suffix whit+.
,,,,ttim,11,i; to dr,iy: the lel with t he volency/voice opt ions, (qui cal 1
enthoot 1%1' Iterfeet 1 ye Vhis suffix :.ompleinehts the exoact -tsit in (hat
It found predominant IV with Int rallsi t non-vel ' tonal Prod "es, and
appear -; to Jane expressed a kirxi (if ralizat ion that was 1.10t caused, but
nit her just 'happened. ' In example (12), it is used of rut sire t , spoken by
11 ferrymr.ster in warning to his dallying passengers. file sun's iwtt mg, of
course. is a rien-vol it intuit event, as is the predicate hisaskillimu
'become a long I une in sentence (131. In extunple ((4), the int main and

t tona) verb i tarit (1411.1rti in ills inf out ive. Nu simply indicates that
t ZIrr 1 yin I t \prei.144ed with this infinitive is ['yid izJui, In ii ti i Mt hir wny,

. e , , cii t hout ausat ion. I ident al Iv, nett her -two nor -nu necemsar
indexes an event with respect t.o another I ime. although each does have exten-
sions that amount to :-I kind of opistemic confi mat ion and a kind of 'high evi-
dervv, ' ,,r proximate, post tense, nepehding on t(ie diseoarse frame, sentence
I 1H could be int erpret ed its mitanent I rut lire) real I zat ion, as we saw in PM:M-
tge I 121. it seems (dear Oa: -nu is basient(y aspectual.

Evurph, ( 15) descr hr..; nn event with MI itut ransit ive MI6
'dliii) lye of the ...orb mho), uttti-ri is ,,omet med to dest.ribe volitional

acts le,g., when surf i'ved with -tashi 'want so') tuid sonipt imes not, The use
eO4t1:11't ye pertet't -WI, here in its inf ive form underlines the

non-vol it ional nature or the weeping on this occasion, when a poem composed on
the spot moved them so that ht,.. could not help but :Met tears, Ilere, as with
-te- in example (III, the suffix itself :teems t.o swny the interprotat ion of
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the verb in iti own dire( tion, in this case, the non-voIit ii na 1 endoactiye
one. The final suffix on this predirate is the mtxbil of external:1y or objec-
t iv el y established fact, -keri, used in its unmarked predicative form,'

None of the examples in the aspectual group of numbers (8 Ithrough (15)
violates the morphotactic pattern we established with the first seven email-
pies. To review that. ordering, it is 1) lexical base, then 2) valency/voice,
3) pal i teness, I I aspect. and, last , Ill modal i t y. Furthermore, each suf r X

inflects in a pat tern that matches a major verb inflection paradigm. This
inflectional similarity with verb paradigms is striking, and const itutes evi-
dence for the verbal origins of these suffixes. The ii,rleetional paradignis of
some suffixes are' regular, whi I itners are deficient. in certain categories,
The defiviencies, it seerms, are understandable on the basis or semantic far-
tors. Chart I shoi..s just. how closely some of the suffixes match the inflec-
t ional paradigins for verbs.

Chart I

verb_!tio'. yttlencyjVp1ee SUfflY KNO

1. pret ext ual base I Slit:41'-
2. unmarked infinitive shi Isalse
3, unmarked finite su (saIsu
4, marked infinitive sure Isalsure
6, marked finite surU (sa)suru

I. pretext oal base
2. unmarked infinitiw
3. unmarked finite
4, marked mono; t Ivo
5. marked finite

I . pu't ext ciii I basr
2. igumirited infinitive
3. unmarked f I e
1. marked iruli nut it o
5. marked fini

1. pretextual lose
2. unmarked infini t yr

uomimowd rim t e
1. marked Titi ni t lye
5, marked filo to

verb 'separate' valency/yoice sum,: MIX)
willowy- 1 ma re-
wakare IraIre
waketru I mini
wakaruta traliaire
walatruru (ra)ruru

verb 'discard' Exoartive Perrmlive suffix

ute- t e--

ut t

tOO
tit sure (sill'e

tiirn31

verb 'die' Fndoart lye Ikalective suffix
!;11 na- tilt
shjtii hl
:411M! Till

sh i mire nun,
sh i num hult-11

surrimar; or infleet ionnl funet ions
I. protextual base Nunes; morpbotact ii ccii y nvver ort.1h;
2. unmarked infinitive Names; has textual funet bms; rxetirs alow.
:3. unmarked f ini t Names; eht ers tiro/Wit 11)11 LiS npi4) t t .

1, marked infinit ivy Niuges and refers to informat ion as given.
5, marked finite Names refers, enters inform-it ion as text
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All of the alio\ paradigmut are complete for both the example verbs and
for the suffixes. As I mentioned tstrlier, the valencv/voice comersion sa-
ri x''s LbaJsu and -Lralru are bet ed t 0 0'0611 out or omit was originally
applicatiimi in the role or serial verb of su 'do, make' and ari 'be,' respec-
t i vet y. Simi I art y exoact ixtrft,er I VI -t so and endottet lye perfect Ivy 7101
would 1-itt(111 t It till \ originated in a serial application of t.he verbs utsu 'dis-
eard' and inu 'depart.' respectively. If this is the ease, all of these verbs
lost their first. syllable as their relation to the precMing base grammatical-
ized: ari lost a, utsu lost its initial 9, and mu its initial j. This
rtsluct ion is quite consonant with what. we know about subordinate elements when
they are juxtaposed to their heads: the nuelear element retains its form,
while the satellite's form is reduced at the point of vontact, The priwiple
is an iconic one. in that whore nieanings are joined, structures are joined,
with the lesser adapt ing the maj0r.4 The head in this case is the semantic
head, i.e., the morphologi `A I base, and not the superordinate syntact ice one,
wit i Pt; 011uts last In the string and determines the gramma( lea( categ()ry of the
V?pression tIM a Who 9 01 g`tt this MS 11111tptliOd it st`Olis clear that. we are no
II t11101 (1,tit I Jog with serial verbs, but wi tit their granimat icalized descendants,
erivat lona! suffixes,

I I has been ment lotted t.hat not all sal' ixes show complete infle..t ionsl
paradigms. runt t.hat this is generally understalidable on semantic and/or func-
t ions] gnninds, SCAM' of' the modal suffixes cited in sentences (11 t hrough
(16) for exampl ft, are lack i rig pretextual bases and infinitives. The tam-
jectural suffixes 7nni and -raniu lack a pretext ual base, which is to say that
they play no roles in the larger structures that aro built on that base, such
as valt-wy/voice conversion, conditionals, or negation. Nor do they partici-
pate in the expression of any derivations that. take the infinit ive as base,
such as ixilitl!fIt'sti perfective aspect , or the modality of established fact.
Act us I I v, none or these meanings or funct ions matches very well wi th t he mean-
ing and function of -mu and -ramu, i.e., with conjecture or guessing about.
situat ions reslieet i%ely near or removed from the speaker. The absence of
unmarked nif ives in the piradi gms or t he modals of establ i shed fact , -k i

i t s derivative -Iteri , would stsm to be for simi lar reasons.

At this point, we are ready t.o summarize the virtual structure of the
c(inentenative strings we have been looking at , with an eye to the sequence of
stiff i Nes, f Ism lexical base out to t.he per i phory . Most possibl e sari Nal
opt.ions and their sequencing are summarized in Chart. 11, presented below.
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CHART II
CONCATENATIVE SMUT'S SUMMARY: Ordering of Suffixes

(/ = an inflectional interface)

1 + /2 + /3 + /4 +

/lex. base/ valency / Politeness / aspect

Endo-
Fxo-

active

lex. base

haIla
hitnast.

Endo- up-down,

Exo- apart

active

Endo-
Fxo-
perfevtive;
perfect

inner derivational suffixes

174E RETYZE8ENTED VITIATION:

realm of the talked-about

/5 + /6 //

/ modality, / modalityl //

Fst'd Fact
l'past tense'/:
conjecture
negation

like-

lihood

outer derivational suffixes

MODALITY

realm of the talkers,
their beliefs, attitudes.
etc,

CONCATENATIVE SUFFIXES SUMMARY: Ordering of Suffixes
Evamples of the forms that fill the slots

/ valency / poi teness / aspect

I In] t :Amu
-1satsu -tsu

-Ialri

-tari

inir.?r derivational suffiAes

mod1411tyl / mix1idtty2

-ki -mu -zu -rum
-kemu -ji -beshi

-rashl

-zari -maji

-keri -meri

outer derivational suffixes

Canon it AI ()rtieriog ol lorp(ial Wi rI I kirk i rat on Verbs
t e?ndenc i es across 50 language : 111.boe 19851

lex, base + valency + directional + aspect + tense

In iihol.c scheme pol itenessi (Maine)
correspon(ls to:

+ mond

(F\( 1 I nonfa('t tjtJ
modality) modality)

A predicate ntring in the Jam/lege Ol tIii jxrlod surf iNed with
up tu five suf. fixes, Nhich ar here reprw-ieritt-d I the numbers hetween the
slaArs. It is useful to think of cwh or these as a sefiarate Inter, since
each surris. hag 8rope over those that prectmh- it, g1101 ttud valeney conversion

2 i)1 7
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has scope IA er the le\ will base, politeness lots scope over both the lexiral
base and idtatever F.rri\ is It ttleheti tt) It and aspeet has seopis over
al I or tlD'i4,' I not !vi two kinds of modality, one aeh in layers S and
6: t his di ffertsocis t tin is t hot modals or layer 5 can he applied to
sitsiat Ions or stittoh dTairs that aro eV ially accessible or close t.o
the speaker, such as action s/he herself was or wilt be involved in, while
lityer tt is ,served ror muditli-; that put the situation at an evidential remove
l'rom the speakei . l..very sufri \al layer IS opt ional; all you really need for a
predicati is this loxioal terb or adject IVis. The resipective ordering of the
five layers that follow the lexical base is f ixed, unletws at some Point iii the
derivation the verb ari suff ixed. 'This in effect 'restarts' this
.4tring, so that , ror example, sorrows from as early as layer can apply OVer'
a string that includes a !nodal l'rom layer 6, it' only it has txai refrained with
the 'he' verb te.g,, yuku7Imskjtj1:_it-i7tsu 'will most liktsly have gone'1, rh
'he' verb earl be slit fixed to the base St ring at. any level, all the wriy out t.o
the itecond niimht I layer. I have elsewhere (19871 called mixh 'be derivat ton
'complex contugat ion,' and contrasted it. to 'simplex,' which is what we hate
represented here, Adding the 'he' verb seellis to create a dot artwd, observed
perspert Itt its i One were saying th,'r't is ot' the string to which it
attaches. Ilut this takes us lxsyond the present. discussion.

on the Nisi, or this suf fixes' scope, we (stun think of the continuum
represented chart I I in tusrms of tun meta-layist-s, 'inner' and 'outer,' Ouch
are 1 ritliCal ii hv the vertical lint. thbaisti between tisixct and the first mixtailty
layer. hailed tat el t Col lowing the le\ ti hiti-ie and extending through the lbSair
that up-ltmtes this aspertual suffixes we hate the inner suffixes or valow.y,
poi I tenoss tit kind or :;ocial .1toxisl, and the perfeid 111S. Th0 term '

1\es' !slakec it useful dist tlict ion lwiuist tip to the iispectual lit>-er, ;1,11
me:111111g 1-1 reletant to the etent repre,,enii,i by flu. n.,xical iso
tit,. a I ertlt it 11,11111. I 11111I 1111:: is the realm ot /i/eat omit/ meaning.
litt 'otilia. stitTixes,' rast Wirt hill 1.ir assess or oomment v./bidet-et'
has expt,,,,,,,seil hit h the 11 os itiui bible t lirnuiiZli laver -1, by, for exam-

a:,..sert ar-; lar , crrti ieri : denying the I 1 ke 1 iliiuixi, etc. , that
infisrinto tint. As suggested earlier. there 'IA a remarkable consistency to beeliserted the lavers oh the the le\ ical liase :Ind of' the surfixes or
talency and d"-,pect , such that the basic dist mist ion hot wren transit iv,' and
int ransi lie roiled in 1;11 'HMI% 1:111-eit lex lesi 1 Verbs is luttui table der vtir i/niril 1 y

hr-0111.01 let el 1, I li flit' fralli he e\O- toil Prirtriall Ve Opt.lOris ti i VIA lerley
and for iierfeet ivIt. This itt he seen I ri the sample list of forms given In
this :-,ect ion of this . This two iv \ H.31 verbs on the lift
tot t it is hatlat'll '1.ter Free' and I rani--;it Ivo hanasu 'set f rise, ' set I he pant-
illet-crS riir et MI -/-0 1st ant ;id (indolent s, mune] ll' the taletteY/tnIt'e

t \es endoact ive said -Lsrilso arid t hi. perfect ive suffixes,
endoact -nu oaf e\oact ite -t

latertnit of sliffl\es-; ean be interpreted its-I a st Ural (1,1101711 or
hor:o.,,h\ f 1111cl-0W meanings, isaiti at' iyhieh los over the meanings

olubedifed tirtitin if . Funt'l ional I y .s-tiseak i rig t he It terats,hleal art'atigetWetnIt
rr ;is.4 11 i.hil, ti tilts ootirrIe. of higher-order opera-

t ions. "the scheme :IS a IhOle iii diagranimat ical I y in that intanings
that over other mestiongc stand to sitiperordinate relid ion tts Ihnsas mean-
intts. [tin slobin ;Ind his associates have t.itialit us, thus is a natural kind
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of order, the order in which similar meanings ore near each other, and dis-
similar meanings distant , the order with which children have least trouble
when learning for the first time to use verbal predicates with multiple parts.

Another side to this iconicity is that the more 'given' informat ion (nAlleS
earlier, insofar as every suffix presupposes the string it. attaches to, That
is, every suffix presupposes the lexical base and any other suffixes that
precede it Yet another kind of iconicity has to do with the degree to which
a suffix is phonet.ically fused to its preceding string. I think a case can be
made for the more inner suffixes, in particular the valency convertors, being
more tightly fused to the lexical base than any other suffixes are, This is
because the bast. to which valeney suffixes attach, the pretextual base, only
(x!curs subordinate to other structures, and never alone. I II colt t raSt. to tile
WI I ell('N' Sid f i :Nes a 1 1 stlf i xes from layers 3 and 4 attach to the itifinit i
wh jell serves a number of functions, some of them ati a free word. There is no
phonet b' fusion between the infinitive base and the suffixes of these lav'?rs.

Among the outer suffixes of layer 5, the mixials of established fact
kittarh to the Infinitive, while the nxxials of layer 6 attach to the unmarked
finite form, i.e., to strings that are already marked with sentence-final ,
prediclit ive inflect ions. Thus, the txind of layer 6 soffixt.s to their precxxi-
ing strings is weakest of For the most Fwd., then, suffixes that have
least to do with t ongoing discourse -- valency andi !Teal is modal i t y --
at tach most t ightly to the string that precedes them.

Si nee Japalletie is an liCA' language, the superoulinate ehments (nime later
in the linear string, I hate not ti't'it1i' Ii tree diagram, but lte had OM',
it woll d branch to the left ,and the lexical base rind its valetwy suffi N. would
be hung from the t ips of the lowest branches, and poli t mess, aspeet ,
mcsial it yl and then mode I it y2 would appoar in succesively higher ruxhs. Thi!-;

gives us the interesting consequence that the nxxial suffix that complebs the
string is the syntaet k hood, and the lexical base , which al 1 five layers of
suffixes modify, is syntact irally the most sulxirdinate element of' the, string.
tiorphologUal ly ..-ammuit intl ly, the head might he said to be t he lexical
base, but syntactically :ind for the purposes of phicing the '-+trIllg ill the
larger discourse, it must, be the f inal , superordinate suffix that is head. It.
is the sdperordinate suffix, too, by whwh the entire string is categorizod
grannut

The last verbal (xampl es , numbers 1161, (171, and (181, are about crt-,

heaVy as the layering actually gets On any 00e verb, that is, three suffixes'
worth. I have drawn some waled boxes on 7.rximple 1161, ill order t 0 show the
scope nr which, as the scopes suggest , call rOilsIder irs

operators over what precedes them.

0 r
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(16) ke rare tari shi
kick MID

verb base + voice

PRF

+ aspect

FACT,

+ modality

HYPO

'because the] was kicked, .

(171 kooburi tamaware- / -ri / -kere-ba
court cap be bestowed PRF FACTil-COND

verb + per- + FACT,'
base fect

lexicalized aspect epistemic
verb + middle modal i ty

shi ft

'Since the) had been awarded his court cap I= rank),

(18) kurai o kaeshi / thtematsuri / te / shi o
rank ACC return do 41 PF FACT, HYPO

verb humble perfective Established
base

verb

polite

social aspee tun I

Fact,

epistemic
base de ixis shi ft moda 1 i ty

'although II) had retired fnmm office (lit, returned his rankl, .

In (16), (17), and (IH), the syntactic head is the last operator, which has
the funet ion or ritt mg the string into the larger context in which it. does
its work. In all three of these examples, that larger context is a iintrix
clause, for which each of these hyymitactie elauses provides a reason. All but.
the final suffix/operator, moreover, are in non-finite form. In example (16),
ror example, the lexical tnse ke- is t.he pretextual base, a non-finite form
that serves as hese te valency suffixes and irrealis modality following. The
endoact iv, valency suffix 7.rare then (x-curs in its unmarked infinitive form.
mi last operator in t.his string, established fact :ski, is in its marked
finite fonn. I have ruWd a display under each example, above the Engliah
translation, to schematize the significance of the three suffixes in use.

The strueture of the derivational morphology of predicates in classical
Japanese, then, takes the form of an ic,mb,a1ly motivated (but. entirely
opt ional I layering of inflect ing suffixes, which attach to a lexical base in
the order 1) valency, 2) imiliteness, 3) aspect, 4) modality of greater eviden-

2 '7
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tial proximity, and 5) modality of' less pv1,1(401:11 pro..innty. It would apixar
that all of these surf ixes originated in fun verbs, such as su 'de, make' and
ari 'be' for the valeney suff ixes -isaIsu and -tralru; tignati 'humbly receive'
for the identical honorific; or verbs iftsti 'discard' and inu 'go away for the
perfective suff ixes and -nu -- to name but. a few, (Again, the inflet-
tional pa.radigms of these suf f ixes Mittel) those of' the verbs 1.hey are sup-
piisedly derived from.) IF) light. of these more or less accepted et ymelogies.
riot to mention similar precedtint in a good many other languages, it seems
rather tbat. the layered, surf ixal predicati of classical Japanese is a
more grammat ivalized descendant of an earlier arrangement which was serial in
structurm We may assume that the linear ordering of the vomporwnt parts or
this serial ancestor was t he Sallie iconic One that persists through ale
at tested clagsit'al language we haie examined hero to the morphotact les of'
preilicat. es in the present day huigulige. The primary dif ference tx.tween the
serial stage and the layered, suffixal structure attested in the classical
I ext s would Ix- the ph.inol ica reduct ion that Vol lowed the reanalysis of'
erstwhile serial verbs as inni,t it* suffixPs; as the abov list suggests. lit
SOW IMMO , I he Serial Verlis that folltued the lexieal base lost their ini I oil
syllables, as each following verb (the 'satellite,' in Langacker's I Ictk7I
term/ merged ptionological ly with the base that ',receded it, In this way, we

surmise, the verb titsu 'discard' eventual ty Yielded the Perri" ',ye suliTI\
-1su i t ional ly lost jolted real izat br,, ' as the verb mu 'withdraw, go
away' y ielded 1 he perfect ive suf f x ' nonvol i tional real izat tori. ' That
derivat ional morphology in classival Japanese is SUIT I xa I in form follows
rather naturally if we assume an earlier serial structure, reanalysis. And, i n

selected environments, phonological merger. The coniersion of these Verbs
Ilt suf fixes would have played ont i II /1, I-iCellar! Of t he Sort detiOr I bed by

Iggfii and others, whereby struettiral rode adjustment follows rune-
t Iona I /pragmat i i nnovat. ion.

The serial hypothesis tail< -s sense too if we examine the 0,t test tml
prod irate for 1 ypical IN charact erist irs; The layered complexes we

have examined f it all of Sol. (l9f171 criteria for serial verbs save the
st ipulat ion that 'both V I and V2 must he lexical verbs, , most be Olinahl
of' awfaring as t he (MI y verb fri ii Single sent oth,r in it t.rift --
shared tense arid aspect , morsx l ausa t y, and no conjunct i Fit errOnt fonts
are met, of' all of the classical suf fixes. ()ION' honorif tamau and hum-
Ide/distal habcri, which did riot undergo phonological merger with thei r
preceding bases, would meet the 'independence' Cri t erlOn; I he sast miviority of
suf f ixes would nOt , for they had lost t he ir i ru it i al nN I table when runct 10111104
in r011ent Vital ve strings of the mad we hasp examined. The layered suffixal
predicate also meets three of' Sebtxt's flair eritvrin rm. 'subordinat ing' serial
verb constrixtionsi te act COnst rain! , tt 'St nict ordering rola-
t aiming the verbs, and sulx'ategorwat inn constraint a impised by the Ou-
t verb in a string for those that rot loon, it . The 'shared common
merit applies only when 1 In' suffixes are inner operators, i.e., when their
hart ion is iciest iorml, and the notion of 'argument ' is releizint , as for exam-
ple, with the subject. of Sore kaeshi ' Istmwone honored I wi I I rid urn
that '. In this sentence, the subject of kneshi I nfinit Ise of' Irani:it I

rot urn ' I is also the subject of' t :Amu , Nes ert helens, innk rm. a
,,,harpd , It does not emerge: SON, IS not the object of toulguit -
rertaillIN- not in the sense that it is the obiect kaeshi As the nested

2 7 1
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txAtbti in l`Nrunplt (161 suggest , each successive suffix applies to the entire
string (arguments, bases, surf ixes) t.hat preeedes it , and thus only Indirectly
to the arguments of t hal initial loxieal base. Pout the notion of an 'argu-
ment ' I S simply not re, 1 i,nti I to a verb/sill' fix that txpresses modal meaning,
Only the suffixes of' valency and jxil it enitSti t4011111 St4,111 al al 1 I Ike y to Wet

i t.lI'k111; t 110t clear how crucial the 'Y.tutred argii-
nient eta t orlon is to serial st rillgti in which the only guaranteed shared argil-
munt is a suhlect , as would have prtusumably been the ease with our

pre-Japmese predituates.

Althotitth the layered suffixal strings el classieal iliPatiet4e Pre(t icants
I kew i fail Noonan ' (1985) requi rtument that I he shared argument he an

argument a direct objeet I, they do [wet his other four
criteria for set' jul I /At loll Vi /. 1 Si inil e J11\1411)05 t On Of the verbs
itaolved, '21 close sennuit tie/same event , 31 single maxi, evident ial status,
and/or pilarity, and .11 joining of' the verhS tido a word-like unit. The
shared int erna argimunt eritt riot, would seem to txu one way of' dist inguishing
serial const rect ions f rom seque..Kues of t. ergs that elitist it itle a unit of /head +

1,Atun if we tussider the kinds of' strings we have examined
livixit het itI Ii, , Ill I heir pre-stiff ixal , ft, 11-verh form, then, it ii' only
in a spmuial sense that mire ,nan tune of 1he compnient . xiurhs would have shared
a single internal argument .

11H're arc other ways iti Ouch the suffixal stringe etassucal Japiwese
predicates resemble serial .1-1) eonsi ruct j !host of the exignples
hai.e examined suggest , the suffiMti at tach to Iwo kinds ttf base: f iron and
ruth--I 1 Inner mot. whii.)1 are primal. 11j. or ideat jitititi Signi f ratitl
attach to noti-f mite baseut,11 while the outer surf ixes --- the various modalu-;
-- al tat+ primarily to lint te bases. Ii This suggests that the outer suffixes
are not as mueh a ptrt of the string 1-0 filet tiro as an' the noon' anYpm., or the classical Japanese predicate was at ntu- time sei-lal in st nict tire,
then, it tirtIns that it would have been at the inner. not outer layers, sole,
it is these layers that are almost always non-f inite, and show the typically
serial character ist ie , futiiitui 'wi t h great cross language consist envy,' or

had most grammat teal trinvuings of verhhood,' Sill,t they are rotted 'not
. as I ypicit I verbs, hut rather it,t stripped-down stentu-i' (Olt& 1988: 101.

Hy contrast insorar Rs they attached to a finite huge, the outer Mit' i i..rs
this ligiguage did not ce-lexicalize to the extent that the inner suffixes did.
Significant It, the outer stiffixe!-.. do not interact at the 'dent tonal ItY,e1 with
the string to which theY at taeht1i and they apply to virtually any kind of
prixueding string, regardlet-ts Of its sealant irus.14

IF serial trh ronstruct ions tend to develop 'gradual ly IltleptIideitt
f t terbal (douses, through :winos HI ages of reduced fin? 1 (guess t oward
event nal fill I gran-mat teal ion' vein litHR: , It i a the inner :4orrixos
or I hosc deriitit weal strings that would have followed such it course of evolu-
tion. fl sum, the dirivationg of classical Japtuituse are part suf f ix and, in
terms of their inflect ions, part %ern. Inflect ions suggest verbal origins,
mud he worPltuitac't tcs suggest that those origins were in some sense serial .

rinal 1 y, for an SliV laniniage I Ike Japinese, 0 categorY verb/suFfi X is 1.110
\ IVY 141 WM 1 OVO,' II, %JIM Pawley (191:11 and 1191- .1 have eallrd 'a etnifiton

Feature' of. Ontanic langutattut-1, ealcgories intermediate between verb
(Ind preposi I ion' Inorie 11189: 1), which derived from earl ler, serial verbs,

2 7 2
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Not

1, Abbreviations for grammat ical i tems aro as fol lows:
accusat ive

CADS = causative, 'exotittive' valency
CORD = conditional

conjecture (subject i ye , ev identi ally proximat
l'ONJ , , = con jeet ill'e I ()bier t ive, evident i al I y distant 1
DI doubt.ed identification
12A(7, Labl ishvd rwt. (subject ive, ev i dent. i al I v proximate)
1;AM = establ ished fact (objective, evident ial ly distant)
HYP) = hypotaxis (marked on subordinate clause)
II) = i dent ificat
1.0(' :-. locative

= middle voice, 'endoactive valency
(Ayr quotative
PP = perfective
PRP = perfect

2. For the record: (.21 = Gvnji monogatari; IM = lse monogathri; 1 =

lenaga nikki; }VHS = kokinshil; = Tsulsumi ehnnagon monogatari; MH = Makura
no sOshi ; Oh = Okagami; TN! ToSa nikki; = Taketori mopogatari,

3. This suffix will be relabeled as 'exonctive perfective,' and opposed
to an 'endotietive perfective' in the sect ion below on the (A) varieties of
perfectivity.

I. A i ona I reanalysis of the t radit Ional inflectional options in
classical Japanese airCti His (four non-finito aid two finite): a pretextual
base (int zenkei. non-finitel, an utunarked infinitive (ren'yAkei 1, a marked
inf ini t.i ve (i?.rrikei, which marked presupposed information), an unmarked nor to
IsbUshikei I, a marked finite Irentaikei, which marked presupposed informa-
tion) , and an Imperative Dm. itei ke i non-finite),

5, The dist. inct ions marked with the subseripted I ' and ' ii ' on the
paired modals ttl' FACT and CONJeclure need not concern us here, but in taeh
CHLO` t he short er fern) marked with refers to the situation as being
evidentially tloser to the speaker, in since, time, or otherwise, than the
longer form, which 1 s label led wi th ' i i

6. Unless the verb is a pure stative verb of the ari 'be' class,

7. Three points atxtut 11 it. is a compound of FA( 'r, and the
verb ail 'bu;' 2) it differs frIsn in terms of greater evident intl or
epist.emic distance From the speaktr (rather as CoN,llecturel,, -mini; differs
from (x),NJI,-cture I -pu); 3) like ari and all purely :dative verbs, declarative
leit's of this suffix used its infinit

H. On this point, see the disrussion rim langackor 19Hi: 361 ff, espe-
Pia ly p. 363.

9. See the distinction drawn in Arnold Zwicky's pnix,r, this volume.

"
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10. fhis is true, to a certain extent , of what I have eal led 'inner'
suffixes or operators those or valeney and aspect.

11. In tradit tonal terms, t.o the intxtinItc.m and t.he ren'yOktii.

12. The forms t hat end in /u/ , t rad i t ionally termed shOsh ke i and t6e
rentalkei.

13. In Halliday's terms, the outer suffixes serve a alostly 'inter-
personal furnI

H. It ti pulse occuiTed at any point in these strings, we would exPeet
it before tint. of the outer suffixes, and this would coast that e idenee that.
they are not as !Alf r n nature as their inner etulsins.
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ttilti-verb constructions in Korean

In-hee Jo
Ball State University

1. Attalledg&tigD

In this paper, I will investigate characteristics of a number of multi-
verb construction of Korean which (=prise a string of two or more adjacent
verbs in a single clause, and whose syntacticosemantic and pragmatic behaviors
crosscut other paratactic and hypotactic constructions. In the multi-verb
constructions in question, the adjacent verbs are connected by a particle /a/
which is attached to the preceding verb, in the pattern of *V1-a V2'. Thus
they will be referred to as /a/-COOSTs in the following disca.:_sion, until a
more detailed subclassification is in order. The followings are scne typical
examples:

(1) a, Tam-i cip-uro ttwi-a ka -ass -ta.1
-NOM house-to run go -PAST-DEC

"Tom ran to the house.'

b. Tam-i kong-lul haci-a ha -ass -ta.
-NOM ball-ACC have go -PAST-DEC

Tam took the ball away.'

c. Tom-i Mary-lul ttayli-a cuki -ass -La.
-NOM -ACC strike kill -PAST-DEC

'Tom struc4 Mary dead.'

The /a/-CONsT in (1) has traditionally been described as a verbal
contxxuliing rather than as a kind of syntactic construction (cf. Choi 1T)1:
281-85, Abasolo 1978, Yang 1978). However its lexical status as a verbal
compounding has not been well established. No previous studies I know of have
raised a serious question why the verbal structure should be considered as a
lexical compound, but not as a syntactic phrase.

One of the main reasons why it has been described as a verbal emixAmIding
is because the strings of adjacent verbs, tAkeri together, seem to denote a
single event or action, instead of making separate assertions, as implied by
the Iriglish translations in 11). For example, sentence (lb) comprises two
verbs , /kaci/ *have' and /ka/ *go', but the natural leading of the senterxxl
does not make a direct reference to such actions as *havini' and 'going'; it
is better construed as a single assertim of 'taking away'. This is, however,
too vague dnaracteriration of the construction to build any significant
theoretical claims on.

On the other hand, another type of a verbal. construdjon of the pattern
"V1-ko V2' (hereafter ./ko/-CM5'1") was also taken to be a lexical acrixxind
(cf. Yang 1978). However the morphosyntactic behaviors of the /ko/-CONST show
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that it is clearly a syntactic phrase involving a verbal coordination. Thus, I

will compare and contrast the two types of constructions as well as other

related multi-Verbal constructions, and will claim that there are reasons to

view such verbal strucbures as syntactic constrUctions rather than only as

lexical compounds.

The purpose of this paper is to propose a classification of constructions

based on their 'construction-specific' properties, and provide a syntactic

analysis of them within a restrictive grammar which does not allow references

to strictly morphological content in a syntactic rule. Section 2 is devoted

to the description of the /a/-CONST and /ko/-CONST. Their internal structure

are examined and claimed to be a VP-coordination, in section 3. A further

sUbclassification of the /a/-CONST will be motivated in sections 4 and 5.
Especially, the special semantics and pragmatics of verbs of 'coming and

going' in one of the subclass will be discussed in detail in section 4. The

question whether the constructions are to be viewed as lexical compounds or
syntactic phrases is taken in section 6. Claiming that they are indeed

syntactic phrases, I argue against 1 r grategorematic treatment uf such

particles as /a/ and /ko/, and motivat, their morphosyntactic feature

specifications. Finally in sectio; 1, 1 provi.le morphosyntactic rulci and

operations for a fragment of Korsa- 'ncluding the multi-verb constructions.

The main thrust of this paper is substantive rather than notational in
Character. For omereteness of the discussion, however, I assume a GPSG
framework as in Gazdar et. al. (1985), and a inflectional morphology framework

as in Zwicky (1985, 1988, 1989a). On the other hand, the complex behavior of
the multi-verb constructions makes it difficult to immediately determine the
bar-levela of the verbal expressions involved. Therefore, for the ease of
exposition, 'VX' will be used as a cover syMbool over V-type categories of
whatever bar level in the following discussion, unless their bar-levels are
not of an immediate concern. Vkl° and VW2' will represent the first and the

second V-type categories in the construction, respectively.

2. fropertieS of the ./ALI:21iff.

Among the /a/-CONSTS, let's first consider the most general type of
constructions in (2). They are general in the sense that their syntax
semantics and pragmatics are quite straightforward to describe, compared to
other similar constructions. Same subclasses of /a/-CCNSTs, which will be
discussed in the next section, are parasitic on this basic type, but with a

more heavily loaded semantics and pragmatics, and with one of the Ws in the

construction being restricted to a small subset of verb categories.

(2) a. TenT4 (dhimtay-wie) nuis:a (khulkul) eg-n-ta.

-NOM bed -on lie soundly sleep-PPS-DEC

'Tom is sleeping (soundly), lying (on the bed).'

b. Mori ku ppang-ul hup7a Lpk-al;s-ta.

-Nal the bread-ACC bake eat-PAST-DEC

'Tom baked and ate the bread.'
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c. Temei Johe-ul (khal-lo) ggileA (tansme) eehi-ass-ta
-NOM -ACC knife-with stab in-om-breath kill-PAST-DEC

'Tem stabbed John (with a knife) and killed him (in one breath) .'

At first glance, the verbal constructions in (2) may seem to be simply
examples of the VP coordination. As in the race of VP coordination, the two
VXS ehare the same grammatical relation to the subject NP. If there is an
object NP, as in (2a) and (2b), the gerbs are interpreted as sharing the same
object Nlos. The construction combines exactly the same type of V-categories,
i e. IVs in (2a), and TVs in (2b) and (2c).

When we consider a wider range of examples, however, the /a/-CONST turns
out to be distinct from the typical VP coordination, i.e. the /kW-CONST.
First, the following examples ehow that the verbs n /a/-CONSTs cannot have
separate argument NPs, unlike /kWCCGON.

(3) a. Tomei ppang-to ectliesel-ko mul-to V4sieess-ta.
-NOM bread-too eat-PAST-and water-too drink-PASP-DEC

'Tem ate bread and drank water, too.'

b. *Pom-i ppang-to mekee mul-to magi-ass-ta.
C. *Pom-i ppang-to Egkeeseee ruleto masi-aes-ta.

(4) a. Temeun ppang-ul mels-(aegleise Mary-nun mul-ul manies-ta.
-TOP bread-ACC eat-PAST-AND -TOP water-AM drink-PAST-DEC

'Dam ate bread and Mary drank water.'

b. *Dameun ppang-ul mek-(ase)-a Mary-nun milpieeqs-ta.

It is obi jatory for /a/-CONST8 to ehare the name subject and object NPs,
whereas /kW-CONSTs may not neccesarily chare the same subject and object NPs.
In addition to such a difference in the gramaatical relations to the argument
wo, the two constructions differ in their inflectional markings such as
tense, aspect and subject honorification.

As already inplied in examples (3a) and (4a), each VX in /ko/-OONON can
be imieperviently marked in tense. In canes where the VXs share the same
tense, the tense of the firet VX may not be realized, without resulting in any
significant semantic difference. Only the pragmatic Implication changes such
taat when each verb is neeked in tense, the assertions made by eadh VX dre
more independently interpreted than When only the second verb is marked in
tense. The VXS, however, need not Share the same tense, as illustrated in
(5).

(5) a. Tom-un ppang-ul mekeleee)-ko Mary-taui mul-ul pasi771ke-ta.
-rlO13 bread-W" It-PAST-AND waterALC drink-Fur-DEC

b. 'Tom ate breaa Aary will drink water.'
c. Abm will eat bread and Mary will drink water.'

With the past tenee morphme /-aes/ in the first verb, Sentencv (Sa) is
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interpreted as in (5b); with no tense morpheme, the two verbs are interpreted

to Share the same tense, as in (5c). On the other hand, in /a/-CONSTS, only

the semnd verb is marked in tense, while the first verb must be unmarked in

tense.

The two constructions ekhibit exactly the same difference in the 'subject

honorification'. The two verbs in /ko/-CCNSTt can be indeperuently marked
whereas, in /a/-CONSTs, only the second verb is marked in the sUbject

honorification, as Shown in the following examples.

scapsu-si-ila

(6) apenim-i ppang-to ccapsu-sl-hg mul-to masi-sl-ass-ta.

father-NOM bread-too eat-HON-and water-too drink-HCN-PAST,-DEC

'The father ate bread and drank water.'

(7) a. apenim-i chimtapvie nup-D cumu-21-n-ta.

father-NCH bed-on lie sleepHON-PRS-DEC

'The father is sleeping, lying on the bed.'

b. *apenim-i dhimtay-wie nup-si-a cumu7si-n-ta.

All the above examples suggest that the WA in /ko/-CONSTs are more

irdeperdent to eaCh other, morphosyntactically, than those in /a/-CONSTs.
These momphosyntactic behaviors of the two constructions ilre crucially related

to their semantics and pragmatics such that /ko/-CONSTt involve separate
assertions of the actions denoted by each VX, whereas /a/-0ONSTs contain just
one assertion. In other words, the meaning of a sentence either in /a/-CONST,

or in /ko/-CONST, always entails that 'NEtubj VX1' and 'NPsubj VX2'. However,

in addition to such a general semantic contribution, VXS in /a/-CONSTt coMbine
to collectively denote a single Chain of action or event. This fact is very
tricky to formally represent, but it can be indirectly illustrated by the
distinctive negation potentials of the constructions. In the following
examples, /a/-CONSTs allow only one negation over the whole construction,
while the verbs in /ko/-CONSTs can be independently negated.2

(8) Negation of the /ko/-CONSTs

a. Ttm-un pap-ul Aallogklisg mul-ul masi-ass-ta.

-NCH rice-ACC not-eat-and water-ACC drink-PAST-DEC

Tom didn't elt rice but drank water.

b. Toorrun paprul nackp mul-ua an-masi-ass-ta.

.140M rice-ACC eat-and water-ACC not-drink-PASILDEC

"rom ate rice but didn't drink water.

c. Ittn-un pap-to ea-mkalso nul-to aermasi-ass-ta.

NCN rice-too eat-and water-too not-drink-PASILDBC

'Ito didn't eat rice nor drink water.
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(9) Negation of the /a/-CONSTs

a. Tom-un chimtay-wie ntip-a gg-ci aniha-n-ta.
-NOM bed -on lie sleep-not-PRS-DEC

'It is not the case that Tem is sleeping, lying on the bed.'

b. * Tom-un chimtay-wie neeegLanitig7g gg-n-ta.

-NOM bed -on lie-not sleep-PPS-DEC

'Tem is sleeping, not lying on the bed.'

3. Illtg1111

In the above disclezcdon, we have observed a nuMber of morphosyntactic

distinctions between /a/-CONST and /ko/-CONST. However, such distinctions may
not necearily indicate the different internal structures of the
constructions. Given the semantic and pragmatic distinction between them, both
constructions may still be assigned to essentially the same internal
structure. For the multi-verb constructions, we may, in principle, have the
following combinatorial potentials.

(10) (a) VP (b) VP

'1
X2 V2

VI

(c) VP (d) VP

VP VP X2 VP -V2
./.\\

X1 V1 X2 V2 X1 V1

('Xn' in these structures indicates the arguments or modifiers of Vn.)

As illustrated in the above section, VXS can be independently modified
by adverbials in both constructions, with modifiers of the VN2 (i.e. the
second V-type category) intervening between the two VNS. This fact follows
Jirectly from the structure (10a) anl (10c). (10a) is ruled out, however, on
the basis of two basic asrahrptions th-it conditions on the ordering of sister
constituents treat V° categories (i.e. word-rank Vs) identically, and that the
head categories invariably occur phrase-fina1ly.3

Ite same fact that the VNS in the construction can be interrupted by
mcdifiers suggests that they are not ASCS of lexical compounding, as
represented by 'V*, in (10b). Ite contrwersy over the lexical vs. phrasal
status of the constructions in question will be further elaborated in section
5.

Chi the other hand, we cannot find any syntactic (and/or semantic)
evidence that the /a/-CONSTs involve a hypotactic relation between tbe VXs: no
VX can be appropriately analyzcxl to subcutegorize for the other VX. in

addition, given the verb-final nature of Korean phrases, it is quite natural

As
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that VPs always follow nonVerbal sister phrases, explaining why there is no
intervening material between the complement VP and the head V in typical
hypotactic constructions such as periphrastic causatives. On this assumption,
the intervening material between two VXs rules out (10d), too.

The paratactic strUcture in (100) is, then, the only plausible candidate
for both /a/-CONSTS and /Xe/-CONSTs. Even though there is a requirement for
the same Object NP in the /a/-CONST, this fact may not necessarily follow from
the structural difference between the two types of constructione. The
requirement for the same object NP may be simply the consequence of the
semantic or pragmatic requirement for the 'single assertion'. If we are to
provide a purely syntactic acccunt of such facts about the argument
structures, we may assign distinctive structures directly to the two types of
constructions, as in the following GPSG type representations.

(11) a. /a/-0ONST

Vp/NP(a)

VPAP[a] VP/NP[a]

b. /ko/-03NST

VP

VP

Given such structures, the VPs in /a/-CONSTs will always have the same object
NP. On the other hand, the foot feature 'SLASH (HP (a))1 can be freely
instantiated in the structure (10b) so that the VPs in /ko/-00Ners may have
the same object NP, but not necessarily.

This purely syntactic account is, however, only apparently sueeeggful.
That is because we have to posit both structures for the /a/-CCNST, anyway,
since the requirement for the same object NP is not relevant when the
construction involves only TVs: i.e. (10a) for cases involving TV-type
categories, (10b) for cases involving TV-type categories. What's more, the
requirement of the 'single assertion' has to be independently motivated, since
sharing the same object NP does not neceggarily guarantee such a semantic
effect. Therefore, it is mudh more natural to assume that both /a/-01ONST and
/kc/-(XNST have the same syntactic configuration, i.e. VP-coordination, aid
that the requirement of the same argument NP is the consequence of the
semantic requirement of the 'single assertion'. After all, actions involving
separate 'patients' would be harder to construe to be a single assertion than
actions involving a single 'patient'. As a so-called pro-arop language,
Korean avoids two clocaailmaces of the same object in the same c:ause. Then, the
lack of irdependent overt object NPs in /a/-CCNST seems to be aucounted for as
the result of an interaction between the single annertion requirement and the
pro-drop nature of Korean. In fact, we may informally define the 'single
assertion' as a constellation of properties which at least include the
following:

i) actions involved in a single assertion cannot be independently
negated.

ii) actions involved in a single agnertion cannot have separate
'patients'

iii) actions involved in a single assertion must have the same tense.

From the above observations, we can conclude that the /ko/-CoNST is
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simply a VP coordination, period, while the /a/-CONST a marked VPL-coordination
associated with special semantics, which is not obtained by the syntactic
rules and the general semantic composition alone.

4. /a-ka/-CONST. parasitic onjo[AQ27

since we have observed the general characteristics of /a/-CONSTS, let's
move on to a special sUbtype of the construction, exemplified below

(12) a. apeninri cip-ulo ttwi-a ka-(si)-ass-ta
-NOM house-to jump go-HON-PASILDEC

'Father ran to the house.'

b. etten salam-i Mary-lul co-a o-(si)-ass-ta
certain man-NOM -ACC hold come-HON-PAST-DEC

'Somebody arrested and brought Mary.'

The above sentences look like instances of the /a/-CONST discussed in the
previous sections, except that no modifiers can intervene between the two VXS,
and that the VY2 belongs to a small subset of verbs, i.e. the so-called verbs
of 'coming and going', such as Aa/ 'go', /o/ 'come', and /tani/ 'came and
go'. lhus this subtype of the /a/-CONST will be referred to as the /a-ka/-
OONST, after the verb /ka/ 'go'.

First of all, two VXS are caMbined by the particle /-a/. Second, like
/a/-CONSTS, only VN2 is marked in tense, while VX1 lacks any inflectional
marking (i.e. tense, aspect, subject honorification). Third, the sentences
contain a single assertion, rather than separate assertior=. The English
translations in (12) do not effectively express the concept of 'single
assertion'. However the ("Jncept of single assertion is indirectly suggested by
the fact that the VXs cannot be independently negated, as was with /a/-CONST:

(13) a. * Word cip-ulo Itwi-ci ka-ass-ta
-NOM house-to jump not go-PAST-DEC

'Tem went to the house, not running.'

b. * etten salam-i Mary-lul cap-ci aniha-a e-ass-ta
certain man-NOM -ACC hold not came-PAST-DEC

'Somebody came, not having arrested Mary.'

The whole construction can be collectively negated as follows:

(14) a. Tom-4 cip-ulo
-NOM house-to jump go not-PAST-DEC

'Itm didn't run to the house.'

b. amuto Mary-lul op-a_g7gLaniba-ass-ta
anybuty -AcC hold come not -PAST-DEC
'Nobody arrested and brought MAry.'

2 ci 2
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If one wants to make separate assertions involving 'colidng/going' and 'not
doing same action' at the same time, he has to use the /ko/-CONST, in which
the particle /a/ of the VXS in (13) must be replaced by /ko/:

On the other hand, the semantics and pragmatics of this /a-ka/-CORST are
significantly different from those of the simple /a/-CONST. In the discussion
of /a/-CONST and /ko/-OONST, we have noted that both VXs are coordinated,
semantically and syntactically, thus being predicated of the same subject.
But in a sentence with the /a-ka/-CONST, the subject NP does not stand in the
same relation to the two VXs, semantically: 'NP"subj VX1' is always entailed,
but 'NT"subj VX2'--i.e. the subject NP's coming or going-- is not. As will be
discussed Shortly, however, because of the complicated pragmatics of
'coming/going', such a semantic fact about the construction has long been
overlooked, and the delicate distinction between the /a-ka/-CONST and the
/ko/-CONST has not been clearly captured.

'he best way to convey this fact is by means of examples. Consider the
follow 'rig sentences:

(15) a. apenimri cip-ulo ttwi-a ka-(si)-ass-ta
-NOM house-to jump go-HON-PAST-DEC

'Father ran to the house.'

b. etten salami Mary-lul (Alp-0 9-(si)-ass-ta
certain man-NOM -ACC arrest come-HON-PAST-DEC

'Sonebedy forcedly brought Mary.'

Traditionally, it has been claimed, implicitly or explicitly (cf. Choi
1971, Yang 1978), that sentences like the above entail the subject NP's
coming/going. Thus, for cample, sentences (15a) and (15b) have been
translated into 'Father wc,t to the house, running' and 'Samehody came,
forcedly bringing Mary', respectively. However I argue that the subject's
caming/going is only pragmatically compatible with those sentences, but not
semantically entailed by them.

Part of the confusion in the previous analy-;es seems to have derived from
the lack of distinction between pragmatic compatibility and semantic
entailment. Virtually all examples of the /a-ka/-CONST in the previous !;tudies
were pragmatically ccmpatible with the subject NP's caming/going, as already
seen in (15). If the subject NP's caming/going is merely part of the
pragmatic implicature, however, either it would be cancellable in a proper
context, or the /a-ka/-CONST wculd be compatible even with a situation in
which the subject NP's ccmdng/going is not involved. Now consider the
following set of sentences which wculd make the point clear:

(16) John-i ku kay-lul Ekul-e ka-ass-ta,
-Nam the dev-ACC pull go-PAST-OW

'John went away with the dog, by pulling it' (from Yang (1978))
'John pulled the dog (away fram the speaker).' (my translation)

0 C.
4.0
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(17) a. John-i ku khad-lul caki-ocokulo kkUl-e ka-ass-ta.
-NOM the card-ACC self-toward pull go-PAST-DEC

'John pulled the card toward him.'

b. John-i ku khad-lul caki-000kulo kkul-e o-ass-ta.
-NOM the card-ACC uelf-toward pull come-PAST-DEC

'John pulled the card toward him.'

Sentence (16) and its translation are from Yang (1978:229), and his
account of the sentence explicitly involves the subject NP's going. In fact,
he claims that in sentence (16), JOHN's going is 'the primary action', and
pulling a dog is 'the secondary action'. However, in my examples in (17)
which have exactly the same construction as (16), the sUbjoct NP's
coming/going is not part of the meaning at all. On the contrary, it should tl
noted that sentences (171 & b) have exActly the same tramslation except the
change of the deictic center, which I do not know how to translate into
English. lbe deictic center of (17a) is on the speaker, while that of (17b) is
on the subject of the sentence, JOHN. Sentences. like (17), theL, clearly show
that the subject's coming/going is only pragmatically implied but not entailed
by the /a-ka/-CONST.

I will not discuss in detail the pragmatics of the verbs of coming/going
in this paper. It is not because the pragmatics of such verbs is not worth
investigating, but because I believe that whatever pragmatics such verbs have,
they will be transparently transferred to the /a-ka/-oONST. For further
discussion of the pragmatics of such verbs, refer to K.D. Lee (1978) and
references cited there.

As for the interpretation of the /a-ka/-CONST, it wuuld suffice to say
that verbs of coming/going indicate a movement towarri or away_from the
deictic center, respectively. Ibus, the whole construction will be
interpreted, in general, to wress am:Nem:it...denoted lyAbe V1,_ toward or
awaylium the deictic center. In case of transitive VX1, the whole
construction will therefore enbail the locatioral change of the object NP,
which may or may not imply the locational change of the subject. To be more
explicit, the interpretation of the whole sentence can be schematized as
follows: (the parenthetical remarks are relevant only in case of transitive
VX1.)

(18) 'VX1-a VX2' (move (the object NPi) toward/away-from the
deictic center by VX1-ing (iti))

On the other hand, verbs of coming/going imply not only spatial but also
temporal movements. Therefore, when the VX1 in the /a-ka/-CONST has nothing to
do with a spatial movement, the whole constniction is interpreted to express
an action denoted by the VX1, in progress toward or away from the teMporal
deictic center, as shown in (19):

(19) a. nal-i palk-a c-ass-ta
day-NOM bright-a come-PAST-DEC

'It became brighter and brighter.'

0
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b. motu-ka nulk-a ka-n-ta
all -hUM old go-PRS-DEC

'Everybody goes on getting old.'

c. Jahn -i pap-ul elchu mek-e ka-n-ta.

-NOM rice-ACC almost eat go-FRS-DEC

'Jahn is eating rice, but did not eat it up yet.'

Once we understand the semantics and pragmatics of the /a-ka/-CONST, it

becomes clear that the construction does not contain separate assertions but

one assertion: the VX2, i.e. a member of verbs of claming and going, does not

have its own verbal semantics, but only its deictic force is superimposed onto

the meaning of the VX1, as described above.

Notice here that the semantic relation between the VX1 and VX2 is not

the kind of relation found in VP-courdinations (e.g. the /a/-(XNST or the

/ko/-CONST). In the /a-ka/-CONST, the VX2, i.e. the verb of caning/going,

appears to be a 'semantic function' which can take any non-deictic VP as its

'argument' and give out a deictic VP. In other words, the relation between VX1

and VX2 is hypotactic rather than paratactic. The lack of intervening modifier

before VY2 also suggests the hypotactic relation between them. As already

mentioned in section 2, given the verb-final nature of Korean phraees, it is

quite natural that Vlos always follow nonverbal phrases, explaining why there

is no intervening material between the complement VP and the head V in

typical hypotactic constructions. As will be discussed in the next section,

the brandhing of a head verb and its complement VP is also eupported by the

fact that the complement VP can serve as an antecedent of a VP"anaphoric

ekpression /kulekhe ha/ (i.e. DO SO in English).

The above description of /a-ka/-0ORST can previde an insightful solution

to the traditional puzzle abcut the distinctions between /ko/-CONST and /a-

ka/-OLINST. The puzzle cancans a systematic difference in caoccurrence
restrictions on VX1 between the two types of constructions, when the VY2 is a

verb of coming/going: certain vexte occur only in one type of construction,

but not in the other, as in the following examples from Choi (1971:283) and

Yang (1978:230): (The grammatical judgments are not mine but theirs, with

which I do not agree.)

(20) a. ki-a_ ka-n-ta b. * ki-ko ka-n-ta

crawl go-PPS-DEC

'Crawl away'

(21) a. ket-ajte-as-ta b. * ket-kg_Ea-ass-ta

walk go-PAST-DEC

'walked away.'

(22) a. * kicha-lul tha-a ka-n-ta
train-ACC ride go-PRS-DEC

b. kicha-lul tha-ko ka-n-ta
train-ACC ride go-FRS-DEC

'go by train'
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(23) a. * ciphangi-lu1 ciph-a_ka-n-ta
walking-stick-ACC use go-PRS-DEC

b. ciphangi-lul ciph-Egisa-n-ta
walking-stick-ACC use go-PRS-DEC

'go, using a walking stick'

Choi (1971), who made the first attempt to investigate and classify the
multi-verb constructions in Korean, observed the above cooccurrence
restrictions, but could not give a satisfactory account. Later, Yang
(1978:230) attributed such cooccurrence restrictions to the transitivity of
the VX1. In the examples given above, /ki/ 'crawl', and /ket/ 'walk' are
intransitive, while /tha/ 'ride' and /ciph/ 'use' are transitive. The apparent
restriction is that intransitive VX1 is not compatible with the /ko/-CONST
with a verb of coming/going as its VX2, while transitive VX1 is not compatible
with the /a-ka/-CONST. However, Yang (1978) himself provides a counterexample
to his awn generalization, since a transitive VX1 occurs in /a-ka/-CONST, as
in (16) above. On the other hand, our discussion of the construction does not
make any reference to the transitivity of the VX1.

Before we try to give another account of the c000currence restrictions
eXhibited above, it should be noted that their understanding of the /a-ka/-
(=ST was differenc from mine, in that they take the construction to express
'the manner (or method) of going/coming', with the VN1 denoting the method
taken. Obviously, such a characterization of the constructions cannot be
supported, as shuwn in the above discussion, nor be taken as an account of the
cooccurrence restrictions.

In fact, (20b) and (21b) are not ungrammatical. In a proper context, they
will be interpreted as 'crawled and (then) went' and 'walked and (then) went',
respectively, as expected fram our characterization of the /ko/-COINSP as a
simple VP coordination involving separate assertions. Me seguentiality in the
actions involved will directly follow from such a very general pragmatic
principle as Grician Maxims of Manner.

As for (22a) and (23a), they can never mean the sUbjeUt's gpjngjy doing
some action on the oblect vp. On the contrary, given our description of the
/a-ka/-01110NST, they can only mean pliviat train_LaY_from theideictic centeri
ky_ridthg_it and moving a waling stick_jaway /ram the deictic oenterl_ky
using_it, respectively: what is moved, then, is a train or a walking stick.
It is unlikely that anyone would want to express such meanings, and certainly
they are not the intended meanings such as gging by train and goingusingha
yousina stick. Therefore all the problems plaguing previous studies turn out
to be a matter of pragmatics which is not specific to the construction in
question. Given our analysis, there is no syntactic restriction on the VX1 in
the /a-ka/-CONST.

5. AUX-oonsttgCtieD

There is another class of multi-verb oonstructions which have been
traditionally analyzed as taking as their VX2 the so-called auxiliary verbs.
In spite of their morphosyntactic similarities to the /a-ka/-CONST, Choi

9 ,s f;
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(1971) distinguishes them from the /a-ka/-CCNST, viewing the former as
syntactic phrases and the latter as lexical compounds. In the following
di .tnnion, this construction illustrated in (24-26) will be referred to as

Aux-anTsr, and the subclass of verbs occurring in VY2 as AUX.

It should be noted, however, that I will not make any theoretical
commitment to the traditional label AUX, except that it is a syntactically
motivated sUbcategory of verbs. After all, the category of AUX may be
languagespecific, motivated only by reference to a certain set of syntactic

operations (e.g. Subj-Aux-Inversion in English). However, the set of
syntactic operations used to establish the category of AUX in one language may
not be available in other languages. Therefore, what I call AUX in Korean does
not directly correspond to the category of AUX motivated in many European

languages.

(24) a. Tomri ka-A peli-ass-ta
-NOM go aban&n-PAST-DEC

'Tem went (already).'

b. Tomri ppang-ul mek-apeli-ass-ta
-NOM bread-ACC eat abandon-PAST-DEC

'Tem ate the bread (already).'

(25) a. Temri ka-a_pg-ass-ta
-NOM go see-PAST-DEC

'Tem went (as a trial).'

b. Terri ppang-ul mek-Ajpg-ass-ta
-NOM bread-ACC oat see-PAST-DEc

'Tem ate the bread (as a trial)/ Tem tried and ate the bread.'

(26) a. Terri ka-A chp-ass-ta
-NOM go give-PAST"DEC

'Tem went (for somebody salient in the discourse).'

b. Tcuri ppang-il mek-a chu-ass-ta
-NOM bread ACC eat give-PAST-DEC

'Tem ate th. bread (for somebody salient in the discourse),

Based on our previous discussion abmt the /a/-CONST, /ko/-CONST, and /a-
ka/-CONST, we will describe the Characteristics of the AUX-CONST only briefly.
Basically, their morphosyntactic characteristics are exactly the same as the
/a-ka/-cONST, except for their negation potentials:

i) The particle /-a/ is used to combine two VXS with no morphosyntactic
coo(Ycurrence restrictions on VX1,

ii) no molifiers intervene between the two VXs,
iii) only VX2 is marked for tense, but both VXs are interpreted to share
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the same tense,
iv) the relation between VXA is hypotactic rather than paratactic, so

that the head V (i.e. AUX) sUbcategorizes for a complement VP.

Unlike the /a/-CONST or /a-ka/-CONST, however, the VP-complement can be
independently negated, as in (27). I will give only one example of negation,
but the same pattern applies to all the other examples of AUX-CONST.

(27) ku ppang-ul mek-ci mal-a ehu-o
the bread-ACC eat not give-IMP

'Please, don't eat the bread.'

The branrhing of the head V and its complement VP is supported by the
lack of intez modifiers between two VXt. The branching is also supported
by the followle4 examples, in which the complement VP serves as an antecedent
of a VP-anaphoric expression /kulekhe ha/ (i.e. DO SO in Englith).

(28) a. John-un sukce-lul kkutnay ]--a peli-ass-ta
-TM homework-ACC finish abandon-PAST-DEC

'Jchn has already finished the homework.'

b. na-do [ep kulekhe ha -a peli-ass-ta
I-too so do abandon-PAST-DEC

'I have already done so, too.'

lbe VP-anaphor /kulekhe ha/ in (28b) receives the same interpretation as that
of the complement VP of AUX-CONST in (28a). This VP-anaphoric pattern is found
not only in ADX-CONST, but also in another hypotactic construction, i.e. /a-
ka/-CONST, as illustrated in (29).

(29) a. John-un konghwatanq-ul ciciha )-a o-ass-ta
-,111 republican-ACC support cxre-PARt-DEC

'John has supported the repUblican party so far.'

b. Mary-tn [ip kulekhe ha ]-a o-ass-ta
-1M so do come-PART-DEC

'John has done so, so far. '

This VP-anaphoric possibility not only Lodicates the internal constituency of
the hypotactic constructions, but also helps resolve the mntroversy over the
morphosyntactic status of the constructions, as will be discussed in the next
section.

Another short comment on the subcategory of AUX is in order. As in the
/a-ka/-CONST, the head Vs in the AUX-COURT (i.e. /peli/ 'abandon', /po/ 'see',
/mil 'give', etc) can be independently used as simple transitive verbs. If the
AUX-MUST involves a simple VP coordination as in the /ko/-CONST or /e/-CONST,
we expect the object NPs in (24b), (25b), and (26b) to be Shared by both WS.
However, as implied by the corresponding translations, that is not the case.

2 S
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The semantic type of the head V (i.e. AUX) in AUX-OONST iv 'he same as that of
English AUX, in that it takes the preceding VP as its arguments: its semantic
contribution is, in a sense, similar to that of VP adverbials, as represented
into a guasi-predicate logic as below:

(30) a. VP-a peli ==> [peli'(VP')) 'already VP'
abandon

b. VP-a po ==> [po'(VP')) 'VP, as a trial'
see

c. VP-a cu ==> [cu'(VP')] 'VP for someone salient
give in the disc/air:se'

As noted in the previous section, the deictic force of the verbs of
coming/going is transparently carried over to the /a-kW-Ca:ST. However the
semantics/pragmatics of AUMs in AUX-CONST is not related to that of their
independently used hcmonyms. There might be some diachronic account of each
pair of homonyms. Synchronically, however, it seems impossible to establish a
systematic pattern of correlation between such homonym pairs. In addition to
the difference in their meaning, AUXS form a subclass of verbs which
sUbcategorize for a VP, whereas their independently used homonyms are simple
transitive verbs. Thus, I will assume that they are indeed different lexemes.

6. Idioms or syntactie constructions ?

up to this point, I have compared and contrasted four different multi-
verb constructions, with an implicit assumption that they are indeed syntactic
phrases. On the other hand, most previous analyses have treated them as verbal
compounds, that is, as if they are lexical units (i.e. word rank categories).
However, there is reason to believe that they are not word rank categories.

First, independent modification of VXs, and intervening mcdifiers between
VXs indicate that the two paratactic constructions (i.e. /kof-CONST and /a/-
0)MT) are indeed VPs. Second, as for tLe hypotactic constructions (i.e. /a-
ka/-CONST and A1JX-(10NW), no adverbial mcdifiers intervene between the
complement VP and the head V. But their behavior with respect to a VP"
anaphoric expression indicates that they are not lexical units. That is
because lexical items are anaphoric islands.

In a now classic paper. Postal (1969) proposed the following constraint
on coreference between anaphors and parts of lexical itans:

(31) Lexical items are anaphoric islands with respect to outbound
anaphora involving the pro verb phrase do SQ. (= Postal's
Constraint E)

This constraint is illustrated below in (32), using Postal's annotation of
judgment:

(32) *Nax wanted to ptouulg the monster, but Paul' wanted to 4,90 59
with poison. (strangle = 'kill by choking')

BES1 COPY AVAILABLE
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(33) a. aopleighe_smzelt112Zgrttt sometimes deny they do so.
b. *MggartbYitee sometimes deny they do_jeg.

lbese examples are evidence that pro VP anaphor cannot be coreferential with
material which is 'part of the meaning of' monomorphemic items (e.g. (32)) or
capplex lexical items (e.g. (33b)). Ihus, assuming that lexical itens
(regardless of their internal camplexity) are anaphoric islands, one must
conclude that the multi-verb censtructions in Korean are not lexical units,
but syntactic phrases.

Still another piece of evidence that the uulti-verb constructions are not
lexical units comes fram the distribution of the plural marker in '<Crean. It
is well known that the plural marker /tul/ in Korean can float fnin the
subject NP to any syntactic units in a sentenod, like 'floated quantifiers' in
English. Ibis floated plural marker can occur even between the VX1 and VX2 of
the uulti-verio ccnstructions, as in (34):

(34) a. kutul-un pape-ul mek-ko-tel ka-ass-ta
they -TM rice-ACC eat- PL go-PASTL-DEC

'They ate rice and went.'

kutul-un koki-lul cup-a-tel mek-ass-ta
they -TM fish-ACC bake PL eat-PhST-DEC

'They baked and ate fish.'

c. kutelun keki-lul cae-a-tel o-ass-ta
they -TM fish-ACc catch PL cree-PAST-DEC

'They caught fish and brought it.'

b.

d. kutul-un keki-lul cap-a-Inl peli-ass-ta
they -TN fikh-ACC catch PL abandon-PAST-DM

'Ihey have already caught the fish.

If the distribution of the floated plural marker is to be accounted for within
syntax, and if we further assume that syntax is blind to the internal
structures of lexical units, one must conclude that the multi-verb
constructions are indeed syntactic phrases.

Therefore, the traditional label 'compounding' needs to be taken with a
grain of salt. In net, most previous studies of such constructions did not
posit a theoretical distinction between the lexical component and the
syntactic component of grammar. What they implicitly claim by classifying same
multi-verb constructions as lexical compounding is simply that the properties
associated with the construction is 'idiomatic'. Yea, they are idiomatic in
the sense that not all the properties of such constructions directly follow
fram their syntactic structures and general semantic/pragmatic principles:
some properties must be treated as bein4 associated with templates over
representations, rather than with individUal representations. However such
negative characterization of the idiamaticity alone does not help determine
wtietluar a complex expression is an idiom or a syntactic construction.

210
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Obviously, previous analyses did not bother to draw a clear line between
idioms and syntactic constructions, as suggested in the following paragraph
fram Yang (197:227):'on one end of the scale falls the casP in which unit
verbs are so closely fused that they form an organic whole, and on the other
end tells the case in Which unit verbs are each identifiable as unit verbs of
a type of verbal conjunction'.

This lack of division between syntax and lexicon is not a trend unique to
studies of Korean. As noted by Fillmore, Kay & O'Connor (1988; hereafter FKO)
and Zwicky (1989b) among others, most of the current frameworks for language
description do not make roam for the proper description of constructions.
Even FHO do not make any significant distinction between idioms and syntactic
constructions. Thus their descriptions of a construction may make a direct
reference to lexical, semantic, and pragmatic information, not to mention
syntactic information. Even in the description of syntactic information, it in
not confined to a local tree consisting of mother and her daughters, but may
span wider range of sentential tree. According to them, 'lexical items, beirxj
mentionable in syntactic constructions, may be viewed, in many cases at least,
as constructions themselves'.

nut Zwicky (1989d) convincingly argues that there are (at least)
theoretical reasons for distinguishing lexicon from syntax. He agrees with FWD
that constructions may be idiomatic in a sense that a large coestruction may
specify a 'construction specific' semantic/pragmatics. However he argues that
the idiamaticity may derive from the lexicon or from the syntax: i.e. lexical
idiosyncracies must be distinguished from syntactic idiosyncrasies.

What is needed for the division of syntax and lexicen is, then, Dane
restrictive guLling principles that determine the kinds of information
relevant to syntact3c description. cne of such principles is the 'Principle of
Morphology-Free Syntae' in Zwicky's program of modular grammar such that
'syntactic rules are blind to strictly morphological information' (see Zwicky
1989 a,b,c,d) for further discussion). Unless we want to abandon virtually

all the component-separation assumptions in rest mcdern syntactic theories,
syntactic rules (or descriptioes of syntactic constructions) must not make
reference to 'itemespecific' oonthnt such as internal structures or
derivational history of a lexical unit.

Now, the question I have raised at the beginning of this section (i.e. a
lexical unit or a syntactic phrase?) is shifted to another questiore idioms

or syntactic constructions?' Aryl the answer to this question cructelly
depends on whether all the description of the multi-verb omeductmts can be
made by only syntactically rel-vant information under the principle ot
morphology-free syntax.

6.1. FerMaled(14EaCterilatien c21 jcjfltxctjcp

Iet's oonsider hey the malti-verb aanstructions discussed so far tigure
in stet a restrictive view of grammar. A proper description of a exlmelex
expression must involve information about constituency and linear ordering,
various preperties of the oaastituents (e.g (sub)cetegory memberehip, ranks
(or Bar levels)), grcurmatical functions, and cutstruction-specific
nenantics/pnypatics. Based on the discussions in the previous sections, te.e

y
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can now summarize the kinds of information required for the description of the
multi-verb constructions, as follows.

CONSTITUENCY, LINEAR ORDERING : /ko/-CONST and /a/-CONST have a
paratactic construction, whereas the others (i.e. /a-ka/-CONST, AUX-CONST)
have a hypotactic construction with VN2 as its head. The two paratactic
constructions caMbines VPs, whereas the hypotactic constructions involves a
complement VP preceding a head V.

RESTRICTIONS ON THE VXS : the paratactic constructions impose no special
constraint on the conjunct VPs, whereas the hypotactic constructions require
the head verb to belong a specific subclass of verbs: the head V of /a-ka/-
CONST must be a verb of coming/going, and the head V of AUX-CONST an AUX.

SEMAIMCS/I3RAGMATICS : /ko/-CONST is simply a conjunction, syntactically
and semantically, as well. /a/-CONST is specified for single assertion in
addition to the semantics for conjunction. The hypotactic constructions
requires no stipulated semantic principles: the head V serves as a semantic
fanction taking the complement VP as its argument.

6.2. .1. S _I:

All the above properties of the multi-verb constructions can be described
in the syntactic component without making reference to item-specific content.
However, there is still one remaining problem which defies an easy solution:
i.e. the treatment of particles like /-ko/ and /-a/ which attach to the end of
VXis and serve as the obligatory marks of the syntactic constructions. A
syntactic analysis of the multi-verb constructions cannot be complete without
making it explicit how a syntactic canponent makes reference to these
particles.

One of the most obvious analytical options is to treat them
syncategorematically, thus allowing syntactic rules to directly refer to the
specific morpheme /ko/ or /a/ as such, without assigning them to any lexical
or grammatical categories. This practice has actually been made in most
analyses of constructions in Korean, and in many cther languages, as well. For
example, as noted by Pullum (1982), Chomsky (1957) formulates syntactic rules

which directly introduce tg, bY, 2, gD, bag/ Ing, Int, tg, etc.
syncategorematically. Another recent example is FKO's position that 'lexical
items, being mentionable in syntactic constructions, may be viewed...as
constructions themselves'.

Howver, such a syncategorimatic treatment of lexical items is
undesirable, since it makes syntactic constructions just as item-specific as
any idiam, rejecting a theoretical distinction between lexicon and syntax.
Certainly, a restrictive framework including the Principle of Morphology-Free
syntax will not allow suab a. Inalytical option. For much the same reason,
they cannot be treated as derivational affixes, either.

Then, what other analytical options are available? Before we go on, it
should be noted that the traditional label 'icerticle' is a descriptive label,
rather than a theoretical ccratruct. For convenience, hcwever, I will keep
using the term particle as a descriptive label, without attributing any
theoretical status to it.

0 (1 f)
A.,
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Among other analytical options, we may treat them (i) as inflectional

suffixes, (ii) as postpcsitions, (ii) as phrasal Effixes, or (iii) as bound

words.4 Inflectional affixes serve as marks of syntactic constructions in the
same way adpositions do. What one language does with inflections, another dces
with adpositions. Even within a single language, adpositions can occur in
alternation with inflections. Both inflectional affixes and particle lexemes
are treated as the realization of grammatical features.

Phrasal affixes (e.g. the English possessive Is) are very much like
inflectional affixes. Thus, they are also treated as the realization of
grammatical features which are distributed in the syntax via feature passing
conventions. However, unlike inflectional affixes, phrasal affixes are
realized, in most case, on the leftmost or rightmost member of a constituent.

Bound words behave just like :Lndependent words syntactically but,
phonologically, they ere dependent on adjacent words. (see Zwicky 1989
(a,b,c), for a more detailed discussion)

In principle, all four options mentioned above are workable, as long as
one can motivate their categorial/grammatical features which syntax can make
reference to. In the following discussion, I will pursue, without argument, an
option of treating the particles as inflectional affixes (i.e. realizations
of grammatical features distributed by syntactic rules). This inflectional
analysis can, I believe, be modified to be compatible to other analytical
options if there is evidence to the contrary.

Assuming their morphological status as inflectional affixes, we have to
determine what grammatical features they realize. Ibis is not an easy task. On
one hand, /ko/ and /a/ seem to serve as a mark of conjunction in the two
paratactic constructioes (i.e. /kr/-CONST and /a/-CONST). On the other hand,
particle /a/ can also serve as a mark of VT-complement in the two paratactic
constructions (i.e. /a-ka/-CONST and AUX-CCNST). In addition, it ir not clear
whether the particles make any consistent meaning contribution in their
occurrenokm in different constructions. The Obvious question is, then, what
the grammatical category of the particle /a/ is: is it a conjunction or a VP"
complementizer, or simply a 'shape property' Which can be referred to by
several syntactic rules.

Before we answer this question, it should be noted that it is not unique
to Aorean morpheeyntax for a particle (or a grammatical category) to serve as
marks of several syntactic functions. For exasple, the English PRP (present
participle) is used both in progressives VTS (e.g., lhey weressiayina the
piano) and in postillion:Ideal VP modifiers (e.g., Asyone haviseia hat on will be

arreste0); similarly, the English PSP (past participle) is used both in
passive VPs (e.g., They weresproised Lyeveryone) and in perfect VPs (e.g.,

They have praised everygne) . (for more similar examples, 60e Zwicky (1989a)) .

Thus, strange as it may look initially, there is nothing special for
Korean particle /a/ to serve as a mark of different constructioss. In
addition, as Zwicky (1989a,c) notes, such a particle (or 'Fortic)exeme' in his
term) 'might have a dharacteristic semantics of its ewn, but this is only a
default ard can be overridden by the semantics associated with the
construction'. Accordingly, it is not always possible to find a 'meaning' for
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sudh a particle in all its occurrences. After all, particles or inflectional
affixes are not like ordinary lexemes in that they are specialized as a
grammatical mark (or 'as a counter in the game of syntax', as Zwicky (1989c)
puts it).

Bearing such complex properties of particles in mind, I will assume that
their default function is to be used 'as a counter in the game of syntax',
with no inherent lexical semantics. I further propose that the grammatical
category of these particles is VFORM. The subcategories of VFCRM may also
realize same other grammatical categories (e.g. case, number, tense, aspect,
polarity, etc), or they may be simply part of certain 'shape properties' to
serve as a nark of particular constructions.

This apparently innocent claim implicitly eMbodies an important
metatheoretical assumption to the effect that there is a universal
morphosyntactic feature set and that such features as (SERIAL) and (CONS] are
just same items from the universal set that the grammar of a particular
language makes available for certain purpoees. Such features as (SERIAL) and
((ONJ) are indeed good candidates for the members of a universal feature set,
since all languages, as far as we know, make use of coordinate constructions,
and the so-called serial verb constructions are found in a very wide range of
languages, as witnessed by this mini-oonference on serial verbs.5 The /a/-
cONST and /a-ka/-CONST are very similar to typical serial verb constructions
in many respects (e.g. the requirement of same external arguments and the
semantics uf single assertion).

It happens to be the case that these features are cashed out by
inflectional affixes in Korean, but they can, in principle, be associated with
an intonation oontOUr, Or even with a zero in other languages, (just as a
yes-no question is marked by an intonation contour in one language but by a
particle or inflection in other languages).

7. xrntax of the Multi-vgit_maq,ructigim

Now that the feature specifications of the particles are motivated, I
will provide morphosyntactic rules and operations whereby a particular FORM
value is distributed and realized, using the formalism in Gazdar et. al.
(1985) and in Zwicky (1985).

TO account for a Korean fragment including the multi-verb constructions,
the following PS rules6 need to be posited. For ease of exposition, I will not
provide rules for the C7AqP marking of NPs and the double subject construction.
(VFORM, SERIAL) will be shortened as (SERIAL), in addition to some
conventional abbreviations.

Head Features and Feature value@

VFORM SERIAL, BSE,

120Auleo

S --> NP, VP
VP --> WOW), H
VP --> H(SERIAL), H

294
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VP --> VP(SERIAL), 111[3] V[3] --> /ka/ 'go', /o/ 'cereal,
/tani/ 'come and go'

VP --> VP[SERIAL], H1[4] V[4] --> /peli/ 'abandon', /po/ 'see',
/cu/ *give', /nob/ 'put'

B23,Lagtarcsfaxmavnia lt

FCR 1: [SERIAL] > [BSE]

1§1U.Fgata1M-EiNtgifigdiltiga-IXfolati

FSD 1: -[SERIAL]
FSD 2: -[CIONj]

Having these rules in the syntax, such particles as /ko/ and /a/ are
introduced as a morphosyntactic feature(i.e. VTOPM) by 'government' or
directly by PS rules. This feature VTUBM then are eventually passed down to
the head verb by a feature trickling convention (e.g. the Head Feature
Convention in GPSG). The morphosyntactic representation of a verb will then

be spelled out in the lexical component.

For the sake of completeness, I provide inflectional rules for the VFORMS
in (35-36), using the formalism in Zwicky (1985) in whidh Realization Rules
(RRs) and morphological operations (OPs) are distinguished.

(35) RR 32: In the context of [V:+, Bar:0],
[FORM:SERLAL] is realized by operation 32.

(36) OP 32: Suffix /a/ in the second inflectional slot.

In this account, it is assumed that all inflectional categories are
assigned inflectional slots whose number is determined by the number of
inflections that can occur on the stem. The exact slot number that the
realization of a particular inflection will occupy depends on the interaction
among various inflectional categories. Part of the interaction among them can
be accounted for partially via Feature Opoccurrence Restrictions in syntax.
For example. the FOR 1: SERIAL > [BSE] will account for the lack of

tense/aspect when [VFORM:SERIAL) is realized. The interaction amcng
morphosyntactic features can also be resolved by some 'slot competition'
statement in the inflectional cmponent, the full account of which goes beyond
the scope of this paper. (for a discussion of slot cumpetition, see Zwicky
(1985, 1988, 1989a) and references cited there)

8. giwinajitiltgimnt

To summarize the main points in this paper, I have propooed a fine
classification of multi-verb constructions involving such particles as /a/ aml
/ko/, and a syntactic analysis of them within a restrictive grammar. During
the discussion of the constructions, I provided a semanticopragmatic account
of a traditional puzzle ooncerning the distinction between /ko/-CONST and /a/-
CONST (more specifically /a-ka/-4011451). Me solution to the traditional puzzle

based on my argument that the subject's oaming/going in /a-ka/-COWT is not a
semantic entailment but a pragmatic implicature. Then I discussed another

( !
t
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controversy over the morphosyntactic status of the constructions, and claimed
that they are indeed syntactic phrases, based an the ladk of intervening
modifiers on one hand, and on their VP-anaphoric potential, on the other.
Finally, to complete the syntactic aralysis of the constructions, I took an
analytical option of treating the particles as inflections. And their
morphosyntactic feature specifications (e.g. (VFCRM:SERIAL)) are motivated on
the basis of general behavior of particlexemes.

The above morphosyntactic analysis is, admittedly, only sketch. Atter
all, the success of any syntactic analysis will crucially depend on whether it
can be matched with an appropriate analysis in the lexical component. However,
the main thrust of this paper is to entertain a possible analysis of the
multi-verb constructions within a restrictive grammar including the Principle
of Morphology-Free Syntax, rather than to provido any definitive answer to the
realization of grammatical features in lexical component.

There are some other related multi-verb construction which I failed to
cover in this paper. Those other multi-verb constructions are also marked by
particles like /ke/ and /ci/, posing questions similar to that raised in this
paper. A more refined syntactic account of the multi-verb constructions in
general will be made plssible only if we expand our datahase to all the
nominal and verbal postpositions serving various morphosyntactic functions.

+This paper was originally written for an independent study with Prof.
Arnold M. Zwicky at OSU in Autumn Quarter, 1988. I thank Prof. Zwicky for
helpful comments. I also thank Prof. David R. Dowty who first drew my
attention to serial verbs. I also owe thanks to Prof. Brian D. Joseph for his
encouragement. Of course, I assume sole responsibility for the content of the
present paper.

1. Transcriptions of Korean words in the text are within slashes (i.e. /
/) and the following abbreviations are used in the gloss: NOM: Neminative,
ACc: Accusative, DEC: Declarative, IMP: Imperative, PRS: Present tense, PAST:
Past tense, TM: TOpic Marker, PL: Plural, HON: Honorific

2. There are two means of negation, i.e. lexical negation by a prefix
/an/, and periphrastic negation /-ci aniha/. The two negation differ in their
scope properties: in general, the periphrastic negation has the preceding VP
as its scope, whereas the lexical negation has the following verb as its
scope.

3. Korean allows a great degree of freedom in the ordering of sister
constituents, except that the head must invariably ocror at the phrase-final
pcsition. Thus it is often claimed to be a non-configurational language. I
will not take any definite stance about the Issue of configurationality. I
believe, however, that sudh a notion as 'locality', represented by local
constituent structures, must be captured someWhere in the grammar in order to
a000unt for same structure-dependent phenomena (e.g. the &main of anaphoric
binding).
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4. See Nevis (1985) and Zwicky (1985b, 1989d), for a taxonomy of 'little

words'.

5. This statement that such morPhosyntactic features are realized by
inflectional affixes need not be understood from the view point of 'morpheme-

based' morphology.

6. Zwicky (1987) claims that there is an instance of the serial verb

construction even in English, i.e. the so-called .GO-verb' construction.

7. To avoid unnecessary complications, I will provide syntactic rules in

the traditional PS rule format, instead of the ID rules and LP statements in

Gazdar et. al. (1985)
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On Serial Verbs in Mandarin Chinese:
VV Compounds and Co-verbial Phrases

Claire Hsun-huei Chang
University of Hawaii

1. Introduction

For a linguistic theory that includes the concept of a universal grammar as a basic

assumption, variation among n pologically different languages demands an explanation.
Recently, some linguists adonting the theory of Government & Binding (GB) or its
related theories as their frameworks have sought to formulate 'parameters' to account
for such typological differences among languages.

One of the remarkable differences among languages is the existence or absence
of serial verb constructions (SVCs), and this distinction affords a testing ground for the
validity of such claimed parameters. Languages, such as Yoruba, Sranan (Baker 1989,
Sebba 1987) differ from languages such as English and French in allowing SVCs. Baker
(1989) proposed a Generalized Serialization Parameter to capture this difference. He
proposed that verbs in SVCs are heads and form a double-headed construction. Verbs
in a SVC are able to theta-mark an internal argument, which is their shared object. By
allowing a double-headed construction, principles already existing in the theory, such as
the Projection Principle and the Theta Criterion, can then explain limitations of the
serialization of verbs, the linear order of the component verbs, and thc position of their

NPs.

We agree in principle with Baker's definition of a narrow scope SVCS, which
excludes coordinations, embedded clauses, and small c!--s^ predicates. However, we
disagree with his treating SVCs as a purely syntactic phenomenon involving nothing hut

a shared object. In stead, we propose an analysis in which syntax (constituent structure),
semantics (shared reference), thematic structure (lexical semantics of predicates as in

Jackendoff 1972, 1987), and conceptual structure (Principle of Temporal Sequence as in

Tai 1985) constitute independent principles in the grammar of Mandarin Chinese that
properly describe and explain its SVCS. We will provide a precise definition for SVCs
in Mandarin Chinese and try to rectify Baker's account of SVCs by going beyond syntax.
We propose temporal sequence and shared reference as two important constraints for
the serialization of verbs in Mandarin. These two important constraints jointly
distinguish the SVCs from coordinate construction, which is a seemingly similar structure
to SVCs and has been mistakenly included in SVCs (U & Thompson 1981). We
address the issue of compounding in Mandarin Chinese, which is an important SVC (cf.
Sebba 1987) but is totally ignored in Baker's account. We will explore the restrictions
on compound formation, which involve thematic stiucture and constituent structure.
Compounding in Mandarin poses a potential problem for Baker's double-headed analysis
of SVCs, which allows verbal inflection to WM' in both verbs. The inflectional
morphology as it involves the placement of perfective aspect marker -k in Mandarin
indicates otherwise. That is, there is only one -k in each VV compound and each SVC.

- 288 -
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This paper is organized as follows: section 2 defines SVCs in terms of the two
important constraints of the Principle of Temporal Sequence and shared reference.
section 3 proposes a possible approach for V-V compound formation in Mandarin
Chinese based on thematic structures. Section 4 examines co-verbial phrases, which can
be viewed as a deviant form of SVCs. Section 5 investigates the placement of -k in
terms of the thematic structure of verbs. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Definitio.'of

in this section, we will briefly summarize Baker's (1989) account of SVCs in
African languages and offer a precise definition of SVCs in Mandarin Chinese.

Serial ve.rb construction, generally speaking, is defined as a surface string of verbs
or verb-like or verb phrase-like items which occur within what appears to be a single
clause (Baker 1989, Sebba 1987). Usually, there is only one tense/aspect specification
for the whole chain of verbs, and the verbs also haue a single structural subject and
share logical object (Baker 1989). Based on African languages, Baker eliminates
structures of coordinations, embedded clauses, and small clause predicates from the
possible domain of SVCs. pmposes that a SVC is a double-hei,ded structure, in
which two heads (i.e. verbs) share an internal argument, that is, object. The following
example (1), followed by its tree structure (2), is what Baker claimed to be a genuine
SVC,

(1) Kofi naki Aniba kiri.
Kofi hit Amba kill

'Kofi struck Amba dead.'

(2) Tree strucutre of sentence (1)

NI' VP
(Ag) (Ag)

kofi 0 V'

NP V'

naki Amba V
/-

(Ag,
kiri

(A8. Th)
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Baker claimed that both verbs are heads and both project to the higher level. VP and
the higher V' are projections of both verbs. The crucial feature of SVCs, according to
Baker, is the 'shared object'. In sentence (1), tb verbs naki 'hit' and kirj 'kill assign a
theme role to Amba, which is the shared object of both of these two verbs.

2.1. Previous analyses of SVCs in Mandarin

Discussions on SVCs in Mandarin Chinese have been rather sporadic. The
existing analyses (Li & Thompson 1981, Tsao 1986, Chu 1983) belong to functional
approaches and do not give explicit definitions, not to mention capturing important
constraints of the serialization of verbs. Li & Thompson and others consider SVCs as
having a syntactic strucutre of (NP) V (NP) (NP) V (NP). They recognized four types:
(1) two separate events, which are further divided into 'consecutive', 'purpose',
'alternating', and 'circumstance", (2) one verb phrase is the direct object or the subject
of the other verb, (3) pivotal construction, (4) descriptive clause. As a result, the
syntactic structure for SVCs, as given, includes all kinds of irrelevant structures as SVCs
but leaves out relevant structures Is nonSVCs. But as we mentioned in the
introduction, genuine SVCs exclude coordinations, embedded clauses, and small clause
predicates. Immediately, some of the SVCs in type 1 (i.e., coordinations) and all of
those in type 2 (i.e., embedded clause) and type 4 (i.e., small clause predicates) must be
excluded from SVCs. Li & Thompson indicate that various components of the meaning
of the verb determine the type of interpretation accorded to the entire serial verb
construction (Li & Thompson 1981: 621) and state that SVCs are to express one overall
event or state of affairs. It seems vague as well as vacuous to give a semant:c definition
of the relation between the VPs based on the meanings of the verbs. And unfortunately,
the definition of an overall event is not clear, though the intuition is correct. Li &
Thompson's intuition can be stated precisely within a vigorous treatment of SVCs, which
is what we will attempt to do now.

Before our discussion of SVCs in Mandarin, a word of definition is in order.
SVCs in Mandarin are defined as structures in which verbs are in a series and share a
common NP. Serialization of verbs in SVCs is constrained temporally, that is, the verbs
in series hold a temporal sequence relationship. The shared common NP denotes a
shared reference. SVCs have a structure of [NP [,, V NP V]I or [NP V V NPI].
These two types of SVCs are genuine SVC.s in a narrow sense. There is only one aspect
marker for each SVC. The so-called coverbial phrases, which have a structure of V
NP V (NP)] (the first verb being the co-verb), also allow one aspect marker and are
considered as a type of S Cs.

2.2. SVCs and Temporal Segue=

Verbs denote events, states, or actions. When a sentence contains only one verb,
there is no problem as far as the placement of aspect markers or the location of NPs is
concerned. When two or more verbs are involved, the order of the verbs, the placement
of aspect markers, and the location of NPs become an issue, Mandarin does not have
overt linguistic markings to indicate the relation between verbs when verbs or verb
phrases are in series. For example, Mardarin does not have to use a coordinate
conjunction, such as and in English, to mark the coordination, and it does not use a
subordinate phrase marker, such as to in English, to mark the subordinate phrase which

3 1
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is generally comparable s an infinitive phrase in English. Thus, the structure and
interpretation of the following sentence can be ambiguous.

(3) Ta zhong cal mai4 cal.
he plant vegetable sell vegetable

'He plants vegetables and sells vegetables.'
'He plants vegetables to sell.'

The two events, zhong cai 'grow vegetables' and mai4 cai 'sell vegetables', in sentence
(3) can either be in a coordinate construction, which means two events are independent
events, or in a subordinate construction, which means two events occur sequentially, one
depending on the other. The coordinate construction will not be counted as an SVC, as
we indicate previously. The subordinate construction may. If we reverse the order of
the two events in sentence (3), as shown in sentence (4), the coordinate structure
(interpretation) remains, but the subordinate structure disappears.

(4) Ta mai4 cai zhong cai.
he sell vegetable plant vegetable

a. 'lie sells vegetables and plants vegetables.'
b. ''lle sells vegetable to plant it.'

Why is it mn? Presumably, when the surface order does not give us much clue, we have
to depend on other knowledge or principles to interoret the relation between two
linguistic units in a sentence. One such principle is the Principle of Temporal Sequence
(PTS) (Tai 1985). The interpretation that an event depends on the event preceding it is
based on our understanding of the re,il world, in which events unfold along a time
dimension (Tai 1985, Hsieh l989b). The second interpretation of sentence (3) denotes
two events occurring sequentially, because our real world knowledge tells us that one
has to plant vegetables before one can sell them. Our real world knowledge prohibits us
from interpreting selling vegetables before planting them, as the second English
translation of sentence (4) shows.

The FIS, as Tai ( l985) stated, says that the relative word order between two
syntactic units is determined by the temporal order of the states or events that they
represent in the coneeinual storld. This has further been modified by Li (1990) to
include the situation where there is a dependemy relation between these states or cvents
and there is no overt linguistic marking indicating that relation (Li l990: los). In fact,
dependency relation in the revised ns, esentially, is Understood in the temporal-
sequenced dimension. Thus, it is sufficent to say that our knowledge about the real
v,orld will in general determine the structural relations between two syntactic units.
Pius, coordinate structure is free front the constraint of temporal sequence, but
subordinate structure depends nil temporal sequence.

Given the PUS as a constraint for SVCs, the structural ambiguity in sentence (3)
is still not solved. That is, sentence (3) has a dual structures of coordination and
subordination. If it is coordination', it is not an SVC. If it is subordination, it may be an
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SVC. The dilemma of its status leads to the second constraint for SVCs, that is, shared
reference.

2.3. SharraLBSR1111Ce

When two events are in coordinate structure, there is no dependency or other
constraint between the two verbs or verb phrases. That is, the order of verbs won't
change the meaning of the entire sentence (cf. first interpretation of sentences (3) and
(4)). Each verb will be followed by its individual NP, if there is any, and the references
of NPs (such as citj 'vegetable' in sentence (3)) are different. When two verbs or verb
phrases are in subordinate structure, there is a dependency betwcen these two verbs.
The dependency can be based on cause-effect or temporal sequence. When two verbs
are in temporal sequence relation, they are expected to share an entity. When nouns
refer to the same thing, one of them can be and tends to be deleted for the sake of
economy. That is why it is clumsy and redundant to repeat the second noun phrase in
sentence (3) with the subordinate and temporal-sequence reading. Examine the
following sentence, in which an NP is deleted under same reference (e denotes a deleted
noun, and indices mark the references of NPs):

(5) Ta zhong cai, mai4 e, .

he plant vegetable sell

'lie plants vegetables to sell.'

The order of verbs in sentence (5) is the same as that in sentence (3), that is, thong
'plant' precedes 'ma The only difference is that the second NP cst 'vegetable' in
sentence (5) is empty. When this NP is empty, sentence (5) is no longer a coordinate
structure but a subordinate structure, a true SVC, in which the relation between two
verbs depends on their temporal sequence. With the existence of sentence (5), sentence
(3), whose structure is potentially ambiguous, is somehow reduced to a coordinate
structure.

2.4. Shared reference or shared object

We have attempted to justify the Principle of Temporal Sequence and shared
reference as two distinct constraints for SVCs. Let us examine Baker's syntactic
approach in terms of the shared object. Examine the following:

(6) Ta dao le san bei cha he le yi bei e.
he pour ASP 3 MW tea drink ASP 1 MW e

'lle poured three cups of tea and drank one of them.'

Chit 'tea' is the shared object of both verbs dao 'pour' and lig 'drink' in sentence (6).
The sentence should be an SVC in Baker's definition. It is not so. Sentence (6) is the
result of deletion under coordinate reduction, not deletion under same reference. We
need to revise our notion of shared reference to include measure words, because
measure words in Mandarin carry referential information. Compare sentence (7) with
sentence (6):

1 )
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(7) Ta dao le san bei cha he.

he pour ASP 3 MW tea drink

'He poured three cups of tea to drink.'

What is deleted and shared in sentence (7) is sin bei cha 'three cups of tea'. Deletion
in sentence (7) is not the result of coordination reduction but deletion under same
reference. Sentence (6) and sentence (7) are in contrast. Sentence (6), having a shared
object, is not an SVC but a reduced coordinate construction. Sentence (7), having a
shared reference, is an SVC. The notion of shared object would mistakenly include
sentence (6) as an SVC. Therefore, shared object is not a criterion for defining SVCs.
Rather, shared reference is. Of course, it is possible for Baker to restate his shared-
ohject condition so that the object shared is not just the head noun but rather the whole
NP. In that case, the two NPs would be identical precisely because they have identical
reference.

We repeatedly point out that coordinate constructions arc not SVCs, and now we
are able to distinguish between coordinate constructions and SVCs. Shared reference
and temporal sequence constraints provide a guideline for making such a distinction.
Only when both constraints are met can a structure be considered an SVC.

2.5. Serialization of Verka

Temporal sequence as one of the necessary conditions for SVCs has a great
bearing on the constraint of serialization of verbs. Sentences such as (4) are excluded
from SVCs, because the two events in sentence (4) do not have a dependency of
temporal sequence and are two independent events. Because sentence (4) is not an
SVC, the following sentence (8) is not an SVC, either:

(8) 'Ta mai4 eai, zhong e1.
he sell vegetable plant

Senteiwe (8) is ungrammatical, because the two noun phrases do not have the same
reference. Deleting a noun without a shared reference with another tmun would yield
an ungramnuttical sentence. Shared referenu and temporal sequence together explain
the restriction of serializatimi of verbs: the order of verb has to he ?thing 'plant > mai4
'sell' (as in sentence (5)) not 'mai4 'sell' > Thong 'plant' (as in sentence (8)), and
(Ieletion is effected only if the noun and its deleted copy have the same reference, as in
(5). Baker (1989) has to remit-I to other principles, such as the Projection Principle, the
Theta Criterion, and the Thematic Hierarchy (Larson 1987) to constrain the serialization
of verbs. rhe Principle of Temporal Sequence explains the constraint of serialization of
verbs elegantly, virtually without having to invoke principles similar to those Mvoked by
Baker.

At this poMt, we might ask ourselves two questions: (1) Is the deletion rule a
well-motivated nile in the gratmnar? If it is, then, (2) Does the deletion rule delete the
second noun or the first one? Let us address the first question first.
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2.6. Deletion

Deletion is a well-motivated rule in natural languages and in Mandarin as well
(Huang 1988b). It is well-attested that a noun whose reference is indicated by another
noun is usually deleted or empty for the reason of economy. If nouns with the same
reference are not deleted, the sentence can become awkward. Compare the following
two sentences:

(9) ?Zhong,guo
China

duo,
numerous

difang hen
place very

Zhongguo
China

da, Zhongguo renkou hen
big, China population very

wuchan hen fengfu.
produce very bountiful

'China has a large territory, large population and bountiful produce.'

(10) Zhongguo difang hen
China place very

wuchan
produce

da, e rcnkou hen duo,
big, e population very numerous

hen fengfu.
very bountiful

'China has a large territory, large population and bountiful produce.'

Sentence (9) usually is not used, unless we intend to emphasize the reference China.
Sentence (10) is a normal utterance, in which nouns of the same reference are deleted.

To answer the second question, that is, whether deletion rule deletes the first or
the second noun, we need to begin by considering thc phenomenon of coordinate
deletion in natural languages, an interesting fact first printed out by Ross (1967).

2.6.1. Directirnality Constraint

Ross (1967) proposed a general rule of directionality constraint, which stipulates
that in a coordinate sentence deletion must go forward if the identical elements left-
branching in a tree, but imckward if they are right-branching. Sentence (10) is an
instance of forward deletion, because the identical elements occur on the left-branches
of a tree. The sentence is grammatical, hecause there is no violation of Directionality
Constraint. Compare sentence (10) with the following:

(11) se difang hen da.
place very big

Zhongguo wuchan hen
China produce very

renkou hen duo.
population very numerous

fengfu.
bountiful

Sentence (11) is an instance of illegal hackward deletion and so it is ungrammatical.
The identical elements in sentence (11) occur on the left-branches, and the deletion
should have been forward not backward.

3 ()
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If the Directionality Constraint is the sole condition for deletion we should be
able to predict that (12a) below is grammatical and (12b) is ungrammatical:

(12) a. *To zhong c, mai4 cai,.
he plant sell vegetable

b. Ta zhong cai, mai4 e,. (=5)
he plant vegetable sell c,

'He plants vegetables to sell.'

However, the reverse is true. Although the identical element occurs on the right-
branches of the tree, deletion has not beA- backward as the Directionality Constraint
stipulates. There -lust be another principle at work that would explain why sentence
(12a) is bad hut (12h) is good. We will discuss another type of deletion, anaphoric
ellipsis, as suggested in Huang (1988h), and ellipsis may be an explanation of this
exception to the Directionality Constraint.

Antipode

Iluang observed that there are several problems in the traditional treatment of A-
not-A questions by deriving them uniformly from disjunctive questions through putative
coordination deletions. The problems arise mainly because the Directionality Constraint
of Ross is violated. Therefore, he suggested to derive the problematic types of the A-
not-A question from other sources and through other means than coordination
reduction. The following sentence violates the Directionality Constraint and should be
ungrammatical, but it is in fact not.

(13) Ni xihuan zhe hen shu hu xihuan e.
you like this MW book not like

'Do you like thk book or not?'

What is deleted in sentence (13) is the second copy of the identical elemcot, zhe
kn shA 'this hook'. The deletion in sentence (13), involving an A-not-A questkm,
in sentence (5), involving an SVC, is the same. That is, klentical elements in both
sentences do not follow the Directionality Constraint. Rather, identical elements are
deleted through anaphoric ellipsis, which deletes the second copy of the identical
elements.

Interestingly eimugh, when verbs arc in a temporal-sequence relation, anaphoric
ellipsis applies (sentence (14)). Otherwise, Directionality Constraint applies (sentence
(I5)).

(14) Nei gc xuexiao zhaoshou xuesheng xulian e.
that MW school recruit students train

'That school recruits students to train.'

3 f.;
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(Two events of ghaoshou xuesheng 'recruit students' and ?calm xuesheng
'train students' are in a temporal-sequence relation, and anaphoric ellipsis
applies to delete the second element.)

(15) Nei ge xuexiao zhaoshou e xulian xuesheng.
that Mi7 school recruit train students

'That school recruits and trains students.'

(Zhaoshouxueshena 'recruit students' and xulian xuesheng 'train students'
are two independent events. There is no temporal dependency.
Directionality Constraint of backward deletion applies to delete the first
identical element.)

The following are more examples of the interaction between the temporal-
sequence constraint and the Directionality Constraint on deletion:

(16) a. Ta mai3 xigua, mai4 e,

he buy watermelon sell

'He buys watermelons to sell.'

(This involves temporal sequence and identical indices; thus, the deletion
of an identical element is based on anaphoric ellipsis and bypasses the
Directionality Constraint.)

b. la mai3 e, mai4 xigua.
he buy sell watermelon

'He buys and sells watermelon.'

(No temporal sequence and (in general) i j; Deletion of an idential
element obeys the Directionality Constraint.)

(17) Zhangsan zhu fan, Lisi chi e,.

Zhangsan cook rice Lisi eat

'Zhang cooks and Lisi eats.'

(temporal sequence and identical indices; anaphoric ellipsis applies and
deletes the second identical element.)

2.7. S_VCs or Coordinate Construction

We have shown that coordinate constructions and SVCs are different in terms of
shared reference and temporal sequence. lt is assumed, though, that both constructions
are derived from the following structure:

3 7
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NP VP

V NP

NP VP

V NP

By examining the following set of sentences, we are able to see it clearly that both
shared reference and temporal sequence are important constraints for distinguishing
genuine SVCs from pure coordinate constructions.

(19) a. (ta, zhong shu,), , (tat mai4 shu),
he, plant trees, he, sells trees,

'He, plants trees and he, sells trees,:

('t' is time index for the event.)
(Full coordination, no deletion, no temporal sequence)

b. (ta, zhong shu,), , (ta, mai4 shu,),
he, plant trees, he, sells trees,

'He, plants trees, , and then he, sells trees,:

(Full coordination, temporal sequence, no deletion.)

c. (ta, zhong shu,), , (ta, nmi4 shit!),
he, plant trees, he, sells trees,

'lle, plants trees and he, sells trees,:

(Full coordination, same-reference agents, no temporal sequence, no
deletion.)

d. (ta, zhong shu,) (ta, mai4
he, plant trees, he, sell trees,

'He, plants trees, . and then he, selk trees, .'

(hill coordination, same-reference agents, temporal sequence, no
deletion.)

e. (ta, zhong shu,), ,(c, mai4 shu,),
he, plant trees, e sell trees,

'He, plants trees, and sells trees,:

3 S
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(Same-reference agents, no temporal sequence, second agent deleted.)

f. (ta, zhong shu,), , (e, rnai4 shu,),
he, plant trees e, sell trees,

'He, plants trees, and then sells trees,:

(Same-reference agents, temporal sequence, second agent deleted.)

g. (ta, zhong shu,) (e, mai4 shu,),
he, plant trees, e, sell trees,

'He plants trees, and sells them,:

(Same-reference agents, same-reference patients, temporal sequence,
second agent deleted.)

h. (ta, zhong shu,)(e, mai4 e,),
he, plant trees, e, sell e,

'He plants trees to sell.'

(Same-reference agents, same-reference patients, temporal sequence,
second agent and second patient deleted.)

Sentences in (19) are variations based on the same constituent-structure tree of
(18). The constraints of shared reference and temporal sequence in the sense of Tai
(1985) and Hsieh (1989a) affect the shapes of these variant forms. However, among
these eight variants, only (19g) and (19h) would be qualified as the 'genuine' SVCs, The
remaining ones are divergent from the SVCs and are considered coordinate
constructions. All these genuine SVCs obey Tai's Principle of Temporal Sequence. In
addition, some of them also have shared.reference NPs. ThuA, we can view an SVC as a
prototype which has a primary feature of temporal sequence, a secondary feature of
shared reference, and some additional selective features for various subtypes.

2.8. Independent Argument for Our Analysi5 of SVU

AN we have shown, SVCs and coordinate constructions are different on the basis
of the conceptual principle of temporal sequence and of the semantics of ,hared
reference. We would like to relate our approach to a 'modular approach' undertaken by
luang (1988b) to treat the problem of A-not-A questions. The bask orientation in

Iluang 1988b is radkally diffe:ent from the traditional treatment. Traditionally, A-not-
A uestions such as (20a) are analyzed on a par with disjunctive questions such as (20b),

(20) a. Ni mai bu mai shu?
youbuy not buy hook

'Do you want to buy a book or not?'
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b. Ni mai shu haishi hu mai shu
youbuy hook or not buy book

'Do you want to buy a hook or not?'

That is, both (20a) and (20b) are derived from the same underlying structure through
coordination deletion. I lowever, based on syntactic distribution, such as lexical integrity,
preposition stranding, and island constraints, Huang showed that not all A-not-A
questions can he derived from the same base structure as disjunctive questions. He
further divided A-not-A questions into two types: A-not-AB and AB-not-A with regards
to lexical integrity, prepostion stranding, and island constraints. The former type is
generated by a phonetic reduplication rule and thus does not have to obey lexical
integrity principle, prepostion stranding, or island constraints. The latter, which displays
an intervention of B between two identical elements, is generated through anaphoric
ellipsis and has to obey lexical integrity, preposition stranding, and island constraints.
Anaphoric ellipsk deletes the element under identity and is not constrained by the
Directionality Constraint of Ross. Disjunctive questions. however, have to obey these
syntactic constraints.

!lining's treatment of A-not-A questions departs from the traditionally held
hypothesis that disjunctive questions and A-not-A questions are derived from the same
underlying structure. liming is trying to separates two seemingly similar and historically-
related types of questions, namely, A-not-A and disjunctive questions, into different
structures. In essence, that is parallel to what we are trying to do here with SVCs and
coordinate constructions. Although an evaluation of Huang's new approach is heyond
the scope of this paper, it may be of interest :o point out that both I Wang's approach
and our approach are based on the assump.ion of what Hsieh (P)89b, 1990) has called
grammatical interactions. Based on the four-way division of syntax into i-structure
(iconic or conceptual structure), 1-structure (tI,enrific-structure), f-structure (functional-
structure), and c-structure (constituent structure), as proposed in I.FG, and based on
Wang (19n)), kibov (Non), It sieh (1990) proposed a view of grammar in which internal
competitions among these four components of syntax (as well as among other higher-
loel or louer-level interacting components of the grammar) are responsible for
irregularity in historical syntactic changes and for variation in synchronic syntactic
patterns. In other uords, gixen any syntactic pattern, at any time in the history of a
language. the i-structure, the t-structure, the f-structure, and the c-strueture components
are perpetually competing for their individual dominations over this particular syntactic
pattern. Thk view gives a plausible interpretation to Jespersen's insight that 'language is
alums in a flux'. When historical irregularities and synchronic variations are
disregarded, and when grammaticalness is assumed to he an absolute rather than
relative feature, our view would become someuhat similar to the so-called 'modular
approach' in GB, as exemplified by C.-T. James Huang's (1988h) treatment of the A-
not-A question in Mandarin Chinese.

Summari/ing this SWIM], we define SVCs as constructions that have verbs or
Yerh-like phrases in series %loch have a shared reference, but not a shared object. We
ako discussed the Principle of Temporal Sequence as an independent principle for the
set-tali/anon of verbs and for determining whether forward or backward coordination

3
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deletions would apply. The Principle of Temporal Sequence and shared reference
jointly provide a guideline for distinguishing SVCs from coordinate constructions.

3. Compound verb

3.1. A Statement of Problem

Extending our observation of deletion under same reference in the last section,
we notice a similar pattern of deletion under same reference in the following sentence
(21a), where deletion is through Huang's anaphoric ellipsis, which can apply across the
sentence boundary:

(21) a. Ta nil wo, wo dao le.
he push 1 I fall ASP

'fie pushed me, and I fell.'

Again, the two events are dependent in terms of temporal sequence, as one has to push
someone before that someone falls. The one being pushed and the one who falis are
the same one. Since the two events are in temporal sequence, and there is an identical
entity involved, the conditions for deletion are met. The second NP, WO, T, is deleted.
The result should be grammatical, but in fact it is not:

(21) h. 'Mt tui wo dao le.
he push I fall ASP

We are facing a problem here. All the conditions are met for a sentence to be qualified
as a SVC, but the sentence is not grammatical. Compare the surface order in sentence
(21b) with that in sentences (3). We notice that sentences (3) is alright while sentence
(21b) is not, although their constituent structures are the same. "Ilik brings us to
another aspect of our analysis (a we mentioned in the beginning of this paper). That is,
thematic structures of verbs.

Incorporation of the second verb with the first one occurs for sentence (2) b) but
not for sentence (3). This is demonstrated as follows:

(22) 'Fa tui dao le wo.
he push fall ASP 1

'He pushed me down,'

(23) *Ta zhong mai4 cai.
he ph.,t sell vegetable

3.2. Thematic Structure_wid Compound Tomah In

We assume that each lexical item has its Own thematic structure, which is
composed of thematic roles drawn from a universal inventory and arranged in a
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descending order of agentivity as the one described in Bresnan and Kanerva 1989, stated
as follows:

Thematic Hierarchy

ag > ben > recip/exp > inst > th/pt > loc

Thematic roles are semandc concepts entailed in the lexical semantics of a predicate
(lackendoff 1972, 1987). "The thematic roles of a predicate may be unspecified
(lackendoff 1987), but in general they cannot be reduced. A thematic role or structure
is reduced when an NP which is the argumedit of a predkate becomes empty and the
thematic role of this predicate (especially if there is only one thematic role in a
predicate) cannot find an argument to which it can assign itself. When there is thematic
reduction, incorporation or compounding occurs.

Let us pursue the notion of reduced thematic structure by examining the
following two sentences:

(24) Ta Along cai mai4.
he plant vegetable sell

lie plants vegetables to sell.'

S

S S

NP VP NP VP
i

ta / ta

V N e V N
Y. h cl n g cui, Mai4 cal,
[Ag, Pt] [R-Ag, R-Pt] 4,

e

Both ihong 'plant' and mai4 'sell have a thematic structure of [agent, patientl. Deletion
deletes the second NP, and it creates a reduced themadc structure for tnai4 'sell',
represented as 1R-a, R-ptl (i.e. 'reduced-agent, reduced-patient). Both the agent and
the patient of the Yecond verb are empty, since the subject and object NPs are empty.
Although tlw secimd verb has a reduced thematic structure, that reduced thematic
structure is deducible from the thematic structure of the first verb: since the two
thematic structures are the same, references of the reduce(l patient and agent are
indicated in the thomtic structure of the first verb. Incorporation of the second verb
with the first verb will not take place in this case.

The case of toi_dao 'push down' i s conceptually different. The second verb
'fall', as literature indicates (Sehha 1987, Baker 1)89), is an unaccusative verb, which
requires a theme role. Examine the following structure:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



(25) Ta tui dao wo.
he push fall 1

'He pushed me down,'

---') ----,

I /\NP VP

ta /\ NP VP

I T I

V

tui wo wo dao
[Ag, Pt] .1, [Th]

e
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The verbs, tui 'push' and thlo 'fall', have a thematic structure of [agent, patient] and
[theme], respectively. Each thematic role is realized as indicated in the tree. The
second copies of the non-theme NP (realized as yE2 'I/mc') is deleted under identity.
The result of deletion leaves dao 'fall' a reduced thematic structure since its supporting
NP wo I/me' is gone. This ere -Ito a situation in which thc theme role the second
verb Lhio 'fall' is reduced hut not inferrable from the thematic structure of the first verb
lid 'push'. For thc lack of an explicit, unrcduccd thematic structure and for the lack of
any structural elements within the same sentence to provide information about its
thematic structure, the verb Ito 'fall cannot stand alone in the second conjunct. It must
move into the first conjunct and be incorporated with the verb there. After
incorporation, thc two verb5 jointly theta-mark the noun wo 'I'. In this position aito 'fair
finds an argument la 'hc' to discharge its thematic role. Although the original theme of
Jao 'fall' is VP-external (that is, a subject) and the new theme of Jim 'fall' is VP-
internal (that is, an (bject), the two theme roles refer to the same entity voi
This gives another strong support for our disagreement with Baker's idea of shared
object, and for our claim that shared reference insteml is the key to the constraints on
SVCs in Mandarin Chinese. This movement k thus motivated and also provides partial
support for Bresnan and Kanerva's thematic hierarchy. (which they adapted from
previous authors), in which theme and patient are in the same position. This theme role
of do overrides the paieut role of tui 'push' and the two verbs jointly assign the
theme role to the following NP. Thus, we get the following sentences:

(26) a. Ta tui dao le wo.
he push fall ASP I

'Ile pushed me down.'

h. Wo tui dao lc.
push fall ASP

3 1 3
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'I was pushed down.'
'I pushed something and made it fall.'

C. Ta tui Ie.
he push ASP

'lie pushed.'
"He was pushed.'

The distinction between the patient and theme roles is that -rgument bearing the
theme role can appear in the sentence initial position, but the i..atient role cannot
(Bresnand & Kanerva 1989), Tui 'push', hav;ng a thematic structure of [agent, p,::nt].
cannot occur in a sentence such as (Thc) if its initial noun is a theme. U,i daQ 'push
down', having a thematic structure of [agent, theme], can occur in sentence (26b), whose
initial noun is a theme.

The adjacency constraint as Baker claimed does not exist. The second verb docs
not have a full thematic structure and is more like a clitic. A elitic will not block the
theta assignment (cf. the placement of -la between the verb and the noun of a verb-
noun compound as in kan le shu 'read the book'). The two year-. form a new lexical
item and jointly theta mark the noun phrase that follows, Compounding occurs when
there is a reduced thematic structure in the second conjunct, and the thematic role in
the reduced structure cannot find a noun phrase within that conjunct to discharge its
theta role.

3.3. Temporal Sequence as an Inskpendent _Principle

We will go back to temporal scquence as a constraint for defining SVCs and
further sustantiate the claim that temporal sequence is an independent principle from
thematic-structure constraints. Compare following sentences:

(27) Ta zhong shu mai4.
he plant tree sell

'He plants trees to sell.'

(28) *Ta zhong shu nmi3,
he plant tree buy

(29) Ta mai3 shu zhong.
he buy tree plant

'Ile buys trees to plant.'

(30) Ta mai4 shu zhong.
he sell tree plant

3 1 4
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We notice that sentences (28) and (30) have the sante thematic structures as (27)
and (29), respectively. Therefore, the ungrammaticality of (28) and (30) cannot be due
to a violation of any thematic-structure constraint but must be due to a violation of the
temporal-sequence principle. 1n (28) Tars temporal sequence principle is violated,
because mai3 'buy' precedes Lhoz 'plant' temporally hut is not ordered before it
syntactically. Similarly, in (30), zhung 'plant' precedes makl 'seP' temporally but is not
ordered before it syntactically.

3.4. p_owty'A_Ne_oll2avid,soilian_sysienisiiiiumaujoles

The fact that reduced thematic roles are a reasonable explanation for the
reqrictions on compound formation remains even if we adopt a more logically-minded
approach to thematic structures. In particular, the fact remains even if we shift front
Bresnan and Kanerva's system to Dowty's (1986) Neo-Davidsonian system. In Dowty's
Neo-Davidsonian system of thematic roles, no matter how many (traditional) arguments
a verb has, that verb is treated as if it were a one-place predicate whose only argument
is simply the event itself. The thematic roles are relations between the traditional
arguments and the event. Adverbs are treated like verbs, and therefore as a one-place
predicate taking the event as its only argument. The following is the formula for the
representation of thematic roles of sentence (31) in the Neo-Davidsonian system:

(31) Jones buttered the toast at midnight in the bathroom.

Formula

(32) Ee [buttered (e) & Agent (Jones, e) & Patient (the-toast, e) & at-midnight
(e) & in-the-bathroom (e)]

Applying the Neo-Davidsonian system of thematic roles to Mandarin serial verbs is to
convert some kind of two-event formula ir.o a kind of one-event formula, For example,
consider the following:

(33) Zhangsan he wan lc jiu.
Zhangsan drink finish/up ASP liquor

a. 'John finished drinking the liquor,'
b. 'John drank up the liquor.'

The one-event solution for sentence (33) will have the following for ula:

(34) a. Ee [drink-finish (c) & Agent (John, c) & Patient ;

b. Ee [drink-up (e) & Agent (John, e) & Theme (liquor, c)]

Notice that liquor is patient in (34a) but theme in (34b),

The two-event solution for sentence (33) will yield the following formula:
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'1 was pushed down.'
'I pushed something and made it fall.'

c. Ta tui le.
he push ASP

'Ile pushed.'
'Ile was pushed.'

The distinction between the patient and theme roles is that the argument bearing the
theme role can appear in the sentence initial position, but the patient role cannot
(Bresnand & Kanerva 1989). Till 'push', having a thematic structure of [agent, patient],
calnot occur in a sentence such as (26c) if its initial noun is a theme. Tuilau 'push
down', having a thematic structure of [agent, theme), can occur in sentence (26b), whose
initial noun is a theme.

The adjacency constraint as Baker claimed does not exist. The second verb does
not have a full thematic structure and is more like a clitic. A clitic will not block the
theta assignment (cf. the placement of -la between the verb and the noun of a verb-
noun compound as in kan_k_glit. 'read the book). The two verbs form a new lexical
item and jointly theta mark the noun phrase that follows. Compounding occurs when
there is a reduced thematic structure in the second conjunct, and the thematic role in
the reduced structure cannot find a noun phrase within that conjunct to discharge its
theta role.

3.3. Temporal Sequence as 411, Independent Principle

We will go back to temporal sequence as a constraint for defining SVCs and
further sustantiate the claim that temporal sequence is an independent principle from
thematic-structure constraints. Compare following sentences:

(27) Ta zhong shu mai4.
he plant tree sell

'Ile plants trees to sell.'

(28) 'Ta ?hong shu mai3.
he plant tree buy

(29) 'Fa mai3 shu zhong.
he buy tree plant

'lle buys trees to plant.'

(30) 'Ta mai4 shu thong.
he sell tree plant

31 f;
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We notice that sentences (28) arid (30) have the same thematic structures as (21)
and (29), respectively. Therefore, the ungrammaticality of (28) and (30) cannot be due
to a vitdation of any thematic-structure constraint hut must bc due to a violation of the
temporal-sequence principle. In (28) Tai's temporal sequence principle is violated,
because mia 'buy' precedes thing 'plant' temporally bin is not ordered before it
syntactically. Similarly, in (30), zhong 'plant' precedes mai4 'sell' temporally but is not
ordered before it syntactically.

3.4. Dowty's Neo-Davidsonian system of thematic roles.

The fact that reduced thematic roles are a reasonable explanation for the
restrictions on compound formation remains even if we adopt a more logically-minded
approach to thematic structures. In particular, the fact remains even if we shift from
Bresnan and Kanerva's system to Dowty's (1986) Neo-Davidsonian system. In Dowty's
Neo-Davidsonian system of thematic roles, no matter how many (traditional) arguments
a verb has, that verb is treated as if it were a one-place predicate whose orly argument
is simply the event itself. The thematic roles are relations between the traditional
arguments and the event. Adverbs are treated like verbs, and therefore as a one-place
predicate taking the event as its only argument. The following is the formula for the
representation of thematic roles of sentence (31) in the Neo-Davidsonian system;

(3 1) Jones buttered the toast at midnight in the bathroom.

Unliula

(32) Ee [buttered (e) & Agent (Jones, e) & Patient (the-toast, c) & at-midnight
(e) & in-the-bathroom (e)]

Applying the Neo-Davidsonian system of thematic roles to Mandarin serial verbs is to
convert scone kind of two-event formula into a kind of one-event formula. For exam;ile,
consider the following:

(33) Zhangsan he wan le jin.
Zhangsan drink finish/up ASP liquor

a. 'John finished drinking the liquor.'
b. 'John drank up the liquor.'

'Ibe one-event solution for sentence (33) will have thc following formula:

(34) a. Ee Ldrink-finish (c) & Agent (John, e) & l'atient k liquor, c)]

h. Ee Ldrink-up (e) & Agent (John, e) & Theme (liquor, c)]

Notice that bully' is patient in (34a) but theme in (34b).

The two-event solution for sentence (33) will yield the following formula:

r)
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(35) a. Ee Ef [drink (e) & Agent (John, e) & Patient (liquor, c) & finish
(f) & R-Agent (John, 01 (note: 'R-' means 'reduced%)

b. Ee Ef [drink (e) & Agent (John, e) & Theme (liquor, e) & up (f) &
R-Theme (liquor, 01

Converting two-event formula into one-event formula requires the following two
operations:

a. If an event has a reduced agent (i.e. R-Agei i) or a reduced theme (i.e. R-
heme), then delete the conjunct containing that reduced thematic role.

h. Merge the two events so that the event with a reduced thematic role
becomes thc second part of a two-part event, thus drink-finish and drink-
u12.

Speculation on the motivation for this conversion, and ultimately, for Mandarin
compound formation nmy be made in the following fashion: In a two-event formula,
Such as (35a), withinit the prefix R- expressing a reduced thematic role, it would not be
clear whether John in 'Agent (John, e )' and John in 'Agent (Jolm, f) denote the same
individual. The prefix R- indirectly makes sure that the two ,John's have identical
reference. Since the reduced JOB is identical in reference to the un-reduced ham its
delet;,m seems natural and the eventual compounding of the two verbs also seems a
natural (although not universal) consequence of this deletion.

In summary, we proposed a restdetion on compound formation by resGning to
the thenmtie structure of predicates. When thematic structure k reduced and k not
deducible within its conjunct, compounding occurs. We ako showed temporal sequence
as an independent principle ft ,rn thematic ,trucme constraints.

4. co7verina_l_phras_es

In the last section we discussed compounding as a result of deletion and reduced
thematic structure. We will exterd the idea of reduced thematic structo,e to explain co-
verbs. ro-verbs do not involve deletion and compounding. However, they involve, in
CSSe MT. It reduced thematic structure. In this section, we will discuss only one case of
reduced thematic structure, and that is the benefactive role.

Fxannne the following:

(3(i) a. Ta wo mai le ben shu.
liel;ive I buy ASP one MW book

a. 1k bought a ho)k for Inc.'
h. 'Ile bought a book to give to inc.'

b. Ta mai le vi ben shu gel wo
he huy ASP one MW hook give I



'He bought a book and gave it to me;

Sentence (36a) is ambiguous as the English translation indicates. cilei 'give' in
sentence (36a) has a goal (to) as well as benefactive (for) interpretation, while
gel 'give' in sentence (36b) has only one interpretatimi. Le. goal (to). (lei 'give' as a
full-fledged verb has a thematic structure of [agent, patient, goal]. Sentence (36a) has a
full form as follows:

(37) Ta gei wo yi ben shu, ta mai lc yi ben
he give I one MW book he buy ASP one MW

shu.
book

'lie gave me a book; he bought a book.'

When both vi ben shu 'one book' refer to the same thing, deletion applies and it results
in the following sentence:

(38) Ta gei wo mai le yi ben shu.
he give I buy ASP one MW book

'He bought a book to give to me.'

Goal role (assigned to wo 'I') in the thematic structure of ggi 'give' is not reduced, and
thus sentence (38) has the intelpretation of to me, a goal meaning. Oct in sentence
(3(b) has the thematic structure of lagt.nt patient, goal], and two verhs rnai3. 'buy' and
go. 'give' are in temporal sequence relation. Ddetion through anaphoric ellipsis applies
to eliminate the second identical element Deletion reduces the patient role but not the
goal role, since only the ritient NP yi:pcit.5,hu. 'a book is deleted. Therefore, the
postverbal gs,li 'give' in sentence (36b) has the additional goal interpretation of to me.

What about the benefactive interpretation contained in sentence (360? Q0 is
here a 'degenerated' verb (or a 'co-verb', as it is usually called in Mandarin Chinese
grammars), having a 'reduced' thematic structure of [agent, benefactive] (which is not
derived by deletion hut is a result of historical development) rather than the full [agent,
patient, goal]. In this case, the benefactive role is assigned to the noun directly
following the verb. Thus, we get the benefactive interpretatkm.

In this section, we (iiscussed ambiguity of preverbal gel ;111(1 attributed it to the
anthivalent thernatic structure of the lexical item gd. When occurring alone without
another verbs, gel 'give' is a full verb with a thematic structure of [agent, patient, goal].
When gei 'give' is in the second verb positkm, it has tcmporally.sequenccd relation with
the previous verb and it retains this full thematic structure. However, when vi occurs
in the first verb position, it may take on a reduced thematic structure of [agent,
benefactive] in addition to its full thematic structure of [agent, patient. goal]. Therefore,
ambiguity results.
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S. '11e Placement of Perfective Aspect Marker -le

Mandarin usually does not use syntactic markers to indkate syntactic relationship.
Perfective aspect marker is one of the very few syntactic markers. In this section, we
will discuss the principle of -le placement. We will discuss the relation between the
thematic structure of a verb and the placement of -le. This is partly to question Baker's
double-headed VP condition for SVCs. We will show that there is only one aspect
marker in each serial verb construction but not two, contrary to what Baker would
predict with his double-headed VP, and furthermore the placement of -1g is constrained
by the thematic structure of verbs.

5.1. The placement of -le and thematic structure

Bresnan and Kanerva noted that grammaticalization of verb-agreement markers
proceeds from the highest role downward (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989: 24), There is no
verb-agreement in Mandarin Chinese, and the placement of plays a similar role of
grammaticalization of verb agreement. That is, -le placement proceeds from the highest
role downward. The verb with a 'stronger' thematic structure of [agent, patient] or
[agent, theme] will likely attract -le more easily than verbs with a 'weaker' thematic
structure, such as [agent, henefactive] or [agent, goal]. Let UN try this idea first on an
SVC sentence, sentence (3), repeated below as sentence (39) for easy reference.

(39) Ta zhong cai
he plant vegetable sell

'Ile grows vegetables to sell,'

Zhoog 'plant' has a thematic structure of [agent, patient]. The perfective aspect marker
(PF) le would be attracted. It is correct, as the following sentence shows.

(40) Ta zhong le cai mai4,
he plant PI: vegetable sell

'lie grew vegetables to sell.'

nti1 'sell', as we discussed previously, has a reduced thematic structure of [k-agent,
patient]. Reduced thematic structure will not attract -Is, as the following sentence
demonstrates:

(41) ?Ta zhong cai mai le.
he plant vegetable sell l'F

'Ile has grown vegetables to sell.'

Sentence (41) is marginal, at best, bet.ause the -le placed after the second verb coincides
with the homophonous sentence-final particle le (termed ('RS, Currently Relevant
State, by I.i & Thompson 1981). If a time phrase is added, the grammaticality can be
easily detected. Compare the following sentences:
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(42) a, Ta qunian cengjing zhong le cai mai,
he last year HAS BEEN plant PF vegetable sell

'Last year he had grown vegetables to sell.'

b,??Ta qunian eengjing zhong cai mai lc.
he last year HAS BEEN plant vegetable sell PF

Sentence (42b) can be made grammatical by continuing the sentence with an explicit
'measure' phrase, as follows:

(43) Ta qunian cengjing zhong cai mai le wu
he last year HAS BEEN plant vegetable sell ASP five

hal kuai qian.
hundred MW money

'Last year he sold 500 dollars worth of vegetables he grew.'

We have demonstrated that the placement of -k is determined by the thematic
structure of a verb. Verbs with a strong thematic structure of [agent, theme] or [agent,
patient] will attract -le.

5.2. The placvnent of -le and co-verbial phrase5

The placement of -le in the following sentences confirms (nu hypothesis that
placement of -k depends crucially on the thematic structure of verbs in a sentence.
Consider the following:

(44) a, Ta gei WO mai le yi ben shu,

he give I buy ASP I MW book

'He bought a hook for/to give to me.'

b. Ta nmi le yi bcti shu gei wo,
he buy ASP 1 MW hook give I

'lie bought a book to give to me.'

c. Ta gei lc wo mai yi ben shu.
he give ASP I buy 1 MW hook

d.°?Ta mai lc yi ben shu gei le wo.

he buy ASP 1 MW book 1.;.c ASP I

ciej in sentetwes (44c) and (44d) both have a reduced thematic structure of [agent, goal,
1-patient), and placing aspect marker after reduced thematic structure makes both
sentences bad. However, in terms of degree of grammaticality, sentence (,44d) is better
than sentence (44c). This is due to the fact that gej in sentence (44c) has an additional

t) I
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intcrpretation which involves two reduced thematic roles and has the thematic structure
of [agent, benefactive, R-goal, R-patient], while gel in sentence (44d) has only one
reduced thematic role (i.e. R-patient).

Compare sentence (44d), which is marginal, with sentence (45), which is totally
ungrammatical.

(45) Wo mai yi ben shu gei le ta.
1 buy one MW book give ASP he

The ungrammaticality of sentence (45) shows that the placement of -k has to observe a
constraint: only after the verb with an [agent, patient] thematic structure is assigned the
perfective marker -1.e, can the verb with a weaker thematic structure be assigned another
-k.

5.3. The placement of 411135i_ compound verbs

Compound verbs in Mandarin is a special phenomenon in the typology of serial
verb constructions (Sebba 1987). Thc placement of -k coincides with thc prominent
point in the thematic structure of a VV compound. Thc fact that a VV compound only
allows onc aspect markcr makes us rethink Baker's double-headed VP analysis.
Compare the following sentences:

(46) a. Ta tui dao le wo.
he push fall ASP 1

lie pushed me down.'

b. Ta tui le dao wo.
he push ASP fall 1

c. *Ta tui le dao le wo.
he push ASP fall ASP 1

Tui dao 'push down' ii sentence (46a) has a thematic structure of [agent, theme],
which is the optimal place for attracting -k. Thus, -k is placed therc, and the sentence
is grammatical. Tut 'push' in sentence (46h), though it ha.s a full-fledged thematic
structure of [agent, patient], will not attract -k, because the placement of -k will leave a
reduced thematic structure of dasz 'fall' dangling. Thus, the ungrammaticality of
sentence (46b) is explained. Sentence (46c) has a -k placed after the reduced thematic
structure Li= 'fall', a violation of our -k placement principle. Thus, the sentence is bad.

Summarizing what we have discussed so far, we conclude that the perfective
aspect marker -k is placed according to the thematic structure of verbs in the sentence.
Only a 'stronger', full-fledged thematic structure of [agent, patient] or [agent, theme] will
receive the perfective aspect marker -k. Reduced thematk structure will not receive an
aspect marker. There can be only one perfective aspect marker in an SVC, which, as
discussed in this paper, include co-verbial phrases, VV compounds, and verbs-in-series.
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6. Conclusion

We conclude that SVCs are constrained by temporal sequence and shared
referencc, not shared object. Baker's double-headed VP analysis of SVCs requires
serious rethinking whcn taking the inflection morphology and compounding in Mandarin
Chinese into consideration. In rccent developments, syntactic theories have shifted their
attention from constituent structures to the study of thc relationships among conceptual,
thematic, functional, and constituent structures. One such endeavor is the Lexical
Mapping Theory in Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989, C.
Huang 1989a, b), in which the thematic structure (largely determined by conceptual
structure as outlined in Jackendoff 1')87) is mapped into the functional structure
(subject, object, oblique cases etc.). Government and Binding Thcory (GB), on thc
other hand, strives to address the same issue of linking (rathcr than mapping) between
thematic structure and constituent structure. However, the GB approach is conceptually
different from LFG in that mapping is done from constituent structure to thematic
structure. Once constituent structure is given, theta markings and case markings follow.
The notion of head and the percolation principles are designed to suit the needs of
theories rather than to describe and explain language phenomena (see discussion in
Zwicky 1985), Baker's Head-Licensing Condition (EILC) is one such example: The
Projection Principle and Theta Criteria will be violated if the double-head is not
licensed in the theory. Once it is licensed, everything falls into place. /nflection
morphology (the placement of -le in Mandarin Chinese) refutes I3aker's double-headed
VP analysis of SVCs.

Based on our discussion above, wc would like to point out that principles
dominating languages should be drawn from the conceptual world rathcr than from
surface structure, because surface structure is just a reflection of conceptual reality.
Thus mapping bctwecn conceptual structure and lexical semantic structure has to be
from conceptual structure to thematic structure, as demonstrated in LFG, not the other
way around, as outlined in GB.

As a final rermirk, we wish to point out that the rather loosely characterized idea
of parameters as a device for describing typological diversification has yet to find its
convincing empirical support. In particular, Baker's idea of shared-object for the SVCs
in African languages cannot easily extend to our idea of temporal sequence (and shared
rcfercncc) for thc SVCs in Mandarin Chinese by any imaginable way of parametric
adjustmem.

Notes

1. This is thc semantic classification for the first type of SVCs. Syntactically, it can be
reduced to coordination and subordination. Wc will refer to alternating as coordination,
and thc rest as subordination. Only the subordination constructions are qualified as SVCs
in our definition.

I)
t
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Syntactic Constructions in Serial Verb Expressions in Chinese*

John Xiang-ling Dai
Department of Linguistics, The Ohio State University

1. Abstract

This paper investigates the syntactic constructions of serial verb expressions (two
verbs in sequence as VI+V2) in Mandarin Chinese. At ieast three distinct constructions are
identified, coordination, subordination and serialization. The full two have been widely
presented In th.; literature as the serial verb construction, but we will argue that they can,
and should, be adequately analyzed a:2. what have trauitionally been called coordination and
suhordination, based on their grammatical behaviors with respect to the Coordinate
Structure Constraint, the distributional difference between A-not-A and alternative questions,
the agreement in aspect, the scopes of the negators, and the phonological marking for
coordinate structure. Concerning the third construction, serialization, we will claim that the
lai-construction belongs to this type. Called the serial verb construction (SVC) in this
paper, the lai-construction is shown to share some properties with subordination and some
with coordination, but it differs from both of them with respect to the other properties. In
particular, the rule of VP2-fronting cannot apply as it would in a subordinate structure,
giving rise to the conjecture that the V2 and its object argument in serialization do not
form a syntactic consti:aent. Other correlates of the lai-construction as the SVC will be
discussed: the obligatory agreement in aspect between VI and V2, the prohibition of
negation on V2, among others. We further observe that nothing nay intervene between VI
and V2. Such a strict intervention constraint leads us to a stronger claim: V I+V2
constitutes a morphological word in the construction. Supporting evidence in phonology
comes from the participation of V I+V2 in the word internal sandhi, traditionally called
Final Elision. More crucially, an aspect marker cannot be suffixed to VI as it could in the
other constructions, demonstrating that VI is not a morphological word.

2. Introduction

Not all serial verb expressions may deserve the mime the serial verb construction
(SVC). We assume that SVC is a marked construction, different from coordination and
subordination, which are independently motivated across languages. Therefore, the
methodology to be adopted here is that, in analyzing a serial verb expression, we first
check whether it is coordination proper. If it is not, then we check whether it is
subordination proper. Only being neither coordination nor subordination, can the expression
then possibly be regarded as genuine SVC.

The term "serial verb" is typically used in the linguistic literature on some African
languages, where ,he constrmion is made up of a subject and two or nmre adjacent
predicate erb phrases. Chao (1968: 325) claims that Chinese verbal expressions in series
form an intermediate type of construction between subordinate and coordinate constructions,
hut are closer to the latter. 1,i and Thompson (1973: 96-103) recognize verbs in sequence
iis one of the most common sentence types in Chil,cse. But they seem to conclude that the
serial verb construction can be reduced to coordinate and subordinate constructions. Thus,
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by implication, in their analysis, the serial verb construction is a redundant notion in the
grammar of Chinese.

The status of verb serialization in some African languages according to Noonan
(1985: 55-57, 77-82) is that the consu-uction, or rather, a family of constructions, is aligned
with parataxis (roughly, coordination without overt markings) in a few morphosyntactic
aspects, thus should be distinguished from hypotaxis (subordination); however, serialization
and parataxis are different in a number of morphosyntactic respects. In lectures, Zwicky'
has further developed Noonan's framework, pointing out that serial and paratactic
constituents all bear the same grammatical relation (GR) to a single external constituent,
and bear no GR to one another, On one hand, the characteristic of non-GR sharing
distinguishes the two constructions from hypotaxis; on the other hand, the different
morphsyntactic behaviors between serialization and parataxis are the consequences of single
headedness in serialization vs. multiple headedness in parataxis.

In this paper, we wish to show that the serial verb expressions in Chinese have at
least three distinct syntactic constructions: coordination (or parataxis), subordination (or
hynotaxis) and serialization. We will call serialization the serial verb construction (or SVC),
in contrast with the neutral term serial verb expression or verbs in series, referring to
sequential verb phrases for all three constructions, especially to the coordinate and
subordinate constructions.'

in particular, we will demonstrate Mat the verbs in series in Chinese widely
presented in the literature as SVC is not well supported in the restrictive theory of
serialization of Noonan and Zwicky. We will review the analysis in Li & Thompson (1973)
and provide more evidence from the syntax, morphology, semantics and phonology of the
language to support a reductionalist view (section 3). The Coordinate Structure Constraint
(CSC, Ross 1%7), the distributional difference between A-not-A and alternative questions,
the agreement in aspect, the scoNs of the negators, and phonological marking for
coordinate structures all seem to work together to identify coordination from among of the
serial verb expressions.

In distinguishing between subordination and serialization, we hypothesize that, for a

construction to qualify as a SVC in the language, the second verb (V2) in series would not
font) a syntactic constituent with its own semantic object argument or modifier, in contrast
to hypotaxis in which the V2 DOES. And a strict intervention constraint disallows any
element to intervene between VI and V2 in the SVC. Thus in our analysis, not only the
so.called "SVC" in Li & Thompson (1973), but similar constructions for co-verb and
pivotal sentences, are excluded from serialization for the same reason that hypotaxis is
(section 4).

The lai-construction is examined (section 5). We will show that its V2 in series
seems to behave like a lexical (V) complement to the first verb (VI) in serialization, rather
than a phrasal (VP) complement in subordination, leading to the conclusion that the lai-
construction is a real serialization in Chinese. The construction has three correlates to SVC:
the intervention constraint between VI and V2, the obligatory concord in aspect between
VI and V2 and the prohibition of negation placed on V2.

One of the crucial properties of the SVC is that no element of any sorts may
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intervene between Vi+V2 in the lai-construction. The intervention constraint provides an
important piece of evidence for claim that the verbs in series form a morphological word
(section 6). We support this claim by first demonstrating that VI+V2 forms one
phonological word, since the word internal sandhi Final Elision applies across the boundary
between VI and V2 in the construction. In addnion, the fact that the apsect marker -le
CANNOT be morphologically attached to VI as it CAN to V2 indicates that there is no
morphonological word boundary between VI and V2. Finally, we abandon our earlier
hypothesis that the V2 and its following sister constituent in SVC do not form a syntactic
VP constituent, in order to capture the generalization that the two do form a VP constituent
elsewhere in Chinese. Thus, in our analysis, V2 and its object form the same syntactic
constituent VP2 in serialization as in subordination. The barring of the application of the
VP2-fronting in SVC is then due to a universal morphological and phonological constraint:
the prohibition on breaking the constituency of proper parts of a word.

3. Identifying Coordination in the Serial Verb Expressions

Li & Thompson (1973: 96, henceforth LT) assume that serial verb sentences are
composed of a subject and two predicates. as in (I) with examples in (2) and (3):

(I) NP VI (NP) V2 (NP)
Subject Predicate 1 Predicatc2

(2) Ni gui-xialai qiu Zhang-san.
you kneel down bcg Zhang-san

(3) Zhang-san gin-qu mai piao.
Zhang-san go in buy ticket

If the above data were from the Affican language Gam we would sce th.,t VI gui-xialui
and V2 qiu in scries in (2) would share the muse-aspect markirr, in agreement with the
subject, while there would be no intermit GR between VI and V2. Thus the SVC would !,e
distinguished from parataxis in Lango on one hand, and from hypotaxis on the other hand
(see examples in Noonan (1985: 55-56, 77-82)). But in the Chinese data above, the "SVC"
remains to be justified because of lack of proper inflectional morphology marking syntactic
agreement and government. (2) and (3) could well be coordination or subordination.
Therefore, like traditional Chinese linguists, LT start their analysis with the semantics.

Thc semantic interpretations of (2), for instance, are always ambiguous, as below:

(2) a. You knelt down in order to beg Zhang-san. (Purpose)
a'. You begged Zhang-san by kneeling down. (Manner)
b. You knelt down and then beg Zhang-san. (Consecutive action)
c. You knelt down begging Zhang-san. (Simultaneous action)
d. You knelt down and begged Zhang-san. (Alternating action)

(2a') is not on LT's list. We add it for the purpose of discussion. ((2a) and (2a') are
different in the location of the center of the predication.) Although (2a) is the preferable
reading according to "the knowledge of the world" (IN: 98), the other four arc all
reasonable interpretations. LT (p.100) optimally account for (2) by presenting syntactic
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evidence supporting two (deep) structures for (2), a subordinate one in (4), expressing
purpose as in (2a), and a coordinate one in (5), expressing any of the conjunction readings
in (2b), (2c) or (2d) (We have slightly modified both (4) and (5).).

(4)
/ \

NP VP
/ \

I VP S

Ni gui-xialai (ni) qiu Zhang-san
you kneel down you beg Zhang-san

(5)

NP VP
/ \

VP VP

Ni gui-xialai qiu Zhang-san
you kneel down beg Zhang-san

Let us now discuss the evidence supporting the structural distinction between (4)
and (5). First, according to LT, only on a purpose interpretation may the object of V2,
Zhang-san, be topicalized, as illustrated in (6); and only on a purpose reading may the the
entire VP2 be prcposed, given that VP1 is preceded by some auxiliary, as in ('7).

(6) Zhang-san, Ni gui-xialai qiu.
Zhang-san, you kneel dowm beg

'Zhang-san, you kneel down to bcg'

(7) Qiu Zhang-san dei gui-xialai.
beg Zhang-san, must kneel dowm

'To beg Zhang-san, one must kneel down.'

As pointcd out by LT, these two facts fall out naturally, given the universal Coordinate
Structure Constraint (CSC) in Ross (1967), which is shown to hold in Chinese (Tai 1973:
ch. 4, Dai 1990c, etc.): Extraction is impossible from the cooidination in (5), but possible
and allowed in subordination in (4). Here we supply more supporting evidence with respect
to the CSC. VI may have an independent object, as in (8a), associated with both
subordination and coordination readings. Preposing the VI's object gives only the
subordination reading, as predicted by the CSC, as in (8b).

(8) a. Ta jian-qilai na gen gunzi da ran.
he pick up that Measure stick hit people

'He picked up that stick in order to hit people.' (Purpose)
'He picked up that stick and then hit people.' (Consecutive action)

b. Na gen gunzi, ta jian-qilai da ran.
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that Measure stick he pick up hit people
'He picked up that stick in order to hit people. (Purpose)
*'He picked up that stick and thcn hit people.' (Consecutive action)

LT assume that the negation morpheme bu has a single predicate as its scope, while
bushi may have more than one predicate as its scope. As might be expected, (9a) with
bushi can be interpreted as conjunction, but (9b) with bu cannot be; it can only be
interpreted as a subordination.'

(9) a. Wo bushi gui-xialai qiu Zhang-san.
I not kneel down beg Zhang-san

'It is not the case that I knelt down and begged Zhangsan.'

b. Wo bu gui-xialai qiu Zhang-san.
I not kneel down beg Zhang-san

'1 do not kneel down to beg Zhang-san.'

A distributional difference between A-not-A questions and alternative questions
marked by the disjunction morpheme haishi 'or' or its variants is that the former must be
located on the left edge of a maximal phrase (usually of a VP predicate), kit the latter is
not necessarily so (Dai I990a). LT observe that only a purpose reading can undergo A-not-
A question formation, and propose that A-not-A must be incorporated in the mail verb VI,
as in (10a). It follows that an A-not-A form at the right edge is unacceptable, as in (10b),
grammatically in contrast to (1(k), in which an alternative question occurs at the right
edge. Two predictions follow automatically: First, (lOc) enforces a conjunction reading.
Second, any extraction of V2 object is impossible, because of the violation of the CSC, as
in (I0d).

(10) a. Ni gui-bu-gui-xialai qiu Zhang-san?
you kneel not kned down beg Zhang-san

'Do you kneel down to beg Zhang-san?'

b. SNi gui-xialai qiu-bu-qiu Zhang-san?
you kneel down beg not beg Zhang-san

c. Ni gui-xialai Zhang-san?
you kneel down beg or not beg Zhang-san

'Do you kneel down and beg Zhang-san?'

d. *Zhang-san, Ni gui-xialai giu-shi-bu-qiu?
Zhang-san you kneel down beg or not beg

VI and V2 in paratactic constructions do not have to agree in tense and aspect
(Noonan 1985: 77). This bears on the issue here. Chinese has a few aspectual markers, zhe
for progressive and le for perfective, for instance. As expected, (11a) can only have
conjunction readings, for VI is marked with le but V2 k differently marked with zhe.
also follows that (11a) is subject to the CSC, i.e., Zhang-san is not allowed to be fronted,
as in (11b).
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(II) a. Li-si gui -le -xialai qiu-zhe Zhang-san.
Li-siu kneel Perf. down beg Prog. Zhang-san

'Li-si had knelt down and was begging Zhang-san.' (Consecutive action)
*'Li-si had knelt down to be begging Zhang-san.' (Purpose)

b. *Zhang-san, Li-si gui-le-xialai qiu-zhe.

Phonological evidence also supports the structural distinction between (4) and (5) for
(2). Phonological pause and falling intonational ending may mark coordinate expressions in
Chinese, though the most natural of these expressions is without pauses or special
intonation contours (Chao 1968: 262-264). While ambiguity may arise if there is no pause
or falling ending between VP1 and VP2, only a paratactic reading can be obtained when
they are in place, marked as comma in (12). Needless to say, the CSC disallows any
extractions here.

(12) Ni gui-xialai, qiu Zhang-san.
you kneel down beg Zhang-sait

'You knelt down and then begged Zhang-san.' (Consecutive action)
s`you knelt down to beg Zhang-san.' (Purpose)

So far we have provided more evidence to single out coordination from the serial
verb expressions. The most convincing evidence for coordination is its sensitivity to the
CSC: Nothing can be extracted from its conjuncts, as illustrated in (6) and (7) etc., which
do not have the conjunction readings. In a coordination, two VPs do not have to agree in
aspect, as shown in (II), hence enforcing a conjunction reading only. The coordination
status is supported by tne scopes of the ncgators: The negation of the whole scope by
bushi is allowed for coordination readings only, as indicated in (9a), Other evidence for the
coordination analysis comes from the distributional difference between A-not-A and
alternative questions, and from the pausc and intonation marking coordination in the
language.'

Before getting to thc distinction between subordination and serialization, we wish to
show that the putative verbs in series in Chinese in the literatutt does not fit into the
notion of serialization suggested by Noonan and Zwicky. More importantly, all sentences of
the verbs in series, represented by (2), can bc adequately classified into either coordinate or
subordinate constructions, which an independently motivated in the syntax of Chinese,
leading to the claim that the "SVC" for the putative verbs in series is not only spurious but
also extraneous (but see section S). For convenience, let us first list the similarities and
distinctions between serialization and parataxis in Noonan (1985: 55), elaborated by
Zwicky, who suggests that VX serialization shares the following properties with VX
parataxis.

(13) a. A single constituent (subject NP or complement-taking V) with which the
verbs are in construction;

b. The possibility of multiple, flat VX;
c. Full inflection on cach VX;
d. No marker of subordination (or coordination) linking the VXs;
e. No special mood forms for non-first VX; instead, parallelism for all VXs,
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Thus, according to Zwicky, serial and paratactic constituents all bear the same grammatic

relation (GR) to a single external constituent, and bear no GR to one another. The

characteristics of non-GR sharing distinguish the two constructions from hypotaxis on one

hand. On the other hand, serialization and parataxis differ semantically and
morpohsyntactically, as below,

(14) a. Serialization contains only one assertion, whereas parataxis contains two or

more assertions;
b. Serialization has obligatory agreement in tense/aspect, whereas parataxis

does not;
c. Serial VX allows only one negation for the entire scope, whereas

paratactic VXs can be independently negated!

Thus the syntactic difference between serialization in Ca- and parataxis in Lingo arc the

consequences of single headedness in serialization vs. multiple headedness in parataxis. It

should be noted that serialiration is aligned now with hypotaxis in single headedness, and

shares with hypotaxis all the properties listed in (14) which do not belong to parataxis

Returning to our case, the coordination identified possesses all the properties in (13)

that arc relevant for Chinese ((13c) and (13e) being beside the point due to the lack of
inflectional morphology). Moreover, it is multiply headed with the consequent properties of

parataxis in (14).

For meta-theoretical consideration of "markedness" mentioned earlier, we may

reasonably assume that structure (4) associated with non-conjunction readings (Puipose

being just one of them) belongs to the subordination (hypotaxis) in the syntax of Chinese,

unless evidence otherwise indicates that it takes some other marked strucuture. (4) is singly
headed with the properties in (14), as opposed to parataxis (but in line with serialization).

We will not repeat the evidence, since it is just the opposite conclusions from the tests in

(6), (7), (9). (11) etc., summarized above.

4. Distinguishing laetween Subordination anti Serialization

There is still more to say about the subordinate structure in (4). The head of the

predicate should be identified, which is usually where the the morphosyntactie locus is

located (Zwicky 1985). Since the morphosyntactie locus is obscured by the meagerness of

the inflectional morphology, we may rely on the semantic argument to determine the head

of the verbs in series. According to 'caning, VP2 is the head with the modifier VP1 in
the case of the manner reading, and vice versa for the purpose reading.

Chao (1968: 326) proposes stnicture (4) as a SVC, because it is different from
subordination in that the SVC rarely takes the subordinate particle de aftcr VP1. which is
unlike ordinary adverbial (and adjectival) expressions, which take de. Relevant examples

are in (15). where (15a) and (15b) are our own examples.

(15) a. piaoliang de fangzi
pretty de house
'a pretty house'

AP + NP -> NP
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b. gongzuo de difang VP + NP -> NP
work de place

'a working place'

c. manman de pao AP + VP -> VP
slow de run

'run slowly'

d. bu ting de ku VP + VP -> VP
not stop de cry

'cry incessantly'

e. xie de hao VP + AP -> VP
write de good

'write well'

f. xiang de liu lei VP + VP -> VP
think de flow tear

'miss with tears in eyes'

The heads of (15a) and (15b), for instance, are the NPs, preceded by adjectival modifers.
The second VPs in (15c) and (15d) are the heads, following adverbial modifiers.' The
subordinate structure in (2)/(4) is parallel to (15d) where VP1 is an adverbial modifer to
the head, VP2. The difference is that while (2) cannot have de between VP1 and VP2
(*?Ni gui-xialai de qiu Zhang-san), (15d) must have de in between (*?bu ring ku.).

It is unconvincing to exclude (2)/(4) from subordinate structures only on the basis
of such a distinction. As Chao notes, instances of VP + VP -> VP with VP2 as the head,
as in (15d), are not many in Chinese (while the structure of (2)/(4) is productive.).

aver, de's are optional in other structures like (15b) and (I5c), depending on the
interaction among the grammatical components, especially morphology, syntax and
phonology of the language.' However, a ccrtain generalization can be made about the
presence or absence of de in the structure of VP1 + VP2 with V 2 as the head. It seems
that one of the necessary conditions on the presence of de is that VP1 has a proper
modifier,' otherwise, de is absent.

(16) a. [manman baidong] de tiao [AP + VP),, + VP
slow swing de jump

'jump with arms swinging slowly'

b. (zuo de haohao) de xie (VP + API + VP
sit de good de write

'write with proper sitting posture'

c. [pao de hen kuail de han (VP + APJ + VP
run de very fast dc shout

'shout while running fast'

d. Ta gui de hen di de qiu Zhang-san.

3,16' .
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he kneel de very low de beg Zhang-san

'He knelt with his head lowed to beg Zhang-san.'

de must be present when VPI and VP2 are in construction where VPI has a proper
modifier and VP2 is the head, as seen in (16a), (16b) and (16c). The issue bears on our
case in (16d). which is modified from (2), where de has to be there. Without de, all of the
expressions in (16) would be unacceptable. de is absent between VPI and VP2 in (2) since
VPI guktialai lacks a proper modifier. We therefore conclude that the presence/absence of
de is not a necessary condition on defining subordination.

Turning now to the distinction between subordination and serialization, the most
convincing evidence for us to classify (2)/(4) into subordination/hypotaxis rather than
serialization would be its internal syntax, for although (13) and (14) capture significant
generalizations in distinguishing constructions in some African languages and no mater how
hard we would try to draw on them, some of the items admittedly bear vaguely on the
issue in Chinese, again because the language has no or little inflectional morphology to
indicate GRs.

Zwicky (p.c.) suggests several possible structures for the verbs in series, as in (17),
in which CI and C2 stands for the semantic mudifers or arguments of VI and V2
respectively. By assuming that VI is the head, (17a) is subordination, where VI takes a
phrasal (VP) complement, as the English tv, would [yr visit relativesfl. Another possibility
is the structure (I7b), where VI only uikes a lexical complement (V2). The issuc is
whether V2 forms a syntactic constituent with C2. There is constituency in VP-complement
construction in (17a). But the constituency is not warranted in a V-complement construction
in (I7b). Sometimes one even wants to cla'm that VI forms a compound or a large
morphological unit with V2, as in (17c) (to be discussed in section 6). A certain amount of
freedom of ordering of sister constituents is possible, for, in case of manner reading in
(2a'), the head VI and the lower VP in (17a) should switch over the positions in Chinese.

(17) a. VP
/ I \
CI VI VP

/ \
V2 C2

b. VP
/ / \ \

CI VI V2 C2

c. VP
/ I \

CI V C2
/ \

VI V2

There are consequences which follow from the constituency distinction between
(17a) and (17b/c): No syntactic rules may refer to V24-C2 in (17b/c). Now we can safely
assign (17a) to subordination, as in (17a') below, since thc V2+C2 as a constituent VP2
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participates in the VP2-fronting, as illustrated in (7). Structures of (I7b) and (17c) are
unwarranted for subordination, since given them the rule would have to refer to the non-
constituent. the V2+C2 sequence.

(17) a'. VP
/ \

VI VP2
/ \

V2 C2
I I

gui-xialai qiu Zhang-san
kneel down beg Zhang-san

Let us further suppose that CI or C2 cannot intervene between VI and V2 not only
in (I7c), but also in (17b), on the assumption that the ordering is strictly stipulated in the
grammar at V [bar 01 level as they are for (I7b) and (I7c). The task now is to attest (17b)
or (I7c) in Chinese.

We now hypothesize that i real SVC in Chinese takes the structures in (17b) or
(I7c), for we shall demonstrat:: mat the laiconstruction seems to be syntactically distinct
from the unmarked subordination (17a), and takes the marked strucuture (17b), or even
(17c) (in section 5 and 6).

Before we discuss a case of SVC, we would like to briefly examine constructions
similar to SVC. They arc the coverb construction and the pivotal construction. Both appear
to be verbal expressions in series. LT (p.98) explicitly deny that the coverb construction is
a SVC; Chao (1968: 327) rejects the pivotal construction as a SVC. Here we will support
their claims by examining the constructions in our framework. Specifically, we will check
whether the apparent VP1 and VP2 in series have internal GR to each other, or whether
VP2 can be fronted like (2)/(4), or whether some element can intervene between VI and
V2. A construction is subordinate if it passes one of these tests.

Coverbs are words which always take an object, and such coverb phrases precede
the main verb (LI: 97). Coverbs comprise a listable set in Chinese, as in (18), with
examples in (19), both being from LT (p.9'7).

(18) gei 'give' yong 'use' zai 'at, in'
dui 'to' cong 'from' ti 'in place of'

(19) a. Zhang-san 1gei1,, wo [mai1 yifu.
Zhang-san for me buy clothes

b. Zhang-san [yongh, kuaizi [chi], fan.
Zhang-san use chopsticks cat rice

LT argue that coverbs are not main verbs, but rather are prcpositions, functioning as case
markers for NPs, much like the Benefactive, Instrumental or Locative cases in other
languages. Also they cannot take certain aspectual particles and undergo morphological
reduplication like ordinary verbs. For these reasons, LT (p.98) do not consider the coverb
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construction to be a SVC in their scnse.

The covcrb construction as a SVC is also unwarranted in our framework for the
following reasons. The prepositionlike coverbs indicatc the internal GR between wo 'me'
and mai 'buy' in (19a), although thc OR is implicit morphosyntactically. Moreover, VP2
fronting is allowed, for instance, in (19b), Chi fan, Zhang-san yong kmaizi. This suggcsts
that (19b) assumes thc subordinate structure in (I7a). Finally, thc argument NP of gei 'for',
wo, for instance, intervenes between VI and V2 in (19a), against thc ordering assumed
above for SVC.

In Chao (1968: 327), a pivotal construction is composed of a series of verbal
expression VI, a nominal expression, and another verbal expression V2, with the nominal
expression serving both thc object of VI and the subject of V2, as in (20).

(20) a. Women Epaij, ta fzuoj,,, daibiao.
we assign he do representative

'We delegate him to be representative.'

b. Ta ni [bangmangl
he ask you help

'He asks you to help.'

In Chao's definition, a SVC is different from the pivotal construction in that, in the
former, VI and V2 must have the same subject. To us, the pivotal construction is not a
SVC for thc same reasons as thc coverb construction: an internal OR between VP1 and
VP2, i.c., thc NP Ia 'he' in (20a) as both the object of VI and the subject of V2, thc
possibility of fronting VP2, and the intervention of VI's argument la between VI and V2.

5. Thc Lai-Construction as a SVC

Sincc all of the constructions studied so far can be classified into subordinate or
coordinate structures, one may doubt that Chinese has a SVC at all. In this section, we will
analyze a construction belonging to the SVC in our sense, similar to.the go-Verb
construction in English, as in You should &Lee a doctor today,' We call it the lai-
construction, for VI in the construction is typically jai 'come' or qu `go'. lai and qu are
verbs, as they meet the major requirements of verbs in the language. Typically, they ran
function as a main verb in a sentence, take aspectual markers, and can undergo ce, n

morphological processes typically applied to verbs such as reduplication for deminutative
aspect (see more verbal tests in Dai (1990b: 12-14)), as in (21).

(21) a. Ta lai (le) liangci.
he come Perf. twice

b. Ta qu (le) liangci.
he go Perf. twice

c.
'come/go for a little while'
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Examples of the lai-construction are provided in (22), (23) and (24).

(22) a. Ta lai shang ban.
he come go up shift

'He comes to work.'

b. Ban, ta lai shang.
c. *Shang ban, ta lai.

(23) a. Ta qu guang gongyuan
he go wander park

'He goes to see a park.'

b. Gongyuan, ta qu guang.
c. *Guang gongyuan, ta qu.

(24) a. Ta lai xuexi yingyu.
he come learn English

'He come to learn English.'

b. Yingyu, ta lai xuexi.
c. *Xuexi yingyu, ta lai.

The a-forms are of default word order, in which a subject (a is followed by VI, lai
or qu, and V2 with its (object) argument. The b-forms illustrate that the topicalization
preposes the object of V2 to the front. It follows that (22)-(24) are not parataxis, because
if they were, the CSC would be violated. Supporting evidence is that phonological pause is
prohibited between VI and V2, for otherwise a conjunction reading would be enforced by
the pause, causing a structural conflict between coodination and serialization.

The c-forms demonstrate that the VP2-preposing is not allowed, in contrast with
hypotaxis in (25) and (26) where the preposing is allowed (An aspect marker zhe is added
in (26b) for it to be acceptable. Also cf. (7)).

(25) a. Ta cheng che shang ban.
he take bus go up shift

'He takes a bus to go to work.'

b. Ban, Ta cheng che shang.
c. Shang ban, ta cheng che.

(26) a. Ta pao/zou shang ban.
he run/walk go up shift

'He goes to work by running/walking.'

b. Ban, ta pao/zou zhe shang.
c. Shang ban, ta pao/zou.

We note that the grammaticality judgements on the c-forrns vary across speakers.
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Some speakers (called group A) agree on the grammaticality status indicated above; some
(group B) accept the c-forms in (22)-(24), in addition to (25)-(26); and some (group C)
accept neither the c-forms in (22)-(24) nor in (25)-(26). But we have encontered no
speakers who would accept the c-forms in (22)-(24) while rejecting those in (25)-(26).
Without any context, however, the a-forms is the most natural for the speakers in group A
and B, and the c-forms is the least, with the b-forms in between. Perhaps the c-forms in
(22)-(24) are accepted by group B only in contrasting or listing events, as in the answer to
a question about the presence of a person. We suspect that even group A may accept (27)
in this context.

(27) Guang gongyuan, ta lai; shang ban, xuexi yingyu, ta bu lai.
wander park he come go up shift learn English he not come

'He comes to walk in the park, but not to work or learn Engish.'

This fact is reminiscent of definite NPs which are acceptable in the there-construction in
English only in listing them, as in (28b) serving as an answer to the question in (28a):I°

(28) a. - How many guests are there in your party?
b. - Well, there are Mary, the president, Bill, the Smiths ...

Grammaticality judgements on the c-forms in (22)-(26) are crucial in our analysis. If
the grammaticality judgements on the c-forms of (22)-(26) are representative (or at least of
certain dialects of Chinese, say, the speakers in group A), then (22)-(24) would be expected
to have the stnicture in (29), (25)-(26) to have (30), the former being SVC in our
hypothesis whereas the latter being hypotaxis. Given that the conditions on the VP2-
preposing are met, as in (25c) and (26c), what seems to prevent "the VP2" from being
preposed in the c-forms of (22)-(24) would be that in (29), V2 (shang, guang or xuexi)
does not form a syntactic constituent with its own semantic object argument (ban,
gongyuan or yingyu, respectively). The ungranunaticality of the c-forms in (22)-(24) would
directly follow from the assumption that the VP2-preposing cannot apply because the rule
must refer to syntactic constitucnts. (25c) and (26c) are acceptable, since the constituency
condition is met, as in (30).

(29) cf. (17b) VP
/ I \

VI V2 NP
I I I

lai shang ban
qu guang gongyuan
lai xuexi yingyu

(30) cf. (17a) VP
/ I \

VI NP VP2
I I / \
I I V2 NP
I II I

cheng che shang ban
pao/zou shang ban
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Several morphosyntactic correlates to SVC are expected of (29). First, arguments or
modifiers of VI and V2 cannot intervene between VI and V2. This would follow from the
ordering of sister constituents stipulated at V [bar 01 level and is borne out in the examples
below.

(31) a. Ta qu san xiaoshi le.
he go thrte hour Perf.

'He was away for three hours.'

b. Ta shang ban san xiaoshi le.
he go up shift three hour Perf.

'He worked for three hours.'

c. Ta qu shanir ban le.
he go go up shift Perf.

'He went to work.'

d Ta qu san xiaoshi shang ban (le).
he go three hour go up shift (Perf.)

In (31c), both VI and V2 in series are modifier-free. When they are alone as main verbs
in a sentence, they can take a post-modifier of time, as in (31a) and (31b) respectively.
But this modifer cannot intervene between VI and V2 in SVC, as in (31d), in contrast
with the corresponding hypotactic cases in (32), which assumes the structure in (30), where
such intervention is allowed, as in (32d).

(32) a. Ta pao/zou san xiaoshi.
he run/walk three hour

'He ran/walked for three hours.'

b. Ta shang ban san xiaoshi.
he go up shift three hour

'He worked for three hours.'

c. Ta pao/zou zhe shang ban.
he run/walk Asp shift Pert

'He went to work by running/walking.'

d. Ta pao/zou san xiaoshi shang ban.
he run/walk three hour go up shift

'He needed three hours to run/walk to work.'

A pitverbal modifier of V2, haohao 'seriously', for instance, seems to be able to
intervene between VI and V2 in (31c), contrary to the non-intervention condition, u in
(33a). Similarly, the object argument of VI, zher 'here', can be placed between the two
verbs, as in (33b).

3 2
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(33) a. Ta qu haohao sluing ban le,
he go seriously go up shift Perf.

'He went to work seriowly.'

Ta lai zher shang ban k.
he come here go up shift Perf.

'He came here to work.'

Interestingly enough, however, these intervening elements makes (33) hypotactic rather than
SVC, for the VP2 fronting appears to be allowed ;low, as in (34a) and (34b), as opposed
to (22c).

(34) a. Haohao shang ban, ta qu le.
3eriouly go up shift he go Perf.

"To work seriously, he goes.'

b. Shang ban, ta lai zher le.
go up shift he come here Pelf.

'To work, he came here.'

The second correlate of the lai-construction to SVC is that, as mentioned earlier, VI
and V2 in SVC must agree in aspect, L!.i in (35a), where le is assumed as a sentential
aspect marker. But (35b) has two distinct aspect markers, which appears to be problemade
for the SVC analysis. However, in this case, a phonological pause is obligatory between
VI and V2 (indicated by the comma in (35h1), which marks a coordinate structure instead
in the language. Consequently, the CSC must bc observed here; see (35c) and (35d) where
the extractions are not allowed.

(35) a. Ta lai shang ban le

he come go up shift Asp.
'He has come to work.'

b. Ta lai lc, shang zhe ban.
he come Asp go up Asp sh".

'He has comcs and is working now.'

c. *Ban, ta lai le, shang the.
d. *Shang zhe ban, ta lai k.

As James Tai (p.c.) points out to us, either VI or V2 of a subordinate structure can
be independently negated by bu or mei or their variants in Chinese, r in (36), as opposed
to (37) 1.or SVC, in which the negator must be with VI but not with V2. And this is the
third correlate t)f the lai-construction to SVC.

(36) a. Ta zai tushuguan kan shu.
he at library read book

'He read books in the library.'
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b. Ta bu zai tushuguan kan shu.

he not at library read book
'He is not in the 'library reading books.'

c. Ta zai tushuguan mei kan shu.
he at library not read book

'He is in the library but doesn't read books.'

(37) a. Ta bu/mei lai shang ban.
he not come go up shift

'He didn't come to work.'

b. *Ta lai bu/mei shang ban,
he conic not go up shift

In fact, the prohibition of negation on V2 should be regarded as a feature of SVC,
distinctive not only from hypotaxis but also from parataxis. An example in which negation
is put on V2 in parataxis is provided in (38).

(38) Ta meitian du shu bu kan bat),
he everyday read book not see newspaper

'He reads books but no newspapers every day.'

Another interesting fact follows from the prohibition of negation placement on V2. As
demonstrated in (33a) and (34b), the intervention of haohao makes (31c) hypotactic. We
therefore expect the negation on V2 to be possible, which is indeed the case, as in (39).

(39) Ta qu mei haohao shang ban.
he go not seriously go up shift

'He went, but didn't work seriously.'

While (36) and (37) support the claim that the lai-construction differs from
subordination, a potential problem arises: In (37a), V2 + object can be fronted, giving
Shang ban, ta buttnei lat., which is contrary to the constituent structure in (29). However,
the sentence is acceptable only in the context of contrasting or listing events, as mentioned
above, while its suhordination counterpart is not necessarily so, as in Shang ban, ta bu
paolzou., modified from (26c).

Summarizing, the lai-construction is a SVC, since the V2 in series does not seem to
form a syr .tic constituent with its own arguments or modifiers as hypotaxis does. It
follows that, in Chinese, hypotaxis, parataxis and serialization may be typologically
diffrentiated with respect to the application of the syntactic rules of the topicalization of
the object of V2 and the preposing of VP2, as below,

(40) a. Both the topicalization and VP2 preposing may apply in hypotaxis.
b. Neither the topicalization nor the VP2 preposing may apply in parataxis.
c. Only the topicalization, but not the VP2 preposing, may apply in

serialization.

344
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The putative structure of SVC also has the following morphosyntactic correlates: no
intervention of arguments or modifiers of VI and V2 between VI and V2; the obligatory
agreement in aspect marking of VI and V2; and the obligatory attachment of negators to
VI rather than V2.

6. V_L+V2 as a Morpholocical Word

In the last section, we suggested that V2 and its object in the lai-construction
cannot be fronted like the VP2 in the subordination, because the V2 and its object do not
form a syntactic constituent, and thus appear to take the structure in (29) rather than in
(30), However, an alternaltive explanation seems to be available, and even preferable: a
stronger claim could be made front the fact that nothing (neither the argument nor modifier
of VI or V2) may intervene between the verbs in serialization: in the lai-construction, VI
and V2 forms a compound," thus taking the structure in (17)c, as in (41).12

(41) cf. (I7c) VP
/ \

V NP
/ \ I

VI V2 I

I I I

lai shang ban
qu guang gongyuan
lai xuexi yingyu

If VI+V2 is a syntactic compound word, then the prohibition on the "VP2"-fronting
in SVC can be directly accounted for b:, the Lexical Interity Hypothesis (Jackendoff 1972)
or the Principle of Morphology-Free Syntax (Zwicky & Pullum 1986), i.e., no syntactic
rules may refer to the internal structure of a word, for otherwise V2 as part of the
compound word would be syntactically moved. Unfortunately, the intervention constraint
merely makes the VI+V2 serial look like a compound," which is NOT the case. The
reason is that the VI+V2 here is NOT a syntactic word, sincc no evidence shows it is a
minimal constituent like a VI+V2 compound syntactic rules would refer to in the language.

Zwicky (1990) claims that the intervention constraint on the go-Verb construction in
English follows from the fact that the verbs in series Non a large morphological unit, or a
super-morphological word (henceforth supemioreme, as referred to by Zwicky). Below, we
will argue for a parallel structure in Chinese. The V I +V2 here, though not a syntactic
compound word, nevertheless forms a morphological word, for the constraint is so strict
that even the inflectional aspect marker of V I is not allowed, as in *To Iai1e sluing ban."

The phonology of Chinese supports the analysis of V1+V2 as a morphological word.
VI+V2 participates in some word intermit sandhi. Cheng (1973: 34) states a phonological
rule Final Elision (FE), which optional!) deletes the rime of a second syllable and
resyllabifies its bilabial nasal onset as the coda of the first syllable, demonstrated in
(42aM," Dai (199(k) extends the application of the FE to all bilabial stops as the onsets
of the second syllable, as in (42c/d), and argues explicitly that the FE is a word internal
sandhi,' for while the rule applies within a word in (42), it is blocked across a word
boundary, as in (43), which is from Dai (1990c).



(42) a. wo-men --> worn
I PL 'we'

c. ba-ba --> bap
dad 'dad'
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b. ta-men --> tarn
he PI 'they'

d. jiu-bu qi-che --> jiup qi-che
nine-Measure car 'nine cars'

(43) Ta meng le tou. --> *Tam le tou.
he mask Perf. head

'He has masked his head.'

In the case under discussion, we observe that, as in (44), wheir the onset of V2
the lai-constuction is a bilabial, the FE applies, indicating the rule ignores the syntactic
demarcation.

(44) a. qu-bu yi-fu --> qup yi-fu b. qu-bu yu --> qup yu
go mend clothes go catch fish

'go mend clothes' `go catch fish'

c. lai-pu chuang --> laip chuang
come make bed

'come make bed'

in

Admittedly, the application of the FE only shows that Vl+V2 in question forms one
PHONOLOGICAL WORD, but never entails that the string is a morphological word.
However, the FE suggests two things. First, the default relationship among syntactic wont
phonological word and morphological word (Zwicky 1990) is overriden: "woni" in the
three components of grammar may not correspond to one another, and heir we have two
syntactic words mapping into only one phonological word. Second, there is possibility that
one-to-one correspondence holds between phonological word and morphological word in
our case.

Telling facts for V14-V2 as a morphological word must lie in the morphology
proper of the language. Before proceeding, let us roughly define WORD below, as it is an
ununified construct throughout the components of grammar (cf. Dai (1990b) and the
references therein):

(45) SYNTACTIC WORD is a minimal syntactic constituent to which syntactic
rules may refer; PHONOLOGICAL WORD is a certain prosodic domain in
which phonological rules may apply (as opposed to external (or phrasal)
sandhi rules); and MORPHOIMICAL WORD is a certain domain in which
morphological ruies may apply.

Polish and Czech art among languages in which "word" may be defined by the location of
stress in the phonology, and Latin and Miwok by the location of inflectional morpheme in
the morphology (Dai 1990b: II). Based on the assumption that an inflectional morpheme
closes a morphological word, let us further assume the following without further argument:

(46) The aspect marker le or zhe" in Chinese is an inflectional morpheme which

34 6
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closes a word (verb).

Now the data below indicates that -le can independently attach to VI lai or V2 chang
when they occcur alone respectively, as in (47a/b). When VI and V2 are in SVC, however,
only V2, but not VI, can be so suffixed, as in (47c/d). It follows from the assumption on
morphological word in (45) and (46) that there is no morphological word boundary
between VI and V2 in serialization and that V 1+V2 forms one morphological word.

(47) a. Ta lai-le liangci.
he come Pert*, twice

'He came twice.'

b. Ta chang-le liangci.
he sing Perf. twice

'He sang twice.'

c. Ta lai chang-le liangci.
he come sing Perf. twice
'He came and sang twice.'

d. *Ta lai-le chang liangci.
he come Pert'. sing twice

For the lai-construction to bt licensed, the morphology-syntax co-satisfaction and
interface links am needed in Zwicky's (1990) sense. The phonology also interfaces here.'
The syntax would ;Nuke conditions in relevant syntactic rules, i.e., the structum of (29);
the morphology and phonology would require conditions on the lexemes VI and V2 to be
one morphological and phonological word. Here we have a mismatch between syntactic
word and morphological/phonological word, a structure given in (48), whem the upper part
is the syntax, and the lower part the morphology and phonology (w = WORD).

(48) cf. (29) VP
/ I \

VI V2 NP
I I I

I I N
I I I <-- Syntax

lai shang ban
\ / I <-- Morphology/phonology
w w

But we must point out one fault if the lai-construction assumes the syntactic
structure in (48). A generalization is missed that V2 and NP in (48), or rather, V2 and its
following sister constituent, ALWAYS form a syntactic VP constituent elsewhere in the
syntax of Chinese, just the same as the verb and its following constituent do in the go-
!erb construction in English (Zwicky, p.c.). Thus our choice in structures must shift from
(48) to (49), the syntax of which assumes the structure in (17a) or (30), the subordinate
construction.

3,1
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(49) cf. (I7a130) VP
/ \

VI VP
/

I V2 NP
I I I

I I N
I I I Syntax

lai shang ban
\ / I Morphology/phonology

Now that V2 and its object NP forms a constituent, what really prevents the VP(2)-
fronting from applying? The answer is that the blocking is from both the morphology and
phonology: the VP-fronting would result in a morphological and phonological discontinuity
of word, a big offense to the integrity of word.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, three distinct syntactic constructions have been identified from the
serial verb expressions in Chinese: coordination, subordination and serialization. Below are
summarized the typological similarities and differences among the three constructions in
Chinese, where + and - represent "possible" and "impossible" respectively.

(50) TYPOLOGY Coordination Subordination Serialization

Syntax
Presence of VI object + +
Exwaction of VI object +
Eau-action of V2 object + +
Extraction of VP2 (V2+object) +
Negation on V2 + +
A-not-A question with VI + +
Alternative question with V2 + +

Semantics
More than one assertion

Morphology
Asp.disagreement btwn VI & V2 +
Asp. marking on VI

Phonology
Pause between V(P)l & V2
FE sandhi between VI &

Most importantly, coordination is syntactically separated from subordination and
serialization with respect to its sensitivity to the CSC. Serialization differs from
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subordination in that, in the former, but not in the latter, the application of the VP2-
fronting rule is blocked. The account for the blocking lies in the fact that VI+V2 in
serialization makes one morphological and phonological word, which is in turn predicted by
the Lexical Interity Hypothesis (Jackendoff 1972) or the Principle of Morphology-Free
Syntax (Zwicky & Pullum 1986). And needless to say, the two notions largely cover the
strict intervention constraint on VI+V2 in the SVC, as no syntactic material may interrupt
a word.

Notes

* An earlier version of this paper, "Reclassification of Serial Verb Expressions in
Mandarin Chinese", was presented at The Ohio State University Mini-Conference on Serial
Verbs, held on May 26-27 in Columbus, Ohio. Thanks go to the participants of the
Conference, especially to Brian Joseph, James McCawley, Mark Libucha, Salikoko
Mufwene, Eric Schiller, James Tai and Arnold Zwicky for their comments on and
criticisms of thc earlier presentations of this paper.

I. Henceforth, we would like to simply use "Zwicky" to refer to this informal and
unpublished lecture manuscript for a couple of advanced syntax courses (1987-89) at the
Ohio State University, without listing it in References of this paper.

2, There is generally no functional word between the two verb phrases indicating
the GR in the three constructions, unless overtly marked in this paper.

3. (9a) shows that bushi may single out the coordination, supporting evidence being
that no extraction is allowed. Noonan (1985: 77) observes that each clause may be
independently negated in parataxis, whercas with serialization only one negative is allowed
and has the entire construction as its scope (cf. note 5 and section 5), But the negation of
VI by bu in (9b) is not a sufficient condition on defining SVC in Chinese, for VI in
parataxis, hypotaxis and serialization can cach be negated. We will later show that the
sufficient negation condition would be:

(i) Either VI or V2 can be negated by bu in parataxis and
hypotaxis.

(ii) Parataxis and serialization can be negated by bushi on VI.
(iii) Only in SVC can't V2 be negated.

4. Chao (1968: 325) claims that the SVC is like coordination in that it can be
usually reversed and remains grammatical, but differs from it in not being reversible
without involving a change in sentence meaning. In our analysis, however, both are
coordination for their sensitivity to the CSC. Thus, Chao's "SVC" is the consecutive action
reading of coordination; his "coordination" is associated with the non-consecutive action
readings. To us, the only syntacticaHy and semantically reversible structure is the
coordination associated with the interpretations of alternating action and simultaneous
action, For example, (2) with the coordination in (5) and with the alternating reading in
(2d), repeated below, is syntactically and semantically reversible, as in (2'), basically
maintaining the original syntax and truth conditions.
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(2) Ni gui-xialai qiu Zhang-san.
you kneel down beg Zhang-san

(2) d. 'You knelt down and begged Zhang-san.'

(2') Ni qiu Zhang-san gui-xialai.
you beg Zhang-san kneel down

'You begged Zhang-san and knelt down.'

The coordinate structure with consecutive reading is syntactically reversible but with a
probable change in meaning; and the reversibility of internal structures of subordination
depends on the syntactic rules of the language (For instance, (2)/(2a)/(4) is syntacdcally
irreversible in Chinese.).

5. It should make clear here that V2 in both parataxis and hypotaxis can in
principle be independently negated in Chinese, in contrust to SVC, where negation on V2
is disallowed (cf. note 3 and section 5).

6. Recent literature has hot debates on which constituent is the head in (I5e) and
(15d). We have no intention of becoming involved in the issue here, for our main concern
is the presence/absence of de between the head and modifier. Following the classical view,
we assume that the heads in (15e) and (150 are the first VP, followed by resultative
modifiers.

7. We will not explore all types of conditioning here, but refer interested readers to
Dai (1990a) for the discussion.

8. It remains to be worked out what "proper" modifiers are. At this point, the
modifiers cannot be directional adverbials like xia-/ai 'down come in (2) at least.

9. A couple of statements should be made clear before proceeding. First, we are
not claiming that the lai-construction in Chinese and the go-Verb construction in English
are the same. But they are similar at least in some respects. For instance, the basic lexical
semantics of VI is the same, i.e., lai 'come', qu 'go' etc. It is interesting to see languages
making use of go/come-expressions for SVC. Moreover, there is strict non-intervention
condition on both constructions (to be discussed). Second, in this pioneer study of SVC in
Chinese, the lai-construction will be claimed as one type of SVC. The door is certainly
open for exploring other types of SVC in the language. Third, the lexeme lai or qu may
occur in similar constructions. The syntactic relationship among them is worth examination
(Tai, p.c.), e.g., lai shang ban Igo-up-shift] vs. .shang ban lai lup-shift-gol. But we won't
explore the topic here because of the scope of this paper.

10. Perhaps (28) and (29) are cases of "mentioning" rather than "using" language
discussed in the literature.

I 1. cf. Chao (1968) claims that if two verbs in series are both monosyllabic and
takes no objects, then they should be analyzed as compounds, although he gives no
evidence for his claim.
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12. In (37), V branches into V1 and V2, which is mory iological structure of word,
rather than syntactic structure. But this is only for illustrative ct ivenience, by no means
implying that we assume the notion .hat "morphology is the syntax of word" and the like.

13. Examples of syntactic compounds are television table in English, and sheng
zhang [be born - grow] 'grow' in Chinese.

14. This might follow from one of the sis characteristics we would expect a
supermoreme to exhibit: reference to shape (Zwicky 1990), i.e., the lai-construction requires
the base form for Vl.

15. Perhaps the observation is due to Chao (1968) or even earlier researchers.

16. More conditions must be put on the application of the FE than observed by
Dai (1990c) and in the traditional literature. For example, the sandhi does not seem to
work if the vowel of the second syllable is a front vowel, nor if the V2 in the SVC is
bisyllabic. We won't explore these conditions in detail, since they do not affect our
argument here.

17. Here -le is a perfective marker attached to a verb, in contrast to the
homophonous le at the sentence-final position, as in (35a), which marks a "current relevant
state" (Li & Thompson 1981: 242). The progressive marker -zhe never attaches to lal or
qu, due to the semantic incompatibility between them in Chinese, and therefore we won't
use it as an example for the following discussion.

18. The phonology-syntax interface should be considered as secondary, since the
FE is an optional rule.
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Serial Verbs in Colloquial Arabic

By

Lutfi Hussein

The Ohio State University

Introduction
Verb serialization in Arabic has been rarely and always very briefly

discussed in the linguistic literature (see Denz, 1971; Jiha, 1964; Mitchell,
1978; Sieny, 1978; Versteegh, 1984). None of these scholars attempt to
provide any evidence for, classification of, or analysis of serial verb
constructions (SVCs henceforth) in any variety of Arabic. Rather, they

tend to cite their "existence" as an example to support syntactic or
historical arguments of some kind. For example, Versteegh (1984) states
that "in most Arabic dialects we find a phenomenon of verbal construction
that bears a striking resemblance to what is called 'verbal serialization in

pidginized languages" (PP. 99-100). Versteegh uses what he calls a serial-
verb-like construction to support the view that Arabic dialects may have
come about as a result of pidginized, creolized, and finally dec:colized
processes. Other scholars such as Jiha (1964) and Denz (1971', iiew these
SVCs as having auxiliary or semi-auxiliary verbs that express various
meanings. Therefore, a clear definition and classification for SVCs in
Arabic have not yet come about. Indeed, most scholars wh,,, have dealt
with this issue tend not to distinguish between SVCs and ,'Xier surface-like
asyndetic constructions such as coordination, subordination, and infinitival
constructions.

Perhaps one reason for the lack of attention to SVCs is that they have
been associated with the colloquial varieties of Arabic. Neither Modern
Standard nor Classical Arabic seems to have serial verbs of any form. It is

not surprising then that they (SVCs) have not received enough attention
since most of the research, especially in the past, has been devoted to the
description and analysis of Standard and/or Classical Arabic.

In this paper I will discuss serial verb constructions in one colloquial
variety of Arabic only --Palestinian Arabic (referred to henceforth as
colloquial Arabic or just Arabic). In particular, I will argue (1) foi their

existence as independent constructions, (2) provide a classification based

- 340 -
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on some of the syntactic and semantic properties that these constructions
have, and (3) discuss their distribution in this dialect. It is my belief,
based on the data I collected from various dialects, that this analysis
represents the status of SVCs in most colloquial varieties of Arabic.

Serial verbs in colloquial Arabic
Several descriptions of SVCs have demonstratcd that there is no single

universal criterion which can exclusively define them cross-linguistically.
This can be seen in the works of Li and Thompson, 1973; Isa, 1975;
Crowley, 1987; Sebba, 1987, just to mention a few. However, SVCs seem to
share some common characteristics that make them distinct from the rest
of verbal constructions in verb serializing and non-serializing languages.
For example, it is not likely to have two consecutive verbs separated by a
coordination or subordination marker as SVCs in any language. In such
cases they are usually considered coordinate and subordinate
constructions, respectively. Both of these constructions are supposed to be
syntactically and/or semantically different from SVCs.

In addition to sharing some cross-linguistic properties, some SVCs tend
to have language-specific characteristics that distinguish them from other
SVCs in other languages and from other constructions in the same
language. Serial verbs in Arabic, like most SVCs, share some of the
"universal" syntactic and semantic properties with other SVCs in other
languages, and have their own "exclusive" properties. In this section, I will

argue for their existence. in colloquial Arabic and try to provide a set of
criteria that will define them.

Examples (I) to (8) provide a set of SVCs in colloquial Arabic.1,2 (Each
example is given with a morpheme-by-morpheme segmentation on the

!The transcription uscd in this study is phonemic and the symbols used are mostly
those of the International Phonetic Alphabet. Those that differ from thc IPA arc:
Superscripted /c/ indicates voiced pharyngeal fricative
A dot under /h/ indicates voiceless pharyngeal fricative
Double consonants indicate consonant length or gemination
/j/ indicates voiced palatal affricate
Under! ining indicates ph aryngeal ization.
2 Imperative forms arc recognized in this dialect by ( I ) verb-interal vo.;al,c
changes: (2) abscncc of the person marker for the second person mascvline
singular form; and (3) either dropping a radical from thc root or adding the prefix
/?i/, depending on the verb class, to indicate the imperative mood. /i/ it nu/
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following line followed by a morpheme-by-morpheme gloss on the third
line and the English equivlant on the last line. Such detailed
representation was redundant in some of the examples given later in text,
and thus it was not provided. Note that 0 stands for zero morpheme.)

(1) xud ?igrab 1?ahwe
0-?xd (root)-0 ?i-grb (root)-0 I-?ahwe
imp-take-2sg imp-drink-2sg the-coffee
Take the coffee and drink it!

(2) ru:Ii ji:b ?axu:k min lja:mca
0-ru:I,-0 0-ji:b-0 ?axu-uk min 1-ja:mca

imp-go-2sg imp-get-2sg brother your from the university
Go get your brother from the university!

(3) ca:d ?alli ?innu ?igtara sayya:ra
Ca:d-0 ?a1-0-1-i ?innu ?igtat,i-0 sayya:ra
came back-3sg told-3sg-to-me that bought-3sg car
He told me again that he bought a car.

(4) ha:t ?acti:ni likta:b
0-ha3-0 0-?a9I-0 1-ikta:b
imp-give-2sg imp-give-2sg-me the book
Give me the book!

(5) ?aju ra:bu sa?alu:ni ?iza biddi ?atjawwaz
?aj-u ra:11-u sa?al-u-:ni ?iza bidd-i ?atjawwaz
came-3p1 went-3p1 asked-3pl-me if wanted-Isg (to) marry
They asked me if I wanted to get married.

(6) tacal ?ijri
0-taca:1-0 ?i-jri-0
imp-come-2sg imp-run-2sg
Come quickly/Come running !

changeg in sonic verbs la /u/ as a result of vowel harmony. For sake of
simpl: however, I will be using the imperative form instead of the root in
the rest of the examples given in this paper.
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mac kull ha ddira:sa, ?a:m rasab
mac kull ha ddira:sa, ?a:m-0 rasab-O
with all this study stood up-3sg failed-3sg
Despite all this work (studying), he failed

(8) mac kull ha ggarl), bi:ji bi?u:1 ?innu mig fa:him
mac kull ha Marl), b-i:ji-0 b-?tr1-0 ?innu
with all this explanation(s) pres-come-3sg pres-say-3sg that
mi muhim

not understanding

Despite this (thorough) explanation, he still says that he does not
understand

All these examples have, as we will see later in the paper, serial verb
constructions that consist of two or more verbs. Some of these
constructions are in the imperative such as examples (1), (2), (4), and (6);
some are in the perfect such as (3), (5), and (7); and example (8) is in the
imperfect.

Common among all these examples are the following characteristics
which apply to many SVCs in several languages:
1. Two or more verbs occur in the same clause that are asyndetically

juxtaposed without any overt coordinate or subordinate markers in
between.

2. All verbs in each string share the same subject.
3. All verbs in each string share the same tense and mood.
4. Actions in some constructions such as (6) (i.e., come running) are

perceived as simultaneous and others such as (1) (i.e., take the coffee
and drink it) are consecutive.

5. Negation is always marked on the first verb in the string and applies to
the whole string. Thus, in negating examples (1) and (3), for example,
we get

(I)' (ma) ta:xudig tigrab 1?ahwe
ma ta-xud-O- ti4rab-0 1-?ahwe
not imp-take-2sg-not imp-drink-2nd sg the-coffee
Don't take the coffee and drink it!
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(3)' ma Cads ?alli ?innu Mara sayya:ra
ma ca:d-0-$ ?a1-0-1-i ?innu Vtara syya:ra

not come back-3sg-not te11-3sg-to-me that bought 3sg car

He did not tell me any more that he bought a car.

6. The two verbs are not separated by any intonational or clause boundary

markers of any kind.
7. Each verb in the string can be a full verb on its own in an independent

clause.
8. Each string of verbs in each sentence tends to express what seems to be

a single event.
All these features indicate that these constructions are not different

from the known SVCs found in verb serializing languages. However, to

establish that they are indeed SVCs we need to distinguish them from
other paratactic and hypotactic structures in Arabic that may look on the
surface the same as these constructions. In what follows I will providt
three syntactic and semantic arguments that will distinguish the
constructions given in the above eight sentences from the paratactic
structures. Further arguments will be given in a later section to
distinguish them from hypotactic structures.

(i) Leftzst Location
When a NP is moved to the beginning of a sentence in Arabic a

rer,umptive attached pronoun is added to the transitive verb or an
independent pronoun is inserted in the object position to replace the
moved N Thus, in (9b) and (lOb) where the NPs /likta:b/ "the book" and

"Columbus" have been moved to the beginning of the sentence the
pronouns /?iyya:/ "it" and /-ha/ also meaning "it" are added to replace the

moved NPs. The choice of /?iyya:/ or /-ha/ is determined by the verb.
Some verbs subcategorize for /?iyya:/ and others subcategorize for an
attached pronoun such as /-ha/, /-hum/, /-u/, etc.

(9) a. ?aqi:ni likta:b

i in p- g i ve -2s g -me

Give me the book!

3 7
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b. likta:b, ?acti:ni ?iyya:
likta:b, ?iyya:
the book, imp-give-2sg-me it
The book, give it to me!

(10)a. ?ana babib Columbus
?ana b-?abib Columbus

pres-like Columbus
I like Co umbus.

b. Columbus, ?ana babibha
Columbus, ?ana b-abib-ha
Columbus, I pres-like-it
Columbus, I like it.

Dropping the resumptive pronoun in either sentence results in
ungrammatical sentence. Thus, both (9)' and (I0) are ungrammatical.

*(9)' likta:b ?acji:ni
The book, give me

*(10) Columbus, babib
Columbus, I like.

Applying the same movement to SVCs in Arabic that look on the
surface similar to coordinate structures, as is the case with (1), shows that
they are, in fact, independent verbal constructions that are not and cannot
be considered coordinate structures. In sentence (1) (repeated here for
convenience as (1)").

(I)" xud ?itfrab 1?ahwe

the NP /1?ahwe/ can be fronted and a resumptive pronoun should be
added to the verb /?ittrab/ "to drink". Thus, the sentence becomes

(11) 1?ahwe, xud ?igrabha

Adding the resumptive pronoun to the verb /xud/ "take", which is also a
transitive verb in the same construction, results in an ungrammatical
structure as is clear in (13).
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*(13) 1?ahwe, xudha ?Rfrab

By contrast, applying the movement to a coordinate structure that has

the same verbs /xud/ and /?itfrab/ results in ungrammatical construction
if the resumptive pronoun is not attached to both verbs. Thus, sentences

(14) and (15) are ungrammatical while (16) is grammatical.
*(14) 1?ahwe, xud w i1rabha

The coffee, take and drink it
*(15) 17ahwe, xudha w itfrab

The coffee, take it and drink
(16) 1?ahwe, xudha w igrabha

The coffee, take it and drink it
Comparing (16) with (11) shows that the two verbs in (11) act as one
unitary verbal construction (i.e., one constituent) that takes one object,
while the two verbs in (16) act as two independent verbal constructions
where each takes its own object.

We conclude from this argument that serial verb constructions are not
reduced coordinate structures. Rather they are independent constructions
that differ in their syntactic structure from the coordinate ones though

they may on the surface look alike.

(H) NP gation
As indicated before, it is only the first verb of the string in a SVC that

carries the negation marker(s), and that the scope of negation extends to
the whole string. This can be seen in sentences (1). and (3) given above.
Adding negation markers to other verbs in the string results in
ungrammatical structures. Thus, sentences (17) and (18) are not
acceptable.

*(17) (ma) ta:xudli (ma) titfrabt: 17ahwe
ma ta:-xud-04 ma ti4tab-0- 1-7ahwe

not imp-take-2sg-not not imp-drink-2sg-not the coffee

*(I8) ma Cadt ma ?alli:g ?innu Ctara sayya:ra
ma Cad-0-.t ?a1-0-1-i4 ?innu .tara-0
not came back-3sg-not told-3sg-to-me-not that bought-3sg
sayya:ra
car
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By contrast, negating the first verb in a coordinate structure does not
appl; to all verbs in the sentence. Also, negating either verb in a
coordinate structure or both verbs does not result in ungrammatical
sentence. It does, however, result in a change in meaning. Thus, each of
(19), (20), and (21) has a different meaning.

(19) ,ima) ta:xudg 1?ahwe wtigrabha
Don't take the coffee and drink it!

(20) xud 1?ahwe w (ma) 6r:ra1 ..a:g
Take the coffee and/but do not drink it!

(21) (ma) ta; xudig 1?ahwe w (ma) tigtrabha:g
Don't iake the coffee and don't drink it!

This outcome then confirms the conclusion reached in the previous
argument that SVCs act as one unit and thus have one negation marking,
but coordinate structures can have either one or many negation markings
depending on the intended meaning. The fact that multiple negation
markings are allowed indicated that verbs in coordinate constructions are

independent of one another unlike those in SVCs.

(iii) Meaning
One of the traditional arguments that linguists cite in order to

distinguish between SVCs and single-verb or coordinate constructions is

the waning difference created when we transform one constri ion into
the other. This difference in meaning can be seen in each of the eight
examples given above when we transform them into a single-verb or a
coordinate construction. If we drop /xud/ in example (1), the meaning no
longer indicates a consecutive act; if we drop /ru:(1/ in (2), we drop the
sense of purpose that the sentence conveys; if we drop Ica:d/ in (3), the
sentence no longer conveys a repetitive act; if we drop /11a:t/ in (4), the act
of requesting is no longer emphasized; if we drop /ra:hu ?aju/ in (5), the
sense of inception/instantaneity indicated by these verbs is gone, and so
on.

Similarly, there is usually a semantic difference between SVCs and
coordinate or subordinate constructions. For examplz, inserting thc
conjunct //w/I meaning "and" after ra:d/ in sentence (3) changes the
meaning from "He told me again that he bought a car" to "He came back
and told me that he bought a car." This change obviously provides strong

3 t;
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evidence which shows that the SVCs exemplified in the first eight
sentences differ from those of coordinates structures. It argues for the
existence of SVCs in colloquial Arabic as independent constructions of their
own.

These are some of the syntactic and semantic arguments that can be
given in support of the existence of SVCs in Arabic. In the following

section I will attempt to provide a classification for these constructions and
discuss their distribution in this dialect.

Serial verb types in Arabic
Again there is no single "universal" criterion that can be used to

classify serial verbs cross-linguistically. Criteria for classification seem to
differ from one language to another depending on the characteristics
shared by the various subgroups of serial verbs in that language, and the
theoretical approach/orientation of the linguist conducting the analysis. In

general, classification of serial verbs tend to be based on either syntactic or
semantic criteria or both. Sebba (1987) classifies SVs in Sranan according
the whether they are fixed or free, transitive or intransitive, and the type
of complement they take. Issac (1975) provides a classification in West

African languages based on the semantic notions conveyed by these verbs.
Crowe ly (1987) divides serial verbs in Paarnese into nuclear versus core
layer serial verbs. Other scholars classify them according to the
relationship they hold with their arguments, that is, whether both verbs in
the construction have the same subject, switch subjects, or have multiple
objects.

Serial verbs in Arabic are all fixed in VI position with the exception of
the verb /?ijri/ meaning "run". Also, all the verbs are intransitive except
for the verbs /ha:t/, meaning "give" and /xud/ meaning "take". The

classification in this section will be based on some syntactic and semantic
criteria that these SVs in Arabic share.

Verbs that function as adverbs
This group includes one verb only, /?ijri/ meaning "run". It is used in

imperative constructions to mean "quickly" with the verbs /ru:ii/ meaning
"go," /taca:1/ meaning "come," and the verb /?irjac/ meaning "come back".
Examples (22) and (23) illustrate the use of this verb.
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(22) tacal ?ijri
imp come 2sg imp run 2sg
Come quickly!

(23) ru:h ?ijri

imp go 2sg imp run 2sg
Go quickly/runningl

Comparing these with Standard Arabic, we find that Standard Arabic
uses the verbal noun /jaryan/ meaning "running," which in this context
functions as an adverb of manner. It is also important to note that /?ijri/
maintains its categorical status as a verb. It is not a homophonous adverb
to a verb. It conjugates in the SVC as provided in (6) according to the
number and gender the way all verbs of its class do. It also carries the
negation marker whose scope extends to all the string like all serial verbs
do. This group of serial verbs is not productive in Arabic; it is limited to
the three verbs mentioned above.

2. Serial verbs that express aspect
The verbs /ra:h/ "to go", /?aja/ "to come", /?a:m/ "to stand up", /?acad/

"to sit down", ra:d/ "to return", and /radd/ "to stop, return" are used in
SVCs to express various aspects. For example, the verbs /ra:h/, /?aja/, and

can be used to express either instantaneous, inceptive, or
ingressive aspect, depending on the verb that follows in the SVC. Sentence
(5) expresses the inceptive aspect, and sentence (7) expresses the
ingressive aspect. The verbs ra:d/ and /radd/ are used to express
repetitive/frequentative aspect; they indicate that the act has been
frequently occurring in the past. Sentence (3) exemplifies this category.
Relevant to this point is the fact that aspectual role tends to interact with
negation. When a .entence like (3) is negated the role of /ca:d/ shifts from
a frequentative aspect to a terminative one.

This type of serial verbs is very productive. It can be used in the past
tense as sentences (3), (5), and (7) indicate, and in the imperfect as
sentence (8) indicates. VI in this construction is always fixed but the verb
occupying the posi6on of V2 varies.

3C2
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It is important to note that the number of verbs included in this type
of construction is not limited to two as it is generally the case with other
types. They can be two, three, four, or even more. Examples (24a, b, and

c) illustrates this phenomenon.
(24) a. rath na:m

ra:h-0
went-3sg slept-3sg
He went to bed.

b. ?aja rath na:m
came 3sg went sg slept 3sg
He went to bed.

c. ?a:m ?aja rath na:m
stood up 3sg came 3sg went 3sg slept 3sg
He went to bed.

The first verb of these strings is the one that conveys the
inceptive/instantaneous aspect. The rest, I think, are semantically empty.
In otner words, limiting the construction to one of the verbs /rath/, rlaja/,
or /?a:m/, or incorporating more than one does not seem to add or alter
the meaning of the sentence. Neither does it change the aspect.

3. Verbs used to express emphasis
am using the term emphatic in this context for the lack of a better

one to describe this type of construction. SVCs of this type consist of two
or more serial verbs juxtaposed in one string to convey a sense of urgency
intended by the speaker. The examples in (25) illustrate this phenomenon.

(25)a. nth ji:b ?axu:k
0-ruth-0 ?axu-uk
imp-go-2sg imp-bring-2sg brother-your
Go get your brother!

b. ruth ?itai ?axu:k

0-ru:h-o 0-ji:b-0 ?axu-uk
imp-go-2sg imp-walk-2sg irnp-bring-2sg brother-your
Go get your brother!
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c. ru:h ?imgi ji:b ?axu:k
0-ru:h-0 ?i-r1-0
imp-go-2F,; ! 01:1 .valk-2sg imp-take-off-2sg imp bring 2sg...
Go get yr;:: orother!

The only difference between (25 a, b and c) that a person can think of is
that of intensity. That is, the more verbs there are in the construction the
more emphatic and urgent the act is. Syntactically, however, all the serial
verbs in the string tend to make one constituent that cannot be
interrupted by any insertions. Thus, inserting the prepositional phrase
/Cala lmadrasa/ meaning "to school" after /ra:h/ is (25a) maintains the
grammaticality of the sentence, but inserting it after /ru:1.1/ in (25 b or c)
results in unacceptabk construction. However, inserting it after /?itngi/ in
(25b) and after /?inirif/ in (25c) does not yield ungrammatical
construction. This test indicates that /ru:h ?imgi/ in (25b) and /ru:h ?imgi
?inirif/ in (25c) are 'unbreakable" and should be taken as one syntactic
unit.

The verbs used in this construction are limited to motion verbs, the
dative verb /ha:t/ "to give", and /xallis./ "to finish". Thus, it is not a
productive set.

4. Consecutive verbs
The most natural way to rea smn1 serial verbs such as those in (1) is

as consecutive. Arabic has at least two serial verbs /xud/ "to take" and
/?irjac/ "to return/come back" that tend, along with other free verbs, to
form this construction. Sentences (26) and (27) exemplify this
phenomenon.

(26) ?irjac ?uskun macn a
?i-rjac-O ?u-skun-O mac-na
irnp-come-back-2sg imp-live-2sg with-us
Come back and live with us!

(27) xud clubb liflu:s
0-xud-0 O-LLubb-0 1-flu:s
imp-take-2sg imp-keep-2sg the-money
Take the money and keep it!

3
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As argued earlier through the leftest location, negation, and meaning,
these constructions are syntactically different from coordinate structures
despite the fact that they may look similar and convey similar meaning.
This type is very productive in Arabic. Numerous free verbs can

concatenate with either /xud/ or /?irjac/ to form this construction. It is

limited, however, to the imperative mood.

5. Serial verbs used to express purpose
Some SVCs can be read as expressing purpose. Examples (28) and (29)

illustrate this reading.

(28) ru:Ir Cala Imustalla ?ibnak

0-ru:b-0 Cala l-mustatfa 04u1-0 ?ibn-ak
imp-go-2sg to the-hospital imp-see-2sg son your
Go to the hospital to see your son!

(29) taca:I zu:rni fi lbe:t
0-tacal-0 0-zu:r-O-ni fi I-be:t
imp-come-2sg imp-visit-2sg-me at the home
Come (to) visit me at hornet

The fixed serial verbs used in these examples are /ra:I.1/ "to go", /tea :I/
"to come" and /?irjac/ "to come back". According to Sebba, there is a cross

lioguistic tendency to interpret complements following these verbs as
expressing purpose. Data from Arabic seem to support this tendency.

The question remains as to whether these constructions are actually
SVCs or subordinate ones. Some arguments can be given in support of the
view that they are indeed SVCs. First, an overt subordinate marker such
as /C agam/, which functions basically as infinitival "to" in English, tends to
initiate a purpose clause when the verb in the upper clause indicates
motion. This subordinate marker can be deleted without causing any
changes in the meaning of the sentence. Examples in (301 illustrate this
phenomenon.

(30)a. rul) t can:n ?agul Najirn
ruh-t cAi:n ?a Najirn
went- I sg (in order) to 1 sg-see Najim
1 went to see Najim.
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b. ruh t Najim

ruh-t ?a-N:f Najim

wen t- sg sg-see Najim
I went to see Najim

By contrast, this overt marker does not appear in SVCs. If an attempt is
made to insert it in SVCs, the followin verb changes to the subjunctive

mood, regardless of what mood it had in the first place. This leads to the
second argument, that verbs intended to express purpose are always in the

subjunctive mood. They cannot have the same mood nor the same tense as

that of the first verb in the upper clause. Third, it is possible in a
subordinate clause such as (30 a and b) to negate either verb in the

sentence. I lowever, negating the verb in the upper clause operates over
the verbs in the subordinate clause as well, but negating the verb in the

subordinate clause does not cover all the verbs in the sentence. Thus, the

meaning of the sentence changes according to which verb has been
negated.

By contrast, negation markers in SVCs should be placed on the first

verb in the string. The scope of negation extends to all the verbs in the

string. Attempts to negate other verbs in the string result in
ungrammatical sentences. Fourth, there is always a difference in meaning
between the SVCs and subordinate structures though they may look
similar on the surface.

To summarize, there are five types of SVCs in Arabic. (1) constructions
in which serial verbs have been re-analyzed to function as adverbs; (2)
verbs that express various aspects; (3) verbs that are used to express
emphasis; (4) verbs viewed as conveying consecutive actions; and (5)
verbs viewed as expressing purpose. SVs in all these types occupy V

position in the string with the exception of the first type where the order
is free.

Conclusions
It has been shown that SVCs are common in colloquial Arabic. These

constructions share many of the characteristics of SVCs in verb serializing
languages, and have some of the characteristics that distinguish them from
paratactic, hypotactic, and single-verb constructions in Arabic. They can

be classified into the five categories indicated above.
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Serial Verb Constructions in Categorial Grammar'

Katherine A. Welker
The Ohio State University

1,0. Introduction

This paper provides analyses within the categorial grammar framework of a number of
constructions that have been labeled serial verb constructions) The constructions analyzed
occur in Sranan and Yoruba, and the data on which I based the analyses are from Sebba
(1987), George (1975) and Lawal (unpublished paper, and personal communication). I

locus on properties of serial verb constructions that are especially relevant to the theory of
categorial grammar.

1.1. Overview of Catogorlal Grammar

There are a number of features of categorial grammar that are signcant for the
treatment of serial verb constructions. First, unlike most syntactic theories, calegorial
grammar contains only a very limited number of syntactic rules. Most versions of the
theory contain three basic rules: functionargument application, functional composition,
and typelilling. (Other rules that have been proposed are generally similar to these in
nature.) Of these rules, the only one I'll refer to In this paper is function-argument
application. Second, each syntactic rule in categorial grammar is parallel to a semantic
operation of the same kind. For example, a rule of functionargument application in the
syntax corresponds to function.argument application in the semantics. The meaning that
results from function-argument application Is determined by the meaning of the words
involved. Most of the information abzy.,i how specific categories of words eventually combine
with other categories of words to form syntactic structures Is contained in the lexical
category specification of the words themselves; that is, lexical categories of words contain
ifflormation about what categories of woids they combine with, what the resulting category
is, and what semantic relation the categories being combined stand in to one another. This is
information that in other theories is found for the most part In phrase structure rules.

1.2. Overview of Serial Verb Constructions

In analyzmg serial verb constructions, I took as a starting point the definitional
criteria from Sebba (1987: 86-87):

I would like to thank David Dowty for immensely helpful discussiOn and suggestions on thus
papor.

The analysos provided horo aro al this point still preliminary, and many details remain to bo
tined in. Sifil. thoy give a rolatnrely clear pictuie of how serial verb constructions could be
treated within the categorial grammar framework
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(1) (a) They have only one overtly expressed (syntactic) subject;
(b) They contain two or more verbs without overt markers of coordination or

subordination;
(c) The actions expressed by the verbs are either simultaneous or consecutive,

and all verbs are interpreted as having the same tense;
(d) Negation, whether marked once or more than once, applies to the whole

string;
(e) Tense, aspect, mood and polarity (or whichever of these a language has) are

either marked only once In the string, or else each verb in the string is
marked as having the same tense, aspect, mood and polarity as VI:

(f) Either: the semantic subject of V; is the subject of V; + 1, or: the object of V,
is the semantic subject of Vi + 1.

Sebba also divides serial verb constructions into two types: coordinating and
subordinating, and provides the following cnierla for subordinating serial verb
constructions (Sebba 1987: 112):

( 2 ) (i) Although two or more verbs are present, the sentence is interpreted as
referring to a single action rather than a series of related actions. Although
the action may involve several different motions there is no possiblity of a
temporal break between these and they cannot be performed, for example,
with different purposes in mind.

(ii) There is a strict ordering relationship betwoen the verbs.
(iii) Furthermore, the first verb In a series may subcategorise for a particular

verb or class of verbs to follow it.
(iv) In some cases, each transitive verb in the series has its own object .. In

many other cases, however, where V2 is transitive its object is apparently
the same as the object of V1. In this event the object 0 V1 is not repeated or
pronominalized, but simply omitted.

(v) A series-internal non-reflexive pronoun . . . may not be an anaphor of any
of the arguments of the verbs in the string.

Sebba (1997: 112) notes that in Sranan, subordinate serial verb constructions all
occur with specific verbs in the V2 (second) position. Most of the constructions considered
in this paper fall into the category of subordinate serial verb construcfions, although I also

thscuss an example of the coordinate variety.

The characteristics of serial verbs that are especially Important for the analysis
provided here paper are the following:

a. Verbs that appear in serial verb constructions are also able to occur as the sole
verb in a sentence.

b. There may be language-specific restrictions on which verbs may occur in the
various positions in the constructions.

c. Serial verb constructions have a semantic interpretation that seams to be different
from straightforward conjunction.

d. A single NP may be a semantic argument of one or both of the verbs in the
construction, and is not necessarily the same semantic argument of both.
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2.0. Analyses of serial verb constructions

Before embarking on analyses of specific serial verb constructions, I'd like to give an

idea of the general approach l'rn going to take in analyzing them.

2.1. General approach

As I mentioned before, In categorial grammar the syntactic structure of sentences is a

result not of phrase structure rules, but of the syntactic categories of the lexical items in

those sentences. Consider the following sentence (this is a constructed example that I would

expect to be grammatical In Sranan):

( 3 ) Kofi kid Amba
Kofi kill Amba
'Kofi killed Amba'

Under a categori& grammar approach, the syntactic structure of this seMence resu

from the fact that the verb kiri is of the syntactic category VP/NP. A verb with this
syntactic category must be able to combine with two NPs in order to form a sentence. The

lollowing tree shows the structure associated with such a combination:

( 4 )

NP VP

Koti

VP/NP NP
kirk Arnba

Given the idea that all structures result from the syntactic categories of their
constituent expressions, in a categorial grammar analysis, ono way to account for serial

verb constructions is to say that at least one of the expressions in them has a more complex

syntactic category than in a simpler construction like (4). Thus, in a serial verb
construction like the one shown in (5) (Sebba 1987: 109), one of the items in the
construc:ion would have a more complex category than the basic category that item has when

it occurs in a construction hke (4).

( 5 ) Kofi naki Amba kiri
KO hit Amba kill
'Koll struck Amba dead'

H we accept this assumption, We only remaining task is to idsntify which expression
in a serial verb construction should have a more complex category, and what that categoiy

should be. The crucial data in making these determinations are facts about lexical
restrictions on the appearance of verbs In the different positions in these constructions,
facts about the constituent structure of the final structure, and facts about the resulting
semantic interpretation of the construction.

3
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Complex categories of the type discussed above may be analyzed In categorlal grammar
as arising through the application of a category-changing rule. Such a rule might apply at
the phrasal level or at the lexical level (in which case it would apply in the lexicon to some
or all words of a certain category, depending on how productive the rule is). One treatment
of lexical category-changing rules within Montague Semantics Is found in Dowty (1982).
An example of a simple category change given is "Unspecified Object Deletion" (Dowty 1982:
91), which takes a (Iwo-place) relation and deletes one of its arguments to form a set:

( 6 ) S5: <F5, <TV, IV> ("Unspecified Object Deletion")
Semantic Operation: x 5y) e (y) (x)
English: F5 (c1 ) =

The firs; line of the rule shows an ordered triple which consists of the name of a syntactic
operation (in this case, F5), the category that Is the input to the rule (here, TV, or
equivalently VP/NP), and then the category of the output of the rule (IV, or VP) (Dowty
1982: 85). The second line describes the semantic operation that corresponds to the
syntactic operation, and the third line describes any changes In the form of the verb (in this
case, the form of the verb stays the same). The fact that the rule given here is lexical is
given by the fact that the rule is specified as applying to lexical categories, and it is
specified as applying in the lexicon. The idea behind the semantic operation given here is
that a verb that used to require two arguments both syntactically and semantically now only
requires one argument on both of these levels.

A more complex example is the lexical rule resulting in the addition of the suffix -able
(Dowty 1972: 300). Rather than showing the formal rule here, I will simply give an
informal description of its effect. Basically, the rule take:: something of category VP/NP
(that is, a transitive verb) and changes it into something of category ADJ, at the same time
making a change in the English form of the verb by adding the suffix -able. The important
point about thic category-changing rule is that its result Is more complicated than mere
relation reduction.

The approach I take in this paper involves lexical category-changing rules similar to
the ones just discussed. As mentioned in (2.1), verbs tkat can appear in SVCs also appear as
the sole verbs in sentences (cf. (3)). The rules given here will operate on a basic verbal
syntactic category to give a new, more complex category with a new semantic interpretation.
The semantic translations for these constructions make the NPs in the constructions the
appropriLte semantic arguments of the verbs, and establish a semantic connection of some
kind between the meanings of the two verbs. I'll be providing semantic operations in a
Monlague-semantics framework to represent some aspects of the meanings of the SVCs. Like
the rolation.reducing rule in (6). these rules involve no morphological change in the verbs
that undeijo them (zero conversion).

Like many if not most lexical rules, the rules given here are tor ltm most part riot
entirely productive: that is, they don't apply to every word of a given category. In languages
in which only a limited etas of verbs belong to the more complex serial verb category, only
those verbs would be Subject to the lexical rule. The rule would be more productive in
languages in which almost any word of the basic type can occur in the serial verb
construction.

371
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2.2. Analyses of specific constructions

The constructions I am considering here from Sranan and Yoruba are representative of
the full range of serial verb constructions in these languages, Constructions I have not
analyzed are similar in nature, so I assume they could be analyzed in a similar way within
the categorial grammar framework. Since the way the verbs combine syntactically with
their arguments (the basic syntactic category of the verbs) and the function-argument
relationships in the resulting semantic ilderpretations are what I am most concerned with
here, I've grouped the constructions into categories largely based on these characteristics.

2.2.1. Serial verb constructions with 'run,"come' and 'go'

The verbs meaning 'run,"come' and 'go in languages with serial verb constructions
are generally free to combine with ony verb phrase to give a new verb phrase, In Yoruba,

the intransitive verb sare ('run') can precede any verb, regardless ol its syntactic
category. In constructions of this type, sate takes on the meaning 'quickly.' The axe:J.71e in
(7) illustrates this construction:

( 7 ) Won saw jeun
They ran ate
'They ate quickly' or 'They ran and ate'

Both sare and Ain have the bash: category of IV (VP). With only this basic category, it
would be impossible for the words in (7) to combine to form a sentence if we are relying
only on the rule of functionargument application.2 Since this construction in Yoruba only
occurs with the verb sare, we can write a rule that changes sate from an intransitive verb
to a mere complex category. The new category should be one that can combine with another
verb phrase to form an intransitive verb phrase: that is, a VP/VP, The tree in (8) shows
how this category can combine with a verb phrase to form a new verb phrase.

( 8

NP
Won
They

VP/VP
sere
ran

VP

VP
Jaen

ale

The lexical rule effecting the category change could be written as shown in (9):

2 Another, less attractive alternative Would be to posit a new syntactic rule which combines
two hke categories to ham another category 0! the same type. This is essentially what a
coordination rule might do But the semantics of this construction is different from
straightforward coordination, arid since the construction is limited to lest a certain set of
verbs, it seems more plausiule to account for It using a lexical rule than a syntactic One.

3 7 2 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(9) Lexical rule for Yoruba (applies to sare):
If Bi is a lexical Hem of category VP,
there Is another lexical item B2 of category VP/VP.

Although the form of this rule is general, it actually applies only to the single lexical Hem
sere. lye lelt out the semantic operation for this rule because it is different from the
others I'll be discussing here. The slash notation I am using in this paper is directional, so
(hal the slash in the category VPNP indicates both the fact that this category must combine
with something of category VP to result in something of category VP and also the fact that the
thing combined with must be to the right. In the directional slash notation I am using, a
backslash will indicate that the category combined with must be to the left.

The Yoruba verbs wa ('come') and lo rgol aro similar to sate in that they can
combine with another VP, but these two verbs follow another verb rather than preceding il.
An example with wa is shown in (10):

( 1 0 ) Oluçbe aga wa
Olu take chair come
'Olu brought the chair'

For these verbs, we need a new category that allows them to combine with a preceding verb.
The rule given in (11) accomplishes this:

(11) Lexical rule for Yoruba (applies to wa and lo):
Bi is a lexical item of category VP,

there is another lexical item B2 of category VP\VP.
The semantic translation of 32 = P x [P(x) + 31(x)1.

This rule would apply only to the verbs wa and lo In Yoruba. The syntactic structure of the
sentence in (10) is shown in (12):

( 1 2 )

take (c) (o) come' (o)

NP VP
Olu 'Xx [lake' (c) (x) + come' (x))

VP\VP
take' (c) P )0( [P(x) + come' (x)]

wa

VP/NP NP
take
gbe aga

Notice that the complex category resulting from the rule in (12) is identical to the one in
(9) except for tie direction of the slash.

373
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Under the syntactic category of each node in the tree, I have given the semantic
translation.3 The '+' in the semantic translation for the now lexical item is intended to
represent the Indeterminate relationship that holds between the two propositions in the

translation. The translation for the sentence in (10) is shown in (13):

(13) Semantic translation for (10): take (c)(o) + come' (o)

For simplicity, I am assuming that the same relationship (indicated by the + symbol) holds

between the propositions in most of the serial verb constructions I discuss here. I won't

attempt to characterize what this rel2lionship is at this point.4 The important thing about
the semantic translations for the new categories in the rules I give here is that they

represent the semantic function-argument relationships that exist between the different

NPs and the verbs in the constructions. The translation in (11), for example, allows the

verb to first combine with another verb, which via lambda conversion replaces the P in the
translation, and then allows the representation of the subject of the entre sentence to
replace the x in the formula. (The linear order of the variables being lombda-ed in must
match the order in which the category combines with its arguments).

The rule in (12) applies only to intransitive verbs. However, wa ani lo also occur
with NP complements, both alone and in serial verb constructions. An example is shown in

( 1 4 )

( 1 4 ) Ajao rin lo oja
Ajao walked go market
'Ajao walked to the market'

For wa and lo with NP complements, we need a different rule, one that allows the verbs to

first combine with their complements and then with the preceding VP. This rule is shown in

( 1 5 )5:

(15) Lexical rule (applies to w a and lo):
If el is a lexical item of category VP,
there iS another lexical item 132 of category VP\VP)/NP.
The semantic translation of 62= XY'XPx IP(x) ni(y)(x)1.

3 Throughout this paper. I am using a simplified notation that must )4:) commented on The

ban:Oa:loos given are all within a Montague Semantics framework lo make this ry,talion
easier to read. I am using small letters to .epresent all NPs (in Montague Semantics small
soling are normally used only for representing individuals, not sets of incividuals) In

addlion, I treat NPs extensionally rather than intensionally. again for clarity and ease el
exposit=
4 Although I arn riot making an attempt to identify it here, the natwe of this relatiom;hip is
important in that a may Ue able to account for some of the semantic restrictions on the first

position iii these constructions
5 I'm ignoring here the relationship helmet. wplement-laking and noracomploment taking

wa and to a his relationship could also be inds_ arid via a lexical rule, which could rnako the rulo
in (14) superfluous.
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As shown in the tree in (16), the rule In (15) creates a category that can combine
first with the original complement, then with the preceding VP, and finally with the subject
NP.

( 1 6)

NP VP
Ajao

\43 VPWP
rl n

(VPWP)/NP NP
lo oja

With each syntactic combination (syntactic function-argument application), a parallel
function-argument application takes place In the semantics. The final semantic translation
tor the sentence Is shown in (17). This translation Insures that the NP that is Ihe syntactic
subject of the sentence is the semantic subject of both verbs,

( 1 7) Semantic translation for (15): walkla) + go'(m)(a)

2,2.2. Constructions with Object Sharing

in these constructions, two transitive verbs flank an NP that functions as the direct object
of both of them. The examples in (5) and (17) from Sranan and Yoruba (George 1975: 82)
illustrate this type of serial verb construction:

( 5 ) Koli naki Amba kin
Kofi hit Amba kill
'Kofi struck Amba dead'

( 1 8) Ajao ra epa je
Ajao bought peanuts ate
'Ajao bought and ate the peanuts'

Lexical mstrictions on the verbs that can appear in this construction vary guile a bit
from language to language. In Sranan, for example, only certain verbs can occur in the
second position (Sebba 1987: 43). However, in Yoruba, constructions like the one ia (17)
have been claiiiied to ennui' with almost any transitive verb In either position (Adenike
Lawal, personal communication).

It's worth comparing the meaning of Sranan constructions like (5) with what Sabha
has called coordinating serial verb constructions, as in (19) (Sobba 1987: 109):
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( 1 9) Kofi naki Amba kiri en
Koh hit Amba kill her
'Kofi hit Amba and killed her'

An important syntactic difference between this construction and the ones with object

sharing is that !ha two verbs in (19) have different NPs serving as their direct objects.

There is claimed to be a difference In meaning between the two constructions (Sebba 1987:

109). In the sentence in (5), Koli's killing Amba occurs because of his striking her; that

is, by striking her, he kills her. In (19), however, it Is possible that Koti may have struck

Amba repeatedly and then killed her. It seems that the kind of semantic Interpretation we

want for (19) is straightforward conjunction. A Montague-style semantic translation for

this sentence will be hit'(a)(k) & kill'(a)(k). How to analyze the meaning of (5) is less
clear, but what's important at this point is that, regardless of how the semantic
interpretation of (5) is eventually described, it is considered by native speakers to be

different from the semantic interpretation of (19). Because of this difference, I have

assumed that we should have distinct semantic interpretations tor the two structures. For

the Sranan serial verb construction shown in (5), we will need a lexical rule that applies to

the category ot the second verb in the construction (since this is the position that is

restricted to a specific set of verbs), changing it into a category that can combine with the

other categories so that we eventually end up with a sentence. Since categories are typically

assumed to combine only with adjacent categories, we need to change the second verb into

something that can tirst combine with the NP that precedes it, and then with the transitive

verb that precedes the NP, to finally result in a VP (that is, something that combines with a

subject NP to give an 5). The category we want is (VP\(VP/NP))\NP. As shown in the tree

in (21), this category is able to combine with the other categories in the sentence to give an

S.
A lexical rule for changing category of second verb Is shown In (20):

( 2 0 ) Lexical rule for Sranan (applies to kiri, broko, and panya):
If 81 is a lexical item of category VP/NP,
there is another lexical item 132 of catecory (VP\(VP/NP))\NP.
The semantic translation of 132 Ny ),P x (132(1,)(x3 P(y)(x)1.

In a language like Yoruba, in which most if not all verbs Gan occur in such a construction, a

lexical rulo of this type would be more productive, possibly applying to any transitive verb.

( 2 1 )

NP VP

Koh

VP/NP
naki

VP"!P/NP)

NP (VP\(VP/NP))1NP
Aniba kiri

( 2 2 ) Semantic translation for (5): hir(a)(k) kill'(a)(k)
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2.2.3 Constructions with Object of First Verb as Semantic Subject of Second
Verb

The constructions in this category are similar to those Just discussed. The differences are
that the second verb has the basic category of being an intransitive verb rather than a
transitive one, and that the NP that Is flanked by the two verbs acts as the semantic subject
of the second rather than as its object. The second characteristic makes this type of
construction especially different, since It is the only type in which the syntactic subject of
the sentence is not the semantic subject of both verbs. An example of this construction in
Sranan is shown in (23) (Sebba 1987: 91):

( 2 3) Koli pusu Amba fadon
Koll push Amba fall
'Koli pushed Amba down'

Only a small set of intransitive verbs can occur In the second position In this construction,
so the category-change rule must be formulated to apply to that category. The complex
syntactic category that results from the rule will be the same as the one resulting from the
rule in (20), but the semantic translation must be different to allow the second NP to be the
semantic subject of the second verb. The following rule will do the job.

(24) Lexical rule (applies to (adon, komato, etc.):
If 81 is a lexical item of category VP, there is another lexical item 82 of
category (VP1(VP/NP))1NP. The semantic translation of
B2 Y '> El x IR(y)(x) + 131(y)].

The tree in (25) shows the structure of (23):

( 2 5)

NP VP
Kofi

VP/NP
pusu

VP\(VP/NP)

NP (V131(VP/NP))\NP
Amba fadon

( 2 6) Semantic translation for (23): push'(a)(k) + fall'(a)

An important point to be seen from this type of construction is that two identical syntactic
categories must have different semantic interpretations in order to account for the semantic
difference between these constructions
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2.3.4. A Coordinate Construction

The constructions discussed in the previous sections have all been what Sebba called
subordinate serial verb constructions. However, irs interesting to compare these
constructions to the so-called coordinate constructions. The discussion that follows is a
sketch of the different ways coordinate constructions might be treated in categorial
grammar. An example ol a coordinate construction was shown in (18), repeated below:

(18) Kofi naki Amba kiri en
Kofi hil Amba kill her
'Kofi hit Amba and killed her'

There are essentially three ways this string of words could be an7lyzed within categorial
grammar, First, it could arise from a category change rule that I perates on one of the
verbs. If the rule operated on the first verb, the following structure would result (If II had
operated on the second verb, the structure would be the same except for the category
labeling):

(27)

NP VP

Koh

VPNP VP

ZN /\
(VP/VP)/NP NP VP/NP NP

naki Amba kin en

A second possibility Is that a category.changing rule could apply at the phrasal level
rather than the lexical level, as shown in (28). The VP dominating (hit Amba) Is changed by
this rule to a VP/VP, which can then combIne with the VP to the right.

(28)

NP VP
Koh

VPNP VP

VP/NP
nald

I

VP VP/NP NP
kin en

NP

Amba
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The last possiblity Is shown In (29). Here, an entirely new syntactic rule Is added to the
grammar, added to the set of rules that Include function-argument application and function
composition. This rule would be essentially a coordination rule that applies to two like
categories, conloining them without an overt marker.

(29) S.,-
NP VP
Roil

3.0 Concksion

./,
VP VP

VP/NP NP VP/NP NP
naki Amba kiri en

Using lexlcal rules In a categorial grammar framework has the advantage of allowing us to
create lexical categories that can combine with other words to form serial verb
constructions. The lexical rule approach seems especially appropriate since there are
frequently syntactic restrictions on the verbs that can occur In some position within the
constructions. Finally, this approach provides different categories for each type of serial
verb construction; the characteristic that groups all of the constructions into a class is the
fact that a lexical rule has applied to a simple verbal category to create a more complex one.
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